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FOREWORD

-. The report is presented in three volumes. Volume I introduces the

study; explains its purposes and methods; presents a cross-case analysis
of ethnographies on five racial/ethnic groups; reports on a questionnaire
survey which builds on the ethnographies; and offers overall conclusions

and implications for improved practice and future research. Volume II

consists of the complete ethnographies of the five groups studied.
Volume III, "A Practitioners' Guide For Achieving Equity /n Multicultural
Schools" summarizes the study findings, and presents a step-by-step process
for multicultural school improvement.

Because this effort builds on prior work, it is not possible to
adequately acknowledge here the many individuals who contributed indirectly

to the study. Nevertheless, we wish to recognize those who participated
directly, and identify their special contribution beyond the shared team
effort. John D. Herzog (Co-Principal Investigator) directed the ethnographic
study, supervised field staff, edited the fieldworkers' case writeups,
and is the author of the introduction to the ethnographies and the cross-
case analysis. Herbert J. Walberg (Co-Principal Investigator) conducted
the survey data analyses with myself (Principal Investigator and study
Director) and Mary Hyde (Programmer),.and he co-authored the survey report
with me. I also wrote the Introduction and Conclusion to Volume I, and
the Practitioners' Guide (Volume II/). Sarah L. Lightfoot (Co-Principal
Investigator), participated in critical conceptual, methodological, and

interpretive phases of the study: Marjorie H. O'Reilly (Survey Coordinator)
managed the survey questionnaire administration and data feedback to
the participating schools. Marjorie K. Madoff administered the pilot
testips.of the survey questionnaire, and participated in its development.

The fi'elifitaff for the ethnographic Component, and the subjects of their

case writeups are: Karen and Lester-Holtzblatt, Jewish-American; Margaret
McDonough and Pierce Butler, Irish-AMerican; Seda Yaghoubian and Ara

Ghazarians, Armenian-American; Nancy Marshall and Mark Handler, Portuguese-

American; and V. Michael McKenzie, West Indian-American. And, last but

not least, Joni Herson who typed the report and helped to coordinate

the entire effort.

7 *,* 4Special recognition and thanks aiw)4so extended to the many school

personnel, students, and parents who participated in the study, and to

Michael Cohen (NIE Project Officer) for his kind assistance and encouragement.

Although this was a group effort with individual specialities, I take

full responsibility for any errors or misinterpretations of the complete

study, beyond the sections of the report which I personally authored

and edited.

William J. Genova
Principal Investigator and

Study Director



Abstract

This.two-year study which began in August, 1979, was undertaken

to explore how school and home "climates" might possibly interact to

affect the learning and behavior of students of diverse racial/ethnic,

national origin, gender, and socioeconomic backgrounds. School climate

and home climate refer here to such psychological/social factors as the

extent of involvement, expressiveness, goal direction, challenge, and

order, which characterize such environments. Prior research has documented

separate school climate and home climate effects on student learning

and behavior. In this study the investigators set out to explore possible

interaction effects--congruities and incongruities between such school

climate and home climate factors, which may stimulate or frustrate learning

and acceptable/productive behaviors in the school setting. The study

--included ethnographies of five racial/ethnic groups of seventh graders

= 63) in five different communitiei, and a questionnaire survey of

1,290 seventh and eighth grade students in six racially/ethnically mixed

middle schools in five different communities.

The major findings of the study are:

1. Inequity in school outcomes is confirmed--there are significant

differences among racial/ethnic (and class and gender) groups

in the sample in days absent, (standardized) reading achievement,

grade point averages, and teacher academic and social ratings

(but not in suspensions).

2. Some schools are more equitable than other schools--many of

the school outcome levels for particular racial/ethnic (and class

and gender) groups vary significantly, as do their ratings

their school climates, according to which school they attend.

3. Schools vary more than homes--adolescents who identify with

particular racial/ethnic groups describe their home climates

with striking similarity, yet markedly differently from other

racial/ethnic groups. In contrast, students frofil the same racial/

ethnic groups who attend different schools in different communities

Oaracterize their school climates quite differently. By socio-

economic class and gender groups, students' ratings of their

school climates vary much more7han their ratings of their home

climates.

4. Schools and homes both affect school outcome--the statistical

significance and magnitude of the correlations are highest for

independent home-climate and school-climate effects on school

outcomes for all students, irrespective of racial/ethnic, socio-

economic class, or gender groups.

5. Home-school discrepancies affect school outcomes--for particular

racial/ethnic groups who rate their school climates higher than

their home climates on specific variables, such "discrepancies"

are correlated with positive school outcomes (e.g., lower absence

and higher achievement) in 73% of such cases. For the remaining

27% of the discrepancies, negative school outcomeA,emerge

(e.g., higher absence, low achievement) when the school is

rated higher than the home. Though significant, these correlates

are modest and varied, showing few meaningful patterns for any

particular sub-group across schools.
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I. INTRODUCTION TO THE ETHNOGRAPHIC REPORTS

A. General Goals of the Ethnographic Component

This volume of the.report includes this introduction and

five ethnographies. The ethnographies (or case studies) deal with

the perceptual worlds of seventh graders of five different ethnic

4

groups in the Boston area, youngsters of Armenian, Irish, Jewish, Portuguese,

and West Indian-American backgrounds. The fieldworkers' research and writing

focus especially on these young teens' understanding of their home life

and family relations, and less intensiyely on their conceptualizations

of their neighborhood, peer group, and school. The ethnographers supplement

this material with data drawn from their observations of, and participation

with, the youngsters. Thus, a combined "emit" (phenomenological) and "etic"

(objective) analysis is presented, with an emphasis on'the former.

The breadth, detail, and sophistication of the five case studies

vary enormously. The report on the Jewish youngsters'most=closely approximates

the level of detail and analysis originally intended, with that on the

Portuguese least-well developed, and the depiction's of the Irish, Black

West Indian, and Armenian youth in intermediate placement. The origins

of this diversity are explained below. An important outcome of this variation

.is that the cross-group analysis, which follows the separate cases, draws

most heavily upon the Jewish material. However, all five sets of researchers

employed a common outline in writing their reports, facilitating access

to data and ease of interpretation on specific topics. This feature of

the ethnographies in part offsets their uneven coverage.

This ethnographic research had two main goals. First, the basic

assumption of this project is that people's perceptions of their various

social environments
influencetheir behavior in it; more specifically,
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students' intersecting perceptions of their home and school environments

powerfully affect what they learn and how they behave in school. It follows,

then, that to predict and influence students' learning one needs to know

something of their conceptualizations of the homes and schools that they

participate in. Knowledge of people's perceptions can be gained through

interaction with them, during which they'reveal their thOughts and "mental

maps." Social scientists typically employ structured devices such as questionr

naires, interviewse, and naturalistic experiments to elicit subjects' perceptions,

but to use such techniques the investigator mast presume he/she possesses

at least rudimentary knowledge of the subjects' perceptual domains in which

he/she is interested.

In the circumstance of this research, we knew of numerous prior

studies about how students perceive their schools, but we weie unwilling

to presume that we knew how teenagers of contrasting ethnicity characterize

their homes and families. In our literature search, very few earlier investi-

gations of adolescents' perceptions ofhomes and families, as distinguished

from their values about, and evaluations of, such institutions were turned

up. Indeed a basic hypothesis of this research is that students' perceptions

of home and school vary by ethnicity, and that ethnic groups'.relative

achievement in school can be partially explained as the outcome of their

members' differential experiencing of those environments. We thus needed

a less "presumptive" technique than questionnaires, interviews, etc., at

the start of our research, and we turned to ethnography. We felt that

through coordinated ethnographic inquiries into several communities, we

could begin to delineate how the youngsters in each perceive their homes,

their families, and their schools, and how these together combine to affect

their school achievement and behavior.

2



The second purpose of the ethnographic component was to provide

a base of knowledge for developing an instrument (i.e., a questionnaire)

through which children's perceptions of their homes and families could

be gathered more systematically and inexpensively than ethnography in the

second"phase of this reseirch. The School Climate Questionnaire (SCQ),

through which students' perceptions of their schools can be'reliat,ly &goer-

jr-vt,

tained, already existed, the product of five years of TDR effort. An analogous

Home Climate Qdestionnaire (HCQ) was needed, to verify and/or coAect the

findings of the ethnographies and to provide data on a larger ,ample for

quantitative analysis of the variables of the study.

Accordingly, after periods of fieldwork ranging from.one to five

months, the field staff temporarily became item-writers and instrument-

designers. To facilitate statistical analysis, we organized potential

HCQ items, whenever possible, into variables parallel .t.o the thirteen"factors"

of the existing SCQ. In May and June of,1980, the staff generated nearly

500 "raw" items within thirteen dimensions seemingly descriptive of ,home

and family; through debate, field-testing, and statistical analysis (described

elsewhere) , these were reduced to the 54 items (4 ,items for each of the

13 factors), now included in the HCQ.

The important points here are that the HCQ originated in the

divere knowledge and experience of the fieldworkers; and that each,question,

in order to survive, had to pass the assessment of the fieldworkers' in

terms of its probable clarlty, fairness; centrality, offensiveness, etc.,

for the teenagers and the families with whom they were working, as well .

as more orthodox statistical and editorial processing. In sum, the field

research had two main products: "'the ethnographies that follow, and the

Home Climate instrument that played a central role in the quantitative

phase of this project.

3
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B. General Ethnographic Strategies
P

In our proposal, we sPecified that the fieldworkers would 'immerse

themselves in the homes, neighborhoods, schools, and peer groups of the

students" who agreed to participate in the study. Over a fille to six month

period, on a half-time basis, the researchers would "shadoit' their subjects,

sampling all times of the day and wakinshours in the evening;" ther note-

taking would be "unobtrusive." While shadowing, we expected 4.9 I.earn "from

many more persons than the designated informant,-"-exploiting the "openness

-0J

and naturalness" of the situation to gain access to a "wider range of data"

than can usually be obtained from conventional interviec4ing procedures.

'Cur methods, we stated, would be "closely akin" to the "key informant"

strategy widely practiced'in anthropology (ITIDB 1974:16),

.The traditional ,procedure for ethnographic fieldwork, acc ing

to Rist (1980:9) is that "a single indiviaual (sometimes a couole) would

go to the field site, t;ecome enmeshed in the life of that site, and only
<,

after a long and involved period of time, begin to formulate a framework

/for the analysis. Theory was 'grounded' ih experience," In several ways,

our planned p ocedures departed from Rist's characterizationr, Five or

six months, of research, on a part-time basis, are not the equivalent of

"a long and involved period of time..", On the other hand, we did not.expect

to be able to make definitive statements as the result of out qualitative

inquiries: they were intended as stimuli and backdrops for the methodolog,ically

more rigorous quantitative phase of the research.

Additionally, in our proposal we indicated"that the "primary

focus" of the fieldworkers' investigations would be the home environments

of the youngsters as fhese could be interpreted via the thirteen school

environment factors Of the previously-existing kQ. In thus importing

to 'the field an explicit, if flexible, framework for ordering it, we were

4



departing from Rist's traditional model in another major respect. He point

out that this is nonetheless common practice in anthropology nowadays:

The idea of...allowing issues and problems t emerge from

extensive time on site has...given way to the preformulation

of research problems, to the specifying of precise activities...

to be observed and to the analytic4framework within which the

study is to beconducted.

(t:ist, 1980:9)

2
Once in the field, however, the staff departed from bothivi1le

traditional and contemporary procedures described by Rist to an extenin

that w)lat.they did do is probably not classifiable as full-fledged ethno-
.

graphy. They were uri'able to "immerse" or "enmesh" theMselves in the children's

-lives,ithe better't9robserve.'spohtaneous behavior in natural settings;
7 104 A,

because delays-in arran5ing access to communities and families foreshortened

the time available for fieldwork. Further, the salaries budgeted for field-

workers proved to be unrealistically low and part-time, attracting less

experienced persons than expected and requiring each to hold an additional

part-tiMe job. The staff's part-time status, their relative inexperience,

and the age differential between themselves and the students produced a

lower level of rapport between staff and children than we hoped to achieve,

Similarly, bnly in the Jewish and West /ndian communities did we achieve

the approximate sample size (eight boys and eight girls) originally intended.

141e research strategies actually employed by the fieldteams differed

in certain respects from each other and are described in each ethnography.

In general, after a few very informal introductory sessions With each student

and his/her Family, the researchers administered covertly semi-structured

1)

interviews, in-the child'slhome or some other natural setting. These inter-

views focused on topics identified during staff discussions of the School

Climate variables, as transformed for application to the home environment.

5



This focusing intensified after April of 1980, when work began oR the Home

Climate items. The net effect was the shap.ing bf the children's re461--

to sbme extent in the direction of our own 'cateyories, contrary to our

original intention. In many cases, these interviews ocdurred in the presence

of third parties: siblings, friends, patents, eto., and the reactions

'of these persons were also recorded. In most homes, the fieldworker became

a familiar visitor, behaving more like an'informal questioner than unobtrusive

companion. Frequently the researcher met a childiby appointment after

schocl and accompanied him/her home; afternoon, evening, and weekend forays

into the neighborhood also were common. Some of the researchers ownized

excursions (e.g., to a ballgame or an ice cream parlor) for theLr informants.I

Most established Warm relationships with the child7en's parents, who seemed

to regard them as beneficial influences on the youngsters and were eager

to discuss the children and childrearing in general with the visitors.

Our 'field techniques departed from the "standard ethnographic"

in additional ways that may have improved, as well as decreased, the validity
OL

of the findings. Two staff members worked in each of the five communities:

a female with the girls, a male with the boys. In four of the communities,

both researchers were co-ethnics of the children and families they were

studying. Further, the Armenian fieldworkers were fluent in several Armenian

dialects, as well as English; wil.;:! the Irish, JewL,h, and West Indian groups

bilinguality v.os not necessary. Neither of the staff working with the

Portuguese stemmed from that background, but one was fluent in the language

and the other possessed a useful knowledge of it. We also maintained a

fairly hich level of staff stability: only onef working with the West

Indian girls, left before completing )pr.fieldwork. Two others, involved

with the West Indian boys and Portuguese,boysi rvpectilvely firvished their

6
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fieldwork but wrote their ethnographic contributions after leaving Boston

to take on responsibilities elsewhere.

The ten staff members and two or three senior staff wwe in close

contact with each other, especially during the period of intensive fieldwork

from December of 1979 through July of 1980. Staff meetings occurred bi-

weekly during these months and somewhat less often through November, 1980.

The staff thus experienced multiple opportunities and pressures to articulate

their observations and difficulties to each other. The item-writing and

--editing sessions of May and June proved especially productival this

regard, with the members deeply engaged in constructing an instrument aimed

at confirming and/or challenging their qualitative findings, both generally

and for specific ethnic groups. Finally, all of the fieldworkers were

deeply interested in the specific ethnic groups they were studying, as

well as intrigued by the Project as a whole. They routinely contributed

more-time in the field, in note-taking, an& in.meetings then we could compen-
,,'

sate them for.

The manner in which the project was presented to prospective

participants, and its emphasis on predicting academic achievement and school

behavior, probably biased to some extent the samples assembled in each

community. Attracted to participate Were families and youngsters who valued

school success, who enjoyed informal intellectual discussions, who had

little to cloak,in their private lives, and who felt at least moderately

prideful about their membership in their ethnic group. We noticed that

foreign-born parents and children, especially in the Armenian, Portuguese,

and West Indian communities, were more willing to join the study than second

and third generation persons we approached. Whether this related-to the

aforementioned pride of membership, or to a possible propensity for immig,rants



to try to conform to seemingly "official" requests (i.e., the study was

sponsored by the Federal Government), we cannot say. Nor can we speculate,

usefully on how the possible sample biases influenced the fieldworkers'

data and conclusions.

C. Selection and Preparation of Staff

Recruitment of staff began in October, 1979, immediately after

contract finalization. Vacancy notices went out to over forty university

placement offices and social science departments, as well as to personal

contacts. Our objective was to assemble two-person, male-female teams',

co-ethnic with the children to be studied and bilingual, if appropriate,
,

to work in five ethnic neighborhoods in the Greater Boston area. We planned

to select the five ethnic groups from a pool of ten or twelve commonly

recognized groups resident in the Boston area, roughly stratifying our

choices according to the alleged school "success" of their children.

intended to select staff and sites simultaneously, looking for appropriate

communities when well qualified applicants of a specific ethnicity appeared,

and for professionally qudlified applicants to match ethnic communities

to which we had likelihood of access.

We essentially followed these plans, although more slowly than

expected. Qualified fieldworkers,were hard to find, because we were hiring

in the late fall' after most graduate students' plans for the year had been

settled, and because of the low pay ($5.00 per hour) and part-time assign-

merits we offered. By mid-December we had'assembled male and female staff

to work in.Armenian, Jewish, and West /ndian communities, and a female

staff member to concentrate on a Portuguese site. By mid-January, two
%

Irish and the male Portuguese specialists had been hired, but our female

West Indian colleague declared herself overcommitted and resigned.

8



Basically, she was never replaced; a successor met with the West Indian

girls for several weeks and then also withdrew.

We hypothesized that Jewish children were especially successful

in school, Armenian and West Indian childfen moderately accomplished, Irish

next, and Portuguese least successful. This simple-minded ranking, although

based on extensive reading and conversations with local educators, did

not affect our subsequent field procedures; it promised a range of variation

on the dependent measures of the study that estimated school "success.".

We early considered including a Chinese-American community (high success),

but a well qualified applicant terminated hex candidacy. We expected to

consider groups of Italian (moderate success), Northern Black (low success)

and Puerto Rican (low success) ancestry for inclusion among our five subsamples,

but no applicants of these extractions presented themselves.

Formal meetings of senior staff (Genova, Herzog) and consultants

(Lightfoot, Walberg) occurred during the start-up week (10/79), midway

in the fieldwork process (4/80), at the conclusion of fieldwork and begin-

ning of the pilot testing of the HCQ (11/80), as final ethnographic drafts

were being written and quantitative data were ready for analysis (7/81),

and when the first quantitative analyses became available (9/81). Genova

and Herzog communicated weekly or more often on project affairs. Lightfoot

and Walberg each led a meeting of the fieldworkers and intermittently consulted

with Genova and/or Herzog.'

Meetings of the staff of fieldworkers, chaired by Herzog, began

in December, 1979, and continued every two or three weeks through November,

1980. A second series, mainly concerned with the organization of the ethno-

graphic reports, took place during the spring months-of 1981. From time

to time, teams and individual staffers met separately with Herzog, as well

as in groups of three or four without him, to discuss matters of common concern.'

9



The follbwing are some of the chief topics discussed and tasks

accomplished at the meetings of the full staff of fieldworkers:

Goals and procedures for a literature eearch on each

ethnic group, especially focused on the school performance

of the children of the group.

The reality of ethnic groups in the U.S.: what, if anything,

are they?

Relationships between'perceptions and behavior; especially

the impact of incongruities between what a person perceives

and what he/she expects to perceive.

Various ethnographic techniques to use in the field,

especially "focused probe" techniques.

. Clarifying the major focus of the study: childrens' perceptions

of their homes, rather than of peers, schools or selves.

Distinguishing children's perceptions of their homes (emic

data) vs. the fieldworkers' perceptions of the--homes (etic

data), emphasizing the former.

How the fieldworkers can explain the project and themselves

to various constituencies'in the field, and enhance the cooperation

of all.

_Ethical implications and pitfalls of fieldwork, especially

°those of privacy for individuals, communities, and-Schools

participating.

Ethical and policy implications of the
the study: will these be used to help
to serve various ethnic groups better,
families, and ethnic groups to conform

values?"

possible findings of
schools differentiate
or to pressure children,
more closely to "mainstream

Contrasting recruitment plans and procedures, community by

community.

.
Contrasting fieldwork strategies in the different communities,

as dictated by sample size, starting dates of field research,

school and parents' attitudes, fieldworkers' time and interests,

etc.

Domains and factors of the SCQ as these contrast with possible

domains and factors.for the HCQ; decisions on HCQ domains and

factors.

. Item generation, editing, and elimination for the pilot version

of the HCQ.

. Target populations for administering the HCQ and other objective

instruments: ethnic groups, communities, schools.

. Categories for data analysis and common outline for writing

the separate ethnographies.

10



Ways of analyzing ethnographic reports
breadth, depth, and face validity.

. Coordination with staff working on the
the study, in preparing a final report

that are unequal in

quantitative phase of
and subsequent publications.

D. Site Selection

As indicated above, site selection proceeded'apace with staff

recruitment. We entered each community (with one exception) via the local

school system, in order to be able to contact a sizable population of the

desired ethnicity, to enhance our credibility with parents and other citizens,

and ultimately to be in a position to obtain various estimates of the school

success of each child in the sample. The quid pro qtto for assistance that

we offered each system was multiple: participation in a project that dealt

with a problem that most school people recognized immediately as genuine

and pressing, minimal disturbance of the routine of the school, hourly

compensation to any teachers and school staff who spent time gathering

data (e.g., from school records) for the project. Most important was the

promise of a full report and workshop for the school on the results of

the administration of the School Climate Questionnaire, which was part

of the design of the quantitative phase of the study, and already known

' to many administrators as a valuable tool in schoOl self-improvement efforts.

Details about the process of obtaining the cooperation of the

various schools and school systems appear in the five ethnographies, and

will only be summarized here. The.Center City Superintendent of Schools

had informally agreed to the involvement of his system before the project

began; in January of 1980 the School Conmittee ratified his position. By

this time. we had identified several potential West Indian fieldworkers,

whom we directed to a K-8 school in a neighborhood that houses a sizable

West Indian population. The Master and teachers of the school were most

cooperative; they provided lists of children whom they believed to be of

11



West Indian background, and the contacting of the children and their families.

began early in February. Actual fieldwork started in March, although mostly

with boys, and continued through June.

After interviewing several applicants of Armenian background,

we approached the Superintendent of the Rivertown Schools, whose community

contains a concentration of families of Ahat ethnic origin. The School

Committee quickly approved his recommendation that the study be authorized.

The staff of the Armenian Bilingual Program proved uninterested in the

project, but the Principal of the junior high school that most Armenian-

American children attend became'very enthusiastic about it. He prepared

lists of students of apparent Armenian extraction, whom the fieldworkers

contacted in February and March. The researchers recruited additional

participants through the Armenian churches in the communily, as explained

in their ethnography. Fieldwork with this group extended from March through

October.

Early in the recruiting process a womad applied who was already

engaged in informal fieldwork in the Portuguese community of Hillside,

and who intended to conduct later doctoral research in that neighborhood.

In February the Hillside Superintendent and School Committee amproved our

request to work out of the junior high school in the neighborhood, as did

the local Portuguese citizens group, with whot-our staff member had previous

1_

connections. The Principal and the staff were helpful in preparing lists

of potential participants and arranging meetings of them in school. Fieldwork

began here in Mardh, but ceased in June, as both staff members had to attend
_

to other responsibilities.

The fieldworkers assigned to work with Jewish children, a husband

and wife team with considerable experience in a similar kind'of research,

were the first to be hired, on the assumption that TDR contacts with the
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administrations of the two school districts adjacent to the team's place

of residence would produce access to the large numbers of Jewish children

attending.the schools of one or ,both. Unfortunately, both systems were

unwilling to approve involvement in an additional research project that

did not bring them more immediate and tangible rewards; they further seemed

to fear complaints from Jewish parents about being singled out for study.

After these rebuffs.(in November and December, 1979) the fieldworkers con-

tacted several synagogues in the same towns, where they were cordially

received and from which they were able to assemble large and cooperative

samples. The contacts occurred in January, with fieldwork extending from

February through July. Unfortunately, cooperative relationships with the

public schools thatthese children attended never developed.

Senior staff in this project had professional and personal contacts

with people in-the-Stapleton-Schools,
with-whom they thought it would be

easy to arrange a study of a group of Irish background. Preliminary discussions

with the Prinicpal of the chosen middle school progressed encouragingly.

However, the Superintendent recommended to the School Committee that TDR's

'request not be approved, on grounds similar to those expressed by the admin-

istrators in the other two school systems that declined. We then followed

up additional "connections" with the staff of a K-8 Catholic parochial

school serving the same neighborhood; the School Committee rejected the

Principal's suggestion to participate. Finally, in February and also utili-

zing previous relationships, approval was received from the Superintendent

and School Committee of the Rumfield Schools. In March and April the field-

workers received lists of possible students from the junior high school

staff and from an associated, mostly Irish, parents group; they were not

able to begin actual fieldwork until May. The ethnographer focusing on

the boys continued his investigations through October, but the female staff

13



member began to withdraw from the project early in the summer.

Three lessons learned from these negotiations spei important

enough to be recorded here for future researchers. First, the members

of ethnidally-oriented
groups are generally not offended by Oi antagonistic

to the notion of "being studied," if they are approached frankly and res-

pectfully for permission prior to data being collected. Quite the contrary:

they are more often flattered, cooperative, and interested in the study's

possible results as a way of learning more about their group's origins

and present condition. This is what we found in dealing with the Armenian

churches, the Portuguese citizen group, the rabbis and Hebrew School staff

of the synagogues, and the mostly Irish parents group. (We dealt with

no ethnic organization of West Indians.) Sometimes the leaders of such

groUps raise the question of ouid pro auo, quite appropriately; but since

it is hard to figure out what form.this might take, the issue soon recedes

and the leaders' underlying curiosity about their people rises to the fore.

Second, high ranking school officials (and perhaps other local

officials) are much rea4ier to authorize research on groups in their community

that are relatively small-sized and politically unimportant,
than on dominant

groups. Thus, Center City, Riverside, and Hillside School Zommittees did

not hesitate to allow us to go into their buildings to work with-West Indian,

Armenian, and Portuguese children., respectively. But two communities,

in which the Jewish population is influential, refused to participate in

the ptoject, even though representatives of that group whom we contacted

later were cooperative with our work. Further, Irish are the dominant

ethnic group in Stapleton, where both the public schools and a parochial

school declined to participate. In Rumfield, persons of Italian background

are a heavy majority, and approval to work withIrish youth and families

was not hard to arrange. It appears that the study of American ethnic
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groups might well become the study of ethnic groups in minority status

in their respective home towns, unless steps are taken to counter this

bias.

Finally, almost all of the scliool building administrators, teachers,

and ethnic group leaders with whom we worked expressed serious interest

in the major focus of this research, the relationship of ethnicity and

school "success." Their responses contrast sharply with educators' typical

reactions to academic's' research on schools. As the quantitative component

of this project demonstrates anew, the ethnicity-school "success" relation:.

ship is difficult to document, yet school people and ethnic leaders insist

that it exists. They are eager to understand the dynamics of the process

and how they can intervene in it helpfully, and will support, we believe,

further research in this area.

E. Selection of Subjects and Families

As with the choice of sites, selection of subjects proceeded

differently in each community. The steps followed are detailed in the

separate ethnographies and will be only outlined here.

Due to the delays in securing entry to the schools, the staff

had plenty of time during December, January, and February (1979-1980) to

devise and try out in single communities a general explanation of the study

and of suiojects' potential contributions to it. This explanation was not

intended as a "script," however, and the fieldworkers adapted it to local

circumstances in each community. Sometimes it was delivered orally to

children and/or parents and/or teachers, sometimes in written form, and

sometimes both formats were used. Th c. statement covered the following

topics:

1. Name of project, description of TDR Associates, explanation
of NIE sponsorship.
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2. Emphasis that we are studying how children think about their

homes, not how their parents are raising th'em; descriptive,

not evaluative.

3.. Rgason for such study is that we believe how children think

about home influences how they think about school, and that

both influence how well they do in school; we want to help

schools help all children.

4. Study will talce place in five neighborhoods in Greater Boston,

with five ethnic groups, primarily with seventh graders.

S. Project has the approval of the school system; names of

child and family were obtained from the child's school.

Procedures will be informal, with male worker for boys,

female for girls; they will accompany chosen children in -

out-of-school activities, at-home and in neighborhood; parents

and child should expect intermittent visits from and conversa-

tions with fieldworker(s).

7. In the spring, staff will write and administer questionnaire

focused on children's thoughts about homeithey will also

write a short "book" on the neighborhood and its families;

children and families may read first draft and make suggestions

for changes.

8. Privacy of everyone will be protected, so tar as possible;

we will not relay information from parents to teachers,

etc.; in book, persons and community will be disguised.

9. Names and phone numbers of fieldworkers supplied here; name

and phone numbers of their supervisor (Herzog) also supplied

here; call any of these whenever a problem.

10. Written consent of student and his/her parents required

for participation in the study; if hesitant, we prefer they

not agree to join.

In Center City, the Master and seventh and eighth grade teachers

(one of whom was a member of the West Indian -subgroup) drew up a list of

probable West Indian youngsters. The fieldworkers contacted these children

in school,_individually or_in_groups_of two_or_three,-and gave them written

'descriptions and permission forms to bring to their parents. Over a period

of four or five weeks, the parents and children responded, some after consid-

erable prodding. Nearly 100% of the seventh and eighth graders identified

as "West Indian" by the school staff agreed to be in the project. (The
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number of children in the neighborhood identifiable as West Indian proved

to be smaller than expected. For this reason, and to our disappointment,

the school was not included in the subsequent quantitative phase of the

project.)

The Principal of the Riverside Junior High School also drew up

a list of apparently Armenian seventh-graders in his school, which the

fieldworkers supplemented with lists from, and face-to-face recruiting

sessions in, three Armenian. churches in the neighborhOod. They used a

variety of methods, detailed in their report, to explain the study tosthe

children and their families and to gain their involvement. In general,

immigrant children oil the children of immigrant parents were more willing

to participate than second and third generation youngsters. The sample

is heavily weighted towards youngsters with this sort of background.

After rejections by both school systems, the ethnographers designated

to work with Jewish children and families turned to the synagogues in adjoining

sections of both towns. There they met with children of seventh grade age

in Hebrew School classes, explained the project, and asked for volunteers.

Parents of those volunteering were contacted shortly thereafter, and a

.

meeting was held in each home, with all parties present. In this manner,

the fieldworkers assembled an adequate sample, experiencing turn-downs

by a few parents who felt that the study would add further complications

to already complex household schedules. The sample appears to be representa-

tive of middle class, third or more generation, religiously involved Jews,

although we recognize that this is a rather vaguely defined category.

The guidance and bilingual staffs at Hillside Junior High compiled

a list of Portuguese-background children and asked them to attend an after-

school meeting to learn about the project. Although attendance was good,
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considering the time of.day, very few children volunteered to participate,

and the parents of some of these would not give their assent. Both children

and parents appeared
uncomfortable with the idea of a "foreign presence"

in their homes, and both boys and girls had money-earning or domestic responsi-

bilities after school to an extent not approached in the other groups;

for both reasons, they were reluctant to ,become involved. The six children

and families who ultimately participated must be regarded as more comfortable

in dealing with the non-Portuguese outside world than their friends and

neighbors whom we alsb contacted.

Two teachers at the school in Rumfield asseMbled a list of "apparently

Irish" students, who were called together during school hours for an explanatiO'

of and invitation to join the project. The fieldworkers also telephoned

children and parents from a second, overlapping list compiled by the officers

of a junior high sdhool parents association. Student volunteers were difficult

to attract fr& both pools, but the parents of those youngsters wholid

come forward almost always strongly supported their child's decision. The

resulting sample probably includes a high proportion of relatively sophis-

ticated and inteiL.ectually alert children and families from.the total popu-

lation at the school.

In all five communities, we interviewed numerous youngsters who

informed us that they were not "pure" members of the ethnic group that

we hoped to study; i.e., one of their parents, or one or more Of their

grandparents, came from a different background. In such instances, we

asked the student what he/she considered himself/herself to "bev" /if the

student's primary response was the group in which we were interested, we
j

retained him/her in the sample, assuming consent by the child and his/her

parents. Thus, some individuals of formally "mixed" background' occur in

each sample, although all participants conceive of themselvesias personally
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oriented toward the group in which they were classified for this Study.

We initially chose to work with students of junior high or middle

school age because most members of this age cohort (except those who began

school elsewhere) are likely still to be enrolled in the public schools,

having neither dropped out nor transferred to private or specialized (voca-

tional) schools. Further, early adolescents have mostly reached cognitive

levels at which they can sensibly complete questionnaires such as the climate

instruments, and also enjoy discussions with sensitive younger adults such

-

as the fieldworkers on topics such as family, neighborhood, and school;

P we suspected that older students might be more reticent on such Matters,

especially during the short fieldwork time available. Finally, we focused

on seventh graders in ii)articular because in the Boston area it is the least

likely of the junior high and middle school years td be either.the last

grade of an elementary school, concerning which students' ratings of overall

climate, as opposed to the climate of particular classrooms, are likely'to

be suspect; or the first or early year of a large high school, about which

)

new students' climate ratings are also likely to be unreliable.

We had no quid pro ma to offer individual subjectS that wds

as appealing as the SCQ results proved to be for the sdhools. Overall,

students'and families who agreedto participate seemed to be those interested

in their "roots" and/or amused by conversations on "abstract" topics.1 Among

the West Indian and Armenian samples, those who joined may also have been

,

trying to please an apparent external authority figure (i.e., this was

a school-en0 government-supported project). We do not claim that.theiarti-

cipants and their ideas are representative of larger groups of West Indian-

Americans, Armenian-Ameridans, Jewish-Americans, Portuguese-Americans,

or Irish-Americans. Rather, we report here some of the notions that our

volunteer subjects Shared with us about their homes and schools. Along
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some dimensions, these appear to contrast with each other, group by group

A

as well as individually, in ways that deserve to be studied more rigorously

among identifiable repredentative samples. The quantitative section of

the present study is an aLtempt,, in part,.to dolso.

The recruitinent prOcedures described above produced the following

numbers of student participants:

Ethnic Group Boys Girls,

West Indian 11 9 .

Armenian 5 j

Jewish 7 8

Portuguese 3 3

Irish 6 4

J2 31.

F. Preparing the Ethnographic Repors

Discussions about the content and strUcture of the ethnographit

reports began informally in October of 1980. Debate Centered on whether

to allow the organization of eaCh report to emerge independently from the

data collected by the fieldworkerS, in. traditional style, or to require

that each ethnography follow a common framework. _Staff ioon recognized

that the later-task of cross-case analysis would be greatly facilitated

1

if the reports followed a similar'format. Months earlier all had participated,

in writing and editing the HCQ items, during which,they gained familiarity

with the three domains and thirteen.f4ctors' of-that instrument; it was

relatively easy for them to conceive of organiiing their reports around

this set of categories.

In March and April four of the.rield teams submitted tentative

outlines for the reporta they intended to write. Each built in the three

basic domains of the HCQ, and proposed to deal with"the thirteen factors-

flexibly', as the data allowed; each also listed certain idiosyncratic topics

that the team wanted to discuss in its field report.

20'
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The fieldwork supervisor (Herzog) undertook to amalgamate these

outlines, in collaboration with the staff. A common template acceptable

to all emerged in ,July, after three revisions; the staff employed this

Outline fairly consistentlY in writing their reports during the summer
O

of4' 1981. Unfortunately, staff memberl were scattered by this time, so
9

that the teams had little opportunity to share report drafts with each
.

,

other. An abbreviated versiEin of the common outline appears, below:

I. Jiistorical OVerview: story of the emigration of the group

from its country of origin to the U.S., and to the c.Jrnmunity

studied%

'Descrigeion of Community and Neighborhood Studied: economy,

politics, schools, relations of this group to others, facti^^s

within ethnic group, physical characteristics of area, etc.

Research Methods: choice of community, entry procedures ,

and personal relationships,developed, fieldworkers' general'

assumptions and ideology, description of sample, ditcutsion

of reliability and validity of data reported.

IV: Organization/Structure: the child's perceptions of the

.main codponents of his/her social and phytical world (e.g.,

key personnel, meaningful physical objects, schedules; ter--

ritoriesr etc., of the.child's. home, extended family., school,

h'1ghborgo6d, ethnic group, peer group, etc.); both emic

and etic descriptions, with emphasis on codparisons of child's

'perceptions ofthe.strUctures of home and school; specific

4 HCQ' fattors discussed as.approprlate.

V. Relationships", the child's perbeptions cf his/her connections

with, and feelings'about, key others in the environmerit, .

and of others' connections with and Okelings about, him/her -

, and each other qe.gx, relationships between child and parents,

child and extended,kin, child and members of school community,

parents and school community, etc.); toth emic and etic--

descriptions; with emphasis on comparisons of child's percep-

.

.tions of.relationships at home and school; dpecific HCQ

factors discubsed as appropriate.

VI. Personal Development/Learning Environments: the child's

perceptions of the impacts of various micro-enonments
in the community, as identified under.IV. and V., aboye,

on his/her growth and development:(e.g., the educatiVe/

socializing influences of,parents,. exteided kin, neighbors,

Peers, co-ethnics, etc.); both emic and etic descriptions,

with special emphasis on comparisons of child's perceptions
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of home and school as learning environments; specific HCQ

factors discussed as appropriate.

VII. Summary and Concluding Remarks: each fieldteam free to

develop this section as desired, including the option to
present additional material that does no fit logically into

the preceding categories.-

Further debate revolved around the expected uneven depth and

coverage of the five reports. The fieldworkers in the Portuguese community

wondered if they could and/or ghould prepare a document based on so little

fieldwork; the male researchers in the West Indian and Irish communities

felt constrained by the absence of their female colleagues during the writing

period. In the end, all agreed to-write what they pould according to the

outline, surrounding and interspersing their contributions with reminders

of the limited nature of the data-base available to them, in these and

perhaps other instances. The senior staff member responsible for preparing

the cross-case"analysis of the reports promised to keep these conditions

jin mind,.using information from the five documents with strict attention
,

to its relative solidity-and only cautiously including the Portuguese young-

sters and West Indian and Irish girls in the comparisons and generalizations

proposed. A detailed explanation of the procedures followed in producing the

cross-case analysis appears in the chapter in Volume I focused on that analysis.

G. Ethical Issues in the Fieldwork

The research staff early, identified several ethical questions

rooted in the work and its possible applications.They devoted considerable

time and thought to these matters-,--some would say overmuch!--throughoUt

the lifetime of the prcject. The various issues canjoe reduced to four:

ta

_-

1. "Oversell": in our eagerness to secure the cooperation of

school systems, families', and students, how can we stimulate

interest in the project, yet also Avoid making promises of

ihort- apd long.-range benefits,that we cannot realistically
expect to keep?- School people may be led to expect assistance

in working with diverse student bodies that we cannot provide.
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Students and parents may anticipate receiving tutoring and/or

child-rearing advice that we are not qualified to offer,

as well as a degree of colleagueship in the research and

writing that the time available to the field staff does

not permit them to provide.

2. Maintenance of.Privacy Within the Community:, in our day-

to-day activities in homes, neighborhood, and school, how

can we avoid becoming transmitters of, information given

to us in confidence by our subjects and other contacts?

Are there ever serious, emergency situations when'breaches

of such confidence are justified? This, of course, a class-

ical dilemma for ethnographic fieldworkers.

3. Maintenance of Privacy for the Community vs. the Outside

World: how do we shield the individuals, schools and communities

about which we write from identification, other than that

which they choose for themselves, after publication of our

report(s)? A strong possiblity exiSts that something we

publish may embarrass, annoy, interfere with, or even unwitting-

ly assist one, some, or all of the subjects of the research.-

In their reports, anthropologists try to disguise their communi-

ties and informants, but nowadays complete anonymity is

usually impossible.

4. Potential Impact on Public Policy: will the results of

the research be used to help schools to differentiate their

practices in order to serve,variOus ethnic groups more effectively,

as suggested in the original proposal? Or will the results

be employed to justify relative neglect of "poorly adapted"

ethnic groups, and/or to pressure divergent children, familieS,

and e nic groups to conform more closely to the mainstream

ds of the school? The staff recognized that justifications

could-be offered for both policy emphases, although they

.were unanimously committed to the first.

We addresied the issue of possible "oversell" through careful

development and rehearsal...of theAttee5Age.q. to_be conveyed to schools, students,
,

and parents, as discussed in the section on "Selection of Subjects and

Families," above; pieces of this "statement" were also used in discussions

with school officials and teachers. We did not offer to advise schools

on how to work with children of varying ethnicity--nor were we asked for

such assistance. We did volunteer to report to each school the results

of the SCQ administered in it, in a workshop setting in the school building,

which offer we honored for those schools that remained interested in holding

the workshops. -StddentS and parents-rarely-mistook us-for_tutors or
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counselors,,although some of the fieldworkers did render informal assistance

with homework and/or participated as equals with parents in discussions

of child-rearing in the 1980's.

In our first contacts with students and parents, we told them

that they would be allowed to review first drafts of the reports, if they

wished, and make suggestions to improve them. Once the project got underway,

few subjects expressed interest in doing this, and as the term of the project

dwindled, we did not press them to do so. In general, we "sold" the project

'cautiously and did not build up expectations inappropriately.

The issue of privacy within the community also proved unproblematic.

The staff overestimated the extent to which they would be asked to be message-

bearers (e.g., from child to parents, oarents to teachers, etc.), as Well

as the possibility of inadvertently communicating
feelings or information

from one member of the community to another. This
exaggeration of the risks

probably was beneficial in sensitizing the less experienced fieldworkers

to the aangers. Happily, no staff member at any time found himself/herself

in an emergency Situation when a breach of confidence--to preserve the

basic well-being of a subject or someone else,in the community--seemed

necessary.

Privacy for the'community and people and organizations within

it is a dilemma we are'less sure we have handled adequately. Basically,

the staff believes that identification of persons, groups, and places is

the prerogative of those persons alone, if they wish to reveal themselves;

ideally, the ethnography should name no names and provide very few clues.

.In practice,
however, this condition is almost impossible to obtain. In

the ethnographies and cross-case analysis, pseudonyms
replace the actual

names of all persons, organizations, and places. Physical descriptions
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of buildings and neighborhoods are deliberately vague. However, we saw

no way to avoid naming the general locale and specific ethnic groups of

the study. A person knowledgeable about Boston can probably guess which

towns and neighborhoods we Worked in. We hope, however, that the identities

of individual participants are sufficiently disguised to protect them from

recognition.

Had participants asked us to follow through on our promise to

let them review the first drafts of the fieldworkers' reports, we would

have found ourselves in a sticky position. Such readers would have been

able to identify each other, at least some of the time, throughthe most

skillful disguises we could provide; loss of confidentiality among neighbors

and possibly even relatives may be the most damaging loss of anonymity

a person can experience. We were very lucky to escape this dilemma.

Essentially beyond our control is the final question of how the

findings of thiS research will be used to influence educational and public

policY. From our perspective, it would be tragic and cruel if support

for the hypothesized relationships were interpreted as justifying pressure

on ethnic groups to become more like middle-class WASPs, ot.as releasing

educators from the responsibility of making special efforts to teach Minority

children: Almost as unfortunate would be interpretation of lack of dramatic

support for the hypotheses as a demonstration that ethnicity "doesn't matter,"

and that efforts to modulate the school curriculuno assist minority youngsters

may be abandoned. In the ethnographies, the cross-case analysis, and the

report of the quantitative study, we repeatedly stress our belief that

individual and cultural differences have value And must be nurtured, and

that schools have both responsiblity and capacity to fine-tune their practices

to develop the interests and proclivities of all of the individuals and

groups that attend them. Any other application of the positive results
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of the study is cynical and self-serving. To the extent that the hypotheses

are not supported by the data, the reader should remember the nearly unanimous

position of the school people we contacted to participate in the project:

ethnicity does make a difference, even if the relationship and their dynamics

are difficult to document.scientifically.

Schools are charged with helping students develop their potentials

as individuals, as American citizens, and as members of ethnic and other

sub-groups. Researchers have the task of finding out how individual, social,

and ethnic factors affect the learning and development of students in and

out of school. Nothing in this report should be understood as contradicting

these basic:principles.
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II. JEWISH-AMERICAN

A. Introduction

This is an ethnography of the family life of a group of Jewish seventh

graders. In this work we discuss the perceptions, activities, and exper-

iences of fifteen adolescents (eight females and seven males) in the three

major domains accessed by the Home Climate Questionnaire (HCQ)--Organization,-

Relationships, and Personal Development. To preserve the adolescents'

privacy, they are given different sets of names. Further, children's

activities and interest areas have been "doctored" (e.g., by substituting

one sport for *another) as reported here, also to preserve privacy. Howevex,

in each section the basic words (and behaviors) of the adolescents are

presented as heard or observed.
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B. Community Studied

1. .Westville and Its Jewish Community

Westville is a suburb located approximately twenty miles west

of Boston. With a population of 79,000, it is the largest suburb within

the western metropolitan area. A major highway on which several shopping -

centers are lqcated divides the town in half. This highway tends to serve

as a boundary for school districts. Students living on one side of the

highway attend one of two middle:echools, and one of the town's two high

schools. Students living on the other side of the highway attend one

of the two other middle schools in town, and the other town high school.

The town is primarily residential. However, several manufacturing

companies that employ over 500 employees each are located within the town.

°

Recreational facilities in the town include a Y.M.C.A., a skating arena,

two bowling allies, swimming facilities in the middle schools, and several

ball fields and parks. The town also has a small museum, several libraries,

and is the site of a state college.

Residents within the city are primarily dependent on cars as

a means of transportation. The only bus service runs down a single major

road connecting the downtown area with a major shopping center. Buses

and trains connect Westville with Boston, however;

Homes within the town are primarily single family dwellings

constructed within the last 25 years. There are also several large apartment

complexes located just off the major highway dividing the town. An older'

residential area within a mile and a half radius of the downtown area,

is composed of older dWellings built approximately 50 to 75 years ago.

The families in our sample all live in the more recently built-up areas

of town, in single family dwellings scattered throughout most of these

districts. A detailed description of the neighborhood and homes of the subjects
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is provided later in ,this report.

The Jewish dommunity within Westville is a relatively recent

phenomenon. Prior to World War II a small tight-knit community of Jews

existed in the town. After the war, during the 1950's and in particular

the 1960's, there was a substantial influx into the town-so that now

approximately 3,000 Jewish families reside here. Persons of Jewish background

comprise aPproximately 15% of the total population of Westville.

Historically individuals moved tO Westville for a variety of

reasons. Jewish communities within certain Boston neighborhoods were

disintegrating as a result of an influX of blacks. In addition, the development

of the "Route. 128 complex" of high technology firms pulled people in this

direction. Westville, compared to other communities in the same vidinity

of Rou,ge 128, in general offered less expensive housing which also accounted

for the large influx of young married couples tO the town.

Within the last fifteen years the community has been highly

mobile. During the early 1970's a large number of layoffs in the high

technology field Caused a large number of families to move out. Community

leaders believe that with increased technology in the high technology

field, there will be a corresponding decrement in the mobility of the

The Jewish families living in Westville are primarily middle

class. Most of the men are employed by large corporations in middle-

management positions. They tend not to be able to afford more expensive

communities in the western sUbUrbs. However, community leaders note that

housing is definitely becoming more expensive in Westville. One individual

we interviewed cited a subdivision with fifty families (including thirty

Jewish families) in which the houses range in price from $80,000 to $110,000.
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Of the approximately 3,000 Jewish families in Westville, about

1,400 are 'affiliated with one of the three temples in the area. One

is a Conservative synagogue located in a neighboring town which serves

about 200 Westville families, plus more from the other town. ApProximately

600 families belorig to each of the other two temples, both located in

Westville. Of these one is a Conservative synagogue, and the other Reform.

One of the rabbis with whom we spoke asserts that there is little difference

between the memberships of the two temples. He feels that people decide

which temple to join on the basis of their location with respect to their

homes, rather than their desire to belong to a particular type of synagogue.

He feels that the meMbers of the two synagogues do not differ substantially

in their adherence to Jewish religious practices, which he feels is generally

low.

Community leaders agree that Jews living in Westville are highly

assimilated. 'One rabbi notes that they are so assimilated that they are

not even conscious of the extent of their assimilation. All of the Jewish

children go to school on religious holidays, except Yom Kippur and Rosh

Hashonah. The public schools in Westville are cloeed on,both of these

holidays as a resUIt of the efforts_ of oae of the townis rabbis. Few

families maintain a kosher home; the number of. kosher meat markets has

declined over recent years from three to one. The other rabbi in town,

however, sees various pcx.itive indications of the Jewish population's

identification with Judaism. He interprets, for example, many families'

willingness to spend $700 a year on temple membership dues as a primary

manifestation of these individuals' feelings of Jewish identity. He suggests,

as well, that although people's homes may not be as Jewish as their parents

were, (in the sense-of _keeping kosher), the people themselves may be more

Jewish than their parents. He notes, for example, that he is working .
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on his sixth adult bar mitzvah class, for adults who did not have a bar

mitzvah as children.

This one rabbi believes that most of the children in his congregation

have a very positive attitude towards Judaism. He notes that they openly

discuss their religion with non-Jews within the classroom. They wear

Jewish stars to school and do not experience any anti-semitic sentiment .

5

in their lives. He concludes that while Judaism'is not very important

to the children, they nonetheless 'feel comfortable with it.

On the other hand, all of the leaders note that tolerance towards,
_

and incidence of, intermarriage between Jewish and non-Jewish young adults

is rapidly increasing. Parents within the community appear to have no

reservations regarding their children dating non-Jews. They generally

feel that when the children go to college they as parents will have no

control over whom they date, and they are therefore willing to accept

the possibility that their children will intermarry. Intermarriage has

recently been estimated at,approximately 40% among Jews in the greater

Boston area.

The primary source of Jewish affiliation for the Jewish youth

in Westville attend Hebrew School. Most of the children participate actively

between third and seventh grade. After seventh grade most drop any form

of active involvement in Jewish affairs. Youth groups exist in both temples

but participation is very low.

Generally Jewish leaders in Westville feel that there is a weak

sense of community among Jewish adults in the town. "one rabbi says that

within his temple during an entire year the only community functions

are religious ones. No social events occur; his member's do not use the
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synagogue as a central meeting place. The other rabbi senses that there

is a growing feeling of community among Jews in Westville and suggests

that two factors contribute to this: One is the development of the Jewish

Federation in the town, an organization not affiliated with any temple

that sponsors forums and programs for meMbers of the Jewish community. In

addition it provides social services to Jewish families. Other leaders

note that primary support for,the Jewish Federation comes frod Jews not

affiliated with a temple, and that this support has been fairly weak.

The second positive sign is formal observance of Israel Independence Day.

Two years ago the community celebrated this day on the town common for

the first time,'and hundreds of Westville pebple were involved. This

rabbi sees-improvement in the sense of interconnection among Jews living ,

in'the town, but he acknowledges that they have a long way to go before

they can claim to have built a true religious community.

Jewish families also show 'little involveMent in general town

affairs. Leaders note a lack of concern about'local politics among Jewish

families. A substantial proportion of the Jewish families do note participate

inlccalelectionsAttempts are now being made to involve families in

tO.

2.- General Characteristics-of the Families Studied

The fifteen families that we studied were recrUited from two

of the synagogues, one Reform and one Conservative, the majority from

the Reform synagogue. All of the adolesOents were attending Hebrew School '

I
and were or would be Bar and Bat Mitzvah- during the year we studied them.

The study group does not include religiously Orthodox Jews, or less religious

Jews not affiliated with a synagogue.

Although the adolescents were recruited from the same two synagogues,

they are not all friends. Their homes are not in the same neighborhoods
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and they did not attend the same schools. Two middle schools are represented

in the sample, as well as several non-overlapping circles of friendship.

Three sets of, girls are friends but these pairs do not associate with

other friendship pairs, and two of the girls do not have a friend in the

4udy. Two pairs of boys are friends but were studied together less frequently

a

an the girls.

The adolescents in our sample are of varying popularity among

the larger, peer group, ranging from very popular within the seventh grade,

to those who had few or no friends among their agemates. None of these

youngsters are involved,.in drugs, cigarette smoking, or active sexual

;experiences. The sample may be non-representative in this respect, although

we are not aware of a great number of peers of our group in Westville

who engage in such behaviors at their present age.

The families of the adolescents are middle to upper middle class,

riving in their own homes on at least a quarter of an acre of land. All

of the families are composed of a father, mother, and at least one child.

One mother had been married previously and had a child by that marriage

who lived with her and her current husband, who was the'father of the
AO°

seventh grades studied. Approximately one-third of the families come

from New York and moved to Boston for work. All of the adolescents end

their parents w e born in the United States and a good number of the

grandparlItts al were born in the United States; about one-third of the

grandparents were born in Ea:item Europe..

Our data indicate that the historical origins of all fifteen

families'lie in Eastern Europe. The adolescents' parents are second and

third generation Americans. This is(typical of the Jewish population

of Westville and the United States in,general. Jewish immigration to

America occurred primarily between 1880 and 1920, most of it coming from
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Eastern Europe. An earlier and smaller migration came from Western Europe.

Most of the adults currently living in Westville grew up in large urban

areas such as Boston and New York.

The ramilies of the adolescents range from one child to five.

Six families have three children, and five families have tuo. .0f the

fourteen youngsters with siblings, five (three female, two male) are the

oldest child, four adolescents (two male, two femal..) .are middle children,

and five (three female, two male) are the youngest child. The mothers

of the adolescents range in age from 36 to 43, the average being between

38 and 39. Few mothers work full-time, although twelve in all have full-
'

or part-time jobs. In addition to homem#king, the mothers' jobs include

teacher, librarian, researcher, busineswoman,"Secretary, receptionist,

and bookkeeper. According to information from eleVen adolescenis, two

mothers have graduate degrees, six finished college, and one each had

some college, finished trade school, and finished high school.

The fathers of the adolescents range in dge from 39 to 47 with

74

the erage being 40. All of the fathers work full-time in occupations

such as engineering, medicine, dentistry, law, advertising, and business.

Ten of the fifteen men work in some form of business, with some owning

their own firms. Again, the adolescents report that three fathers have

graduate degrees, one has some graduate school, five have finished college,

and two have finished high school. Generally we find the composition

and economic background of these households typical of the Jewish families

in the Westville area.

a
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C. Methodologi

1. Obtaining Participants

Westville and Kelton, two adjacent suburbs with sUbstantial

Jewish populations close to the residence of the fieldwcikers, were Selected

as Possible cOmmunitfes from which to obtain participants for the study.

The central school administrations in both were contacted to request cdoperation

in recruiting children and families. Both indicated that they were unwilling

r.)

to help us identify and obtain Jewish participation.

Consequently, we decided to look for participants by contacting

children enrolled in Jewish religious schools that meet after public school

hours. We approached all three of the schools affiliated with temples

in the two suburbs, ultimately obtaining the cooperation of the two lo ated
-

in Westville. From the religious schools we received volunteers attending

three different middle schools in Westville. Originally we intended all

particpants to be students at the same middle school, but this proved

impossible to arrange. We settled on enrolling volunteers from two of

the three middle schools.

2. Contacting the Religious SChools

We followed different procedures in contacting the three religious

schools. The principal of the religious school in.Kelton was first contacted

bY phone. He suggested that we write the rabbi of the temple, who in turn

forwarded our request to the school board, composed of temple members.

The President of the board, explaining its rejection of our request, listed

the following problems:

1. By providing us with time to approach the children, the
board would be seen as endorsing the prOject.

2. Participation in the project might lead to infringement
of the privacy of participants.
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3. Approaching students in the temple's classrooms would

be similar to providing a list for purposes of solicitation,

which the,temple had a policy against doing.

Our inclination was to proceed informally again in contacting

the second temple, but to proceed first through the rabbi, rather than

the religious school principale4 We were .advised, however, to communicate

with the temple-initially4w
mail, informing them of our request and indicating

that we would follow-up by phone. Consequently, we wrote to both the

rabbi and the principal asking to speak to the Hebrew School classes about

the study and to request the children's participation contingent upon

their parents' approval.
We_also expressed a desire to observe the children

within the School setting, after the study began.

A week later when we called the rabbi, he indicated that he

had been left "cold".loy the letter and that the principal also had serious

reservations about becoming involved in the project. We suggested a 'direct

meeting and he agreed. During this sesaion we reached agreement on procedures -

for obtaining participation from the membership of the temple.

The rabbi felt that it had been a mistake for us to contact

the temple by mail. A personal contact would have avoided obstacles that

were unintentionally erected, and placed the entire matter on a personal

level. He indicated that the religious school director had seen the proposed

study primarily as an evaluation of religous school education. The rabbi

and the director were both fairly new in this temple; both reacted to

the letter With the feeling, "Who needs an outsider coming in to tell

us what our problems are? This can only be a source of trouble."

After we talked and he saw our focus he felt able to support

the project fully. Nonetheless, the religious school director had reacted

so strongly to the letter that he felt it best not to involve her, proposing
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instead that we contact the children's parents' from lists that he would

supply. He spoke informally to .the temple president about doing it'this

way and discovered nO impediments4 Inaddition, the rabbi prepared a

letter of introduction for us in which he expressed his supPort of the

project. We sent out letters to approximately 25 parents of children

attendingstwo of the middle schools in Westville. The net result of this -

procedure was three participants.

We contacted .the rabbi of the third temple by phone and set

1.

up a personal meeting with him. After talking with-him about the study

we suggested the procedure already worked out for use in the second temple.

He felt that it was highly inefficient, and having no qualms about us

speaking directly' to the Hebrew classes, indicated that he would tell

the religious school principal to give us fifteen minutes in each class

to make a presentation. Apparently he felt sufficiently sure of his own

authority, after serving as rabbi more than twenty years, not only to

bypass the congregational board, but to direct the religious school principal

to give us the time we needed. We made our presentations to the classes

stressing that participants would assist in the preparation of a book about

seventh graders. After they talked amongst themselves we received an

overwhelming positive response to our request for volunteers. Twelve

of the eventual participants in the project enrolled from these classes.

3., Contacting Parents

When we contacted the parents of the first Westville temple

who had received a letter from us and the rabbi, the responses were predomin-

l

antly negative. These refusals fall into two'categories: those which

Were primarily the parent's, and those which were primarily the child's.

Some parents responded negatively because they saw the study

as intruding into their or their children's lives. At least one parent
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feii that it would invade his child's privacy and suspected that we would

ask questions which his Child would not be able to handle or guard against;

he saw it as his responsibility to protect his child. Others rejected

involvement because they felt their children did not'haVe the time to

spare, in that they were preparing for their Bar Mitzvah and/or because

they were poor students. By and large when a negative response originated

with parents, the child was not given a chance to respond to the idea

of the study. In the case of the parent who wanted to protect his daughter's

privacy,sone of the fieldworkers described the study at their house and

the daughter expressed the'desire to be in the study. .The father's objections

overrode his daughter's wishes.

Other negative reiCtions apparently originated among the children

after their parents (usually the mother) told them about the study. On

two occasions we talked to a child with the parent(s) present and afterwards

received a negative response to participating in the study. Boys and

girls responded negatively because they didn't like the idea of talking

to a stranger; were reluctant to have a stranger hang around with them,

particularly when they were with their friends; and felt that they did

not have the time to spare. Those parents who did talk to their children

'about participating were essentially neutral about the youngsters' involvement.

There were a couple of instances in which the parents seemed enthusiastic

about the study but were unable to convince their children to .participate.

Three students contacted in this way agreed to participate in the study.

At the second temple in Westville we made presentations to the

classes on two consecutive days. On the first day, we talked to two classes

;separately, at the beginning of two periods; on the second, we described

the project to combined classes at the end of a period. The_first_day

classes were supposed to be composed of better-functioning and better-'
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behaved students then the classes we spoke to on the second day. In each

class we emphasized that participants would have the- opportunities to

speak to adults through this research and to help with a book. The idea

of a book seemed.to strike a responsive chord.among the children. Some

of them seemed dieappointed when we said that their real names would

not be used in the publidhed volume.

In the first class there were no immediate positive responses

to the idea of participating. Some of the youngsters turned to their

friends to discuss whether they were going to participate. During this

"checking out" process the school principal who sat in on this one presenta-

tion only, asked a few of the girls if they wanted to participate. Ultimately,

about three-fourths of this class signed up to participate. In the second

class the children again talked amongst themselves after our presentation.

Eventually, 100% of the group volunteered to be intluded.

The process of checking whether friends were going to participate

in the study seemed to have played a significant role in the children's

decisions. When one of us spoke to one gf the girls from the first temple

dhe seemed perturbed by the possibility that we would want to accompany

her and her friends, apparently fearing what her friends would think.

Similarly,.the other youngsters talked to from this temple wanted to know

who else was participating in the study. We suspect that the teenagers

were worried about appearing strange to their peers-if they participated

and perhaps also if they did not. Later we observed this as a general

process in their lives. They rely on peer consensus validation for their

own behavior; if their friends are doing something then it must be okay,

but if they are the only ones doing it, there must be something strange

about it.
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On the second day we spoke to the combined class. This group

in contrast to the quiet demeanor with which we were greeted and listened

to in the _first classes, was disruptive. The members seemed to half-

listen and when they talked to their friends about the project they were

far noisier than the first groups. One of the teachers in.the room told

several to quiet down. Generally we felt that we related better to the

first classes than to this one. Seven"volunteers emerged- from this session.

When we contacted the students who volunteered all of the girls and their

parents agreed to participate in the study. Several of the boys or their

parents did not wish to participate. One boy's mother did not want a

stranger in the house because she was ill. A second parent saw the

study requiring too much time for her son, who was not doing Well in

school and needed time to study more. Also, two of the boys changed their

minds.

Generally, the procedure we used at the last temple worked best.

By meeting the students first in a group, and then contacting the parents

of those students who had expressed interest, we achieved several objectives.

1. We aroused.students' intereSt in the'study by communicating

our own excitement and emphasizing how they might benefit

from participating.

2. By making a group presentation and then allowing the students

to discuss the proposal.among themselves, encouraged the

students to feel that participation was socially approved.

Obviously, this could have backfired if the members of the

group had decided that the project was not an "okay thing"

but "something weird."

3. By Making a personal presentation we enabled the students

to see whom they were going to be interacting with. It

is one thing to allow a known person to see and.evaluate

one's life, but quite another to permit a stranger one knows

only by letter to do the same things.

4. Parents'-resistance was probably minimized or overcome to

the extent that the children themselves showed genuine interest

in the study. In addition, approaching the children first
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4.

emphasized that they were the subjects of the study, not
the family as a whole. This also probably lessened parental
resistance.

5. Finally, we received the tacit endorsement of'the rabbi
and the synagogue by being allowed to speak to the children
in the school classrooms.

Data Collection

We gathered data via a variety of means under different circumstances.

With all of the adolescents we conducted at least one extended, semi-

structured interview, and with many we conducted several such sessions.

We formalized these interviews primarily to gain information and the youngsters'

perceptions on particular topics. The questions asked varied from participant

to participant and depended on the flow of discussion as well as the type

of information we desired. In general, they focused on the adolescents'

perceptions of schooling, their performance in school, their parents'

involvement in their school work, their relationships with parents, siblings,

and peers, their responsibilities within the home, and the distribution

of power and influence within the home.

These interviews occurred while sitting together in the participant's

home or on walks through the participant's neighborhood. Generally they

flowed more easily while walking through the neighborhood. One of the

adolescents said that he found it boring to just sit and talk, and we

noticed that most of the younsters did not seem comfortable relating to

us by sitting and talking.

Some of.the interviews were tape-recorded. However, most of

the adolescents seemed inhibited by taping. One participant seemed uncomfortable

throughout a taped interview but indicated off and on during the process

that he was fine. After the recorder was shut off and the interview continued,

he indicated that he felt much better. He said he was worried about private

topics being preserved on tape. As a result of such reactions to tape-
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recording and because of the difficulty,of taping while walking outside

most interviews were not tape-recorded. Notes from such sessions were

written up within a day of their occurrence.

In addition to semi-structured interviews much information was

gathered during informal conversations in the midst of other activities

that we engaged in with the adolescents. With many of the boys these

activities included playing ball, either tossing a baseball or playing

basketball. Occasionally we played table or TV games wih the youngsters,

and listed to music and watched television with them. We accompanied

many of them to different shopping centers and shopping areas, strolled,

through the shopping center and entered many of the stores. On several

occasions we purchased snacks for them and sat with them while eating

ice cream or some other fast food.

Although the activity sometimes disrupted conversation, generally

they seemed to facilitate informal discussions with the youths. As noted,

the adolescents seemed uncomfortable in interview-like situations (i.e.,

sitting and talking). On the other hand, they appeared at ease while

engaged in activities. In addition, many of the activities took place

while the adolescent was with a friend. Conversations among friends were

a valuable source of data from the adolescents.

Interaction between and among peers was an important source

of the observational data collected in the study. Most of the peer inter-

actions observed were dyadic; most involved the girls in the study. Six

of the eight girls were seen with a friend who also participated in the

study; two pairs of girls were seen together especially Often. The other

tWo Were occasionally seen with each other, and one was also seen with

%

a friend not in the study. Of the remaining two, one was observed several

times at gymnastics practice. The other girl did not wish to include
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friend in the study, stating that she felt they would be inhibited with

an adult present. After several,lengthly interviews, this girl dropped

out of the study.

Four of the seven boys were also seen occasionally with friends

who were participatir9 in the study. One pair of friendi appeared together

on a couple of ocr.asions, alone on others, and once with other friends.

The other pair when'seen together were with other friends who were not

participants in the study. The other three boys, in the study were also

observed part of the time interacting with their peers.

Observation of peer interaction posed problems for the adult

fieldworkers of how to fit into the young adolescents' world. The Parent,

who had observed one of us walking in the neighborhood with Tom (one

of the sample) commented after we had enrolled her family that she had

thought it was so nice t.hat Tom was out walking and talking to an older non-

relative. Her comment emphasizes that it is atypical for a young adolescent

to be seen talking for an extended period with an adult, especially with

an adult with whom he/she does not have some formal connection. To the

extent that our role wfth the children was only that of an observer, an

unfamiliar position, we found it difficult simply to blend into the situation.

Following an evening during which he spent time with one participant

and his friends the fieldworker wrote:

Kevin had forgotten about our meeting. When ; drove down the

street I passed him and his friends as they were riding their

bikes... Kevin reacted surprisedly and ; think disappointedly.

He told his friends tp wait and went down on his bike to his

house to check the calendar...He checked the calendar and there

it was; our appointment for that night. Feeling that this would

be a good opportunity to observe Kevin with his friends, I asked

if theY had a spare bike and_I-would join him and his friends

bike riding. They only had his younger brother's smaller three
speed (all of the other youngsters had ten speeds).
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I felt a bit ridiculous at first on this small bike and became

self-conscious and aware of how others might be judging this

scene. 'I felt like an adult trying to fit in with a group of

kids, looking ridiculous trying-to do so. UndoUbtedly this

feeling was accented by'being on this small pike, but the kidicu-

lousness, as I imagined myself as one seeing me riding, of an adult

peddling along on a small kid's bike trying to keep up with

a bunch of young teenagers on ten speeds seemed to adcent my

- inability to fit in with these kids.

Al

A question that can be looked at morelully in the context of

the whole research is the place of adults in fhe world of young

adolescents. How does an adult affect the definition of the

situation?

What is recognized in these notes is that while adults are often

present in a young adolescent's world, their presence redefines the situation

Adults often appear as parents, relatives, teachers, or coaches, but they

are not often present in unstructured peer interactions. For example,

for an adult to go shopping with a young adolescent is not an unusual event,

yet we accompanied these youths to various shopping centers. Our pretence

obviously affected how the adolescents acted and how others.reacted to

them. When one of us was in a store with two of the girls the shopkeeper

immediately approached the researcher rather than the girls and asked

what she could do for her. She was considerably surprised when the researcher

responded that she was not the customer, the girls were. One toy store

had a clear sign that children (which included tnese adolescents) unaccompanied

by an adult were not permitted in the store. In most stores 'a young adolescent

when alone or with peers is probably not defined as a customer, and probably

is defined as a nuisance. Some of the youngsters
complained that when

they are alone or with friends in stores ,..they--are-giVen, messages, subtle

or not so, to leave if they are not going to bill, something immediately.

Our presence altered these interactions and thus they were not available

to us for observation.

Our presence also influenced the nature of peer interaction.

The following notes from a meeting with Paul and his friends depict some
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of the difficulties of doing field observations of young adolescents'

interaction with peers:

[Before leaving his house at the meeting previous to this observa-
tion] Paul indicated he was a little worried about getting together

on Friday. He wondered if we would be just sitting around staring

at each other. He was obviously a little up tight about it
and I said that it was not necessary for,us to get together
with all of his friends if he wasn't comfortable with the idea.
But he wanted to do it, but he was worried how it was going
to turn out.

In the.previous meeting we talked about having his friends come
over, but he wanted to-have a sense of what I would want. What
types of questions might I be interested in having answered
so that they could talk about that...I said'that I wanted him

to act normally and talk how they normally talked. So, on Friday

when they, got together, if there was any lull in the conversation
Paul would say 'Come on guys, keep talking.' He was very conscious
about wanting to have it go the way that I would see their lives

and so meet my expectations. He asked if this is what I expected.
There wae always a constant moni.::oring and checking such that
I couldn't blend into the woodwork easily.

We started off in the kitchen sitting around the table eating

donuts, and then moved into the;rec room sitting around talking.

I got the distinctAmpression that this was not a typical get-

together, but rather more of a staged affair for my benefit...I'm"
not sure if the stories they were telling each other might have
been for my benefit, though there was no sense of them talking

,to me. They were talking'among themselves and allowing me to

see their interactions.

The most fundamental question which arises here concerns the

extent to which we had access to the real worlds of these adolescents.

Some of what was observed here was to some extent staged. Paul wanted

to meet the researcher's expectations and thus encouraged his buddies

to keep talking, for example. At the next meeting Paul was asked how

typical the Previous get-togehter with his friend was. Paul replied:

It had been in the sense that was how their talks often started

off. But it had been different in that the talk was much more

on the surface. Usually the-talks get 'deeper.' I asked what

he meant by 'deeper' and he replied that he was referring to
'personal feelings.' He also indicated that their talks centered
on concerns...On Saturday nights these deeper talks would go

on later at night\when everything was quiet and they were lying

in sleeping bags .together on the floor.. He :felt, he said, hesitant

to tell me much detail of what they talked about. /t was difficult
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to talk about what these 'deeper talks' were about since they

we e so private. He felt he could only share these with his

fr'ends, so how could hetell me about it? Primarily, he said,-
;the e talks focused on girls and their relationships with and

Ifeeing% about girls.
f

In our distussions with the adolescents we never accessed much of their

perceptionls and feelings.regarding their emerging sexuality or their feelings

about memersof the opposite sex. We felt we gained a much greater depth

of inform tion f'rom some of them concerning relationships with thear parents
I /

and with tame7,set peers.
,

I ,

/-AS noted, our presence with Paul and his friends to some extent 40:

inhibited theNnormal flow of conversation among them. Because they felt
,

they wc:Ald be in general our subjects limited our entry into
7 i

tette/in situations\ Several ilicatedfor example, that they would not
/

\ .

.
/

.

\

,,,want us to join-them\at the llnich tables at school. ::Paul indicated that

."it would be really strange and disrupt things too iMuch:for [the fieldworkér]

/

to sit at the table." When the researcher suggested that he would like

to accompany Paul and Lee, a second participant,home from school Paul

persisted that he would "find this disruptive, too, since they often walk

home with other friends." On the other hand, the researcher had much

greater access tn neighborhood interactions involving Kevin, Tom and Tom's

friends.

Although our presence did anhibit the flow of conversation,
4

we gained more insightsfrom listeningito these conversations than through

the interviewing. One of us noted that a particular girl always seemed

to be trying to please her during their conversations', and she Wes never

sure if she was gathering the girl's real perceptions and experiences

or a set of impressions the girl wished to convey. On the other hand,

a child's interactions with.his/hér peers were also at times designed
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to produce certain impressions among the peer group. There is, th s, no

c."

guarantee that the data collected observing peer interactions are more

reliable than those'collected through intervieWing. For exaMple, one

of the girls, Debra, frequently expressed a lack of interest in school
e-

and a lack of concern about grades. In listening to Ellen talk to Debra,

however, we gained the impression that Ellen is also an average student

who cares little about school or her gradel. Yet later, when we looked

at Ellen's grades, we realized that she is an A and B student who probably

cared a good deal more about her performance than she reveals when talking

to Debra.

In addition to participant observation of the peer interaction

on several occasions we attempted to observe the adolescents in various

settings as a non-participant observer. We were never able to get permission

to observe the adolescents in the public schools, but wedid watch them

in out-of-school activities such as gymnastics, horseback riding lessons,

soccer practice, a baseball game, a play rehearsal, a performance of a

school play, and at several Bar and Bat Mitzvahs. In the last instances

the Bar and Bat Mitzvahs) we participated as adults, but we were able

to observe the adolescents as non-participants in their activities.

In some of these settings, Bat Mitzvah party and a baseball

game, for example, thc, adolescents' parents served as informants and commentators

on what we were observing. At the play rehearsal one of the participants

occasionally came over o comment on what was happening during the rehearsal.

At the riding lesson the participant's sister provided commentary on what

wa-s happening: In these instances we feel we gained a great deal of data

regarding the adolescent's world and his/her interactions in it as they

naturally occur. We feel that our presence was unobtrusive in each case.
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But in two instances in which we attempted to observe as non-

participants we felt that our presence was obtrusive. On one occasion

one of us observed Lee at.soccer practice:

During the whole time I was there Lee rem..,-ed fairly aloof

from me. When they headed towards the water faucet I walked

over and said, 'Hi! How are things going?' He mumbled, 'Hi,'

back and said that he had been borne all day because'he wasn't

feeling well, but decided to come to practice. He then without

saying anything further went off with the other guys towhere

a couple of girls were
standing...Lee's'attitude left me wonder-

ing if he resented my presence.

In this situation the observer's presence did not inhibit interaction

among Lee and his peers. Rather, it was experienced by Lee as an intrusion,

even,.though he had earlier indicated that the outsider's presence would

be acceptable to him. In a sense, the researcher was virtually unobtrus,e'

because Lee, for the most part, ignored him. The researcher, nct Lee,

initiated interaction that day and Lee quickly terminated it. On the

other hand, the researcher was left feeling that-his presence was Unwelcome,

and subsequently he self-restricted observation of certain situations

because he felt that they would be experienced by Lee as an intrusion.

Thus, when Lpe and his friends joined`the girls, the'observer deliberately

hung back and failed to:learn what happened heie. He did not want to

give the impression of "snooping."

On another occasion, non-participantly observing Alice's gymnastics

practicie-, the fieldworker became aware that Alice sometimes experienced

her as "spying on her." She wrote:

Overall I'm not certain if Z should stick to her or let her

go about her business. If I don't stick to her I don't pick

up on conversations, but if I do I become a liability and a

strange perSon tagging a..:ier her. At onl, point I stood outside

the locker room listening, 4aut I wasn't sure if Alice liked

that less than when I sat in with ler, because maybe she felt

I was spying.

As a non-participant observer in sltuations like these we were often

t-
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uncomfortable "shadowing" the participants. But this limited the type

of data we collected. Again from our notes:

I cannot really pick up on whaethe kids are talking about,
so I asked Alice to try to temember...I get a good feel for
this place as a place in Alice's life this way; but not'necessarily
how she relates to people there...There is a strong sense that
I can in no way'simply.slide into being a part of her life in
any comfortable way. I can't be a peer or a kid. I have no
understandable role here and it is problematic for me and for
her...Alice was extraordinarily preoccupied with my presence.
She inappropriately introduced me to people who dere flying
by and did not intend to stop. She looked over to me a lot
and probably was somewhat inhibited around me. She felt; I
think, obliged to be with me when she wasn't practicing.

This is the same problem noted earlier in regard to bike riding;

with the boys. We discovered in this work that it is difficult to enter

comfortably and easily into a teenager's world as an adult lacking a particular

role within that milieu. We Suspect that a teacher, coach, or relative

has greater access to certain parts of a you.7gster's world, in which they

fit and belong comfortably, than we did as adults without formal status

in any of the children's lives.

In addition to trying to become a part of the adolescents' worlds,

we sought to understand each family through observing normal, everyday

interactions among the parents and their children. Here again we met

with limited sucCess. any of the adults appeared to proceed with their

normal routines, and a few entered into conversation with us while we
e

ivere-in the house. But by and large We mere defined as being with their

?child and therefore ignored in the same way that a friend of a child would

be ignored. In4one house the fieldworker noted: "When his mom came home

we'went upstairs to the den. There Tfas an understanding that since she

wanted to do stuff downstairs, it would be better that we go upstairs,

,creating a zone in the house: you stay there and I can go about my business

elsewhere." We were often in a different. part of a house, with the subject,
'Po
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rather than the other members of the household. Cur presence therefore

limited to some extent normal family interaction with the adolescent.

'However, on a number of occasions in several homes we were able to obierve

family members interacting with the adolescent or with each other.

As noted, most of the parents appeared unaffected by our presence

in the home except as it disrupted normal interaction with their ctisilth

At least one parent, however, did feel awkward having us in the home.

Early in the study Alice's mother indicated that she felt uncomfortable

with another adult in the house. She said she felt "restricted." The

fieldworker wrote, "I keep telling her to do whatever you normally do,

but I think that she feels that she can't be around us or something like

that." At that time, She indicated th t she wanted Alice to participate

in the study for.only a month and a half. However, Alice remained in

the study over three months and her mother became increasingly comfortable

with the researcher's presence. Two months after the note quoted above

was written, the observer reported:

Alice's mother, leaving to go shopping,'says that it is still

early, onl: 5:15, and maybe she would see me when she got back.
I was getting ready to leave but as she said this I decided

to stay longer. It is not often that she is so relaxed; and
when she did get back she and I talked, with Alice present.

We developed relationships with many of the.mothers, but with

only two of the fathers similar, to this. We had conversations with them

while their child was present as well as when he/she was not present.

Some of the data reported in this ethnography comes *from these conversations./

Within the ethnography we integrate where appropriate our data

on parents! and adolescents' perCeptions. Throughout the report we indicte

whose perceptiom or observation we are repOrtinl. We feel we attain a

more coherent presentation by topically integrating these sources of d ta,
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since each perspective seems to provide partial insight on the total picture:

-We began the-study-hoping to be-able-to-artIoulate-and_present_

the adolescent's experience of his/her world. The expressed purpose of

the ethnographic component from the beginning was to describe the adolescent's

world from the youngster's perspective, rather than from our own or parental

viewpoint, but in this report we integrate data from our observations

and from statements by parents with those gained from the adolescents.

The ethnography, therefore, diverges from the original plan of presenting

a phenomenological study of the adolescent's world. We learned through

doing the fieldwork that the teenager's experience of what.is happening

in his/her life provides only a limited, although important, understanding

of what actually is occurring. We concluded, therefore, that a fuller

understanding requires utilization and integration of data from various

sources.

In addition, we recognized our limitations at understanding

the flow of events as they areexperienced by a teenager. We describe,

in thee discussion of our data .collection procedures our felt status as

outsiders (i.e., adult) in the adolescent's world. This realization was

most poignant when we sought to understand the self-consciousness the

youngsters experienced in their relationships with peers and especially

with members of the opposite sex. We cannot convincingly depict the vantage

points from which the adolescent experience, especially these aspects

of his/her world.

One of us very profoundly recognized her inability to comprehend

fully an adolescent's experiencei after talking with one of the girls

about her upcoming Bat Mitzvah:

r
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She is worried about dancing with her peers in front of her-

parents. What if the leader calls a champagne dance? That's

a dance whwF-chanpagne-is-yelled you have to kiss. I asked

if She is having a band. She replied., 'Yes.' I noted, 'Then

he will probably run it and just won't call such dances because

they all do it the same way."But what about dancing close?'

She worried. I said, 'Don't worry. Your mother is probably

looking forward to seeing you grow up and it will be a joy for

them.' Clearly that was the wrong thing to say. 'You're not

making me feel better,' She said. I simply couldn't see it

from her side, but rather only from her parents' side, and I

tried to give her a perspective on their experience. Clearly

she is worried about feeling like herself and comfortable in

front of all those adults. She kept thihking about having adults

have a direct view of the peer culture in action...She is concerned

about her parents seeing her thus and the patronization is embar-

rassing. She does not understand it as joy or love, but only

as vulnerability and exposure in her growing state, having not

yet matured and still being awkward.

When the girl mentions the embarrassment she anticipates feeling from

her parents seeing her interact "normally" with her peers, the'fieldworker

indicates that she can understand her parents' perspective better than

the adolescent's. She emerged With an "understanding" of the girl's feelings,

but it is an intellectual understanding rather than experiential one.

She suggests that the girl feels vulnerable because of her uncertainty

about relationships with members of,the opposite sex. But knowing why

she feels vulnerable is not the same as being able to empathize with that

vulnerability. Me suspect that our understanding of the adolescents'

*experiences can- only be partial.

Throughout this section we have tried to provide a sense of

the forms of data that we collected and the limitations of these data

sources. We recognize as major problems of this ethnography our inability

to become authentic members, of the adolescentS' world and to understand

the frame of reference from their Perspective. Although the work is thus

limited, through using many data sources we have been able to describe

many of thec;ladolescents' perceptions and activities associated with their
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home life. We do riot speak as persons who have lived and experienced

the life of the seventh graders from within that sphere. But by using

data from siblings, parents; peers, and the adolescents themselves, and

our own observations, we have been able to describe that world more completely

than any one data source alone would have permitted.

(
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D. Relationships

In this section we examine Jewish seventh graders' family

relationships. We both discussed this topic with the adolescents and

observed them interacting with parents, siblings, and extended family'

members. But we came to recognize that in addition to various dyadit

relationships, each adolescent has a relationship to the family as

a group. The adolescent participates in and experiences a group or

family life, within whiCh the various dyadic relationships are iMbedded,

and feel a part of the family as a whole in addition to his/her'involve-
/

ment with particular family members. Thus this chapter will address

both the nature of the adolescent's experience of family life and the

youth's relationships with parents.

I. Family Life

In seeking to understand the family lives of these youngsters

we gravitated towards two of the Home Climate variables as fundaMentally

important: Involvement and Cohesiveness. The concept of Involvement

includes the ways the family members as a group engage ir activities

together, simultaneously or independently in support of the group's

goal or project. Cohesiveness refers to "the family feeling" or a

feeling of togetherness in the family. We recognize that individuals

are often formally classified as fellow family members, and that in

certain circumstances they may feel more "Like a family" than at other

times.

By collecting the adolescents' resiónses to the open-ended

probe, "I feel most like a family when ...," we tried to access the

conditions under which they experience this family feeling, and from

their responses we begin to understand the relationship between involve-
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ment and cohesiveness. We also begin to understand the family lives

of these youngsters.

The adolescents' responses to the stem fall into three main

categories: eating together, usually dinner; watching television to-

gether; and going cn day or vacation outings together. All three of

these situations are times of relaxation. Thus the feeling of being

a family is most often experienced when the family is relaxing together.

The adolescents' detailed descriptions of these times reveal other

aspects of family activities that contribute to the enhancement of

family feeling.

In speaking of'outings, in particular, the adolescents tell

US:

Alice: We are most like a family when hiking every summer. This

is a family time ,because there is no one else to talk to,

and so we-have tO be with each other and no one is working.

So we feel most together.

Ellen: When we're all crumpled up in the little car to go to my

grandmother's house or something. When we celebrate my

birthday together.
(What about when you go to the cottage?)

Sometimes my brother doesn't come.
(Well, do you only feel like a family if your brother's there?)

Well, isn't he part of my family?

Debra: Yah, like it feels more like a family if my older sister

is there.

Fay: When we are skiing. [She showed me a picture of the cabin

they always rent in the winter. They sleep all' in one room.

She said that they don't find it cramped but very nice with

everyone together.] We sit all around in the cabin and it

is cozy eating marshmallows and telling stories and things

like that.

In these deriptions family feeling seems to be associated with the,

presence of 'the complete nuclear family. In the adolescents' descriptions

of television watching and dinner they also associate the family feeling

with-thespresence of all of the members of the nuclear household. If
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Ylien'S-Yrother-dbeg-nbt-COrtiA:to the ',cottage then she does not experience

it as a family feeling. Alice notes that Igo one is working." In

her life she often eats before or after the other family members and

her dad comes home late from work. It is only during the family vacations

that all of the family members are consistently present with one another.

For the feeling of family togetherness to be maximized, the entire

group must be together.

The only adolescent who does not associate the nuclear family

with family feeling is an only child, Paul. The description of Paul's

feelings in our field notes reads as follows:

Regarding his own immediate family, he said that he felt

perhaps the question would have more meaning for a large

family. They are a pretty compact group:. There are just

the three of them. I gained the Lmpression that he doesn't

really gain the sense of family from his own immediate family,

that they are too small. He speaks of holidays as times
of family feelings when his grandparents, aunts, and cousins

are also present. Nevertheless they do have a sense Of to-

getherness in the nuclear family.

For Paul, nuclear family members provide a sense of cohesiveness but

does not feel like family to him. For familyfeeling, Paul requires

the presence of cOusins and other extended kin7 In speaking of his

relationships with his cousins Paul notes thati

[This primarily applies to his Mom's family, since his dad's

family doesn't tend to gather together with them for family

events. He said he is particularly close to his cousins,

his mother's sister's children...and this aunt.]

Her sister has two daughters and I am really close with them.

One of them I was sort of brought up With, and the other

was sort of brought up with me. Like I've known them all

my life.
(What do you mean brought up with?)
Well, like my older cousin she was always around and I would

be the baby until she has always been around. Then my little

cbusin was born like 1968 and I was always there.
(So theThave always been a part of your life?)

Ya.
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[The mother talks to the aUnt emery_day-and that family came
cia performances, in addition.to the more' or

less weekly time spent together.]

Paul has spent so much time with-his cousins that he feels that they

were "brought up together." Thus in a way these cousins are like Paul's

siblings. It is thus not surprising that he associates extended family

contacts, rather than the presence of only nuclear household members,

with family feeling for part of hiwfamily is not present when he is

with his parents alone.

Two other adolescents feel that times with extended family

are also times of family feeling. From the field notes:

Lee:

Kevin:

[I. asked him when they feel most like family. He said that

it's at holiday time. At holidays no one else is there but
family and extended, and-they are all together.]

(I asked Kevin when he feels most like a family. He felt

unable to answer that. We talked about some of the family's

activities together. He told me that they frequently get
together with extended family, particularly tis mother's

relatives. At Chanukah time fifty of his mom's relatives
get together to celebrate and exchange gifts. Kevin especially

enjoys these get-togethers.]

Paul and Kevin also point to the importance of everyone being present

for family feeling to emerge. When the extended family is involved,

all the nuclear family members must be present, plus those extended

kin with whom the adolescent has the most contact. In Kevin's and

Paul's families these are mainly the mother's relatives who live nearby.

0
In indicating that all family members should be present,

the adolescents also emphasize that "No one else is there but family."

Ellen speaks of being "all crumpled up in the little car." Alice notes,

"There is no one else to talk to." Fay describes the nights as "coZy"

when the family is inside the cabin and away from others. As with
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television-watching and dinner situations, not only is the family all

present, but also no one else but the family is present. /n its isolation

the family is experienced as a single cohesive unit; part of family

feeling involves this insular quaiity. Yet the feeling of cohesiveness

is not an automatic result of gathering the family members together

in one place away from all others.

Alice tells us that on the hiking trips, "This is a family

time because there is no one else to talk to and so we have to be with

each other." Fay speaks of "eating marshmallows and telling stories."

Alice and Fay suggest that the family feeling is related to the way

the family members relate to each other during the family activity.

The nature of this relating is suggested in the adolescents' descriptions

of dinner time. They state:

'Tom:

Steve:

We feel most like a family at dinner, when everyone talks

about their day. But then Mom and Dad do most of the talking'

about Dad's office.

(Do you feel like a family at dinner time?)

Most of the time. But a lot of the.time at least one of

us is not there. Most of the time I would say not: some

of the time we will have little arguments at the table.

Debra: When we go out for dinner.

Fay: (At dinner, they joke and share the events of the day. All

the family members share what happened in the day.)

Carol: We sit down to the dinner table and afterwards we just sit

there for like fifteen minutes telling jokes and stuff. We

talk about what happens in the day, and some things you thought

were funny or you thought were cute or sad or neat.

The adolescents most often associated sitting and talking

at dinner time with the feeling of being a family. Steve notes that

family feeling is associated with diver time when all famili members

are present, as in the case of outings. The adolescents also describe

dinner as a time when all members can be present and share with one
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another the happeningt/of their day. Fay, and Carol tell how during

dinner they joke or tell "some things you thought were funny...cute

or sad or neat." The youngsters emphasize the importance of everyone

sharing and listening during this time.

Tom implies that when "Mom and Dad do most of the talking"

this takes away from the family feeling. Fay and her brother told

their parents not to talk about the at the table because

they couldn't understand the conversation. Aft this, the parents

avoided this topic. Fay and Tom also suggest tha when two members

of the family dominate the dinner talk, family fee\ing is disrupted.

Alice, who did not name dinner as a time of feelinglike a'family,

spoke of dinner in this way:

(How about at dinner, do you feel like a family then?)
At dinner they all sit around and Dad talkt to my brother
about the news and I don't care so I tune im.out.

Alice perceives that only her father and brother int ract during dinner,

and is not interested in their topic of conversation and "tune(s)

him out.'" She is effectively absent for the dinner xperience. Alice

and others suggest that family feeling depends on a 1 members interacting

with and paying attention to each other. A strong yadic relationship'

between the parents or between a parent and one chi d may interfere

with its occurrence. The youngsters suggest that o ly when all members

feel they are contributing to dinner conversation ill family feeling

emerge. Telling of events of the day, relating st ries, and sharing

jokes are Ways for'each individual to engage in c nversation. StOries

and jokes:transcend individual areas of interest Xich might not be

shared, andi are easier to understand than discut/ions of work, for

example: Stories and jokes also allow for memdrs of different ages,
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'different cognitive abilities,.and different knowledge bases tb-parti-

/

cipate in the flow of conversation.

In Steve's discussion of dinner time he points to another

kind of disruption of family feeling. Steve starts by saying that

dinner is a time that feels like family, but immediately adds, "Tde

will have little arguments at the table." Steve suggests that the

arguments detract from family feeling and cohesiveness. Beth in describing

her family dinners also sees arguments as disruptive:

[At the table they talk about what they did that day and

what they are going to-do tomorrow. She immediately went

into talking about the bickering and fightingithat goes on

at the table. She gives an example of when dne brother told

a story that the father and other brother thought was silly

and how they ridiculed the brother. I asked Beth if she

gets herself in that kind of position. Shejr:aid not for

a long time. She tries not.to do that beca/Use she doesn't

like them to laugh at her.]

Aftet describing part of his day Beth's brother was belittled by tne

father and another brother. Beth tells how she avoids similar embarrass-

ments by monitoring the kinds of things she shareslabout herself at

the table and by remaining outside of the ridiculing. Beth thus limits

her involvement in dinner time conversation. Even though she experiences

some cohesiveness during dinner, she implies tha6he bickering undermines

family feeling. Steve's and Beth's comments both "suggest that ridicule

and arguments implicitly ostracise one family member and make other

group members uncomfortable, thus undermining the family's sense of,

cohesiveness.

In spe ing of factors which/adolescents associate with the

feelings of cohesiveness in a family/we have identified several aspects:

the presence of all family members', the absence of all except the family

members, and the manner in which family members relate to each other

during the family's time together. Implicit in the situations the
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adolescents identify as family time, in the joking talk and the preferred

lack of conflict is another characteristic of family feeling: it

is pleasant and enjoyable. The whole association of family time and

leisure Implies that family time is to be enjoyed by all. Camping,

dkiing, day outings, dinner without conflict, dharitig jokes are all

potentially enjoyable ways for members to be involved with one another.

But like the preferred manner of relating during family time, the group's

activity Itself must be enjoyed by all members for it to be seen as

contributing to family feeling. At the very least it must be enjoyed

by the adolescent. Alice and Kevin, in speaking of family outingso

that are enjoyed by their parents but not themselves, point to this

important factor. After discussing a recent fatily outing with Alice,

the observer wrote:

I asked Alice whether she felt like a family when she went
to the Marathon each year. She said, "Well, yah," but not
enthusiastically. She said that the first time it was really
good and fun and the second and third time also. But now
it was boring and the guys yell at you if you don't get
them the water they want and it is aot too great. This is
in contrast to Alice's mother's description of "What a nice
fun time" they had together and how she likes to maintain
this nice tradition.

Alice'smother was very excited describing this family outing and hgw

all of them had such a good time. But Alice is unenthusiastic. She

does not really associate going to the Marathon with the family feeling

she got when they went hiking. Similarly, all of the members of Kevin's

family attend all of the baseball games of each sibling. The parents

think of this as a positive family experience. But in describing his

reaction to going to his brother'sgames Kevin states:

I asked Kevin later if he went to all of his brother's games.
He said most of them, his mom makes him. I said, "Don't

ybu like going to his games?" He said, "No, they are pretty
boring. I just sit there doing nothing but being bored the
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whole time." I asked why he had to go. He said that his

mom says that his brother comes to all his games "so I have

to got to all of my bi3.5thers'." But they take him along

because they have no one to leave him with. I asked him

what he would rather be doing. He said he'd rather stay

home and watch TV. Later I asked hiM if he was just as bored -

at his brother's' hockey games. He said no, the games were

okay, and besides he could buy snacks there.

Unlike his parents, Kevin is bored at this family activity and so'does

not'exoerience it as contributirg to faMily cohesiveness. The hockey

game, oh the other hand, which'he does enjoy makes for a better family

time tor him. Even though,descriptions of Kevin at his brother mike's

games suggest that he .does enjoy the event, unless Kevin himself consciously

experiences them as pleasant he will not derive a sense of family feeling

from attending.

All of the parents of the adolescents tried to structire

some time into their schedules so that all members could be together

regularly, in one way or another, as a family. Often these structured

tithes are outings that'the adults enjoy. Yet the adolescents may see

thd7tse outings as burdens, something that "my mom makes me dO," if the

activity per se is not enjoyed by the youngster himself/herself. These

adolescents are telling us that for good family feeling tO emerge,

the activity must be enjoyable for all'members. Talking and telling

jokes, 'skiing, and camping are all things that the adolescent usually

can participate in enthusiastiCally. But if the-adolescent feels excluded

from:the talk or does not enjoy the activity, he or she stands outside

the group experience, even though physically present as it occurs,

" and thus does not experience the cohesivenessvof family feeling. For

these reasons watching television may be seen as an important vehicle

for building family feeling.

In discussing feeling like a family and television-watching,
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the adolescents state:

Debra: We feel like a family when we're just sitting aRd talking.

Sometimes when my sister comes home from school, like she's

too tired after she' made the trip to go anywhere that night,

and we're all just sitting watching TV.or something. I mean

a stereotypic family, we're all sitting their playing Scrabble

or something.

Lee:

Ellen:

Fay:

[He feels like a family when sitting in front of the television

on Sunday nights watching the movie on HBO. He said that

he enjoys Sharing what is happening and that it makes it

more memorable. Sometimes they get ice cream to eat and

they all eat it together as they are watching the movie.]

[After ghe did her homework she said she was going downstairs

to watch TV. Ellen said that, usually on an evening she watches

TV, too, ahd it seems like something that they do together.

When we went downstairs later the father was sprawled p-,:t

on the floor in front of-the TV watching and the mother and

brother had been too.]

[Fay said that every night at 8-9 p.m. the family watches

TV together and-they watch the same show every week and then

her brother and She get ready for bed. When reruns are on

the family all play table games together during this time.]

In their descriptions the adolescents link television-watching as a

family to the playing of table games together. Family time television-

watching involves "sharing what is happening," whether it is the response

to the show or reactions to the table game. Some talk between family

members is likely. One fieldworker spent an evening with Fay and partici-

pated in their.one hour family time. During this time they usually

watch TV as\
a mi1y, but as it was the rerun season they played a

table game instead. Much of the talk during this hour was about the

progress of the game. In addition, the children shared events of their

day with the adults and each other throughout the game. Similarly,

,in Ellen's home all members watched and also walked in and out of the

room talking about various upcoming family events or the television

show. In this'way, the table game or television show becomes both

a shared experience for family members and a vehicle for general interactionl
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about family and individual members' experiences, Li e much dinner

table talk, a show or game, particularly one selected/by the children

as the,case in Fay's house; may be understood by an appreciated by

all family members. When family.members enjoy the show or game and

participate in the interactionssurrounding it, wA again see the insular

family group associated I by the adolescents with /family feeling.

But simply p acing all the family me ers in a room in front

of the television doe not insure family feeling. Jack describes Sunday

in his home in the following way:

I asked Jack what they do on Sundays. He said not much,
/

since everything is closed. He safid they juit lie around,

not doing muqh of anything togethlr. Mostly'they just watch

TV. Some, imes. they light a fire and watch TV. They used

to play ames.like Monopoly but nbt anymore. Clearly it '

seems ev n though the'whole family is present together on
Sundays, Jack does not experienc them as together. They

are not oing things together li,4ce his friend who goes skiing
and camp ng, a fact which Jack Often mentions.

Jack says that thefamily "jUst lies aro d, not doing much of anything

together...and watc\h TV." Even Jack doe's not experience this as a

faMily time with f ily feeling. Appar ntly he does not feel involved

in the television-watching, in looking at the fire or in interacting

with family members. This attitude coi trasts with Lee's (above), who
1 i

says that talking about the show as a/shared exp.;:rience "makes it more /

\
I

memorable." Jack wighes for a more aCtive family activity like skiing

1

or camping, and does not experience television-watching as a group

activity probably because family memers do not interact with one another.

One of the field orkers w tnessed the following scene at

a girl's house:

When Icame to the house the.mother was Sitting in the big

arm chair and one aught r was on each couch. All three were

watching TV. The o der sister Was out and the father was



working upstairs. The two girls sat unmovingly in front of
the televiziOn watching blankly, not even changing their
expressions when they went from watching a situation comedy
to a news show. The family members did not talk to one another
about the show.

Although the family members may have been inhibited by the observer's

Tresence they still exemplify how television can function as an isolating,

rather than an integrating experience. If each member is so engrossed
01;

or mesmerized by .the machine that he/she is annoyed by any other's

talking, and also does not initiate interaction with the rest, there

is no basis for a group experience; one is no more linked with one's

family members than one is with fellow viewers in a Movie h:use.

Our analysis of these adolescents' conversations with us

lead us to conclude that under certain conditions the youngsters feel

a sense of family with special activity. They associate this feeling

with certain kinds of involvement with other family members as a group.

When the family is involved in an activity in which all members are

present and all outsiders are absent; when the members engage in some

activity that is enjoyed by all of them; and when the members interact

with one another.and attend to one another during the activity, the

adolescentsexperience family feeling. The activities that most often

fulfill these requirements are leisuL involvement's such as vacations,

day outings, dinner conversations, television watching, and table games.

The specdal assodiation of leisure activities with family feeling-may

be rooted in the fact it is easiest for all family members to be simultan-
',

eously present for recreational activities, many of which members of

different ages can understand and enjoy, each in his/her own way. Thus,

leisure activities provide a shared experience around which family

members can talk. The daily life of individuals, as well as jokes,

are als6 content areas that all family members can comprehend and thus
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good vehicles for promoting family feeling.

Leisure situations are thus the main life situations in which

these adolescents experience feeling like a family. Besides the character-

istics already specified, we observe that these recreational events

are clearly bounded by time. Vacations and day outings have beginnings

and endings, as do television showa, table games, and dinner time.

The adolescents "feel family" within these time-bounded activities.

Yet can discern other family involvements not so clearly bounded by

time which also occasion the appearance of family feeling.

Some of the families have family projects. These are continuing

activities in which all members are engaged and constitute part of

the way they are involved with one another. Good examples are the

family gardens which two families maintain. In looking at these two

examples we see a clear difference between the experiences of two adolescents.

Fay:

Ron:

(They are having a garden tilled and there was going to be

one day next week on which they all would get out and plant

the garden. Fay couldn't be there and she was upset because

she had to do something else, so somehow they were going

to change the date to accomodate her. She really wanted

to be in on this family event.

I asked about what he did on the weekends and he started

telling me about how he had to take &are of the garden this

past weekend. He said every year he, his brother and mom
resolve that they are not going to have a garden. But every

year his dad insists on putting one in, and even though he

and his brother won't budge and say they don't want one his

mom goes along with his dad. He said'that he does most

of the work on the garden and that brother doesn't have

to do much. He said that his dad has some illness which,

although not serious, prevents him from working in the garden

so he just continuously tells Ron what to do.

Fay is very much involved in the creation of her family's garden. She

had been involved in planning it with family members, and now is disturbed

by the prospect of not being able to do tne planting. Ler in the

summer she showed the garden to one of the researchers and explained

CI
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what was planted. Fay sees the garden a5 a family event; as a member

involved with this garden, she does not want to be excluded_from any

of the activity. In this case all members were involved in the garden's

inception, planting, weeding, and final eating. As a project that

takes place over time it allows for periodic group involvement and

it supplies topics of conversation among family members. We can see

it pulling family members together and iostering cohesiveness.

Ron, on the other hand, does not derive cohesiveness from

his family's project. He and several other family members do not wish

to have a garden. The family is not involved in this as a group and

Ron sees himself as carrying the burden of work. He perceives his

father as the task master, not as someone sharing a group project with

him. The parent is trying to induce the child to work at a project

that is distasteful to him, the child resents the parent and the cohesive-

ness of the family unit is Undermined. The garden becomes a topic

of discussion among family members only insofar as .the parent nags

his son to do the garden work.

In comparing these two family experiences, we become aware

of the importance of all group members being involved for a family

project to promote famipr feeling. In addition, all members must actively

enjoy the project. We speculate that these two factors are mutually

determined: the project is perceived as enjoyable because all the

members are participating as well as the reverse. Work on the garden

iS perceived by Fay as a way of participating in overall family life

and thus as a valuable experience. She does not have to be dragged

into it as does Ron.

However, the garden in Ron's family is not a total loss:

it,is his father's project in which he enlists the help of family
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members. One way the family members become involved with one another

is to become incorporated into each other's individual projects. But

the project of an individual family member may also be adopted by all

of the family members and so become a family project fostering cohesive-

ness. Activities in Fay's, Heidi's, and Ron's families exemplify how

this ma/ happen.

In Fay's family they are "all on the Scarsdale diet." Fay

recognizes that her mother desires to lose weight, for when asked what

she'd like to change in her mother, she said the she'd like her to

be able to lose weight because this is so important to her. The mother's

weight loss project has not remained an individual project. Rather,

the brother is also on the diet in ordei to lose twenty pounds. Fay

and her father are thin, but on the diet too, because they feel they

have to watch what they eat because they are potentially fat. Thus,

all family members take on the mother's project and incorporate it

into their own lives. As a result, the diet and food and eating are

a shared experience for the family, and weight loss and watching a

shared family project.

Similarly, in Heidi's family one of the children became interested

in horses. The parents bought horses so that the children could become

involved in their sport. Of the five children, all four girls ride

regularly. At the time of the study, three of the girls were taking

lessons from the same teacher and also helping each other to learn.

The:parents said they like horses but bought them for the children

who are responsible for their upkeep. Over time the father became

a rider and now gives the girls feedback as to how they are doing during

practice. He also became knowledgeable about the care and problems
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of horses, so that wh,n a orse was sick, Heidi went to him to show

him and ask him ab,3 Finally the mother began to take lessons

from her daught,r. It was not an unusual scene at this house for the

whole family/to be out in the field riding and watching each other

ride. Certainly this topic permeated family gatherings and discussions.

What began as one child's enthusiasm became incorporated into siblings'

ana parents' lives and a full-fledged family project or interest.

Finally, in Ron's family thi, family business is a central

family activity. In this home dinner is usually the time when the

business is discussed, but this is not problemmatic fJr Ron. Unlike

the other adolescents, Ron sees himself as very involved in the business.

Each time in the fieldworker's meetings with him he talked about the

business. He does specific jobs in-the business for his parents, and

he is aware of influencing situations and decisions related to it.

Once on a walk he saw a new, related business opening nearby and wrote

down the location to tell his parents about the potential competition.

Whether with his parents or not he does things for and thinks about

the business. It was a family business, involving both mother and

father, but Ron always speaks of it as "our business" and used words

such as "we" in describing decisions made concerning it. We see that

Ron experiences himself as a member of the business and as a participant

in that aspect of his-parents' lives. All the tasks that Ron performs

for the business are individual, not group taskt. But through this

individual work, Ron is bound into the life of the family.

This example in Ron's life stands in contrast to his experience

of the garden. Ron wants to be a part of the business, but not a part

of the garden. Ron in the garden is the only member who actually does

the work. All family members are committed to the development of the

! ,)
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business, but only Ron's father is really interested in the garden.

For Ron, participating in the business is analogous to Fay's participation

in the garden. Each is enjoying making contributions.

The idea of family life implies that each family may be seen

as having a particular life of its own: interests and activities that

all or most of the members participation in. We have identified "family

times" and "family projects." Family times refer to group activities

bounded in time in which all family members participate in a shared

activity. Family"projects refer to families' continuing interests

or activities that all members participate in as a group or individually.

Each member's separate project may be seen as connected to the.larger

family interest area. The common interests of family members serve

to facilitate communication during dinner, providing a shared topic

of interest, and serve to Yeinforce group involvement by all family

members. Through group and individual participation in family projects,

and family times, the.individual experiences membership in the family

and is increasingly bound into the family life.

We have been implicitly making a distinction here between

the life of the family and the life of the individual family member.

Each family member pursues a life in various ways separate from other

family members. The seventh graders' lives consist of many activities

outside of the home, in settings such as school, peer relationships,

hobbies, Hebrew School, summer camp, and biking around the neighborhood.

The other family members do not share these activities. Seventh-graders

may also have interests which do not overlap with those of family members,

such as Steve's model building, and Paul's coin collecting, which they

work on at home and which are not shared with family members. But

the adolescent also participates in family life, which we have described
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in this section. Throughout the report we will continue to contrast

the life of the family and the individual life of the seventh grader,

but the primary concern of the next few pages will be the relationship

between family life and Lndividual life.

The basic process through which an adolescent may be integrated

into his/her family life is demonstrated in the following extract from

our fieldnOtes. In characterizing family members' involvement, we

have discussed family time and-family projects.

week a family may engage in only a few of these

family life may occur daily and is nojconstituted only -.)11 these readily

identifiable activities. After being present in the homes of the adolescents

over the three month period, one becomes aware of a certain flow .of

interaction among family members which taken together constitutes the

characteristic life of the family. Over the course of an afternoon,

for example, members move in and out of each other's separate activities,

question each other about these activities, make observations about

Over a period of a

activities. Clearly

these activities, make requests of one another, perform some activities

together, and separate again to engage in their own activity. It is

likely that if a member stayed in one central room of the house, such

as the kitchen, for the whole afternoon they would 'encounter and interact

with all of the family members at some point in time. To give the

reader an idea of this, here is a description of an afternoon with

Carol. a

We entered the kitchen where the mother was cooking something

that she would later sell as part of her work- Sitting at

the table I chatted with Carol and her mother. Some minutes

later the father entered to see what was going on and to

meet me. He sees the younger daughter coming home from school

and comments on her approach. He greets her when she comes

in and she gets something to eat. She goes over to inspect

what the mother is doing. The mother asks her to get something
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from the refrigerator, which she does. She describes something

at school and makes a request for a school project. The

mother tells her where to get the things necessary. She

leaves the room while the older brother, who had been out

with friends, comes in to inspect what the mother is doing.

She also asks for help from him. He gets a drink and gets

what the mother wants. Carol goes over to see how the cooking

is coming and we go up to her room. We see the father watching

TV in his room. On the way down we see the mother has joined

him there. Somewhat later we see the younger daughter has

joined them. We go to the TV room and play some TV games.

The mother later passes with the laundry and stops to talk

withius. The sister comes in and makes a comment to us about

her friend, makes a phone call, and leaves.

In looking at the events of this typical afternoon we see that the

family members engage in numerous brief interactions. They pay_attention

to what each other is doing and may become involved in it, as they

became involved in the mother's cooking project and the television

watching. They comment on each other's activities and exchange information

about their individual lives. Each family member is very much involved

in knowing what is going on with the other,family members. If someone

is in one of the central rooms of the house it is likely that whatever

he/she is doing will be interrupted several times in the course of
,

an hour. It is interesting to note that the kitchen is the place in

which a majority of the adolescents do their homework. Though they

are engaged in a separate.activity they can also participate in whatever

else is happening in the life of the family. They can turn for help

or the parent can look over their shoulder. When Jack comes home from

school he goes to sit in the kitchen where his sister is preparing

dinner. They chat about his day and hers. The other family members

soon trickle in and other short dialogues are started before they leave

the room again. Jack may do his homework there in the kitchen and

periodically be interrupted by the inqUiries or talk of other family

members.
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What we are suggesting is.that the home seems to have family

life rooms ia which this daily flow of family lifeinteractions takes

place. Usually these rooms are the kitchen or the family room (den).

While in these rooms family members are open to being disturbed or inter-

rupted by other family members. _IndicatiVe of this is how Lee's parents

go up to their bedroom when they don't want to be disturbed at the end

of the evening. Lee understands that they now want their privacy and

are deliberately removing themselves from family life. Similarly, when

Ellen is delitzwith her homework, which she does in her room, she comes

down to the family room to watch television with the otners and thereby

reenters family life. When Carol wants to be alone she goes to the

basement where no one else usually goes. Possibly her room is not orivate

enough if her mother is home, for her mother's work materials and phone

are in Carol's room. When Tom took his friends to the basement he became

annoyed at his younger sibling for coming downstairs to bother them; by

removing the friends from the family rooms Tom implicitly removes other

family members from them and himself. When Gail's mother and Debra's

father need to do work at home they go up to their rooms and out of

the family ioom. But when Ellen's father was working on the dining

room table next to the kitchen he was continuously interrupted by family

b

members and had intermittent"dialogues with family"members without

being annoyed. When the researcher came to Paul's home the mother asked

where they would,be so that she could plan to be elsewhere. In this

way she ensured that normally family life space would be left private

for Paul's use. But when she entered the kitchen'to prepare dinner

ahe invariably became involved in the dialogues or activities that the

two were engaged in. Similarly, Paul asked about and-commented upon

what she was cooking for dinner.
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In each home specific areas seem designated as family life areas

in-whiCh family members can expect to,enter into brief or extended inter-

/

actxOns with other family members. Thus, the day to day family life

ie not usually characterized by recognizable group activities or projeCts.

Rather, routine family life-is characterized by intermittent interactions

among family members as they participate,in and talk about each

other's separate'lives.

.We have suggested that certain rooms in the home may be regarded

as the family life rooms. We have also suggested that family members'

bedroomb are perceived as private spaces to be used (inter alia) to

get away from other famill; members. Parents when they wish to be alone

go into their bedroom and some lock their door. They are in effect

:losing themselves off from other family members and indicating that

they do not wish to have interaction now, barring an emergency. Older

'siblings in families also spend long periods of time in their rooms

when in the house.

But when the adolescents close their door they do not obtain

the same degree of privacy as the parent or older sibling, nor e4-o they

chooie often to close the door. when Tom studies in his room he is

often interrupted by his brother with-i4homhe shares the room, ah-d-by

his mother who comes in to see how he is doing. While the fieldworker

studied Ellen in her room her mother came and went three times bringing

various articles of ci.othing, telling her some things, and just sitting

apd interacting. Heidi was with her girlfriend getting dressed in her

room and her father opened the closed door to tell her the fieldworker

had arrived. Later he walked by and opened the door to ask her to do

something. Neither time did he knock. The male researcher suggested

to Jack that they go to his room to talk. Jack looked ac him oddly
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as if to-suggest that was a strange place to be. The female researcher

spent considerable'time with the girls and their friends, but only once

did a girl choose to go to her room to do thingS. Usually they remained

in the family room and spoke of anything with littlr. regard to others

overhearing them. Parents would enter°and sit down and join in the

conversation and then leave. The overall impreesion'is that if these

adolescents need private space, they can usuallY"find it. But they

did not often indicate verbally or behaviorally that they wanted to =

separate themselves from family life. In this the adolescents were

not significantly different from younger siblings who mainly spent time

in the family rooms and whose rooms the parents entered at will, with

,no apparent concern about their child's privacy.

These observations emphasize the extent to which the adClescents

are involved in and integrated into family life. The seventh graders

and their younger siblings participate in the three manifesiations'of

family life we have'ar,Aculated: family times, family projects, and

ongoing family interactions in the home. But the older siblings suggest

a different picture of the\adolescent's relationship to the familyjife.

Heidi's family nicely portrays this difference in that the

family has children older and younger than Heidi. On every occasion-

the fieldworker visited the father was also present. One Sunday"all

were sitting around the table reading the newspaper with ,the tetevision"

going and the mother doing some Looking. These activities Were happening

virtually in the same room. Heidi and the younger siblings_were present,

some helping with the cooking, some reading the paper and watching TV.

Aftex several hours the older siblings emerged from their'rooMs so tha't

the researcher could meet them, got smething from the kitchen, and

went,back to their rooms. On another occasion Heidi, her friend, the
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younger siblings, their friend, and the researcher were all outside. The

mother and father were also outside working in the garden. Again the

parents entered into the children's activities and the children entered, -

into the parents'. At some point additional friends came to see one

of the older siblings. Only at that point did it become clear that

the brother:was at home. He had been in his room all the time. Ip

all the homes studied, younger siblings were present often enough durii.pg

the researchers' visits for th% latter to get to know them,but in the

homes with older siblIngs the researchersilardly ever'saw these persons.

They participated very l4ttle in routine aspects.of daily family life

which occurred in family life .rooms. Rather, they spent time in their

own rooms or simply were out of the house. We have already noted how'

Steve said dinner time was not like family time because his.brother

was often not there. Spqpking more of this, he states:

My.brother is.nat there Very much, he works. Many times he

starts-work at 5:30 til later... He,ls usually studying.at night

and he seldom does anything with therfamily.

4
[Steve gives the impression of bis older brother leading a

life fairly separate from the re*kt ,of the family.. At least

separate from Steve, which is -in marked contrast to his

relationstrip with,hfs younger brother, where he gets involved

in the yoUng6x brbther's activities.]

Most of the older siblings-like OteVt's brother have jobs th&t'keep

them away from the dinner table %dbring which the-major daily family

time occurs.. Often they work Pr study 'night or go .out with friends.

As Debra sZid of her older, sister, family time is when4 they all sit
1

down to talk or watch TV together, which only happens if hex sister
4,

iS too tired to go Out. After dinner television-watching ahd weekend

.

outings are,sctivities that the older siblipgs'are often not involved
4

in. Ellen spoke of how most.of the,time her older hrothendid not ,go

to the cottage with them. Debra's older sister did not have to go on

'16 741
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the family vacation. Finally, the older siblings are less involved

in family pro:jects. Heidi's siS er, who used;to be involved With the.

,horses, now has nti t.Ime to ride and does not go riding or take lessons

with the rest of the family., RorOs older brother is no longer expected

to be part o the family garden project which is sucoosed t o be a family

pro:ezt even if,Ron does not eXperience it that way.

'These observa,Ions .S4g thetas the'adolescents age they

ors of their time iji separate.pursuits and less time in family

and interactns. The older adolescent Maintains dyadic

re:ati..onships w.ith

as part cf

adcis

family members but seems to disengage

in aiIy life itself... Implicit in the observe-

':t,n pursuits separate from the family

that they xe stbLi.sng a separLte life of their

-le process of individuation and dentity formation

the adolescent 1 e span. But ir Addition, the

tion sugg ts that they are perceived as responsible

en0Uch.

th y. Through the 3uven e years one observes 'the slow

lf the chi:d's zparate Life s he/she spends more and more

gea.ev distances, rcm the pancs, the seventh graders certainly

re-schoolers:

yes of the parents to spend time. safely

time away their parents then de

and óvrnigi t am They' s,end

home's, shopp:'

seit c.-ut ty brs nd are sought out by the.other family

membert7. tleipate group family experience, rather 'than trying

.11e tnemseives fro

hapter we will thscus s the seventh graders' partici-

with friends at *heir

Yet like younger siblIngs'they still frequently

their .pe groups. Through. oberv4twns we came to see



the tremendous role of the peer groupin the lives of the adolescents.

Because of this role we were led to believe that the family and family

life was of less importance an4 played 4 lesser tole in the adolescents'

lives than the peer gtoup. With this in\mind, we asked Debra if she

had a pie which represented het life, howmuch of it would be for family.
\

We expected her to indicate only a small part. At first she said three-
\

fourths of the pie. The reselrcher reacted\ witii surprise and she said

!

well maybe one-third, but either was larger than expected. She insisted

that regardless, the biggest/slice would be home, because if she's at

camp she writes home everyday, and when at school she is thinking of

what she will do when she gets home, and if het parents will let her

\

do.what she wants. When considering places she could be, interactions

with family members, and her thoughts when awaY, Debra perceived home

as the,biggest part of her life. We chose to aSk Debra about this because

\

she is the most peer-criented adolescent we studied. Even with her

overwhelming peer involvement, she clearly saw herSelf as very involved

in her family.

Via our observations and the adolescents' statements we uner-

stand the seventh graders to be very much integrated into the life of

1

their farrClies. When we discuss parental influence on the child we

will analyze the process of this integration more fully. As Debra

suggests, the flow of seventh graders' secarate lives, they

see themselves as parts of this family unit. They are involved in family

j

life in an ongoing, day-to-day fashion, exemplified in the numerous

ways that their activities are tied to the activities of the other family

members.

All adolescent theorists recognize with Erikson that the major

task of the adolescent is the formation of an identity separate from
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parents and family. The first process of identity formation is indivi-

duation from the parent and family. The older adolescents manifest

this individuation in their creation of separate lives and simultaneouS

movement away from participation in family life. The seventh grader

is at the beginning of this adolescent phase, and is not yet truly

individuated from the family life. Taken together, these observations

suggest that not only the children in a family develop and change over

time, but also the nature of family life develops and changes over time

as the children themselves individuate. It is likely that the meaning

and manifestF.tion of family life change as the family grows Up. This

conception of family developmental process, and its relationship to

child developement, is a fascinating area for future research.
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2. Parent-Child Relationships

The parent-child relationship may be understood as.having two

major components loosely comparable to the major Home Climate Domains

of Relationships and Organization. A large proportion of parent-

child interactions involves the parent's participatidn in and support

of the life of the adolescent. The Home Climate variables of Involvement,

Communication and Cohesiveness assist in understanding the nature of

this aspect. But a second body of parent-child interactions surrounds

the ways parents seek to alter or control the behavior of the adol-

-----
escent, and the general extent of parental influence in the life of

the adolescent. The Home Climate variables of Structure and Influence

are important in understanding parental efforts to adolescents' lives.

a. Parents' Involvement in Adolescents' Lives

In discussing parent-child relationships we focus more

on how the parents and children are involved with each other in one-

to-one situations than is the case in family life interactions. In

the section on family life we suggested that the adolescents asso-

ciate the cohesiveness of the family with direct involvements of

family memebers in shared activities. The data on,the parent-child

relationship similarly suggest that cohesiveness of closeness to the

parent is associated with the dyad's involvement in each other's lives.

In addition to behavioral interinvolvement, one major way that parents

and children.participate in each other's lives is through communication

about life and life problems. This communication is one form of

parent-child involvement.

In characterizing the involvement of the patents and

children we focus on the ways that parents individually or as couples

spend time alone with their seventh grader. In describing this the
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adolescents.again focused.on leisure and hobby activities. The boys

mentioned activities undertaken with their fathers, which both father

and son seemed to enjoy doing. Tom's father takes him to ballgames or

plays tennis with him on weekends. Each male sibling takes a turn

going with or playing with the father. Jack and raul also go to

baseball games with their fathers. Jack plays catch with his dad

and together they took an outing "adventure" to the tall ships amd

got to board one. Steve plays catch with his father and together

they build things in the workshop. As Steve said, "We both like

to build things". Similarly, Ron and his father are going to build

a darkroom because both are interested in photography. In these

cases the boys and their fathers have mutual interests and share

these interests together. The girls never mentioned going to sporting

events or doing hobbies with their fathers or mothers.

The mutual involvements described above made up only a

small fraction of the ways parentS and children spent time together

outside of family time activities. More often, the involvements

of parents d.nd children occur through an interest or need of the

child's life. We have Already indicated that each adolescent may be

seen as having an individual life, one part of which is his/her par-

ticipation in the family life. Similarly the parents have an indivi-

dual lives,bne part of which is their participation in family life.

In addition, however; part of a parent's life is to become incorpor-

ated into and thereby supportive of the adolescent's life. A good part

of the parent's life is arranged to enable the adult to spend time

with'the child so that the child can pursue his/her interests, have needs
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fulfilled, and generally receive support from the parent. Thus Kevin's

parents come to watch him play baseball and Ron's attend a sports

banquet with him to see him receive an award. Alice's mother watches

her ice skate, makes her costumes, and takes her to and from her

skating lessons. Heidi's parents watch her horseback riding, give

her advice on her performance, come to her shows. Steve's father,

personally uninterested in ships, takes his son to a museum to see

the ships he builds models of. These are examples of ways parents spend

time with their children" supporting the child's enthusiasms and activ-

ities in which they themselves are not necessarily interested.

Similarly, parents spend time with their children doing

activities related to the child's general maintenance and caretaking.

The major daughter-mother involvement of this sort is clothes shopping.

Alice's mother commented that it had taken three weeks of looking and

discussion to find just the right pair of shoes. Beth talked of liking

to go shopping for clothes for herself with her mother. Ellen wears

a very small size dress, so her mother makes a number of her clothes

and they are involved in picking out patterns, fittings, and the

like. Similarly, parents take their children to medical appointments

and for haircuts.

From our observations we propose two additional general-

izations. First, the separate lives of the seventh graders are de-

pendent in large part on the participation of the parent. Outside

of family life involvemeq, much of parents°direct contact with

their children is in the form of taking them to and from places in

which the youngsters pursue separate activities. The community that

we studied is suburban, having no bus service. Shopping and entertain-

ment areas of interest to the children are long distances away, often
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located on major highways not accessible to the adolescents.on foot.

,Friendships are very often formed at school. Because of the large and

snrawling nature of the school district friends often live good dis-
--

tances from one another. Thus, it was not unusual for a parent to drive

the child somewhere and later pick him/her up, every day of the week.

in this.kind of community, .young adolescents who cannot drive and who

have not other means of access to activities of personal interest to

them are dependent on the same parents from whom they are seeking to

individuate from assistance in completing this developmental separate

life task - a touchy predicament indeed!

For example, Steve's development of his interest in shins

was dependent on his parent's involvement. Steve wanted to go see the

tall shins and also a special nautical museum. This year his narents

did not want to take him to these places. Of this Steve said:

I definitely do want to go in and board the ship, because

I know I will see the Nimitz yes, the Nimitz is going

to be there.,.
(Have you talked to your dad about going?)

We talked about it at dinner the other day and we aren't

sure yet, we might, I might go.

(Just you, or you and your dad, or what?)

i don't know, my mother's not that fascinated with ships.

(Does your dad like it?).

.Not too much.

[I learned that Steve's dad had taken a whole week off

in order to take the older brother to various colleges,

to consider where he wants to attend. The brother was

taking this opportunity to look at various college cam-

puses accompanied by his Dad. Steve wanted to go to a

museum in Fall River that vacation which contains many

sailing vessels of past ages, of which Rob constructed

models of some. He had been there once before and enjoyed

'seeing those vessels about which he had read. Since his

dad was taking the week off he asked his dad if he would

take one of the days to take him to the museum. His dad

at first said no, that he had taken the week off in order

to take the brother around to the colleges and there wouldn't

be time to take such a trip. Steve felt that this was not

fair. He thought Bill was having all those days with his

dad rd he had non-e. It was only fair that his dad spend

4
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e.

oneday for him and with him. He said that he got upset

with his dad and told him he didn't think it was fair.

His mom talked with hiS dad and persuaded him t:o take

one day for Rob to take him to the museum.)

Steve did not.go to see the Tall Ships (an earlier event in Boston

Harbor) with his father. His parents were not interested and would

not 'attend even though Steve asked to do so. Similarly, the parents

were not-originally
interested in the nautical museum. The only way

that Steve was able to go was by having his mother appeal to his

father's sense of equity between his son's. Clearly the father felt

that exploring college with his older son was more important than

taking Steve to a museum. These parents are easily involved in ac-
_

tivities with their children that they, too, think are interesting

(like baseball) or important for tne youngsters (like clothing them)

taking them to places where they can socialize with their peers, or

further their future careers. But when the child wants the pareno

to be involved in an activity that is not interesting, or seen as de-

velopmentally unimportant by-the oarent the child's developinent

in an ihdividual direction is potentially and often actually limited.

In this way the child's otportunities to individuate and grow are

shaoed by the parent-child relationship.

But deoendence on the parent also is involved in

our second point. The structure and content of the oarent'slife are

influenced by the child's interests and needs. Steve's father altered

his earlier plans by a day, to accomodate his younger son's interests

and desires. Alice's mother, on the other hand, has structured her life

around her daughter's ice skating practices,which occur five times a

week at various rinks in the area and to which her mother must transport

her both ways. In discussing Alice's skating with the researcher, the

mother said:

S4
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(Alice started working towards the preliminaries and
you could see that she really needed to skate twice
a week, and then when she was working op her first test
after the preliminaries,you could really see she needed
to skate more often. Now she skates every day. .[Alice's
mother wants me to know how expensive skating is. Alice
has two pairs of skates which have to be replaced every
six months, because she is still growing. The boots cost
$200,,and the blades $180. Plus, they have to buy ice
time.and pay for lessons. Also the mother's time is
absorbed because the skating club is like a Co-op and
parents have to give time to keep it going. And until
recently the skating has been time consuming for the
mother as she had to drive half an hour away twice a
week. "She has to sit and wait for Alice for two hours,
and she said it i really boring so she brings a book.
Now she shares the driving with someone else.]

For Alice to be involved in skating requires considerablIevestment

by her mother. Aside from the financial exPense, a good part of

Alice's mother's time and energy both with and away from her daughter

is spent supporting this aspect of Alice's life.

This description of parent-child relationships includes

pictures not only of the child's life, but also of parents' activities.

Much of each parent's off-the-job time is facilitating the interests

of his/her offspring. These activities are not only face-to-face

involvements with their children when not together. Many of the ac-

tivities on behalf of the child are pursued by the parent alone. For

example, unlike the girls, the boys do not usually accompany the mother

on shopping trips for clothing; rather, the mothers shop and bring

things home. The boys select what fits and what they want and the

mothers return the rejected items. Similarly, Fay!s mother goes

weekly to the library to take out books for the family to read. All

of the children in the sample had Bar and Bas Mitzvah's during the

months.of the project. For the child to have the celebration associated

with his/her performance in synagogue, the parent must do all of the
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preparations for the party and houseguests; the child is minimally

involved in this work. When Beth was asked,"You're not taking any

responsibility for the parties or anything like that?", she answered,

"No, I'm just making sure all may friends come." By doing various

tasks that make the activities of the child's life possible, the

parents support the separate life of the child.

The idea of supporting the life of the child appears

to be a fundamental component of what it means to be a parent in

these families. Moreover, it seems to be implicitly expected by

the children, as Beth articulates in commenting on a deviation from

this norm in her friend's home life. Of this she says:

My friends' mother is really cuckoo. Her mother makes her

.zook, clean, do the.dishes, make dinner, make breakfast, lunch.

And she makes me so mad, her mother... Her'mom makes her do

the insurance' A kid shouldn't have to do that, I don't

think a kid should have to do insurance. I don't think a kid

should have to make dinner. I think she can help, but not

do it. Her mother comes home, gets undressed, gets into her

pajamas, and plops in bed and says,''nake my supper": 21-Le has

to get up at 6:30 in the morning to make breakfast.

(So you feel that.Linda's being expected to act like an adult

when she's a kid?)
Yah.

It is interesting to note that the girl that Beth is talking about is

of a different ethnic group than Beth. Although we do not argue that

these parents' behavior with respect to their children's lives is

good or bad, it does reveal an implicit assumption about parent child

relationships in the Jewish home. That is, that the parent exists

to perform specific life mai.citenance tasks for the child, so that

the child in turn, is free to pursue his/her own interests, or (as

Beth implies) so the child can be "a kid". Elsewhere we will look

at the distribution of chores in the homes of these adolescents and
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find that they arb expected to do very little in the waY of self and

home maintenance. These tasks are perceived by all as part of the

mother's life not part of the child's.

Potential for friction exists,'then, between a parent's

efforts to help a child pursue his/her interests, and the parent's

pursuit of his/her own. Insofar as we recognize that the child and

the parent pursue independent lives that do not always include similar

interests the potential for conflict such as we found with Steve ic

always possible. Yet expressed resentment by the parents at their

-ole in supporting their children's activities is almost non existent-.

The researchers originally conceived of the chauffering of children

among activities as an unfortunate necessity of suburi.:an life and

early in the study sometimes offered to transport children instead of

a parent. The most frequent response was, "Oh I don't mind it.at all

I like to take them." No child indicated that he/she could not do

things he/she wanted because a parent would not provide a means of

transportation, and no parent expressed distress at being continuously

called ucon to be involved with a child in this manner. Both seem to

'regard it as a.natural part of llfe to be accepted and planned for.

Even when the child's activities require a lot of time from the

parent, as in the case of Alice, the parent finds ways of_enahling

the child to remain involved in interests without totally ignoring

his/her own. Alice's motner first brought a book to read during the

skating lessons. Then she found someone with whom to car-pool so that

she drove only once a week. Finally, in the stimmer months the mother

took a college course during the time her daughter skated. In these
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ways the parents
structured their lives so as to support the interests

of their children;
simultaneously maintaining a relatively high

degree of direct involvement witthe children. We will discuss

parental) involvement in the children's lives again in the sections

of this report on in-school and out-of-school learning.

The accessibility of the parents, their general presence

and overall involvement in the child's life is very important to

these adolescents. When Gail was asked if she could change anything in

her life what would it be, she said, "If I could have my parents home

more. My mother immediately After school not one hour later."

Gail is uncertain why this matters to her but she seems-to dislike

coming home-to an empty house. She recognizes that her dad has to

work. "They have to work, so it's ok." But she would like to see

both of them more but "I can't." Two of the boys, Steve and Jack,

spoke of a lack of involvement with their father. Both fathers worked

long hours as well as one day during the weekend. Steve talked about

how his father "is not home much to share thinqs." Steve's dad also

did not have "time to,show him how to use the lawnmower." Jack talked

much about how he wants"more time with his dad who has to be working

Saturdays." He wants to clay datch and go to more Call ;ames. Jack's

father wa g. then in the process of changing jobs so that he dould

spend more time with his family. After this transition Jack and nis

father went to see the Tall Ships, a ball game, a mUseum, and

went shopping together.

Fay spoke about her attitude toward her mother being

home after school:
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[I asked was it important to her to have her mom there.when

she,came home, from school and she.says yesq emphatfcally. She .

said that one time her mother got home late because she was
dependent on a friend to drive her. Fay was all angry at.her
mother. She doesn't like'to be all alone with. just 'the cat.
She anticipates at least a half hour'of talk with her mother
sharing events of the day.and having a snack together
when she gets home. Fay does not want her mother to work SO.
sne wouldn't be there.]

Mot '9eing alone at home after school is important to Gail,:Fay` and

Alice. This is not merely a matter of disliking an empty house. -The

after school hours are tmportant for the pare4-child relationship.

During this period the adolescent talks to the parent, usually the

mother, about what he/she has done during-the day at school and what

'they are concerned about. Although Paul did not express such sentiments

to us, his mother indi'ated that she feels"this time is',iMportant.

to him.' She deliberately chose a part-,tiMe job so that she 'Could

be present when her son returned from school:

IShe likes working half-time because she felt ie was impor-
tant to be home wheh Paul arrived. She felt there were often
things,he wanted to share with her when he came home, either
something good that.has happened or somethin-g that one of the
kids had said to that had upsethim. She said often 'he
might come hoMe'and although she can see that he is upset about
something he'might"-not want to share it at first, but he often
eventually shares what.he is upset abott. She felt that She
wouldn't: want"him'to come home to an emptY house and since
theY don't need th'e money fof financial,,reasons she-ssees no
reason to work full-time]

Alice remembers that coming home to ah empty house was

+ec011y frightenipg to her when she waS' younaer: for her it remaes

adistasteful experience. AOre typical are Fay and Paul, .whose

',withers observe that the children return from SChooL,with good and bad.

tl.iings to tell their parents. Paul's mother indicates that if she is

aVailable after school, even if he does not talk to her, she is aware

ot his feelings and will try to find time to talk to him later in t'17,1

,

day.
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These observations stiggest that'is is impOrtant that tne
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through which th4,parents make possible the separate life of the

child, adolescents and parents spend time together discussing the

happenings of the adolescent's life. In this way, parent-child

communication becomes an important manifestation of parental in-

volvement.
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b. Parent-Child Communication

By "Parent-Child Communication" we mean those times in the

parent-child relationship when the parent and child talk to one

another in conversation, rather than doing actual activities together.

We also distinguish this conversation from controlling communication,

in which parents give the adolescents directions, enforce discipline;

and use verbalizations-in other ways to direct their children's

immediate bel-iavior. These types of communications will be discussed

in the section on parental influence.

In the last section on parents' involvement in their children's

lives we noted how much of parents' direct interaction with their

children occurs in the form of conversations. We described how these

adolescents share the happenings of their day with their parents, at

dinner and after school. During these times parents and children are

closely involved with each other through talk. In this section we

explore the nature of thisrconversation, as well as how it often

helps the parents to become psychologically involved with the child

and the child's world.

In the discussion of family life we emphasize that the adoles-

cent must be seen as having a life separate from that of the family

and parents. /nsofar as parents and adolescent are notvonstantly

together to witness the activities of their respective lives, they

have to access each other's lives only through communication describing

those lives. One Parent commented that she was glad that her child was

going to participate in the study because she thought that it might be

a way for her to find out what her child was doing. She experienced

her child as neve-r---taticingwi-thheappenings _in the

child's life and so lacked knowledge of it.,
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The complaint that they do not know what their children are

doing away from home seems to be expected from parents of adolgscents

in North American society. Part of the image of an adolescent that

many people share is a person who maintains a private life to which

parents (and other adults) have little access. Thus in :ooking at

communications between parents and adolescents in this study we were

surprised at the breadth of adolescent out-of-the-home activities

to which parents have access through communication. The vast majority

of the adolescents speak to at least one of their parents daily

about almost every aspect of their lives. The adolescents talk with

their parents about what they learn at regular school, religious

school, and in other settings where they go for instruction. They

discn9s their reactions to these activities, including what excites

them and what upsets them. They describe their own misbehavior and

punishments, their troubled relationships with adult supervisors,

and their perceptions good or bad of any of the people or tasks in

the various external settings. Similary they discuss many peer

activities and associated feelings, problems, and concerns.

In listening to both pargnt-child interactions and to the

adolescents' own reports, we Oined the impression that on the whole

these adolescents hold back from their parents relatively little
M

information about their lives from their parents. Although they live

many hours of their lives separate from,their parents, in conversation

they inform their seniors of the major happenings in those other areas

of life. In addition, through often excited and animated descriptions

of the happenings of their days they involve their parents in the
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excitement of their lives; through their bored recountings of other

aspects of their days they involve their parents in their mundane

feelings; by sharing the anxiety, distress, and anger of their day

they involve their parents in the overall fabric of their lives. Thus,

through fairly extensive reporting these teenagers draw their parents

into the day-to-day events of their separate lives.

We are,not claiming that the paPents know every detail of a

child's life, or are we suggesting that the children have no life

withheld in privacy from their parents. On the whole, however, the

adolescents give their parents access to many areas of their lives

such that their elders can share the child's experience of the world.

In this way parents become involved in and knowledgeable about most

aspects of the child's separate existence.

The emergence of a private area of experiencing is also indicated.

The one topic not discussed with parents as frequently as others was

relationships with the opposite sex. Unlike the other subjects we

noticed, this topic was rarely spontaneously included in the parent-

child interactions we observed. It was discussed, however, in almost

every peer interaction we witnessed. Some reference to the opposite

sex and to feelings about czand curtent news of specific "opposites"

was almost always made in conversations with peers. Yet this kind of

information was seldom communicated to parents during our visits. Not

all the Adolescents talked with friends about sexual feelings and

boy-girl relationships but those who did restricted exchanges on the

subject mainly to peers.

Beth who indicates that she does talk to her mothei and not her
A

-%friends about her boy-girl relationships, describes below a typical
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conversation with her parents. She had been asked out by a boy and

she was telling this to her parents:

They're kind of old fashioned. My father`says, "Who else
is going besides you and Joe?" And I said Sue and Tim. And
they say, "Who else?" and I said "Well, we're going alone."
And thy said "Oh." I came home that day when Joe asked me
out and I said, "Mom, this kid asked me out," And she said,
"Where you going?" And I said, "We didn't decide yet." And
she said, "Why did he ask you out?" It was so funny. She

thought that as soon-as this boy 'asks you out you'have to go

out. So I said to her, "Mom, that's the old fashioned way
to do it."

Beth's communication about this boy-girl relationship seems to be

both transmission of information and an implicit request for permission

to go. Her father sees it as something he will have to make a

decision about. We are uncertain whether Beth's parents knew if she

liked this boy and that she was "seeing" him in school previously

as a "boyfriend". Her parents recognize him, however, as one of the

boys ire her "crowd". But this kind of day-to-day sharing about

happenings between the sexes is relatively infrequent in parent-

child communication. Beth gives an indication of why this might be

the case when she notes that her parents "are kind of old fashioned"

and so do not understand how boy-girl relationships are handled in

her life.

The parents are perceived by the adolescents as racking under-

standing of boy-girl relationships in their generation. Carol states:

If you try to explain a feeling you,,have inside you or some=

thing, they're not going to understand and, like, their gen-

eration, they didn't start dating til, like, tenth grade and

we're dating in fifth grade.

Carol indicates that her parents are not able to understand "a

feeling you have inside" because their generation had different circum-

stances and relationships with the opposite sex at her age.



Paul also relates that his parents do not understand the

nature of relationships with the opposite sex: He compares talking

with his mother and talking with his :ffiends on this subject:

He felt generally that his parents could understand things

that were important to him. He felt that there were some

things that he could more easily share with his friends than

with his mom. This was because his friends would not be sympa-

thetic deliberately, but because his friends were at the

same level. He felt that they could understand him better.

They had the same concerns as he did. This was in particular

with boy-girl relationships.

Again the adolescent points to a difference between his and his par-

.

ents' experiences of the world as blocking communicaticn and under-

standing. The adolescents perceive their parents as having difficulty

understanding this area of their lives, in contrast to most other

4.,

areas of their lives.

But implicit in Paul's statement is the suggestion that he

does not discuss certain topics with his mother. Carol also indicates

that after trying to talk to her parents a number of times on topics

that they could not understand she stotped raising these issues with'

them. Instead, she spends time alone thinking about her feelings.

Fay, on the other hand, continues to share her feelinas about

boys with her mother. Fay states that her mother understands "because

she went through the same things when she was youn . She liked boys

and worried about how she looked." Unlike Carol, Fay concentrates

on,the similarity between her mother's and her own feelings when

growing up. Sensing that her mother understands these feelings, she

shares these with her.
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What we suggest here is that the content of parent-child

dommunication seems related to the degree to which the child perceives

the parent as understanding those aspects of their lives that they

share with them. Boy-girl relationships seem to be the first major

area of life in which they do not feel understood by their parents,

and become the one general category that parents'have least access

to. We suggest that parents may indeed understand least well this

aspect of their children's lives, and that their youngsters' ipp-

rehensions are at least in part corredt.

But the connection between 14rceived parental understanding

and extent of communication about the child's life is also manifest,

on other topics. For example Steve wanted to spend time with his

father looking at ships. After he expressed his feelings about his

father's unfairness to his mother, she intervened for him with his''

father. Her behavior suggests that she understood what Steve was

feeling and was able to act to help him. However, Steve was also

having quite a bit of trouble with peers at school. Steve mentioned

what occurred at school to his parents in his talks with them. In

describing his parents' reaction he states that "Sometimes mom is

not very understanding... She thought I was over-estimating, over-

exaggerating the problem. She will think it's a lot worse or not

as bad as things are." Over time, Steve stopped telling his parents

about what was happening at school. Only when the counselor called

the parents in to work on Steve's peer relationships because of de-

clining grades did Steve's parents become aware of the severity of

his peer problems. By responding to Steve that he must be exaggerating,

his parents showed that they did not understand Steve's experience
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c' in his world. Receiving no andrstanding, Steve stOpped sharing

that aspeCt of his life with them.

Through communication parents gain access to the child's world.

But through communication the child also learns what aspects of his/

her life parents can meaningully respond to, and which aspects the parents

seem incapable of understanding. As they feel misunderstood they no

longer share that aspect of their life with parents. From the parent's

point of view, the child begins to develop a private life unknown

to the parent. the seventh grade appears to be the beginning of the

emer-4ence of this private life and the more differentiated relation-

ships between parents and children of later adolescence.

But overall we recognize that these seventh-graders still

snare the bulk of their life experiences with at least one parent.

The very presence of this extensive sharing suggests that they feel

understood in most areas of their lives. When we asked the adolescents

about their feelings of being understood, all of them indicated that

they felt understood most of the time by at least one parent. The notion

that --arents cannot understand the experiences of teenagers was nct

widespread among this group. Rather, they wanted and excected their

parents to share the happenings and feelings of their lives, Cne

afternoon Alice and her mother and another girl were gossipping about the

pesple at her gymnastic's class. Alice was telling a funny stor, about

one of the people there, when her mother said, "I'm sure (the reseaher)

is not interested in this gossip!" Alice responded vehemantly, "I'm

telling vou, Momt" Clearly it was important to Alice to tell her

mother even the little things that happened in her life.
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'That the parents usually listened and, like Alice's mother,

participated in the talk suggests that the. parents are also inter-

estedinhearingaboutthechiperiencFes.-The adolescents.'

descriptions of their parents' reaction to this sharing indicaue

that the children perceive them as generally interested and ready

to become involved in their emotional life, for example, said:

His mom would always ask him what is wrong when she noticed
that re was in a bad mood. I asked what she would have picked

up on to say this. He said that he would appear to be grouchy
and getting into a fight with-his sister: He said that his
Mom thinks talking about what is upsetting him sometimes helps

even without any particular advice. He said that it sometimes

does.

Tom indicates that.his parents are sensitive to when he is in a bad-
.

mood. Similarly Ellen notes that when she stomps around the house

her parents yell at ter,"That's not communication!", and try to get

her to talk about her feelings. Fay's brother describes a particular

face Fay makes when she is in a bad mood. Paul.describes his mather

similarly, stating that when she notices that he is upset:

Sometimes my mom will ask me what is bothering me, and A I
say nothing, she'll get mad and keep asking me what is bothering

me until I tell her something.

In describing her parents reaction to her being upset, Carol observes:

My dad figures that if anything was wrong I would go to him and

my mother, and everything would get straightened out... Or he'il

say if I'm down he'14 say, "What's wrong?", and I'll say,

"Nothing."
(And he doesn't keep bugging you until you tell himfl

No
[Does your mother do that ?]
No, if I don't want to tell then I'm not going to tell

them.

Finally, Alice describes one time when she was very upset and locked

herself ip her room. She remembers that she "heard her parents yelling

'Where is the key?', cause ishe) wouldn't let them in."
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. We ,see from these descriptions that re parents-are generally

sensitive tip when their children are upset about something. They

_seek out the child and make themselves available for-talk. Some of
. ,

,.--

the parents like Carol's simply ask the child what is wrong and leave

it at that if the child does not want to talL But a good number-
r

7
pressure their children-to talk When they-areopse

4

Implicit'in theke

parental reactions is the message that the way to handle beiAg upset

is to talk about one's feelings, describe them, and anaze what one

thinks is causing them.' r The parents thus encourage the child to

de.al with his/her feelings in these ways by making themselves avail-

able as an understanding audience. Parents' probing for feelings

also indicates that they see it as appropriate for themselves to

be involved' in helping their children with their feelings.

One way parents help their children with their feelings is

by being present to hear and sympathize. In addition, two other

processes seem to have similar outcomes. Alice 4as distressed

because one of her friends could not come to her parlw. Her mother

nonverbally responded by showing a sympathetic face. She then said,

"Well, it's kind of a legitimate excuse." Sensing Alice's feelings

of'rejection her mother tries to help Alice to see her friend's in-

ability to come as the result of circumstances rather than a.personal

rejection. The mother helps her child perceive the situation so

that it is less disappointing 'and also less threatening to her

daughter's develbping self-confidence about her abilities in social

situations. Alice also reported that recently she told her parents

that she doesn't want to move to a new home. She expects that now

her parents "will tell me all the good things about m4ring so that

I'll feel better about it". In both cases, Alice's parents are trying
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to change Alice's perception of a distreessing situation so as to help

her "feel better" about something that will inevitably_occur. Through

communication the parents try to affect their children's perceptions,

to help them minimize theindistress and St accept what is happening

to them, all the while arnreciating that the distress is real.

A second way that parents try to help the child with concerns

-,, i

and problems is offer advice. Paul also noets how his mother will:
1

Help laim think a problem through, he p him reason out a
problem. His dad is either an optimi t or a,pessimist, telling
him either that things will be ok and work out, or that
there just isn't dnything he can do about it and he will just
have to accept it. He felt that his mother's kind of help was

be,tter. Carol had a problematic interaction with a non-
Jewish friend because Carol did not want to talk about
religion. This friend told all of Carol's other friends,
causing her to have tb answer for it. She felt that it was
extremely inappropriate of her friend to have done this. So

when she went home and,told her mother what happened, the
mother told her that you have to stick to your own, you
don't have to prove anything to them: Carol prefers Jewish
friends because they are already like you and ybu can get
along with them.

Beth had a problem related to school which she discussed with her

mother:
If I had a test and I wasn't ready for it, like, and I don't
want to take it. Like, I didn't want to take my science test
and I asked-illy mom if she'd drive me in late today so I wouldn't

have to take it. And she says, "Do You have the notes?" and I
said, "Yes, but f forgot them." And she says, "Well, if you
study them you'll be able to take the test. So go up and
study." And I said, "Oh, I have to take the test."

These adolescents often have problems in interpersonal rela-
-,

tionships that resUlt in hurt feelings or awkward situations. They

may also have problems such as Beth's in school that they look to

parens to help them solve. 4Some parents simply indicate the way a

problem is to be solved. Beth's mother tells Beth that she must

tak'e the test, so theoolution is to study. However, some of the

parents likeqiaul's mother, try to help the child think through the
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situation. Some, like Carol's mother, offer suggestions that are not

.)

bihding of, ways ,to act in the future to avoid hurts or probiems:.

In all cases, the parents' advice probably influences the adolescent's

actions in their separate life. Beth does take the test. Carol

seeks out Jewish friends. Paul develops different strategies for

handling current and future problems; His mother, unlike his father,

helps him discover ways to influence his life, .besides just accepting

what comes and hoping for the best.

Through communication about problems and feelings the parent

0

enters into the child's experiencinlp,of the world and helps the young

person gain a new perspective on what has occurred. In addition,

he/she may provide advice on how a situation should e handle'd, how

it could have been handled better or how it might be.handled in the

future. Thus, the parent not only learns about the child's separate

life but comes to participate in that out-of-the-home life. Comm-

unication is a primary way that the parent becomes involved with the

child. Not only via face-to-face talk but throughltodirect parti-

cipation in the context of these conversations.

Throughout this discussion of communication we spoke of th.)

,a,iolescents as talking with their parents. All of the adolescen+-3

report that they speak with at lec:tt one parent on a daily basis

ab aspect(s) of their lives. However, the youngsters do not'

cornmtEàte with both parents equally or in the same way. Discussions

with them suggest major differences in the roles of fathers and

mothersin Communication. On the whole, adolescents talked much more

. to their mothers than to their fathers. One adolescent indicated that

he talked with his dad "about thing/like sports, politics, and the

law,, which is.-what he enjoys talking to his d'ad aboUt". He talks
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to his mom "about small things like how things are going in school

or something that happened at school... If someone would talk to

him about feeling down it would most likely be his Mom." There

is some indication that the fathers talk to theems about more

"worldly" topics than the mothers. However, the major indication

is that the adolescents, male and female, mainly talk with their

mothers about day-to-day happenings and feelings of distress.

The adolescents pointed to several reasons why they did not

talk extensively with their fathers. First and foremost the fathers

were not physically.present as often as the mothers. Steve indi-

cated that dinner is "the only time we can ask Dad anything, for he

is working before and after dinner". Steve says he will only

bring up important things that must be asked at this time and not

simply share his day. The sharing of the day occurs earlier with his

mother. Lee says that he gets along with his parents equally well

but "he talks more to his mom because she's home more than ,his dad".

Fay states that her father "makes no time for me". Jack mentions

that his father is not home enough. The only person in the sample

who said that she spoke more to her father about problems was a girl

14hose father was home each time the researcher met with her. Although

the father was a top level executive, he stated that he like to take

long weekends instead of long vacations during spring and summer

so that he could enjoy the good days while they were here. Thus the

major reason that th'e adolescents offer for why they do not speak

as much with their fathers is that the father is less available to

them in the home.

One must question whether the fact that the fathers work full-

time is the main reason acolescents talk to them less. Most of the
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mothers either do not work mut of the home, some only Work part-

time or started working full-time during the seventh grade year.

Most are thus at home after school to talk with the adolescents and

the fathers in general are not. It might be e:::ecte.2 that the few

working mothers would communicate less freouently with their children

than the others, similarly to the fathers. But as mentioned before,

this is not the cese. The Working mothers make themselves available

during tne working day by allowing the child to phone them at work

or by phoning home after school is out. One mother who has always

worked full-time owns her own business which the child frequents after-

school, thus making contact with the mother.

In addition, after-school time is not necessarily the critical

time for tarent-child communication. Two afternoons a week the adol-

escents attend Hebrew School afterschool and are not home any length

of time before coing there. Several adolescents are involved in clays,

gymnastics, and other school activities that take place after school.

In addition, the youngsters often take the school bus directly to a

friend's house after school. Thus, many days during the week the

adolescents are not home to tell about their day until the working

parents are also home. Work does not inevitably limit communication

between parent and child.

Our observations'suggest
alternatively that mothers unlike

'fathers make it their business to talklto the child about their day.

An enlightening exatples of this parenll sex difference occurred in one

home where the father was.home with a back injury. When the two children

arrived home they phoned the working mother to tell about the day and

ask about an after-school activity..
The children did not go upstairs
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to talk to the father but acted as though he was not at home. In

another instance, a mother sent a father just arrived in the evening,

upstairs to talk to his son, who was upset. The mother "sending"

the father suggests that the father would not have gone spontaneously

to talk to his son upon coming home from work. Finally, it is

usually the working mother, not the working father, who calls home

or is called to check on the children. Clearly the mothers see

it as their domain to talk to the child; the fathers mostly do not.

Since most of these mothers were home during the child's younger

years, both parents may be continuing in an altered setting communication

habits established then. But whether the pattern arises in this

manner or (as some would argue) is the result of sex-role stereo.-

typing and modeling, our observations clearly suggest that the

mothers of both males and females speak more with the adolescents

about their days and problems than do the fathers.

In addition to availability, the adolescents mention other

reasons for not talking with their fathers. Two adolescents say that

mood is a reason that they do not talk with their fathers. Tom indi-

cates that his father is often "grumpy" when he returns from work,

and Ron says that "his dad is so grumpy and picky and aIways

yelling". Although physically present these fathers are not psychol-

ogically available because of the states of mind they appear to be in.

Finally the adolescents point to fathers' lessor capacity to

understand and help with their problems as a reason for speaking with_

them less frequently. 'We already noted that Paul does not feel his

father's optimism or pessimism to be particularly helpful in dealing

1

with his problems. Fay indicates that her father does not listen to
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her and cannot understand her experiences as well as her mother

because he was not a girl. Carol notes "I don't talk to dad much

about my things that need to be understood". Here the adolescents

sugge.t that fathers understand them and their lives less thoroughly

than the'mothers. This lack of understanding may be accounted for in

part by the father's lack of the day-to-day information about the

children's lives and feelings that the mothers gain from their

continuous talk with their children, which provides the contextual

knowledge of persons and situations needed for proper responses to

and useful advice on something the child is experiencing on a

particular day. Since the fathers do not have this knowledge, they

cannot be as intimately involved as the mothers in their children's

separate liVes.

Although the adolescents did not report this as a reason for

limited contact with the fathers, they frequently cited a particular

interaction style engaged in mainly by fathers that may account for

some of the decreased communication. Teasing occurs between parents

and children, most often the father teasing the teenager, not in-

variably. Two forms of teasing were mentioned. First some parents

call children names that ridicule characteristics the child is

sensitive to. "Honey-pot" is one father's name for a somewhat

overweight son. Another refers to his talkative son as "Motor

Mouth". Whether or not the parent intended to hurt the child,

he/she always feels injured and wishes the parent would not use the

name.

More common than name-calling, however, is a tendency to

mock the child't perceptions or ways of handling himself/herself in

a situation. We already noted how in Beth's family the father and



brother ridicule, the behavior of the younger brother. Beth and her

mother do not participate in this ridicule; Beth also does not share

events that would open her to such ridicule. In another family both

mother and father laughed continuously at the simplemindedness of

their fifth grade child, who came home with a new school team shirt

and announced that it was not supposed to be washed because it belonged

to the school. If adolescents feel liable to ridicule by their parents,

and thus potentially embarrassed and hurt, it is unlikely that they

will often share aspects of their lives which might render them vul-

nerable to the teasing parent(s) ; thus, the habit of teasing limits

the parent(s) access to the day-to-day experiences of their child.

Furthermore, the child may feel that the parent is insensitive to

his/her feelings and so further yepress expression of feelings that

need to be understood by various members of the family.

We must note that teasing occurs alongside generally close

and warm parent-child relationships and does not always produce the

deleterious outcomes referred to above. Almost all the adolescents

indicate that they feel close to their parents, sense that they are

understood by them, and have good relationships with them.

Overall, these adolescents have very cohesive relationships

with their parents, manifest in their communications with each other

in which the parents enthusiastically share the joys and concerns of

their child's,days. This overall involvement of the parents in the

youths'.1ives, coupled with observations and reports of much kissing,

hugging, touching, and physical closeness in the families, make

comprehensible the cohesiveness of the parent-child relationships of

these seventh grade adolescents.
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c. Adolescents' Involvement in Parents' Lives

Thus far we have talked about the nature of parent-child

involvement, especially'communication and cohesiveness. We concentrated

on how parents become involved in the life of their child. We observed

that parents are knowledgeable about and supportive of their child's

separate life. Yet the idea Of involvement implies a mutuality not

vet addressed. In thinking of parenting we usually assume that parents

are involved in the life of their child. But we might also ask whether

the child is invblved in the life Of the parents, for like the child,

parents engage in many activities separate from the life of their family.

We were directed to this question of mutuality after,

spending time with Fay and her mother one afternoon, sitting on the

deck and relaxing in the sun for an hour or so. Throughout this time

Fay and her mother carried on a fairly steady conversation on which

Fay described various peer happenings, talked about her bus driver,

indicated that she needed new roller skates, and generally informed

her mother about various aspects of her life. Fay's descriptions and

opinions were extensive, but her mother reciprocated in kind hardly

at all. From the fieldnotes:

Fay spent some time telling her mother about school and the

bus situation. She did it in such a way as to turn to her
mother and say, 'Mom, you remeMber this,' or 'Guess what happened

to eo and so?' These observations were clearly something

Fay was sharing with her mother. The mother, however, did

not share about herself with her daughter'in front of me.

On the 'other hand, she did talk directly to me describing

her feelings about various aspects of her life. This talk

was directed to me and she and I engaged in a conversation.

But this talk wae not directed to Fay. Although she could

listen to our conversation and thereby learn about her mother,

her mother did not directly share about herself to her daughter.

It is not clear whether this episode is representative of the conversation
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between Fay and her mother in the absence of the observer. Nonetheless,

it led us to question the extent to which the parent-child relationship

in general, is mutual or unidirectional. These parents are clearly

involved in the adolescents' lives. To what extent are the adolescents

involved in their parentt' activities and concerns? N.
,N

This question assumes theoretical importance for the

understanding of child development when we remember that the seventh

grader is just beginning the task of identity formation, starting to

put together ideas of the kind of person he/she will become as an adult.

For this purpose, parents are the teenager's most accessible models;

from observing them, the youth assembles many components of his/her

ideas and feelings about adulthood. Thus we must investigate not only

how much mutuality prevails in the parent-child relationship, but also

what images and knowledge of adult life the youth gains through the

relationship.

The majority of these adolescents are not assigned weekly

household responsibilities. As we noted, however, they become involved

in this aspect of their parents' lives when the latter ask them for

help on an ad hoc basis. When asked, Paul sets the table, Heidi helps

in the kitchen, Carol helps to clean the garage, Gail vaccuums the

hall, Alice cleans the bathroom. As the adolescents take on these house-

hold tasks they become collaborators with their parents in the adults'

projects, and provide support for specific aspects of their parents'

lives. This process is clearly exemplified in Beth's changing household

responsibilities:

When my mother goes, to work my brothers and I have to do the

wash and make sure everything's neat and clean and.make sure
everything is all right...But she's not working now so she
does the wash herself.
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These children-support their mothers in their household

work just as the mother supports Beth's life by driving her to friends'

homes. Similarly, Ron assists his father by working in the garden.

We know that Ron sees this garden as his father's project, not his own

or the family's; his work in the garden enables Ron to assist his father

to achieve the pattern of living the latter aspires to. Parents may

exercise a degree of compulsion in these matters that the children cannot

exert in the opposite direction. Nevertheless, achieving the child's

cooperation often requires considerable naggihg.

The child is drawn into parent's tasks not only by parental

demand, but also by simple propinquity. Returning home from picking

...Up a child at a friend's house, a parent may stop at the grocery store;

the child therefore accompanies the parent during the shopping. Beth

talks of a typical situation between parent and child:

It's terrible going shopping with my mother. 'Oh, my god,

if she goes to store she's there for five hours

trying things on, and I tell her ittlooks terrible so that

we can go home.' It annoys her if they are going shopping

for her and her,mother says, 'Well, I'll just stop here for

a minute,' and it takes another half hour or something to

get something for her mother.

Beth may have had an activity she planned to do when she got home. But

if the mother takes a long time or makes extra stops, Beth must wait

around for her mother to finish. Thus the child is obliged to alter

her life plans to accommodate the parent, just as the parent must accommodate

to the child's activities when he/she builds her plans around those

of her child's.

Not all participation in parents' lives is unwilling

participation, however. When the adolescent enjoys the proffered role

in the parent's life, participation is more willing. Alice, Beth, and
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Fay all spend time cooking with their parents. This cooking is done

more out of the girls' attraction to an enjoyable and responsible task

than actually to help the parent. Fay helps stir a cake and eats the

batter. Heidi and Carol bake brownies for the fun of baking and eating

them, rather than to provide a dessert'for the family.

In Alice's home one afternoon the following was observed:

Her mother started to make dinner which was going to be meatballs.

Alice gets up and says that She wants to help. So her mother

says squash up the meatball mixture. But Alice doesn't want

to squash it up. The mother does this and tells Alice to
put the meatballs into the pot of sauce. She shows Alice
how to make the meatbills and Alice forms the meatballs and
puts them in the got. Her mother comes over and stirs it

a little. When Alice was stirring it on her own without her
mother's instructions, the mother said, 'Don't do that! You

are going to break them up. Just put the.lid on and let them

simmer.' During this process the mother is standing and watching

and talking to me. I. asked Alice if she likes to cook and

she said, 'Yes, it's okay,' but that she definitely likes

to help and do this and that but not make the whole thing

herself.

Alice helps her mother with dinner but only wants to do those parts

of the task that she enjoys. She likes to cook but she does not want

responsibility for the whole meal. Alice's mother uses this time as

an opportunity to instruct Alice in proper cooking techniques. Mother

and daughter do not really cook together, for the mother mainly watches

the daughter perform during this time. Alice is "allowed" to cook,

as she,later put it, a task seen by her as a privilege of getting older

and more responsible. The daughter's activities are not i true help

to her mother in that the mother does not need help at that time. Rather

the cooking becomes an opportunity for instruction. In this way the

adolescent's spontaneous interest in parental behavior is an opportunity

for learning. As the child participates in the parent's life tasks,

the parent uses the participation to further the child's development.
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We recognize that Alice's help with cooking arises out

her desire to cook, not out of a wish to aid her parent. Only Heidi's

mother notes that Heidi is beginning to help her around the house more

spontaneously because "I guess she can see how much work I have to do

around here." This kind of spontaneous helping of the parent in tasks

without being asked or nagged is rare. In general the adolescents are

not oriented to helping their parents. Whether or not the adolescent's

participation in the parent's life tasks is spontaneous, coerced, or

c:Ievelopmental in nature, through the involvement they gain access to,

the nature of these tasks in the parent's life.

Thus far the tasks discussed are household tasks that

are easily observable and accessible to the adolescent. In the adult's

life there are many other aspects that are not readily accessible to

the adolescent, such as work and out-of-the home activities. The avail-

ability of genuine involvement in these areas of adult functioning is

a key factor in the growth of the children's understanding of adult

life outside the home.

These adolescents are best informed about and participate

most frequently in adult income-producing work based in the home. Carol's

mother makes candy and barrettes to sell. During the cooking of the

candies the mother periodically asks for help from the children who

willingly get the ingredients she needs from the shelves. All the children

stand and watch the candy making process. Carol becomes more instrumentally

involved in the mother's work in the selling of the products. At the

pool one day:

Carol was wearing a wide barrette to keep her hair back. It

was a fancy barrette and a woman present said, 'Oh, aren't

you going to rust it?' Carol said, no it was waterproof.

The woman asked where dhe could get one. Carol said, 'We

make and sell them.' Carol said that her mother makes them
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and she sells them at school and distributes them at various

stores in town. Carol knew the prices of the barrettes and

why they were priced that way.

Carol says "we" make and sell them. She distributes her mother's products,

and clearly thinks of this as her and her mother's business in Which

she has an important role. In doing the selling and distributing she

becomes aware of an aspect of the the adult business world and indeed

sounds very much like a salesperson. She also becomes aware of the

reasons that things are,priced as they are. She enjoys this role in

her mother's business but her success in it is not something her family

is dependent upon for financial supoort. She thus gains access to some

aspects of adult economic activity but not to all of them.

Similarly, Ron participates in his family's business.

Although not located in the home, the home has a connecting telephone

extension. In addition, the business is located in the neighborhOod,

a unique situation for the families in the sample. Ron often helps

them after school. His parents pay him to do the gardening, and to

answer the phone and do light office work like stapling. The stapling

is comparable to household chores in that he is often nagged to get

this task done. Although some of the tasks assigned to him by his parents

do not interest Ron, his general participation in the business does.

He always speaks of "our" business and seems interested in making a

contibution to it. When he noticed a competing business opening up

down the block he wrote down its name and address to tell his parents

because, "I'm sure they will be interested." He speaks with ceoncern

about the national economy and its effect on the business. Ron says

that dinner time in his home is most often associated with disucssions

about the business and its success.
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He said that besides jokes the only other thing that they

talk about at the table is the business. They talk about

the recession and how it is affecting the firm.4 I asked him

what the effect-was and he said that there had been no effect,

that people were still bu'Sring their product.

Through his involvement in the business with his parents, Ron like Carol

gains experience i , knowledge about, and access to the process of work

and adult behavior in this context.

For the most part, the other adolescents- can libel their

parents' job(s) but they do not display knowledge of or interest ip

the process of the work or their parents' experience of work on a day

to day basis. Asked about her father's work, Heidi can only say that

"he works hard;" this is her only descriptor of what her father does.

When asked how much he knows about his dad's job, Paul says:

Not much.
[His dad never really talks about it and he doesn't ask questions.

He knows that the company is involved in electronics but what

his dad's role in the process is he doesn't know. He said

he'll have to ask hi about it.]

'Fay and her brother asked their parents to stop talking about work in

front of them because it did not involve or interest them. Fay's lack

of interest can be partially explained by the fact that for the most

part her parents do not share their work experiences with them directly;

nor are theirplaces of work accessible to Fay, as they are in Ron's

case, for observation and participation. Most adolescents, including

Fay, share the events of their own day with their parents, but Fay's

parents share the events of their day with each other, not the children.

Fay senses she is excluded from and not expected to understand her parents'

table conversation and wants it replaced by something she can participate

in.

These parents contrast with Lee's father, who brings

his son to his workplace and has continuous dialogues with him about
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his work. -Lee takes an interest in his father's work and enjoys talking

,to him about it, for Lee wishes to be a therapist also. Lee thus sees

talk about his father's work as.pertinent to his own life and future:

His dad is a professor at a professional school in psychology

and Lee aspires to become a therapist when he grows up. Lee

sometimes talks about particular cases with his dad. When

Patty Hearst was being tried he asked him all abOiat tbat because

he didn't understand about the psychological process-in that ,

case. Lee said that he has read some of his dad's transcripts

that he uses for teaching and talks to him about these. He

said that he has gone down to his dad's office and looked

at tapes from the classes. He said that Ikhen he was done

looking at the tapes his dad looked in on him and asked him

some questions to see what he 'had learned.

Lee says that his father discusses issues of therapy with him"' instructs

him in the dynamics of the therapeutic process, gives him insight about

Q.

the nature of the profession, and does all this in such a way as to

be understood by and interesting to his son. What the father shares

%
with Lee, however, is not what the father is currently doing or the

f

father's feelings about his'current_work. Rather the father4perceives

these interactions (as described by the son) as opportunities for instruction,

in which the father tells and the child learns.

We must distinguish here among observing, instructing,

and sharing. In our descriptions we note that when the adolescent has

direct access to,the parent's work life he/she observes and may participate

in that aspect of the parent's life. The adolescent thus sees the parent

in an adult role other than the parental one. If the adolescent expresses

.1

interest in the parent's work, be it cooking or a profession, the parent

may instruct the child in the area of interest. Thus the child gains

further access to Skills and information useful in that aspect of adult

life. Thecparent now takes on the role of instructor, an expansion

of hisiher original relationhip with the child. In either case, parent

and child rarely carry on a dialogue about the parent's experience of
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being an adult, and particularly the parcInt's out-of-home experiences

as these affect the ti)arent-child relationship. If the child does not

ask about non-.observable aspects of the parent's life, he/she is.likely

io gain no knowledge of those dimensions of adulthood. More important,

since the adult rarely Volunteers information to his/her child about

his/her experiences outside of the home, the adolescent achieves a verY

partial understanding of the major and lesser happenings and issues

of adult life that affect parents' moods and family dynamics as a whole.

For example, Jack sensed for some time that there was .

some problem in his father's work situation of which he was unaware:

Jack said lately he has been really worried. Up until recently

he felt that his family had been doing okay financially. They

never for all these years had to worry.about. money. Now it

just seems that his family is falling apart. They are re!,ally

short on money. Jack said that he felt that the real reason

his dad could not bring some pictures home that they had

taken was not because of advertising needs in the business

' but because his dad'dld not have the ,money to pay for them.

He said that his dad has been so short of money that when

he takes money,for lunch in the morning (400) he feels like

it's the only money that his dad has for the day.

He said that usually his parents don't talk about money in

front of him but he became aware of how tight tKings seemed

to be money-wise and he asked his dad to tell him about what

was going on.. He told his dad how w6rried he was about his

family going broke. In this conversation, however, Jack found .

out that there was a prospect for a very good new,busineso

and that in a while they would have a lot more money. Hut

what he felt best about from his dad's conversation was not

the financial part but that he would be able to see a lot

more 9f his dad. He said that it would be located nearby

and'his dad would not have to work at all on Saturday.

Probably trying to shield Jack from financial concern, his parents "did

not talk about money in front of him." Yet Jack became aware of how

worried his,parents were about money. Finally, he asked his dad what

was going on. /n this conversation his dad learned of his son's concern

and the son learned that things were going to be all right and perhaps
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better than they had been. Subsequently, Jack spoke regularly with

his father about the new business, found out when the contracts would

be signed, and grasped what was happening in his father's work. Presumably

if Jack had not approached his father he would have continued to think

that all was not well, even,when positive changes were occurring. The
A

adolescents seem to be skilled at detecting parental preoccupations,

but when they are ASt involved in dialoguing about the nature of such

problemS they may imagine them to be much worse than they are.

But in areas of less vital concern, the simile happenings

o a parent's life may gt unknown by the adolestent because of the absence I

of dialogue with the adolescent about the events of parents' lives,

A conversation one afternoon among Debra, Ellen; and Debra's mother

was quite surprising:
-

I hound out that Ellen's father was very involved in an organ-
ization with Debra's mother and had ihe last evening won.an
award for a contribution.. Debre's mother, who was telling
of this, did so by-asking Ellen Aether she had told herfather
how proud she was anil that She should be proud. Ellen said

that her father didn't tell_her about it but only that he

had a mieting. After a pause Debra asked her mother if she
had won anything., The mope; said that she was elected to

4
4 an office*for the next two years, so that is kind of an award.

A

Ellen found out abqut the'events of her *father's life from her friend's
2 .

mdther. The father had only indicated thot'he was going tO a meeting.

But'Debra's mother a'lso had not told her daughter that she was running

for office, let alone had won it. Debra gained this information 'only

&hen she asked. Even then, Debra's question seemed like an afterthought

and not a typical query by thischild of her mother. What ib.suggested

here and in other observations is that spontaneous sharing of the events

of out-of-home life is something-that the child does with 'the parent
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and that the parent does with the child only in rare and special instances.

In addition, the parent regularly inquires about the child's day, but

the child does not inquire about the parent's activities. Only once

when we were in the field did a child ask a parent about her day, and

this was in reference to the mother's physical condition as she had

just gotten over an illness.

A definite set of norms and expectations seems to be

operating here. Whereas parent and child expect to share-the child's

life events, they do not expect to Share the parent's life events. Parents

should be interested in their child's life, but this interest need not

be reciprocated by the child. The parent shauld be helpful and supportiVe

of the child's life, but the child need not willingly support the more

mundane aspects of the parent's life. Only when the child is personally

interested in the parentsr-out=af=home work does-the parent provide-access

to this aspect of his/her life. For the most part, the child knows

best the at-home part of the parent's life. He/she is unaware of the

_processes and events of the parent's life that are not directly available

to them.

We are hot suggeififig-thdt-it-it-Igood-or-bad-for-the--- -- -

child to be involved in and knowledgeable about every aspect of the

parent's life. Yet we recognize that out of some degree of involvement

that the child can gain important components of an image of what it

means to be an adult. To the extent that the parent makes more aspects

of his/her life available to the child, the latter wilI compose a more

realtstic and complex picture of what they are growing into and of the

future they must prepare themselves for.
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d. Summary: Parent-Child Relationships

In the last three sub-sections we have discussed the parent-

child relationship as an association between two persons. The over-

riding concept we addressed is involvement. We noted that involvement

may be thought of as potentially mutual, but that in this group of

families, the parents participate in their children's lives but for

the most part the adolescents participate in the parents' activities

only to a limited degree. "Mutuality" would not characterize most

of the relationships. The involvement that does occur of children

in their parents' lives is'mainly home-based, rather than out-of-

home or work-based. For the most part, involvement and communication

occur through the pareat being enmeshed in and supportive of the
V,5

child's life via direct interaction with the child and through supp-

ortive behavior by the parent when away from the child.

Whil hel-vehicle-of mainlylleisure_actiVitie4_t

that of parental involvement is largely guidance and maintenance of

the'child. Through talk and action.the parent sees that the child is

properly t en care of and helps them to manage more effectively in

This way of organizing the parent-childtheir out-of-home lives.

relationship seems_to_be_e)aoected_by..

assume that the parent should be concerned about, interested in, and

supportive of_all aspects of the child's life. Few aspects of these

seventh graders' lives are closed off to the parent although this

will probably change in the next few years of adolescence.

Finally, we suggest that the pattern of non-mutual involvement

that has been identified reflects not only how caring and sharing

occur in these families, but also influences the model of adulthood

each adolescent is -assembling-upon-whi6h each-will; i Part, .form -
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an individual identity. Thus the absence of approximate mutuality,

particularly with respect to parents' communicating about their out-

of-home activities, may well profoundly influence the futures of

each of these children.
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E. Organization

In this chapter we will focus on the organization of the Jewish

seventh grader's world. Three dimensions seem important for characterizing

this world. First, it has a particular geographic location, i.e., it

is centered in a neighborhood with boundaries, within which the lives

of the adolescents mostly take place. Second, the youngsters' world'

is predictably organized in time: there are habitual activities, recurrent

persons, and an overall flow in their lives. Lastly, their homes are

siMilarly organized, physically and esthetically. In the next pages

we will look at each of these three dimensions, in turn.

1. Geographic Dimensions

Westville is a suburb. In the neighborhoods in which these children

live the streets are not laid out like city blocks. Most of the houses

are on winding roads or cul-de-sacs. Generally, the adolescents have

neighbors next door and across the street, but backyards are separated

from other yards. and houses by wooded land and streams that make communi-

cation difficult. From only one home in the sample was it possible to

walk around the block, which took a considerable length of time because

of the lengths of component streets. Usually on a walk with the adolescents

we backtraced or cut through someone's yard in order to return a different

way.

Yet each adolescent has a general area iich he/she has friends

and knows people. Patty talks of th "upper Block" and the "lower block,"

and how she is on the lower block and knows mostly people-from there:

Four other adolescents live on winding streets of this sort. They sometimes

walk in a larger area, down one long road up a long'perpendicular street, -

across another long winding road, and back down a second perpendicular

street. These adolescents know other adolescents dispersed along the
0.
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route. Seven adolescents live on cul-de-sacs which often parallel other

cul-de-sacs and empty into main or larger streets with some traffic.

Within these,semi-bound areas, the adolescents have friends they spend

time with. Finally two of the youngsters' houses are more isolated,

one situated on a busy main road, And one on considerable property isolated

from the sight of other houses. In both cases the adolescents know persons

nearby, but seem to experience less sense of neighborhood than the

other children, although they certainly enjoy neighborhood relationships.

The sprawling neighborhood areas are generally bound by large

main roads, strips of forest, bridges, or other physical features which

became the first restrictions the adolescents experienced when younger.

These bounded areas focus on different highways, schools, and shopping

areas such that informal communication among them is difficult. Getting

---to school-usually involves-great dictances and crossing highways and

main streets; ali but two of the adolescents ride the bus to school.

At the school the youngsters meet and make friends with children from

other neighborhoods in Westville.

Because of the spraWling nature of the town, and lack of frequent,

s e rv c e , leav ih g-the neighbtatrood-is-prohlenunat-ie-

for children of this age. Three primary modes of transportation figure

in their lives, each taking them an increasing distance from their homes.

Most often, being older, these teenagers may generally walk or bicycle
-

out of the neighborhood, along and across major traffic streets. They

are not, however, allowed to cross the two limited access highways that

cut through Westville. Within the range of normal walking and biking,

most of the adolescents have favorite destinations other than the houses

of friends in other neighborhoods. Three go to their old elementary

school, which it closer than the middle school, play in the playground,

1.22
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and sometimes talk to old teachers. Many live close to shopping centers

to which they can gain access without crossing a highway. These children

often walk or bike to the centers to get ice cream or other food and

to look in small clothing and other stores. One "mall" has pinball games

that one of the adolescents especially enjoys.

In no case did we see the adolescents associating in large groups

at any of these places. They do not "hang out" with a number of friends,

but rather use the places for mission-oriented visits, usually with one

friend or possibly two. But some of the adolescents are limited by the

remoteness of their neighborhood and rarely frequent the shopping centers

and school playgrounds.

Their own neighborhoods, nearby shopping and school areas, and.

the routes to them are the major places that the adolescents frequent

when going out alone or with friends. Other destinations involire greater

distances or crossing the highways, and no parents allowed the adolescents

to use these roads. The third extension of the adolescents' territories

occurs with the assistance of parental chauffeurs. Parents drive their

children to synagogue and Hebrew School, to other forms of instruction

and sports activities, to larger shopping centers, to movies that they

want to attend with friends, and to other friends' homes who live outside

of the neighborhood. Goihg to the major shopping malls occurs infrequently

and remains a special event for the adolescents. On the other hand,

parents are not reluctant to drive their children to friends' homes or

to various organized activities outside the neighborhood. Thus these

teenagers remain remaikably dependent upon their parents for access to

many significant settings in their lives.
_ _
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2. Schedules: Daily, Weekly, and Other

The pace and components of these youngsters' lives are fairly

consistent from week to week. Although some have more activities and

some less, Patty's description gives us the flavor of a typical day and

week:

I get up in the morning. I get dressed, I go and brush my teeth,

wash'my face. I come back to my room and put on some makeup.

I go downstairs, I have breakfast and my friend and I go down

together and get on the bus. I go to school, go through seven
periods and get on the bus, come home, and have a snack while

I read a book. Tuesday and Thursday I go to Hebrew School and

I come back and eat supper and do my homework. Friday I have

a [sports] lesson and after that I come home and have a little

supper and maybe call up a friend and see if she can come over,

orSleep over, or just come over a little while and just busy

myself for the rest of the night. Monday and Wednesday I

usually read until my mother comes home, or I do my homework or

go outside. Then we have supper and / do my homework and I watch

TV and go to bed...Now I start a program on reading comprehension

on Wednesdays.

lot-r ing -the week-the adolescents-attend school , arriving- home-each

day about 3:00 p.m. They all have a snack after getting home. Those

whose mother.is at home often talk with her about the day during the

snack. Two of the adolescents take care of siblingS after school: Patty

(above) watches her sister Mondays and Wednesdays until her mother gets

home, and Sonya looks after her brother everyday.for half an hour until

her mother get!....laame.

Two days a Week the adolescents attend Hebrew School. They have

one to one and a half hours until they must leave for Hebrew School.

They usually fill this time reading, going outside with block friends,

watching television, or doing homework. Some of the adolescents haye

after school activities at the school, such as gymnastics, band practice,

or theatre practice, which means they do not get home until 4:00. If

this is so they have very little time until Hebrew School, and as Dick

says, just "hang around" until it is time to go. After Hebrew School
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the adolescents usually eat dinner and do homework, after which they

watch television before bed. Bedtimes are between 9:00 and 10:00 p.m.

Often they have half an hour to settle down in their rooms reading, writing

letters, or listening to music before they go to sleep.

If there is no Hebrew School the adolescents may get off the school

bus at a friend's house for the afternoon, expecting a parent to drive

him/her hOme later. Sometimes a boy or girl "eats over" at the friend's

house, even during the week, and goes home afterward. If they do not

visit at a friend's house or have activities at school, the youngsters

watch television, do homework, engage in hobbies or sports, attend bar

mitzvah training sessions with the cantor, take other kinds of lessons,

or spend time with block friends walking, biking, or hanging around in

the neighborhood. Only one adolescent has a regular job, which is delivering

papersafte-rschrsoIT Some of-the girls, however, babysit during- the

week. Generally evenings are devoted to homework, bar mitzvah practice,

and watching television.

During the weekends the adolescents are also quite busy. Frequently

the girls pleep at one another's home. They often spend part of the

,next day together going to the shopping centers, movies, or just in the

neighborhood. 'But as this is bar mitzvah age, they often have bar mitzvah

services on Saturday morning, followed by a party in the afternoon or evening.

On Sunday morning they all attendreligious school at the synagogue.

Two of the families frequent Friday night religious services-with their

adolescents. A good number of the girls and a few of the boys babysit

on weekend nights when they do not have other activities. Sunday afternoons

and Saturdays without bar mitzvahs are filled by hobby and hobby lessons,

family outings (e.g., a trip to Boston), or family chore projects (e.g.,

cleaning out the garage).
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Another major weekend activity is visiting and hosting grandparents

and other extended family members. Most of the adolescents have at least

one grandparent within an hour's drive. Many of the other grandparents

live in the New York Area and visits to them are frequent. The structure

of the adolescents'lives can
be understood not only in terms of recurrent

weekly activities, but also in terms of the intermittent Jewish holdiays,

school vacations, long weekends, and other holiday breaks. During such

intervals trips to see extended family are verylikely. A few of the

adolescents whose grandparents live far away write frequently to them,

telling them what is happening in their lives. Overall, there is considerable

monthly contact with grandparents fOr the adolescents. Only one adolescent

'does not have this contact because her granaparents are no longer living.

But for the most part, parents make great efforts to keep in touch with

the children's grandparents and-to bring their children into contact

with them alsd, especlally if they live nearby.

Usually these contacts occur in the form of visits to the grandparents'

home, where the adults talk and the adolescents engage intelevision-

watching and eating. If cousins are present, they,often play with them.

Jewish tolidays are major times for families to get together in this

manner.

Other than family get-togethers, there is not a great deal of

one-to-one interaction between the adolescents and their grandparents.

Larry's grandmother visits his home twice a month, but few others live

close enough for the adolescents to drop by and none mention doing this.

The extended family is a significant part of the adolescentt' lives,

but not of their day-to-day existence in terMs of direct contact. A

few report some individual activities with grandparents, such as going

to the movies and being taught how to gwim and other sports. One grandfather
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made a doll house for his granddaughtef. Usually, however, contact with

grandparents occurs durifigfaMily visip.

I

,Taken-together, the 'various components, of the youngsters' lives

-mike for a schedule in which time is filled up to a large extent. Having

time filled up is such a common experience for ten months that when summer

comes struc'_uring this period becomes a major issue.

Seventof the fifteen adolescents go away for the summer'for eight

weeks, to camps in which their days are structured around various activities.

Eight weeks of camp leaves 1*/ery little unfilled time during the rest

of the summer, but as Laura,says if she gets out of school on Friday,

by Wednesday she will be bored. Two years ago Laura signed up for.only.

four weeks of camp in the second half of the season, but became so bored

that her Mother called the camp to see if she could come early. Vacation

times are also problemmatic because of the amount of unstructured time

which consequent1r became boring for file adolescent.kl% Larry talks about

a vacation weekt

On Monday he had gone to a ball game with his daa and a friend,

, but otherwise there had not been much going on. One of the friends

present said that he wished the vacation was over and they were

back at school. But then he added that it would be Friday.and
they would have a weekend to look forward to. During the time

with Larry and his friends, they were just hanging around the

garage. Every so often they would say, 'So what do you want to

do?' They indicated that they spend a lot of time deciding what

to do.

Larry's observations and experience are characteristic of most of the

adolescents. If they do not have structured activities they become bored

and do not have great numbera of ideas of what to do, even with their

friends, when they must fill in a whole day.

Camp, in providing various activities throughout the day, provides

the kind of balance between structured activities and limited free time

that the school day provides. But the activities are leisure- and religiously-
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oriented. Laura's camp has religous classes in the mornings and sports

and crafts in the afternoons. Saturdays at camp require attendance at

morning religious services. The different caMps have 'different mixes

of activities but the, majority consistently provide for a balance of

required activities and unstructured time.

Rachel emphasizes the importance of structured time for the adolescents

in discuesing why she and her parents have decided that she yill attend

a different camp:

I asked Rachel's mother how she could stand having Rachel gone all

summer. She said that they really miss her but the kids see the

summer as just time stretching out before them with nothing to

do. The camp they have now chosen has lots of activities: hiking,

canoeing, skiing, sailing, and other things that all the girls

have to do. At her last camp the kids could pick what they wanted

to do and they all chose to sit around talking and then complained

because they were bored. Here they have some free time but most

of the activities are required. It's really like an outdoor school

for the summer.

During this conVersation with Rachel's mother, Rachel was elaborating

and concurring with her mother as to,the problem with the other camp.

She was angry that the camp personnel let the campers choose what to

do. She said that is not organized enough for her. The adolescents

feel comfortable planning a few hours a day by choosing among listed

14.

choices what to do. But when they have to fill weeks of time over the,two

and one half months'of summer they cannot imagine how to do it, and

camp eliminates this overwhelming challenge for them.

The extent of the variety of activities necessary.to keep the

adolescents unbored becomes clear when we realize that Larry, who could

not figure out what to do during vacation week (above), lives adjacent

to a pond where he can canoe, has a swimming pool and a tennis court

in his backyard, friends with whom he can play street games, and still

is bored. Similarly, Army has a pool, a motorbike, a bicycle, and
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horses to ride and jump, yet says that "home is boring" and spends most

of her time watching television. Structure and variety are therefore

important in the lives of the adolescents.

During the summer, even the youngsters who stay home structure

their lives with activities on a daily basis. Lila and Penny have daily

hobby lessons and spend the rest of the day swimming in their pools.

Alan's parents do not want to send him away to camp, so he attends 4

daily baseball camp instead. Petet joins a theatre group that puts on

plays and plays in an organikti baseball league as well. John is a junior

counselor in a day camp, and atisends overnight camp for some weeks. Susan

does not have organized daily activities but babysits three days a week

and goes to a pool down the block also. In addition she stays with her
4

grandparents for two or three weeks and travels with her parents an additional

two weeks. ,

tarry is the only adolescent who.had no organized activities planned

for the summer,followinglur contact with him:
-

The family will be going away for two weeks in the middle of the
summer. Most of Lariy's friends will be here during the summer.
He has not decided what heswill dc, this summer, but he feels that '

it will work fine and he won'.t be feeling like getting back to
school at the end of the vacations...He feels he'll have enough
to do and isn't worried about being bored.2

Larry, as we noted, has a variety of activities available to him at his

home. If his friends are available he will be able'io gpt through the

ten weeks without boredom and the paralysis of decisionmaking that occurred

during the week-long vacation. But if we look at two adolescents with

whom we met a bit during the same summer, we wonder.- Lila daily engaged
4

in.gymnastics but was still unhappy because the rest of the'day there

was nothing to do. She spenit alone at her pool. She says that all

her friends are at camp and tells of a'letter from one-who saidehe 'hated
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camp and 'was going to ask to come home. Lila hoped she would, but the

friend did not 'return.

We saw Richie also before his camp began, when he was with a friend:

After we talked for a while-Richie looked over to Joe and said,

'You look pretty bored.' / asked them what they had been doing

before I had arrived. Richie said that they had been riding around

on theirlaikes and on the motor bike. Joe made a joke that we

could go play kick-the-can now. Richie suggested that we could

go get ice cream. I asked him if that was his summer pastime,

eating. He said it was, that there wasn't much else to do during

the summer. Joe again sarcastically suggested we could play kick-

the-can. Later, they flipped through the TV Guide for HBO looking

to see what shows were going to be on that week. They were attracted

to the R rated movies. Richie invited Joe over to see a movie

with him that night. Later we 'rode bikes to an electronic games

center in a restaurant where we got &links.

Richie and Joe manage to do a number of things during this day. They

also seem to have that bored, aimless quality that also marks Larry's

vacation time when the friends couldn!t decide what to do. Lila 15 especial

bored without friends, but even with friends* withoLt a structured schedule

tho adolescents slide from activity to activity, all of the sort that

provides immediate gratification: riding bikes, eating, watching TV,

and playing games.

Although each of the adolescents is different and 30 their capacities

to entertain themselves also vary, the fict reAlins that they functicn`

best with only small amounts of time to structure themselves. We could

understand, then, one reason why the lives of these seventh graders are

so busy and scheduled: Yet their time was not so structured that the

adolescents had no choices as to what they would do, day-by-day.

3. Organization of the Home

All of the adolescents live in single family dwellings that their

parents own. All but two live exclusively with nuclear family members..

' In one home, an uncle co-resides, and in one the family is visited twice

a month for a few days by the grandmother, who has her own room in the 1.0116e.
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All the homes are situated on at least a quarter-acre of. land, usually more.

One home is more like a small ranch, with horse stalls, a corral, jumping

areas, and large unused portions. All the homes except this one have

a two-car garage; all the families own at least two cars. Families with

college-age children often'have additional.cars belonging to these children.'

The homes are generally built on two levels. In some the bedroom

areas are upstairs, but in others the first level is a basement/den and

the bedrooms are on the same floor as the general living area, usually

off a central hallway. All the homes have a living room, dining room,

and two, three, or more bathrooms. The living room and dining room are

used for entertaining and are not frequented by the families. Instead

families gather in the den where the television is located. In only -

o
two homes is the television located in the living room; one of them does

not have a den. In the other homes the den is either a separate room

on the first floor or converted space in the basement.

The den is the most heavily used room in most homes. The whole

family gathers here to relax and watch television or listen to music.

The adolescents spend a lot of time in this room with their families,

primarily watching television. One adolescent does her homework in this

room in front of the television. Some homes have a basement recreation

area in addition to the den. The basements are also used for storage

and tool and woodshop rooms. Some have recreational equipment such as

weights, ping pong tables, pool tables, and model railroad sets. They

also often have chairs and couches used during parties, and a play area.

Generally these homes have four or More bedrooms. All but two

adolescents have their own bedrooms. This constitutes the adolescents'

private space where he/she listens.to the radio or stereo, reads,

does homework, and visits with friends. Siblings also generally have
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their own rooms. Often the house has an extra room used as a guest.room,

sewing room, office, and (in one case) game room for the children.

The other central family room of the house is the kitchen. 'All

but one of the homes has a table in the kitchen around which the family _

A

generally eats the daily mealps. The home:without an eating area in the

kitchen has a walk-in kitthen adjacent to an eating area that can be

considered a casual dining room. These two spaces are used as one room

by the family. Adolescents not only eat in the kitchen, but also enjoy

after school snacks and talks with parents here, and do homework at the

kitchen table. More than any .room the kitchen is central to the family

life, as discussed in the "Family Life" section of this report.

Finally, the front and back yards of the homes are used by the

adolescents when with friendS or playing alone. Most of the homes have

a basketball hoop. Many have swings. Three homes boast built-in pools,

one a tennis court. The adolescents play sports and games in the backyard

or in front, on sidewalks and driveways. They also relax and sun on the

patios and decks in the back of the house. Most homes have a patio,

deck, or other area that can be used for outside entertaining. All have

a barbeque.

From the point of view of-the adolescents' utilization of their

homes, the important areas are the private spaces in the bedrooms, the

outdoor playing areas,,and the family rooms consisting of kitchen and

den. The adolescents spend most of their time in these spaces when at

home.

On the whole, the adolescents-experience their homes as clean,

neat and organized, but consider themselves miniMaIly involved in the

maintenance of the household. They state that they are "not
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responsible for anything," "My mother does it all," "I'm not expected

to do anything," have a few jobs to do," etc. In both the adolescents'

and our perceptions, the mothers are priMarily responsible for household

maintenance, laundry, and cooking. One mother somewhat regrets that:

The kids don't help much. I was probably wrong about not insistiolg

that they help when they were little but I found it easier to

do it myself, and faster. Now they don't think of it as their

job, anu anyway i
ie-eday-4---wouldr124---waat_them to stay

in and clean.

Another mother also indicates that she is primarily responsible for the

house:
She indicates that her husband doesn't help much. She made the

mistake of saying when they were first married that she would

stay.away from his work and he should stay out of her kitchen.

She hasn't,been able to get him back into the kitchen since:

John inaicates that "I'm not expected to do anything. My mother

is in charge of cleaning-the house and doing the ,laundry and cooking

and the dishes." Lila states, "I don't help out. My mother does it

all." Peter, seeing that his room has been cleaned says, "Oh, my mother

must have cleaned it.," Laura fights with her mother "if my Clo.thes aren't

clean and I told her I needed them clean." When asked why she did not

clean them herself, Laura says that her mother "won't let usoise thz.,

washing machine. She says that our separate laundry is not enough to

make a load." Finally, Kate sees it as the mother's role todo the housework.

, In discussing how her father does not help in the house and her mother

has Many cleaning chores, Kate states, "Hah, well, that's what a mother

is for...That's what she married my daddy for...That's part;of a woman's

job...Men shouldn't be expected to pitch in...if I'm rich 11;11 get a

maid."

Whether or not all of the adolescents see it as the Woman's role

to do the housework, in all but one of the homes the mother is in charge

of household maintenance. In one home the husband helps with all aspects
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of the housework and the husband and wife have a planned system for getting

it all done. In another home, the father consistently helps to set the

table and do the dishes. No other men were observed or reported to help

the mother consistently. In one home prior to a holiday period for which

much cleaning and cooking was required, the fieldworker entered and saw

the mother racing around doing laundry, cleaning, and cooking while the

husband relaxed watching TV sports. The only consistent maintenance

role the men seem to have is to care for the lawn and other outside areas.

Three of the fathers are reported in charge of these tasks. None of

the mothers are reported to do outdoor tasks.

Given thls sex difference between the parents, it is not surprising

that we found similar sex differences among the adolescents in terms

of how much they help with housework. In general, the youngsters see

their contributions as negligible, although some perform a.few chores.

The boys universally contribute'very little. John says that nothing

is expected of him. Dick's mother gave up trying to get him to help

out becausejle "gave her only sarcastic remarks and I don't believe in

hitting him or sending,,him to his room where all his things are." In

Peter's home his sisters are responsible for getting dinner prepared;

he was respOnsible for.cutting the lawn. When his mother asked him to help

with the cooking one day, he did not pay attention; his mother left and

said she'd do it later. Only one boy has daily or weekly chores in the

house: Larry is supposed to vaccuum a room daily and help set the table.

However,'he rarely does these tadks and experiences constant friction

with his mother over them. Finally Richie is in charge of the garden.

Taken to4ether, Only one adolescent male is routinely expected to take

part in interior maintenance.
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On the other hand, most of the- girls have regular jobs. All are

responsible for keeping their rooms neat and dusted. One girl must wash

ner own bedding and clothes; she and another are responsible fot changing

their sheets weekly. Another girl is responsible for some vaccuuming

and cleaning one bathroom; others help set and clear the table and wash

the dishes (usually by putting them in the dishwasher). In the girls'

families these meal-related chores are rotated or distributed among both

IV,

male and female siblings. Finally some of the girls care for their pets.

One girl feeds her dog. Penny, whose family has horses, is on a rotating

schedule with her siblings who also use the horses, for the care of the

animals. Each rider is expected to care for the immediate needs of the

horse after a ride.

In addition to their regUlar assignments, the girls at times help

in other housework if asked to do so by the mother. Thus, Susan dusts

in the mornings if She has time before school. "In the morning my mother

says, 'Well, you've got time; dust or do this'.'" Other adolescents-claim

to assirt with vaccuuming, cleaning bathrooms, and setting and clearing

tables when asked by the mother. These requests are not seen by the

adolescents as things they normally do, but as deliberate assistance

to the mother. Often, however, they are asked to help and refuse or ignore

the parent or simply do not get around to the job. That the mother makes

these requests and_usually assigns chores probably contributes to the

children's perception that housework is primarily the mother's.responsibility.

Thus, both boys and girla perceive themselves as doing very little

around the house, but the girls have a few regular jobs they perform.

Yet none of the girls feel these jobs are too, many or burdensome, and

most feel thatthe _distribution _of_chores is fair. We may, understand

this in terms of the way chores are distributed within the individual
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households. Although males and females perform different tasks, within

a household they are equally or reasonably assigned. In Kate's home,

"There are three-jobs and we.each take one." She and her two brothers

each doone of the three jobs; in addition all have to take care of

their own rooms and help around the house. In Penny's home, everyone

who uses the horses must care for them and as the father said, "We don't

bother them too much about their rooms." Sonya interprets the distributtan-----

of work in her home in terms of age. Although she does more, she is

older and can.do more, so it is fair.

One would not expect the boys who do little or nothing to see

the situation as unfair to them. But Susan does sense inequity in the

balance of things in her home. She states:

James! He never has to do anything. He's gotta read...I

just dust...His job is reading.

Susan experiences her brother as doing nothing. The fieldworker observed

the mother asking James to help with household chores, with which he

complied.

Whether or not on a day-to-day basis the chore distribution is

equal, in general the adolescents feel that no more is required of them

than of their siblings and friends. Overall, they perceive few demands

on them for help. In their view, the mother should and does take care

of the house, with minimal assistance from her teenage children and her

husband.

Another aspect of the organization in the home is the manner in

which the family, decides what to do and what to acquire. We have seen

that in the area of household chores the mother is the primary decision-

maker and director. The mother determines what tasks need to be done

and parcels them out; if they feel like it, the children and father do
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what the mother asks to help her out. In the area of household maintenance,

there is little discussion as to what needs to be done.

However in other areas of decision-making that we observed this

is not true. Generally, options for buying, vacations, and parties;

about what the adolescent would be allowed or not allowed to do; issues

'related to parents' work; and even preferences for food to be served

daily, are discussed openly between the parents and often with the adolescents

before a decision is made. Susan says that "We get to say what we want

for meals. Mom will call out and say, 'What do you want for breakfast'?"

At Laura's home the mother sometimes calls the father to tell him what

she plans for dinner and to see if it's acteptable. One afternoon, Lila

was watching her mother make two meat pies with spinach for dinner. "Lila

said she hated spinach and wanted hers plain, so after two or three pleading

statements her mother made one without spinach." These three examples

display the three main forms of talk in the decision-making process:

asking for initial input before a decision is made, consulting with another

to see if a decision is acceptable, and trying to convince someone who

has made a decision to change his/her mind.

This last form of convincing occurs especially in two realms:

decisions about activities the adolescent may engage in, and decisions

about what to buy. In both, the adolescent and a parent who agrees with

the adolescent have the power to convince the other parent who has made

a decision contrary to their wishes. Even though three of the adolescents

state that their tether has the last word on purchases, what seems to

be involved here'is the common perception that fathers are less reidy

to spend money than mothers or the'teenagers themselves. Though the

fathers try to restrict Spending, their determinations are not final.
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If the adolescent and the mother can find a way to convince the father,

the decision can be reversed. Thus Rachel knows that her father is unlikely

to say,approve some requests, so she discusses them first with her mother.

The mother, who is "better at convincing him than I," talks to the father

for her. Dick describes a big conflict with his father, who is "a real
_

tightwad with money." He and his mother "were conapiring" to get HBO

for their television; together they argued with the father. Finally,

the HBO salesperson told the father that he could get stock market quotations

on the set, something the father wanted, and with this breakthrough the

family acquired HBO. Purchases seem to be an area in which some fathers

have greater control than the mothers seemingly because certain men are

more likely to say no than others. This tendency does not occur in all

of the families; it is most evident in the homes of Rachel, Dick, and

Lila. Lila says that her father decides where they will go on vacations,

because it is his vacation. Further, her mother does not like winter

holidaying and believes that he knows more about such things. So he

chooses a place he will enjoy, and they all agree.

'Lila indicates, along with several other adolescents, that they

see their parents as making decisions together by talking to one another.

Jerry states that "I used to think that my father made the decisions

but I started watching them and found that they decide together." John

says, "on major things my mother and father will confer." Lila emphasizes

that in making decisions about buying a new house or family problems

her parents either do not inform her or simply-announce that they will

be buying a new house. Although Lila cannot change their minds on such

major things, for examPle not to move, "Her parents would try to tell

her all the reasons she should like to move, or that moving would be

fun."



Decisions made by the parents alone that affect the adolescents'

lives are not usually presented to them arbitrarily. Rather, they are

explained and arguments are offered to convince them of the rightness

of the choices. In this way, the adolescent is treated similarly to

a disagreeing parent, although he/she knows that the decidion is almost

certainly unalterable. In such instances, the adolescents realize that

,

their feelings are being taken into consideration. Susan describes the

decision-making about where to go on vacation:

Susan said that she didn't want to go to but had wanted

to go,to Florida, where they were originally going. They usually

traveled with another family with children her age and they were

going to Florida. But Susan's parents didn't want.to go to Florida

again so they decided to go their separate ways. This upset Susan,

but in their discussions about the trip her parents listened to

what she said and took her statements seriously, although they

still decided to go to

Though the parents did not change their plans they.discussed the vacation

with the children so the latter knew why the decision was made. They

also listened to the youngsters'arguments before making the final decision.

Susan thereby feels heard on the topic and knows that on other matters

she can convince them. For example, her parents formerly had dinnertime

discussions of the father's problems at work. Susan says that now "My

parents don't ever talk about the father's work--anymore, because we

told then thit we didn't underStand what they were saying and it wasn't

right." Similarly, Patty and Penny wanted their own rooms. Both houses

had extra rooms used by parents as offices. Because Penny was fighting

with"her sister so much, the father agreed to give up his study. Patty's

mother said, "Okay, you can have your own room, but I have to have a place

for my desk. So as long as I can have my desk there you can use the

room for your bedroom."
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As we will see in discussing decision-making as it affects the adoles-

cents' day-to-day lives, they are able to influence parents to change

their behaviors, to allow them to do much of what they want, and'to acquire

much of what they desire. The adolescents generally recognize that they

have little power to influence decisions about "big things," but considerable

influence ovet things that affect them directly in the routine of living.

Even in the big decisions, however, the parents take the adolescents'

feelings and desires into consideration. /n some homes it appears to

the adolescents that the father has more influence than the mother, mainly

because he more often says no. What is true overall is that no member

of the family is powerless to influence some of the decisions in the

home. Moreover, discussion between parents, and between parents and

adolescents, is seemingly always an aspect of family decision-making

in these homes.
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4. Influence Distribution in the Family

In analyzing relationships between parents and adolescenti

one invariably comes to speak of parental influence on the adolescent.

In this section we will discuss the Home Climate variable of Influence,

its connection with parental involVement, and how parentalinfluence

seems to be built in part upon parental involvement in the adolescent's

life. We will also explore the'Home Climate variable of Structure,

as expressed through the adolescent's role in decision-making in the

home.

There are at least two vantage points from which to understand

parental influence in the adolescent's life. One is the adolescent's

own perceptions of parents as influencing, controlling, and otherwise

constraining him/her. A second is the observer's description of parental

behaviors that limit the child, and of adolescent behaviors that point

to deference to parental authority. We observed that the majority of

parent-child interactions manifest or implied some form of parental influence.

In addition, the adolescents reported numerous areas of their lives

in which :hey were required to gain their parents' permission before

acting, as well as additional areas in which they were less directly

influenced by their parents.

Over the course of our field work we were increasingly astounded

at the range of situations about which the adolescents consult their

parents before taking action. In almost no area of life beyond the

daily routine do the adolescents not seek some form of permission or

opinion before engaging in an activity. Every adolescent except one

informed his/her parents when entering and leaving the house. The majority

ask permission to go somewhere other than home after school. Whatever
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the afterschool or weekend activity may be, the adolescent must be home

by a certain time. Parents' permission is necessary before an adolescent

can pursue a hobby because the parent pays for lessons and materials,

and arranges transportat!on.

Friendships are dependent on parents' consent to transport

the adolescent to each other's homes, and parents closely regulate what

they take to be age-appropriate behavior and activities. They do not

like the seventh graders to spend time with older eighth graders. Parents

are consulted before any contact with the opposite sex is made outside

of school, and give permission as to the form and place of such contact.

The type of movies, the types of books, and for some the types

and amo-Int of television is regulated by the parent. Parents are consulted

about style, cost, and type of clothing the adolescents wear. Specific

items of dress,.such as high-heeled shoes, nylons, and makeup are subject

to intense parental regulation, What the adolescent may buy with the

%

parents' as well as his/her own money is determined by the parents.

Inside the home, parents are consulted before taking food between meals.

One adolescent even asked her mother if she could change into lighter

weight clothing because she was warm.

Finally, the parents deliberately seek to influence the youngsters'

behavior in areas such as siblinglrelationships, irritating habits,

manners, and decorum in the home. There is almost no aspect of these

adolescents' lives that the parents are not trying to influence.

When we speak of parents permitting behavior and children

asking, permission to proceed we must be aware of the various sources

of such interactions. Kevin asks his mother if he and the fieldworker can go to

the shopping center; "Kevin's mom said it would be fine to go, but he had
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to be back by five because his brother had a game that day and they

had to eat early." During an outing, Ellen and Debra ask the researcher

what time it is; being 5:00, ihey say they had to get back for dinner.

Fay's mother informs her that "you can 'ask your friend over now if you

4ant. You have an hour before Hebrew School." Alice asks her mother

if she can go for a walk with the observer; her mother says, "You have

a half hour before gymnastic lessons, so don't go far."

In these observations we see the adolescent asking permission

tc engage in legitimate activity at a particular point in ti.me. The .

perd.ssini.l.ty of the activity is not in question, rather the engaging

in it at a particular time. These adolescent requests and parental

"lettings" are related to 'the adolescent's embeddedness in family life.

Because Kevin is expe7ted to go to a game, he must be home for an early

dinner. All the seventh graders (unlike their older siblings) must

be home for and have dinner with the family. Thus they must be cognizant

of the time, like Ellen and Debra, or they will receive punishment and

angry 1.eactions, The main point here is that the adolescents' activities

are subordinate to parents' plans, for themselves and for the adolescents.

,Fay phones her mother upon arrival at Gail's home, because she is suppose::

to call Alen she gets there, but during the conversation she learns

her mother's plans for the afternoo:1, reviews her own schedule as she

has a music lesson, 1.1ci determines what time she must be home. Similarly,

before agreeing to stay longer wi.th Heidi, Carol phones her mother'only

to discover that she must come home immediately for some family event.

Suggested here is that the parent has a particular agenda

for the child that the child must work around. Gail's mother says that

she wants to know where Gail is going in the afternoons so that if ihe

has to do an errand with her ahe can just go by and pick her up. Beth
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consults her mother about a good title to'meet with the fieldworkers

as\all of the.adolescents did. Beth's mother replies that they might

go visit her grandparents on the suggested day, so we should make it

earlier in, the morning. In speaking With Debra about a future date

she looks On the family calendar to see if anything is scheduled, but

in asking her mother we found that one date was better than another.

On another occasion Ellen's mother "came out and asked if we had made

an appointment."

Not only.is the adolescent's planning of his/her own time

subordinate to the plans of the parents, but the parents also keep track

of the adolescent's activities, and are sources of information for the

.adolescent concerning what he/she is scheduled to do. This is most

elaborately evidenced by Alice's life. Alice goes many different places'

to practice gymnaatics, at different times on different days. This

is in addition to her Hebrew SC'hool lessons and her pre-bas mitzvah

rlpractices with the cantor. WheneverAlice wants to do something she

turns to a parent to see if ihe can. She is not so much Asking permission

, /.
as finding'out whether the planned activity is possible given her schedule.

Much of the asking and "letting" discussed here is not so much requesting

and .receivin4' permission as it is finding out whether a proposed activity

hwill fit into pre-existing daily and weekly schedules made up of the

youngster's chosen and required acitivites, as well as the parents

plans for activities that the teenager might not know about%

It is evident from the preceding that the adolescent does

not have to make it,his/her business to know what is upcoming on a day-

to-day basis, since the parent keeps track of the adolescent's obligations

for him/her. Thus one adolescent justifies not going to a friend's

bar mitzvah by saying, "my mother lost t invitation," which is perfectly
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acceptable to the boy's friend since he shares the view that i- is not

a child's responsibility to keep track of his dates. On the whole,

the parents kept track of when the adolescents were to meet with the

researchers. Tom's mother did not, but became more aware of the dangers

when Tom forgot his appointment and went for a haircut. After this,

the parent chided Tom to "be sure and write down, your next appointment."

By and large the adolescents use their parents as their timekeepers .

and ask them for information about their schedule whenever they have

maxe decisions about going places.

Here we again see parental involvement as supperting addlescents'

separate life. The parents know about the adolescents' plans so that

they can ensure the youngsters meet their obligations. In addition,

however, we observe the adolescents' imbeddedness in their families.

They are expected to participate in family activities and to go places

4

with their parents, and are not allowed to Maintain fully separate lives.

Neither are they spontaneously pushing to be in charge of their own

time schedules. They do not evince movement toward the creation of

separate, individual lives, at least in terms of taking responsibility

for their own schedules.

The adolescent also asks the parents for permission because

the youngster's activities are subodinate to the plans of the parents.

This is particularly true when a mother is present in the home as opposed

to being at work, for a mother at home can go places at almost any time.

Generally adolescents whose mothers work have a good deal of freedom

with certain guidelines about coming and going during the time the parent

is away. They still have to be home when the parent is home, however.

A good example of this ccatrast odcurred when the fieldworker tried

to arrange appointments with two boys, one whose mother is home afterschool,
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and one whose mother is not:

Paul reacted when I was setting up a time to get together.

I suggested that we could meet at 1 p,m. on Monday, which is

the week of spring break. Paul hesitAted before committing

himself, saying shouldn't we check wjith our parents first.

Lee seemed taken aback by Paul's comthent and replied, 'I really

don't think we will have anything elfse.'
1

Paul is used to checking with hEs mother concerning after-school activities.

When leaving Paul's house to take a walk Paul made a point to go upstairs

and tell his mom. He notified his mother of my presence and of what

rooms we would be in. Lee's parents, on the other hand, are not home

after-school, so that he is on his own at that tithe. On one occasion

when his father was home sick he neither told him he was home or that

he was leaving. Paul's comment aboutchecking with parents first,suggests

that he does not define his time as his own. Ljee's response reflects

his recognition that the time designated is inthe middle of the day

during which his parents are working, so it is unlikely that they will

claim it with an alternative activity.

Being in control of one's own time schedule--both determining

it and keeping tract of it--is associated with increasing independence

by both the adolescent and the parents. Tom states:

He still felt that he had to ask his;parents' permission to

do a lot of things. The difference between the way he and

his older brother related to his parjents was that the brother

can go on long bike trips walking out the door says, .'I am

going .' For the same type of tr,ip Tom would have to

ask his mom if he could do it.

Implicit in the asking of permission is the possiblity that the parent

will say no, and the child will be unable to determine his/her own actions.,

Paul's mother associated schedule control with independence, speaking

explicitly on the topic:
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Paul's mom indicated that She felt She may have been over-
; protective too long...Paul mentioned that a few years ago some

of-his mother's friends felt that She was being too overpro-

tgctive and not fostering.Paul's independence. She used to make

all his plans to play with other children. Then she started

to push Paul to become mOre independent and 'placed the respons-

bility for his plans on Paul.. Paul mentioned that it seemed

very sudden and he felt soared by it. They both felt that by

then all the other children had developed such indevendence.

In terms of a more recent example, the mother said that over

spring break while she was working She let Paul do whatever he

wanted just as long as he checked in with her as to where he

was going. He made all his own plans and took a bike trip- down

tc the castle' area, although she was concerned about the traffic

down there. Paul minimized the danger of the trin.

:n botn of these examples (Paul and Tom's brother) tne adolescent

was able to determine his own plans as long as he "checked in" about where

he was going. 'Cne of the basic rules in these households is that the adole-

scent'ensures that the parent knol,s his/her whereaboutS at all times. We

can understand thii rule in terms of the parent wanting to know where the

child is in case cf need to contact him/her. But analyzing-the adolescents'

discussions of what they refer to as "keeping tabs" on the m. a different

function for this rule is uncovered. For example, Debra and the fieldworker

went for a walk in the neighborhood. WhenWe left she did,not tell her

mother we were leaving. When we returned her mother said, "Debra, you

-are supposed to tell me when you go out." Debra'oringed and said, "Sorry."

In later discussing this continuing point of conflict between her mother

and herself, Debra stated:

The other day I forgot to call her when / got home' from school.

She was worried. She made me go up to my room and write a note

of apology to her. She told me thatin the letter I had to tell

her how I Shouldn't have caused her worry...7 felt that she knew

there was nothing wtong, I had gOne to visit my friend. She

probably figured that I was either at someone's house or at the

playground. She shouldn't worry, but She worries every five

seconds...Usualy when I'm not home, I'm at my friend's. So

/ figure that she Should assume by now...If something happened,

they would know about it. I would call them or someone would

call them.
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Ellen's mother also became angry with her "when I wasn't home

when T was supposed to be." Heidi's older sister was'grounded when "she

stayed out all night and didn't tell her-parents and they sat up all night

worrying." Parental worry about the welfare and safety of their child

seems to play a tremendous role in determining the rules and the permission-

giving behavior of the parents. Recognition of a dynamic tension between

the child's and parent's belief that the child must move toward greater

control over hisiher own life, and the parents'mworry about the welfare

of the child when unsupervised, helps us understand the rules, issues,

and permission negotiations between adolescent and parents, as well as

the evolution of these rules.

Child health and safety is a frequent matter of dispute between

parent and child. Beth notes that "in the beginning, when they first moved

to [this town] they lived on a main street and her parents were scared

and she was scared to go out." Now she is allowed to walk down this street

to the town center and generally around the neighborhood. Tom's parents

"won't let him use; the pool when no one is around...but he thinks he would

be okay." Heidi's father "told a story of how he Once let her ride a small

motor scooter and it flew out from under her, but now she knows how to

ride pretty well and he can trust her on it." She is not, however, allowed

to ride at her will but must ask her father first for him to start it for

her. Steve says that his parents treat him like a baby because:

Sometimes there are things that I am able to do that they don't

think I can, like wood work...Like last time I wanted to make

something and I never got through, I just gave up. It seemed

like Dad would do most of the work. I mean, I was doing the

sanding and maybe a little bit of sawing and that was about it...

he does have some rather dangerous things. I may think that

I can handle it,and my father will think not.
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Carol's parents insist she wear elbow pads When Skating. Ron's parents

will not let him get a skateboard. Ron has a small motor bike but will

not get a larger one until he masters riding and fixing the smaller one.

All of the adolescents are limited as to where they can walk arid take their

bikes. None are allowed to ride on or cross the major highways that criss-

cross the community.

:n each of these decisions the parents are responding to their

conceptions of the general dangers that the adolescent is attempting to

circumnavigate, as well as to their appraisal of the general competence

of the adolescent to handle these dangers and emerge unscathed. But the

conditions they impose also restrict the movements and activities of the

adolescent, who may want to go places and do things that involve some degree

of risk. Whereas swimming alone and crossing a major highway On foot or

bike are not advisable even for experienced adults, the other situations

involve the possibility that the adolescent will develop a competency that

will make the adult restrictions less necessary. As Heidi improves on

-the scooter, she uses it more. When Steve shows his father that he can

safely use the woodworking tools, pres1mAhly he will be able to increase

his use of them. When Rcn demonstrates his competency with the smaller

motor bike he will be allowed a larger One that is more difficult to handle.

And as Carol gains skill at skating she will be able to skate with less

protection.

The rules and decisions that parents make about the child's behavior

vis-a-vis safety and well being are not Absolute rules. Rather, the child's

freedom increases as he/She demonstrates the ability to Provide self-care.

As the child changes, the rules and decisions and extent of parent influence

also decline. What we begin to recognize here is that guidelines for the

child's behayior and activities are determined not by the parents alone,
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but by the child and the parents together. As the parents gain trust in

the child's competence and responsibility, they lessen their monitoring

and restrictiveness.

Implicit in the evolution of parental rules and decisions is

the goal all of them share of fostering the adolescent's control over his/her

own life. As the parents give the child greater leeway or permission to

do something potentially dangerous, they also worry about the outcome of

the f,reedom. Thus Paul's mom "worried about the traffic" on a bike trip

that Paul planned. But she was determined that he become more independent

and make his own plans, and did not allow her anxiety to restrict his movements.

But Steve's father worries about his son using the tools and does restrict

his actions. Steve gives up his woodworking project and does,not gain

greater skill with the tools so that he can use them independently. Thus,

worry pushes the parents to restrict the child while the value of independence

simultaneously presses them to ignore their fears.

We see here a means for understanding the evolution of rules and

decisons in the home. Fundamental to the decline of parental influence

in the child's life is growth in parents' trust in the ability of the child

to care for himself/herself without being hurt. As the parents see repeatedly

that the child can handle something, they worry less about the child in

that setting. But the adolescents are aware of this process also. As

they shOw their competence in-a particular setting, they expect the parents

to worry less and be less restrictive. Thty also pressure the parents

to relinquish control. Thus we may understaA4 what oCcurs between Debra

and her mother about after-school activities' when her mother is at work.

She says that her mother "should worry but she worries every five seconds."

For Debra, her mother's worries are inappropriate because "usually when

I'm not home, I'm at my friend's. So I figure that she should assume
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by now." Day after day Debra has been fine and had not gotten into or

caused trouble. Thus She feels her mother Should realize she can care

for herself after school and not cause worry. The rule about calling after

school, she feels, should be eliminated. She should be able to determine

her own after-school activities, as does Lee, without checking in because

she has demonstrated her ability to care for herself.

Similarly, Tom notes how

They used to bug him about where he was, keep tabs on him every
ten minutes. When he used to play games outside with some of
the kids on the block, they would all hide and it was invariably
then that his mom would come outside and yell, 'Where are you,

Tom?' He said that they kept tabs on him because they were
afraid he might get into some sort of trouble because he was
really wild and he might get into fights. A couple of years

ago they stopped keeping tabs on him and in addition last

year they let him take a bus up to for a friend's bar

mitzvah. He thought that represented a real change in allowing

him to make such a long trip by himself...A couple of years ago
he felt that he was being tested, that he had to prove to his
parents that he could go unsupervised for some stretch of time.

Now they pretty well trust him.

It is significant that Tom refers to-his parents' observations in terms

of a test, indicating that he is aware that how he acts on initial or trial

outings will determine the decisions his parents make thereafter. All

of the adolescents recognize this implicit process through which rules

and decisions evolve: if they show competency, responsibility, and ability

to care for themselves in situations demanding increasingly more of such

capabilities, their parents not only will, but are expected, to allow further

.autonomy to the child. It is in part on the force of this mUtual umder-

standing that adolescents sometimes try to convince parents to allow them

greater leeway. When Ron later states that he can convince his mom to

give him a larger motor bike, we may presume that he has mastered riding

and repairing the smaller one and that these achievements will influence

his parents to buythe bigger bike for him.
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Beth also uses this approach in convincing her parents to let

her stay at a girlfriend's home for two hours, when her parents were going

out.

I say, 'Why do you treat me like a baby.' I'm thirteen years

old and I like to make my own decisions.' So they say, 'No,

you can't and you're not going,' and then I get mad and I run

up to my room and when I think of something to say'I come down

and say it...Like I wanted to go to my friend's house. It was

vacation and they were going out for two hours. So I said, 'Could

I go to while you go out?' And they say, 'No, I think you

should stay home with your [older] brother.' And my brother

had a friend over and I didn't want to stay home. So I said,

'Come on!' and they said, 'No! You're too young.to go out and

stay alone with your friend.' And I said, 'Mom I'm almost 13,

and I think I should be able to stay alone in the house for about

two hours.' She said, 'Well, I don't know.' I say,,like, '/

babysit now and nothing' happens.' She says, 'I'll think about

it. Go ask your father.' He thought it was all right 'cause

I got a little older, more responsible. So he said, 'Okay,'

so my mom said, 'Okay.'

In her arguments Beth uses her ability to babysit and having been alone

for two hours in another setting to convince her parents that she should

be allowed to do the same at the friend's house. The adolescent will refer

to comparable situations in which he/she has demonstrated a comparable

ability or responsibility to convince parents to.revise a rule or decision.

When the adolescent is able to cite observable and potentially measurable

behaviors, the parent seems more ready to relinquish control. As Heidi

demonstrates her ability to ride her bike safely, she is allowed to do

it more often. As Tom does stay out of trouble for increasingly long periods

of tims his parents relax their supervision of him. However, many areas

in which parents make rules and decisions are not so well delineated as

these. Nonetheless, in most families parents and children have developed

implicit procedures for documenting and rewarding the growth of the children's

capabilities.
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Implicit in this process is the'requirement that the parents

overcome their worries about their child's safety and abilities. When

the child feels that he/she has been sufficiently responsible, and the

parent does not respond by ceding increased autonomy, friction between

the parent and child develops, as in the case of Debra and her mother.

Steve also believes that he is capable of handling the tools, but his

father is not convinced and takes over Steve's project. Steve thus leaves

the setting and is not able to share the activity with his, father. He

sees his father as unfair. Beth's mother (above) had a hard time overcoming

her worry about leaving her daughter alone and only with the reinforcement

of the father's judgement was she able to ar---",z--° When an adolescent

decides that he/she is capable of doing something that his/her parents

do not see them capable of doing, the youth is likely to brand the elders

as overprotective and restrictive.
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5. Evolution of Adolescents' Freedom in the Family

Most parents have rules about the types of movies the adolescents

may see, basically those rated PG but not those rated R. The parent, even

when the'fieldworker escorted a child, insisted that the film be at

an appropriate level for the adolescent. Beth states:

My mother won't let me see because it's rated R. I couldn't

see an R unless my parents said it was all right. Like I could

see ;
they did it PG except that they called a dog 'shit-

head.' Now if they'd name the dog something else, then it wouldn't

have been rated R...My brothers saw it the day before I saw it

and they said it was all right...

The parents do not want the adolescents exposed to certain content in film

and in books and magazines. Ron says, pointing to a pile of Playboy magazines,

"My dad is different from other parents. Most parents wouldn't let their

kids touch these magazines, but my dad lets me help straighten them."

(Presumably, Ron is not allowed to read the magazines, however.) Fay's

mother is upset that Fay wants to ready Mommy Dearest which she calls "traSh."

She lets Fay read it but she becomes very angry with her'afterwards, asking

why Fay wanted to waste her time with a book full of lies. Fay said that

she convinced her mother to allow her to proceed by "telling her that I

wanted to read it and that / knew it might be lies and / knew what it was

about."

This media-screening is rooted in the parents' concern that the

adolescents be able to handle psychologically certain kinds of material

which, though harmless to an adult who understands that life is not as

depicted in the media, may be emotionally harmful to a seventh grader.

The parents must try to gauge what is potentially harmful to their child.

The movie ratings help the parents as do statements by the adolescents

showing that they understand the nature of the material. For example,

Fay indicates that she knows Mommy Dearest could be lies but just wants

to read it for "entertainment," which she says she obtained.
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We may understand parents' decisions about the social situations

the adolescents may enter in these terms as well. The youngsters seek

their parents' permission to attend parties and to go out on dates with

the opposite sex. Lee's parents weren't going to let him go'to a school

party because they thought it would be pretty much an eighth grade party.

But Lee told them that it would be for the whole group, and finally they

allowed him to go. The party turned out to have both seventh and eighth

graders, as he had said. Asked why)lis parents were opposed at first,

he said:

I don't know...'cause those kids are going into high school and
we stay another year...I didn't know what she was concerned abol:t.
I was staying out late a lot at first and she didrit want me
to...She might think that the eighth grade kids are\more into
smoking and stuff and drinking, I guess.

Here Lee suggests that he believes his parents fear the older adolescents

may act as a model for him to engage in behavior that the ,parents do not

sanction, and provide him with access to cigarettes, alcohol, and the like.

In initially restricting his action they were trying to lessen influences

and situations that might encourage him to try out potentially harmful

things. The restriction on the age of other adolescents with whom the

seventh grader may associate with in groups is fairly widespread. The

parents do not want their children to socialize with teenagers older than

themselves. Particularly, they do not want them-inolved socially with

an older crowd.

Carol's parents will not let her have a boy-girl party at the

house because "her brother had a seventh grade party and it was a floc."

Gail regreta that she convinced her parents to let her go to a party they

originally vetoed because "then I didn't have a good time." Carol also

is,sorry ahe swayed her parents to allow her to sleep over at a friend's

because she "had an awful time." Beth gets to go on a movie date because
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it is "in the afternoon and they knew we were going with sowebody elee."

The parents also drove the children to and from the movies. Some parents

are beginning to allow their youngsters to go out with the opposite sex

in double-date, day-time outings. Others are not.

In these examples it is clear that the parents are trying to

regulate the exposure of their children only to various types of models,

and also to insure that the experiences they have are positive. Overnights

with friends, parties, and dating are potentially enjoyable or stressful,

.depending on how things are handled. In deciding what to allow, the parents

must weigh these opposing possibilities. For example, most of them favor

double-dates at the movies to single dates alone and at night. They must

also predict what their particular child can'cipe with on an outing. These

guesses are highly subjective, frequently leading to disputes and disappointments.

If we look back to Beth's original description of how she convj.nced

her mother to allow her to stay alone with a friend, we see that she emphasizes

that she stayed alone before and that "/'m 13 years old," after her mother

had said, "You're too young." A criterion different from that of repeatedly

demcnstrated competence (discussed earlier) is being used in this instance,

that of what is appropriate for a child of a particular age. Numerous

activites are evaluated in terms of age appropriateness: being left alone

in the house, dating, types of clothes, makeup, etc. Beth notes that her

mother and her friends' mothers:

All think the same; that we're too young to get heels, like some

kids,wear to school. My mom saw that once and she said, 'Well,

why do they wear them?' and / said that they just want to and

their parents let them. We went for shoes once and / said, 'Look

at these,' and she said, 'No way! Forget it! You're not getting

those.'

Beth's mother has a particular idea of how old one should be to wear certain

shoes. In shopping for Clothes parents look not only at fit blt also at
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the appropriateness of the clothing for the age of their child. When Alice

went to pick out something to wear:

She tried on a blue blazer and
that it was too bulky and that
business person in- it, so they
liked but didn't love.

Alice's mother bases her decisions on an

grade should look and dress:

loved it, but her mother thought
she looked too old and like a
got an off white one which Alice

image of how someone in seventh

But not only the parents' ideas of what is appropriate for the

child to wear determine how they dress. Beth describes her shift from

socks to nylons:

So I said, 'Mom, I want to wear nylons.' She says, 'Well you
look like an old lady,' and I said, 'Mom all the kids are weerilg
them.' So she says, 'Well, okay. You're kind of old enough
now to wear them. Okay, we'll try them out, and if you don't
like them you don't have to wear them.' And ever since then
I've been wearing them.

Beth's mother is not sure that Beth is old enough for nylons, but she acquiesces

to Beth's plea apparently because "all the kids are wearing them." Similarly,

Fay influences the use of makeup by her friends:

In (where Fay lived before) all the kids wore a little makeup
to school at her age. She wears eyeshadow, no mascara, maybe.
some lipstick, but her mother said, 'How was I to know that a
few hours away they didn't wear makeup?' Other mothers were calling
her up asking what was She trying to start by letting Fay wear
makeup. Now all Fay's girlfriends wear a little makeup.

The appropriate age for certain behavior is not s6 clear cut

that the parent can assume that what is acceptable in one part of the country

is age-appropriate in another. Clearly the parents who phoned Fay's mother

recognized that age-appropriate behavior is established not only by the

parents' sense of what is acceptable, but also by what the peer group is

doing. All of Beth's friends do not wear heels, but they all wear nylons;

she now wears nylons. Fay started a trend permitting a little makeup for

seventh grade girls. Age for dating, types of dates, and parties with
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the opposite sex as w11 as clothing and the use of makeup, are as often

decided by what other peer group members are doing as they are by the parents'

intuitive sense of age-appropriateness. ,

We need not understand this as the parents relinquishing control

to the peer group. Rather,,the parent is trying to allow the child to

6ecome involved in activities that he/she can both handle and derive positive

experiences from. When parents.see their child's peers successfully handling°

a situation they frequently conclude that their child is ready-for the

same situation. Thus Seth, who was not allowed to babysit, is now like

her friends, permitted to do so. Further, by babysitting she shows that

she is competent and reliable, is allowed related privileges, such as

staying with a friend on'her own.

We now see the parental influence cannot be understood as a static

aspect of the parent-child relationship. The parents do not have a set

of rules or standards that they use in determining the things they will
#

let their child do. Rather, the titles are continuously evolving, and the

child is allowed'increasing opportunity to experience aspects of life requir

ing greater skill and psychological palpability. Successful completion

of such "tests" produces changes in the rules in force. 'In all cases the

parents make the final determination of theshild's maturity and of the

appropriateness of proposed rules changes.

Part of this decision is based on the parents' intuitive ideas'

of what is appropriate for a person their child's age and par is based
r-

,on their knowledge of their child:8 specific capabilities and ,ychologi:al

strengths. In this we see an ,important link between parental influence

and parental involvement.. Insofar as the parents are involved with theix

child, both interacting and communicating with him/her, they have,knowledge

of the child's life and how he/she is developing skills and coping with



day-to-day aspects of life. This knowledge assists the parents in making

more or less informal decisions as to whether to allow the child to engage

in more demanding aspects of life.

In the preceding it is clear that parents do not simply decide

to say yes when a child makes a request. Rather, the parental decision

emerges out of various pressures. The parents may be pressured by their

own friends and adults in the community to give their child more (or less)

independence, as Paul's mother was advised by her friends. Parents' observation

of the child's peer group may indicate theit child, too, is capable of

handling a particular activity, forcing them to think about whether the

child is "kinda old enough now." However, the greatest pressure comes

from the adolescents themselves, in their arguments that they are old enough

and responsible, in their pointing to evidence from the recent past that they

are to be trusted, and in their describing the freedom enjoyed by their

peers. They continuously push the parents to allow them greater leeway

and decision-making powers. The adolescents themselves therefore play

a major role in determining the course of their lives, even though parents

make the final decisions.

Each adolescent has a different way of persuading his/her parents

to acquiesce to specific requests. Some, like Beth, employ a strategy

of persistence. /f they receive 4: negative response, they "go back a half

hour later and ask again." Some, like Tom, move from parent to parent

typically beginning with the one who usually says yes. Some, like Steve,

wait until their elders are in a good mood, or (like Paul) enlist the one

who agrees to convince the parent who does not. Others, like Carol, "went

up to her dad in her little girl voice and said, 'Dad, could I have some

money for the carnival?'" When asked if this is really how she gets what
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dhe wants, she says, "no, its just a joke." However, Lhe approach may

affect his moOd and dispose him to respond positively: Ellen says that

she doesn't get everything she wants, but lots of it She says, "she convinces

her mother to do things by pouting and staring at er, and being very silent

and withdrawn until she gives in; and she also yells."

J
/

When an adole cent pressures his/her parents the lAtigants usually
/

do not rationally discuiss the youngster's capabilities and the reasons
/

I

that something may or may not be done. In addition to the reasoning, the

adolescent makes his/her feelings clear through psychological and emotional

pushin%a negative response to a request is Seldom accepted the first time.

it is offered. This' assertiveness by the adolescents is a prominent aspect

of the parent-child'relationship for all of/the adolescents.

Through tjhese techniques the ado1escents get permission to do

/

most of the things ',Ithey want to do. Lee makes an interesting observation

about this process:\
/

/

',

Lee refer ed to one kid at schOol whose parents would never let

him do an thing. He said that! this kid always has to ask his

parents' p rmission to do any' ing and they most often won't

let him. He gave an example of going to a party and spending
1

time with friends. Lee has tp ask his parents' permission to
\

do various ings; the difference, he said is that they usually

say yes. ... e said that he 1.1ought his parents were more lenient

than other paxents. It is nOt that his parrmts let him do more

things than o er parents, blt he felt that they are easier to

persuade, tha when he wanti to do something he doesn't have

to spend a lot of time and energy trying to get them to let him

do it. He gavé the exampleI of the eighth grade trip to Washington.

He said he askew his paren is now to see if there was going to ,

be any hassle about it. He said it took them all of about two

minutes to decid that it as okay. He said that other parents

took about a we even thotgh they eventually decided that it

was okay. The po nt was hat it took so much longer.

Lee observes that the, parenr of so e of his lriends take longer to give

permission than other parent , inc uding his own. Carol observes Heidi

/

asking to bake a cake as an aternbon activity and her mother responding
I

I
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"Okay" immediately, and laments that "my mother wOuldn't let me cook that

easily." Carol does not say that her mother would not let her cook unsupervised,

only that it would take more effort on her part tO induce her to do so.

The teenagers understood parental strictness in two ways. Lee

sees his friend's parents as strict because they will not let the friend

do most of what he wants. Alice employes the same idea when she describes

"her mother as giving her-more leeway than other mothers because she will

let her help cook, and her friend's mother wouldn't let them touch a thing."

But Lee also understands that parents differ in the amount of energy it

requires to get them to give permission. This is the more dominant under-

standing of strictness than denial of permission. As Lee sees it, and

as Ellen intimates, the parents usually say yes to.the adolescent's requests

although it may require more or less effort to achieve the affirmative

response.

Are we to understand, therefore, that these adolescents are more

or less guaranteed of getting what they want from their parents if they

utilize the appropriate strategy for persuading them? If we look at the

total number of daily requests by the adolescents, it is clear that the

parents do say yes much more often than no. But if we also look at the

types of requests that the adolescents make, we see that most of them are

within the realm'of possibility, having been granted in the past, like going

to a friend's house after school, and pertain mostly to the scheduling

of the event within the overall family context. The adolescent has a good

sense of what the parent will say yes to, and asks for those things. So

Ellen, whose parents spend a lot of money on her clothes, asks to have

a new pair of pants and a ring, and a particularly expensive piece of sporting

equipment. But Debra, who sees her parents as much more money-conscious,

-being unwilling to buy her everything, does not even consider asking
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for the same equipment. Beth proposes going on a date with a boy in the

afternoon with another couple; she would never consider asking to go on

a nighttime date, alone. Paul asks for a boy-girl party at home and although

he is allowed to have other boys sleep over one night a week when his parents

go out, it does not occur to him to,suggest having the party on a night

they are out.

However, after showing responsibility when on their own the adolescents

may ask for futher leeway the next time around. These parents are permissive;

rather, they communicate well the things that are permissible in their

homes and families. The adolescents understand these standards and ask

for privileges within them. One of the conditions the adolescents seem

to understand clearly is that if they show trustworthiness in one setting,

they will be allowed greater freedom subsequently in that related setting.

It is because they are so clear about the nature of this principle that

they are able to argue so effectively for new privileges. They are guided

by the parents' past behaviors, the implicit rule system, and their own

past success and failure when formulating their requests.

The adolescent can predict most of what will be acceptable by

their parents, but as a result they are also aware of that certain range

of activities unacceptable. This understanding in addition to parents'

actual decisions against allowing increased freedom for the children due

to scheduling problems or the feeling that they have not yet earned it,

clearly limits the children's range of behaviors. The adolescents are

aware of these limits. In describing a parent as over-protective the teenager

is accusing the adult of not permitting the child to .do things of which

he/she feels fully capable. When parents say no, the adolescent almost

always becomes annoyed and, resentful. Yet for the most part the adolescents
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do not desire to lessen the present extent of parental influence. Carol

states:

That's what mothers do. It aggravates you, but it's a good thing.
They make you go to bed at the right time and they won't let
you go, like you're too young, then they won't let you go to
a good party or something, they don't let you just smoke...I

think they're right but some of-it I don't like...They're the
right thing to do but I don't like them...because if they let
me do whatever I want to do then most likely I'll do something
I'll regret...I can't remember what but it haPpened a lot...like
sleeping over at a friend's house when I had an awful time.

Like Carol, Tom feels that: .

His parentsare fairly strict. They won't let him use the pcol

when no one is around and he can't stay over at a friend's house

often. He realizes that they are doing it for his own good but
he still doesn't like the restrictions.

Steve says about restrictions:

If I think about it I know that they are really right.

Gail speaks of her parents'decisions:

She knows it's what her parents
they do give in she regrett it.
do that?' She talks of a party
to go to and finally convinced
a good time.

think is best and often when
She says, 'Why did you let me
someone was having that she wanted
her parents and then didn't have

Beth also believes that her parents know what is best for her:

Sometimes she treats me like a baby. and I don'.t like it. But

I guest it's right for me if She doesn't let me see a movie...

I don%think its right for me not be able to go. But if they

think i s wrong for me to see it, then that's the decision...

They know what's right for me.
(Better than you?)
Right.

.Even Fay, whose family has the most rules, eva1uates these regulations and

their enforcement bY saying that if "Their mother did not discipline them

they would have food fights all the time and wreck the house and beat each other

up and be wild." Finally, Alice states that her mother and she are "like

this," holding up two fingers close together and that "we agree on everything,
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so what she chooses for me is what I want."

Thus, the adolescents usually see their parents' decisions as

in their own best interests. Beth describes her parents as protectors.

"She says that her dad protects_ her -from things and she likes it, even though

he could also be overprotective." Implicit in such statements is the adoles-

cents' recognition that they do not fully trust themselves to make decisions

that will be most appropriate. Further, in terms both of unanticipated

outside dangers and their own misguided impulses, Tom knows it is foolish

to swim alone, but he wants to. Carol thinks that she might "do something

I'll regret." Gail remembers that "often when her parents do give in she

regrets it and says, "Why did you let me do that?" Fay would be "wild"

if left to herself. Not just the parents gain trust in the adolescent

as he/she shows increasing ability to cope independently. The adolescent

also acquires informal self-confidence as he/she is successful in increasingly

more independent acitivities. The adolescents see parents' decisions as

guiding them as well as restricting them.

What becomes apparent here is that even though parents and children

skirmish as the child seeks.permission to do something, these periodic

and even-frequent-battles-do-not reflect a lundamental-rebellion by the

child against the parents' right to make decisions about his/her life.

The adolescents want their parents to have influence on. their lives; what

they battle.over is primarily whether the child can be trusted in a particular

'situation.

Moreover, the adolescents' statements that their parents know

what is right for them indicate that they are not in a fundamental conflict

about what is reasonable for them to be doing. At a very basic level,

the adolescents suggest, and we also agree, that they have tremendous respect
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for the parents' knowledge and opinions. They see themselves as in agree-

ment with their parents a good part of the time, perceive the parents'

decisions as reasonable and based on sound principle. Thus, they accept

these decisions and rules as equitable, even as they seek to change their

parents' minds on specific issues and even as they occasionally break the

rules.
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6. Rules, Chores, and Discipline

We have described the evolving nature of the rules that the

parents use to guide the adolescents' lives. A rule is a condition

placed on the adolescent's behavior or activities; in part, it is

a set of limits. In discussing the rules in an adolescent's home

we may ask who makes them, whether or not they are absolute, and

how they are enforced. Our previous discussion establishes that

parents make the final decisions about limits to be placed on an

adolescent but the teenager is able to influence those parental

decisions. Thus, we may say that adolescent and parents together

construct the limits on the child. This being so, it is not sur-

prising that the adolescents are not overly resentful of the limits.

We have also seen that decisions change as parents increasingly

respect their children's competence, and thus are not absolute, but

evolving. At any point an adolescent may go against his/her parents'

wishes and thereby break a rule, but'the rules also change as the

adolescent develops. The adolescents themselves recognize that the

rules are not absolute and will change over time in recognition of

their increased capacities. They know today that they may not go

to a party or on a single date but they also know that within the

next few years or months this rule will be amended.

For the most part, the rules in these adolescents' homes are

of this evolving nature, rather than absolute, all-time restrictions.

It is likely that this accounts for the adolescents' general conclu-

sion that their homes do not have a lot of rules. Debra contrasts

her home with a friend's, where "a list of rules that they have to

obey is taped on their refrigerator." In speaking to Gail's mother
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the fieldworker asked about family rules and the mother said that

"it must bother the kids to have so many rules." But asked what these

many rules are, Gail can only think of two: she must not leave her

younger brother alone in the house until her mother comes home, and

she has to be in bed at 10:00 p.m. Fay, on the other hand, who says

that her family has lots of rules, can list many of them: be in

bed by 9:30 p.m.; no eating between meals; no jumping on the furni-

ture; no fighting, chysically or verbally, between her and her

brother; etc. Heidi is aware of only one rule, that they are not

to go in the living room with dirty shoes, do gymnastics there, or

leave their things lying around. Tom's major rule is that he may

not go swimming alone. All of the youngsters have to tell t!"eir

parents where they were going, when leaving the hOuse.

If we look at what the adolescents recognize as rules, we

see that a rule is something absolute and unchanging. Fay is never

allowed to go on the furniture or fight with her brother. Tom is never

allowed to swim alone. As long as Gail's brother needs someone to

look after him she will have to stay home (in her parent's absence),

and as long as they live in the house the adolescents will have to

tell their parents where they are going, even if they do not seek

permission to go there. Rules are continuing limitations in the

adolescents' lives, whereas parental decisions only set current

limits that are going to change. Rules are not subject to change

through persuasion by the adolescents; they may break a rule,

but they are unable to get it eliminated.
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The one rule thai sometimes may be altered is the bedtime

rule. Most of the adolescents do not have a specific bedtime rule

enforced as it is in Fay's and Gail's homes. When Ellen and her

family talked with the fieldworker past her bedtime, her mother

said, "You don't have to go to bed;" depending on the circumstances,

the bedtime rule changes. Even Gail has experienced change: she

is able to stay up one hour longer than her younger brother, and

looks forward to a later deadline when she is older. Debra's mother

explains that "Debra has to go to bed by 9:00, or she is too tired

in the morning to get up:" Debra concurs and says that she doesn't

have to be asleep at 9:00, but can listen to the radio for a while.

Heidi also says that "she has to go to bed by 9:30 or she can't wake

up for school." Her mother says that she is usually in bed by 8:30

because she gets tired. At another time Heidi indicated that she

goes to bed at 10:00. Neither the mother or daughter spoke in terms

of a bed time rule but rather emphasized tiredness or special occa-

sions as reasons for particular bedtimes. As parent and child

learn how much sleep the child needs, the parent moves into a role

of reminding the child what is necessary to function the next day.

Since the bedtime rule is based upon the sleep needs of the

adolescent, as these needs change the rule also changes or perhaps

bedtime is no longer regulated by a rule. Rather, the parent reminds

the child of the amount of sleep he/she needs. The bedtime rule may

therefore be seen also as an evolving limit on the adolescent over

which he/she gains control as he/she matures, needs less sleep, and

takes over responsibility far-his/her 'own schedule.

Looking back at the other rules cited by the children, however,
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we understand whY they are likely to remain parentally determined,

little influenced by the adolescents. The other 'rules have to do

with safety and decorum../ Tom's mother will not change the rule about

swimming because it is always dangerous to swim alone whatever one's

age. Gail's mother will not allow her to go out after school as

lona as her orotner is too young to remain by himself. The rules

about fighting with siblings, jumping on furniture, and ricking up

after one's self pertain to proper ways of treating persons and things

in our society, and have been told to the adolescents for many years.

Growing; older and more trustworthy does not mean that they will no

longer need to abide by these rules; if anything, the adolescents

will be expected to behave more properly, since increasing maturity

is not an argument for acting without concern for the safety and

integrity of other persons and objects. The rules that we have been

talking about therefore may be regarded as codified standards of

mature behavior, through which parents seek to foster particular qual-

-
ities in their childreiThey are another means by which parents

may influence_their adolescents.

.-
--Parents also attempt to influence the qualities their children

develop through their decision-making. Some of the parents' decisions focus

on the responsible use of4oney.. They decide whether to buy the adolescent

something that he/she wants, and decide whether to pay for it or have

the adolescent use his/her own money.

Debra tells us that:

She can only spend her own money with her mother's approval.

For example, *he wanted a silk blouse and her mother would not

buy it for her, so if she wanted it she had to pay for it her-

self. But she could not get it because her mother said that

she would still have to pay the dry cleaning

Debra exemplifies a general rule in the families that the.adolescent
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may use his or her own money to buy something the parent will not

buy, but only with the parent's approval. Here Debra's mother withholds

permission because she does not want a large expense cleaning the

new clothing. Debra's parents generally allow her to get what she wants,

"but it depended on how much it cost." Her parents have a sense of

what is reasonable for Debra to spend on any item.. These parents

.

are also interested in whether the items the adolescents want to buy

are reasonable and necessary. Lee tells of hOw he "and his brother

bought a plant, and his parents told them to take it back because

it cost too much and they didn't need it." Ellen states that she

can often get what she wants but:

She can't always have what she wants. Some things she has

to pay for herself, like her camera,
taperecorder, and a few

stuffed animals. Her father decides what to spend money on,

and if the thing she wants is reasonable and necessary she

can get it; if not, she has to pay from her bank account.

Fay reports that her mother will not let her get new jeans even though

hers are worn in the knees, because they are not worn enough. Her

parents also will not let her get roller shoes. In an observation of

Fay's younger brother trying to promote roller shoes we gain access to

the parents' thinkinv:

The brother tries to politely get, around his mother by asking

for new skates because his don't fit. She asks if he enlarged

them all the way and he says, "Yes", and she asks if Dad looked

at them. He says, "It is all the way, but dad didn't look at

it." She says, "If they are too small then you can get new ones."

The mother will not let either child buy new skates until the old ones

are completely outgrown. In addition, they may not have roller shoes

presumably because unlike the old type they are easily outgrown in a

year. In all of these examples, the parent is trying to avoid wasting

money on something that is unnecessary, will be a continuing expense,

or is not a practical buy.



Beth reports a discussion between her father and her older

brother about spending money he had made on his job:

My father gets mad at my brothers. They work and today my
brother bought a TV with his two weeks pay. My father paid not
to, ):+ut he did. He said / don't want you spending your money
like that. He had already bought a new stereo. My older brother
is going to college and he's,going to need his money. my parents
aren't going to give him any money to spend because they know
he has a job. It's not bad to buy things, but it's just that he
should stop spending his Money. He spends too much of it
and its really bad.

Beth's father wants his son to think of future financial needs and

not spend his money as he earns, it. Beth herself supports her father's

position. In their talk and through the decisions they make concerning

money the parents serVe as models for the adolescents in the appropriate

use of money. Beth's father seeks deliberately to.inflUence his ion's

spending habits, and does influence Beth's attitude. Steve's parents

more dly influence his spending habits by putting him on a budget'.

From the fieldnotes:

[Steve's parents told him that he would have to pay for his
lunch (out of his work delivering newspapers),, because they
couldn't afford it anymore. ... My mother will sometimes say

'Now Steve, remember your budget.' when I am deciding to go
som,..where, like the movies, and I have to pay for it.]

Whether the parents can in fact afford to pay for Steve's lunch, -by

making him iesponsible for paying for some of his needs they are teaching

him to be aware of the value of his money. This is possibly what is

f-

behind the parents' willingness to let the adolescents spend their

money on things that they really want but are unnecessary. In spending

their own supply of money, they may realize that there is a limit to

their resources. Parents' decisions to pay or not to pay to put the

child on a budget, and so forth, deliberately or not, soclalize the

adolescent into thinking about money as a scarce commodity.
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Thus, through their talk and decisions parents foster ceitain

qualities in their
adolescents and do not reinforce others, intentionally

or not. Independence in planning and carrying out one's activities,is

one such quality; responsibility
in the use of moneylis another.

a money sense and independence are not the only qualities the parents

encourage in their adolescents. Most or all of the parents also try

to influence various aspects of their children's social behavior.

Alice's mother discusses reducing hee gymnastics for a while *cecatise
P

it "limits her social life." She is never with
girlfriends and' only

socializes at school." Fay's mother won't let htr phone boys because

she "doesn't want her to be boi., crazy.:' Beth's mo:her "bugs her

about being overweight." Tom's mot!)er became All aggravated wi-n

her son for not offerng Ithe researcherti any strawberries hen te

helped himself. The son replied, "He's'been 1.eare six times already.

He's not a guest." Fay's mather won't let Fay's brother swim at a

neighbor's house again becadse "we don't ,want,to wear out our welcome."

Jack was told by his mother 'that "it isn't right tO bring the inv:.ta-

tions next door. They should be mailed." As these exkmples show,

parents seek to induce their adolescents to develop appropriate

social relations and etiquette.

Through rule-making,
rule-enforcing, and decision-maXi:. tnt

patents foster a wide range of quAlities in their ohildren.

discussed three that seem especially common: independenc..e, respznzit1-.

with money, and interpersonal skills. A final area in whi:n most

parents attempt to direct the Adolescents, and which figures From-

inently in parent-child conflicts, is that of task-completion. Here

do not mean responsibility for
self-care, which was discussed earlier.
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We refer to the fact that the adolescent's life includes various tasks

which. he/she is expected to Perform. Some of these tasks are oblig-

atory, like scnool, Hebrew School, and chores. Some the youngster

chooses like partioipating ir a class play or volunteering to be in

tnis study. In eitiease, the adolescent usually must complete

these tasks or components of them, according to some criteria. In

coserving parent-child interactions and listening to the adolescents'

rel.crts, we learned tnat most parents mus: devote considerable energy

ting te children to ccmplete these taske.

's motner and Fay herself insist that sne always "fsh

'er she .tarts." When she commits nereself to a pro:ect or activity,

7'.arent3 an4 3:E expect ner to carry throuch with whatever tnat

Th..is Fay responded wnen asked how she felt about

extendin: fiel-work throch the summer, "I want to see this

tnng all tne way to :he end. Whatever it involves I will"db." The

vale of finishin3 what one starts nes been transmitted to Fay.

of accomplishing one's tasks is a ma:or theme in Ron's

his parents. Ron says that they "feel mcst dis-

all,nte in nim wnen be doesn't complete a particular chore that tn.-

nave do:"

Ht expe,7ts his mother to harp at him, r.2c you have ysur homework

&Le? Do you have your bar mitzvah training done? Gc do the

stapling.' He figures he wi1 get it done, but they are con-
stantly buggtzg him atout wh4ther it is done at this time.

stility for task completion .nvolves not simply getting something

dcre " getting it done by a particular time. Ron's parents, and others

45 seer to trus t. e adolescents ability to pace themselves

rretly. Thus the parents constantly monitor and demand that the

, finished.
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They do this monitoring in the same manner, as they monitor

the adolescents' schedules and lesser obligations. Alice's mother

speaks of this in terms of her:responsibility as a,parent:

Alice's mother said that she was never organized. I commented

on how organized she was now. She said that she had to work at it.

Her mother had never organized thihgs for her or remeMbered

things for her, so she Tfias always going to school without her

homework or lunch or something until she was 25 and got herself

organized. She had voWed that her kids wouldn't be that way,

so she remembers things for Alice and keeps track of her

activities.

This mother sees acting as an organizer and reminder for her daughter

as part of her obligations as a parent. She'therefore keeps track

of the school work and other activities Alice has, inquires whether

Alice has accomplished them, and reminds her when requirements are

due and to deliver them on time. The parent in the role of reminder

and organizer is a consistent theme in the adolescent's relationship

.

with the parent, for the parent takes responsibility for keeping tract

of the adolescent's dates and activities, for calling attention to how

much sleep the youngster needs and the time of day it now is, for

reminding them about homework and other chores that need.to be done,

etc. They do not expect the adolescents to organize and remind them-

selves about their commitments.

But we must distinguish reminders to the 'adolescents that

something is due or upcoming from similar verbalizations which are

attempts to stimulate the adolescent to get a task completed. Ellen

and Debra state that they "can't tell their mothers that they have

a report, because they bug them every moment about whether it is dona"

There is a difference between informing a child that something is due

on a particular date or a chore to be done at a,particular time,

and continuously "nagging" the child until it is accomplished. Ron's

parents-"bug" him continuottisly about completing chores such that he
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calls them "pests." Ellen, in speaking about her father's behavior

surrounding chores, states:

He says, 'Go feed the dogs!' and you say 'No.' 'Go feed the
dogs!' and you keep saying 'No.' 'Go feed the dogs!' and you go and
you go feed the dogs. Then he'll give me this whole big thing
about how he has to do everything, all my jobs, and I tell him
he never gives me allowance anyway. He says she has to do
the dishes and take out the garbage... 'Do your homework! Can't I
just sit here for five minutes? No! You'll never get it done.Go!'

Ellen's father believes that Ellen will fail to complete her chores

on time, and that she will never finish them, and that he will end

up doing her assigned obligations. Unlike school work which has a

due date and a poor grade as a consequence of poor performance, the

deadline for many chores shifts according to parents' ideas of

when the task ought to be done and their notions of cleanliness.

Unable to wait for Ellen to do her jobs, the father does them and

is angry. He seeks to induce his daughter to reform by yelling at

her.

Beth, imitating her mother's reaction to Beth's failure to

clean her room, says, "You should have cleaned up your room, but you

didn't. Now we have to go clean up your room for you. That wasn't

responsible." Beth's parents determined that Beth's room is dirty

and order her to clean it but Beth may not have felt that her room

needed attention. Chores frequently involve doing something at a time

the parents determine it should be done with which judgement the

teenager may not concur. Conflict between them often ensues.

Lmplicit in the examples cited.thus far is the assumption by the

adolescents that they should be the ones to decide when to clean their

rooms, feed the dogs, or execute the chores assigned to them and

which they classify as appropriate. Additional conflict arises when
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the parents determine that the child should do something and the

child does not see it as an appropriate responsibility. We haVe

already seen that boys regard household chores as the domain of the

mother, and not as legitimate parts of their responsibilities. They

may help out their mothers to be nice, but not because they feel they

ought to assist around the. house. One mother reports that she asked

her son to set the table. She says, "because I am busy, he gives

me a 'bunch of backtalk. He says, "No, I don't want to do it. I

did it two years ago! It's just easier to do it myself than to ask

him." Jack's mother asked Jack to look after the roast in the oven

and began giving him instructions.
Seeing that he was not listening

she asked, "Are you going to do this?" "No," he replied. "Then I'll

do it-later," the mother says. The boys do not see domestic chores

as legitimate
obligations and thus refuse to perform them if they

want to. Apparently most of the mothers also do not see help around

the house as a bonafide responsibility
for boys and tnus do not

attempt to enforce compliance. Tom and his mother, on the other hand,

disagree as to what his responsibilities are:

Tom said that conflicts with his mom focus most often on doing

the vacuuming. She says he does the vacuuming half-assed.

He is supposed to vacuum the: one rug in the den once a day.

He said sometimes she wants-me to do it while I am playing

with my friends. One time Tom just ignored her and didn't

come in. At dinner she said they were still fighting about

it and when she asked him to clear the dishes he refused and

went up to his room. She followed and yelled at him and then

pulled his hair and he yelled back at her. At this point his

father came in and said the he shouldn't talk back to his mom.

Tom's mother has given him a daily chore which he does not want to

do. He does not even indicate like Ron that he is willing to do it

at a time chosen by himserf. One has the impression that Tom does not

see the job. as a legitimate assignment. Tom's mother, on the other hand,
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does think that Tom should do this chore, and is caught in conflict

with him as she tries to force him to accomplish it. The parent,

in pressing the child to carry out certain duties, is attempting to teach

responsibility for task completion as well as acceptable levels of

cleanliness. But first the child must accept the assigned tasks as

part of his/her responsibilities as appropriate to his/her age, sex,

and roie in the family.

If the parent does not wait for the adolescent to do a chore,

or if the parent cannot convince the adolescent that a. task is sop-

rocriate from him or her to do, the parent may end uo being the person

who does it. Parents therefore become involved in influencing their

adolescents to complete their work in a third way, discipline. Through .

various techniques, the parents of the seventh graders seek to influence

them to emit particular behaviors. One of the most difficult chall-

enges for a parent is to get a child to do something against his/her

will. Whereas through negative sanctions a parent can often stop an

adolescent from doing something, applying positive rewards to produce

desired behavior is mUch more difficult.

We have already noted the extensive reasoning that parents

engaye in to justify their decisions. The adolescents argue with

their parents about these decisions but do not seriously object tc what-

ever their parents finally decide about an issue. But with respect

to chores and the techniques parents use to induce them to perform,

all of the adolescents frequently experience anger and resentment.

It is therefore interesting to note that reasoning is used minimally

to assure the completion of chores. The major means of accomplishing

rf this is to "nag," "hassle," and "pester" the adolescents continuously.

These continuing reminders irritate the adolescent so that eventually
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he/she may do the task to end the "bugging.'"

When nagging is not effective the parents often resort to

yelling, as did Ellen's father. Eljen suggests that when her father

yelis loud and long enough she does her chores. Alice notes that

"when her mother yells, she has to dc it and she doesn't yell back."

Beth says that she does what she is' asked because otherwise her dad

yells. When he yells, you don t want to be in the room. Tom's

mother also nags and yells but he ignores her and does not comply:.

Her yelling may then escalate into hair-pulling. Another mother

threatens to hit her children and occasionally does hit them for

lack of compliance. Finally the parents may utilize more aversive

r.

means than this. Fay reports that "I have to clean my room or my

mother throws out all my things that are on the floor." Beth

emphasizes now she cleans her roan because once "her dad came in and

ripped all the sheets off of the bed and dumped all the drawers on the

floor, and left it like that for me to clean up." Neither girl wanted

that to happen again and became more compliant when nagged and yelled

at.
0

To attain chore compliance the parents use various forms of

threatened and imposed negative consequences to induce the adolescents

to act. Paul's mother is an exception; she said she no longer tries

to get Paul to help around the house because she does not believe in

hitting or sending him to his room for lack of compliance. Except in

the areas of chores and serious rule-breaXing, negative consequences

are not often used by the parents. Beth states that she "doesn't get

punished unless I do something really, really, really, bad!" ThiS was

the sentiment of the majority of the'adolescents. Doing something

really bad usually means not calling or coming home when required, for

which the consequence may be grounding, loss of TV, or extra housework.
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Causing the parent to worry, and endangering one's self, are the causes

of these more serious punishments. But they occur very infrequently,

and the adolescents do not see their parents as punishing.

Some of the parents express their expectations that the youngsters

show increased maturity and responsibility by commenting, as Beth's and

Gail's mothers do, on the girls "not being too responsible" about cleaning

their rooms. Insofar as the adolescents want to feel more mature and

responsible this may induce them to accomplish their tasks. But Beth's

parents also pair negative consequences with this appeal. Debra's mother

required her to write apology notes for causing her mother to worry when

she did not chone after school to say where she was going. With such

strategies the parents direct the adolescents to reasons for a rule and

for the punishments that occur if it'is broken.

Whereas reasons usually are given to helo an adolescent accept

and understand a parental decision, various negative consequences are

most often threatened or used to enforce adherence to rules, such as

chores and checking in after school. Even Heidi, who generally does do

her chores, understands the implicit threat in the statement that, if

she wants to have horses, she has to take care of them. But the use

of negative consequences does, not ensure the completion Of tasks. The

parents are still left to nag and yell to get the chores done. At the

very least, they must remind often. The adolescents do not spontaneously

take responsibility for organizing themselves so as to create time to

do their chores. We understand this in part as a consequence of the

adolescents not seeing chores as a legitimate part of their lives, in

addition to competing with more interesting things like being with friends.

We also recall that the adolescents take little responsibility for organizing

their lives; it is not surprising that chores are not routinely included
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in their schedules. Lastly, we hypothesize that lacking valid reasons

as to why they should do chores, the teenagers do not seek to become more

reliable task-completers in this area.

In general, however, the adolescents accept their parents' decisions

and with nagging eventually-do their tasks and conform to other rules.

Why clo they do so? Running throughout the discussion in this chapter

is the theme of the adolescents' quest for greater self-responsibility.

They are interested in feeling and being treated as more mature and grown-

up, and being free to do what one wishes is part of this maturity, in

their eyes, at least. However, the parents see increasing maturity in

other terms, as including involvement and reliability in the performance

cf useful tasks. Carol, however, points to a third and often overlooked

correlate of maturity. In discussing her father's possible reaction

to swearing in the house she says:

She would get some kind of punishment like not watching TV. The

fieldworker asked if, that would be a big loss to her. She,said,

'No, it's not that bad, but I like to watch TV. And then I wouldn't

do it again."Because you don't want to lose TV?"No,' she

said, 'I just wouldn't do it again because being punished embarrasses

me.'

For Carol, embarrassment rather than pUnishment is the negative consequence

that causes her to obey in the future. The potency of the embarrassment

stems from the association between being punished and being treated like

a child. She does not want to be treated like, or to think of-herself,

as a baby, and thus avoids situations which might produce this embarrassment

in the future. Implicit in Carol's remark is the suggestion that parents

might deliberately associate chores with the responsibilities of maturity,

and thus gain a more positive and productive means of gaining compliance

than the use of negative consequences.
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Another motivation is revealed in Beth's statement of her reasons

for obeying her parents:

When he says,'Don't do it again,' I don't do it again...'cause
I don't like to disobey him because he's my father...Like, we're
close and if I ever disobeyed him then we wouldn't be that close
anymore...We're just really close.

All three forms of influence discussed--decision-making, the fostering

of qualities, 'and disciplining--take place within the overall context

of the parent-child relationship. Beth's parents use reasoning, appeals

to be responsible, and negative consequences, but she says she obeys

primarily to preserve the close relationship she enjoys with them. .511g,

feels that she would destroy this affiliation with her father if she

consistently disobeyed him. Fundamentally, parental influence is exercised

within the context of a cohesive relationship between parent and child.

Through it, the parent gains the.knowledge of necessary qualities to

foster in the child that helps them to make correct decisions about the

child's activities. But involvement also represents an aspect of the

cohesiveness of the relationship. If the adolescent sees that his parents

make reasonable decisions and also are involVed with and care about him/her,

the relationship with the patents is valuable. We must not underestimate

the force of this closeness in motivating adolescents to do as their

parents ask.

ly.nally, although the adolescents generally comply with their

parents' wishes and are greatly influenced by the parents, compliance

and influence are not unidirectional. As discussed earlier, through

their reasoning and their willingness to evidence responsible behavior,

the adolescents significantly affect their parents' decisions and the

nature of the housework and other activities the parents actually do.

The nature of this reciprocal influence process is discussed more fully above.
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F. Personal Development

In this section we will focus on the learning environments of seventh

graders, the social Contexts in which they acquire knowledge and skills.

We will examine both home and school environment, as well as other contexts

in which children acquire skills and knowledge, emphasizing particularly

the children's and parents' perception of school learning and performance,

and the conditions within the home which they see as fostering school

learning and performance. In addition, we will compare and contrast

the children's experiences of school learning and out-of-school learning.

We will deal directly with three of the four factors within the

Personal, Development domain of the HCQ: School Learning, Out-of-School

Learning, and Aspirations and 1denti4y. Maturity, the fourth variable

under Personal Development, was discussed in the previous section on

Relationships, in connection with parental influence. We will also examine

several factors from the SCQ which deal with students' perceptions of

their school, i.e., Learning Orienation, Expressiveness, and Influence

Distribution. Finally, we will discuss the children's understanding

of the overall school environment.

1. Students' and Parents' Attitudes Towards Learning and School Performano2

In this section we focus on the students' perception of the

relative importance of grades and learning, and their evaluation of the

meaningfulness and usefulness of what they are learning and of doing

well in school. We also discuss parents'
expectations for their children's

performance in school. This discussion relates to the School Climate

factor, Learning Oriedtation and to the Home Climate factors, Aspirations

and Identity. Finally, we compare and contrast the children's experience

of School learning and out-of-school learning.
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What is the meaning of school learning to a seventh grader?

Several of the items on the School Climate Questionnaire concerning the

learning orientation of the school provide access to this area of their

thinking. Ten of the Jewish students completed SCQ, at the fieldworkers'

request. Of them, eight agreed with the statement, "Students here care

more about good marks than what they'learn." A second related item

is "Learning is more important than marks in this school." Seven of

the students disagreed with this assertion. One of the three boys who

agrees witn the second statement justified his answer with, "The teachers

keep saying that, so it must be so." But does he himself really see

learning as the central task of school? When asked_why it is important

to work hard in school, he answered "Because it is imcortant to get good

grades." Thus, although he is one of the three who assert that learning

is more important than grades in his school, his answer to the item appears

to reflect the teachers' ideology more than his own perception. He, like

seven other students,appears to define the acquisition of good grades

as his primary task in school.

. Lee disagreed with the statement, "Learning is more important

than marks in this school," and agreed that "Students care more about

good marks than what they learn." Asked if this is also true for him,

since the question asks about students in general, he replied, "I don't

care what I learn, what counts is getting good marks." Comparing himself

with how he was two years ago, Lee observed that "I guess more pressure

has been put on me in school work...In fifth grade the teachers...don't

grade you...They just give reports on conduct and spelling and reading;

but there's no grades." He agreed that grades and pressure go together.

He receives pressure from his parents, "but not just from my parents;

from myself. I pressure myself to get good grades."
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Lee clearly experiences school in terms of demands on him to

do well. From his vantage point, getting good grades is the primary

task of school, rather than what is learned. Looking at the other students'

responses to the SCQ, we see that'most of thein agree with Lee.

Although Kevin indicate's that his teachers keep telling him

that "learning is more important than/good marks," a story Ellen related

suggests that teachers are one source of the students' attitudes towards

grades and learning. Ellen recalls one teacher for whom.she "did a lot

of work drawing animals for my project. He [the teacher] wanted to hang

them up. Then, instead of giving the pictures back to me, he threw them

out." Ellen said, ',Next time I traced the picuture instead of drawing

them, and still got art-A- From Ellens.pexspective, the teacher placed

a greater premium on the grade than on the work itself, for what he gave

back to Ellen was only the grade. The work itself was unimportant once

it had accrued a particular grade. Ellen seems to have learned that

her sense of the worth and value of the work she produces is unimportant

as long as the product meets her teacher's expectations. Discovering

she can trace the
pictures,and "still get an A," she decides that it

is not worth putting forth effort if with less of it the same grade can

be earned.

We did 'Aot systematically .explore the children's attitude towards '

their work in school, but several student cOmments and fortuitous observations

suggest that the attitudes Ellen reveals here are shared by other students.

Ron once had.to go to the library to look up material on a European country's

chief industries, climate, and geography, from two references. In the

library he examined the Encyclopedia Britannica's description-of France,

but decided that it contained too much material. He then looked at the

section on France in the World Book,, decided that there'was just -the
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right amount of material, xeroxed it because he wanted to work on it

later,/and indicated that he was finished. He told the fieldworker that

he was just gding to write down the name of a second encyclopedia at

the libraryand submit that with his assignment.

/-
Ron did this task to the extent he felt required to ge4a satisfactory

grade. Believing that he would,gain nothing (grade-wise) from a second

reference.he obtained all of his material from one, and copied the name

of a second. Ron could also have used other source books, but this would

have involved abstracting more material. Ron felt that it was unnecessary

to provide a detailed report for this assignment. He did all he thought

reired to Tet a satisfactory grade, and no more.

We suspect that for Ron this task had no intrinsic significance

as a learning task. He did not seem to see it as an opportunity to learn

about ahother country, arid showed no interest in the material he was

collecting. Rather he was oriented to what the teacher required to assign

an acceptable grade.

Ron's and Ellen's attitudes are similar. Bd,th are oriented

towards:the teacher's requirements for a satisfactory grade, and neither

is guided by a personal sense of accomplishment. Ellen felt a sense

of accomplishment in the work she gave her teacher for the first project,

"but the pride she originally felt was undermined by the teacher's insensit: _

Similarly, Ron appeared uninterested in what he could learn through the

task he had been given.

Tom, the second of three students who indicated that "learninr

is more important than grades," nevertheless reveals a similar attitude

ibwards,schoolwork. One afternoon one of Tom's friends mentioned an

extra-credit task they were supposed to hand in the next day. Apparently
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three boys (Tom and two of his friends) had completed their work and

asked.the teacher if there was other work that they could turn in.

gave this extra-credit assignment. All of the boys agreed that the extra-

credit was "kind of dumb;" but Tom added, "Who cares, as long di we get

the extra-credit." For Tom and his friends the meaningfulness of the

assignment itself was irrelevant. The sole value of the task lay in

4

its potential for extra-credit.

These students' comments and behavior suggest more ci.mplex

interpretations of the two items on the SW with which we began. What

ices it mean when youngsters agree that "Studentr. :are about

marks.than about what 'they learn," and 1.1.agree thit. "LeArT.ini 13 rcre

::*crtant than grades?" We usr.ect that these l_ems

wc possIble orientations tswa and learhInq the

hani, school work Is seen an t;p1.,crtuhity t-) :earn, It- and _n4n4e.

:n the other, school work is a task to n rier t irri

7r3de. El:en, ?on, and Tcm all

to earn grades. The students' resrionse

the Itudents define school wrrk lrly.

or

t

As "kind .of izc " then the gra that ..,an ,1Z:",+

the 7.nly reason for doing them.

Piul, the third of r.he three students *,hat ar-r

Is more mcrart than grades, fe

71assmate5. Paul said, ".:nlike mr.st t the :;ther

cut of y way t o more than requirel,...1.ke tne Fr:-e- :

ricr.:Ial studies." Referring to

',:c1)nies, Paul indv.ates that he ani

They are thinkg of



will do something like the Boston Tea Party." "But," he says, "Who would

do something on colonial coins?"

Paul did not select the.project on colonial coins simply for

its originality. He is an avid coin collector. He sees this assignment
4

as an opportunity to learn more about colonial coins, and thus is able

to give personal meaning to the task the teacher assigned. He regards

it as an opportunity through which he can expand his knowledge about

coins. But to what extent do the students in general see what they are

learning in school as worthwhile and meaningful? Do the students' answers

that learning is less important than grades reflect feelings that what

they are learning lacks personal meaning?

Various comments the students made regarding school suggest

that many of them do perceive school learning as meaningless. Asked

what is most important about school, Fay and Gail first reply, "It's

boring." After that they mention "Being able to go to college." Tom,

asked about schoolwork, said it is boring and "I have better things to

do with my time than go to school:" Ron similarly says, "I would rather

be doing othey things than going to classes; I have better things to.

do with my time." Kevin told us that things get pretty boring during

the summer, asked if he feels like getting back to school after the summer

he says, "No way...School is bad 'for your health! It could rot out

your brains," because "They don't teach you anything useful in school."

Kevin also suggests that school-would be more meaningful for him if he

could learn something useful there, stiCh as "learning about the law,"

since he wants to be a lawyer., Kevin hopes for some connection between

what he is learning now and what he will become. He cannot see that connection.

Paul expresses a similar feeling, saying:
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I can!:t imagine what I'm going to be doing, as a job, as a

career. Maybe school is just a waste. We learn so much

that we forget. I can't really remember what I learned

last year. So much of what I learned seems to have been

forgotten. What is the point in learning it? I am just

going to forget it. What is the purpose in this? What

good is it going to do me? It is just going to-be forgotten.

These students define the meaning of education in terms of

preparation for the future, but they cannot divine the connection between

present school and future work! As Paul notes, so much of what he is'

learning seems destineeto be forgotten. And since he doesn't have-any

idea what he wants to become, he is left wondering, "What is the purpose

in this? What good is it going to do me?" On the SCQ eight out of ten

students did not agree that "This school does well in preparing students

for a job," and six rejected the-notion that "This school does well in

preparing for college." Yet eight of the ten also dismiss the idea that

"No one in this school thinks that the work is very important.". The

students see school as important. When asked what is important about

it, they focus on the connection betWeSn.schooling and the future. Fay

and Gail believe school is important to get into college. Heidi says

"School is important because if you want to be a doctor or something,

you have to get an education." Tom says, "Doing well means a lot to

.me because doing well now will lead to success in getting into college."

Steve notes that if he doesn't do well, he-won't be able to go to the

Air Force Academy as he wantt.

These students do not focut primarily on what they ard learning

and its future usefulness. Rather, they connect their current performance

with getting into college. They believe if they do well they will be

able to get into college, and they see collede in turn as necessary to

pursue a career. However, what they are doing on a day-to-day basis
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is not meaningful; the skills and knowledge they are acquiring do not

make: sense to them as skills and knowledge worthwhile to learn; they

are unable to differentiate between what is important*to know and what

is unimportant. Thus, many adopt Lee's attitude of "I dan't care what

I learn. What counts is getting good marks."

Given the emphasis the students place on good marks, it is

not surprising that most of them see themselves as trying hard in. school.

Only one girl, Debra, indicates that she does not try very hard in school,

a posture in marked contrast to the attitudes of the others. When Debra

received several C's on her report card, her mother asked Debra if she

cared. Debra replied, "Nal...You don't want me to be different do you?

C is an average grade and what is wrong with being average?" Debra's

mother did not respond, but her expression showed that she was disgusted

_with Debra's attitude.

The reactions of most of the students and their parents reveal

that C is not an acceptable grade and in general all strive to do better

than C work. However, on7.y two of them, Gail and Beth, did not receive

any C's during the entire seventh grade year. Gail's response to Fay's

C in Spanish was, "I wouldn't like it ,.71 got a C. I'd work harder
A

Li that course." Beth expressed a similar aititude. When asked "Is

it important to you not to get any C's?" She replied, "Yeah, because

then I get Honor Roll." Reactions of the students to C grades varied

depending on the course in which they receive the grade. Three students

received a C only in Spanish, which generally they attribute to a lack

of effort. For example, Kevin by request rated how hard he tries in

school on a five-point scale. He replied, "A 4.5 except in Spanish,

where I try about a 3." After Fay received two A's, three B's and a C
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in Spanish, -she said, "I was concentrating on my B grade, which had

been a B- and I brought it up." She added, "Spanish isn't very important."

Paul saia about his C in Spanish, "I don't care as much about Spanish...I

don't seem to be putting in the same time with it as / do with other

subjects.". The students indicate that they see Spanish as different,

as less important than their other grades. They do not feel distressed

by a'C in that class since they aren't trying as hard. But they imply

that they are striving for at least B's in all of their-other subjects.

Tom received one C- during the entire year:

He said he got the C- because he had transferred from one class

to another and had missed the first major test. His teacher

gave him a zero for the test and only later discovered her

mistake. When ,he received the C- and others saw the grade,

the word got around very fast and he felt embarrassed. He

felt that he had disappointed his parents. When he came home

last year with a C, his dad told him that if he got all C's

he'd end up nothing more than a garbage man. That, he saidg
kind of 'bummed him off.' He said his Parents got all A's -4

in school and expect A's and B's from him. He says he puts

a great deal of effort into doing well in school. Doing well

means a lot to him because if he does-well this year he can

be put into the high group next year and being in the high

group next year means he can be in the high group ^the year

after. It is basically this type of streaming that he sees

as motivation for doing well in school, because it will lead

to success in getting into college. He said,half-kiddingly,

but elsO half-seribusly, that ha-would-like to go to-Harvard

or Yale.

Tom's attitude is intertwined witlikhis parents' attitudes towards performance.

He sees his parents as expecting all A's and B's and is sensitive to

disappointing them..

Several of the other students referred to their parents' reactions

in describing their own feelings about C grades. Ellen received 3 A's,

3 B's, and a C in math. When asked about her grades she-replied, "The

C's'ere no good according to, my parents. My mother thinks of Fie as an

A student and so thinks a B isn't good. She was upset about the C in

math although I always get C's in math. But / got a B last term so mom
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expected more from me." Alice, who feels that she is overall a B student,
OM,

received two C's one terth. She felt that the C's were not good and she

said She wanted to pull them up to a B. Her parents did not get mad

at her because of the C's but they "seemed to be hovering abouti asking

about homework' more. "

When Steve received two C's and the rest B's, his parents told

him that they know his aspirations are for college and a career, and'

that he should understand that he will have to do better in school if

he wants to achieve those goals he has set for himself. He feels that

his parents would like him to.get A's and B's if not all A's. He himself

wants to do better in school. Lee received a C- in science because he

failed to complete two homework assignments. He focused on the reactions

Of his parents, who told him "It's one thing to not do well on a test

after you've triedeand studied, but you shouldn't do poorly in a course

just because you don't complete the assignments." Lee reported feeling

pressure from.his parents to do well in school, but, he added, "not just

from my parents, but from myself. I pressure myself to get good grades."

Carol also received a C in science after not completing a couple

of assignments. When asked about her parents' reactidn to this report

card, Carol reported, "My mother was mad because I was missing the assignments,

but she wasn't because of the grade." Carol indicates tha't what is important

to her mother is, "if Itry."

Beth commenting on her B in science notes:

I went down two whole grades. I had an A-; I went down to

a B. But they didn't mind because they know I don't like science.

I hate science...They know I try hard and they don't really

mind, as long as I don't bring home any C's. (Did they say

you can't get any C's?) Oh, no! They understand...Last year...

I cjot a C+ [in French] and they said 'We don't mind about French,

because we know you don't like it, and we know you tried hard.'

So they don't mind. (So, then how come you say it's not okay
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with them if you get a C?) , Well, they're upset, but not upset-

upset. Just upset that I got a C.

Beth explained that her grades are important to Her parents so "I can

get into a good college and get into a'good profession."

Ron recelyed a B+ in Math and C's in his other cour s.'

iRon said he didn't like what the received. He felt so that

he deserved higher grades in math and in scienoe. He didn't

know why he received the grades that he did...He felt that

he could do better, but because he is in the high level classes,

the'work is harder. He felt he deserved the C he received

in social studies, but said,that the teacher is boring and

he falls asleep in class.

When asked wiat his parents thought of his report card, Ron

said that he hadn't shown it to his mother for a week until

the end of the spring vacation. He said that that worked out

because his mother was more upset about not having been shown

the report card than about his grades...He said he didn't mention

his grades to his dad...Apparently he had been quite upset

about the last report card and this orAw-was worse.

Clearly Ron feels that coming home with a report card that is primarily

C's is totally unacceptable to his parents, to the extent that he tries

to conceal it from them.

Overall, almost all of the students strive to obtain at least

grades. Their attitudes towards C grades appeaF to be strongly influenced

by their parents' attitudes on the subject. Many parents appear.to expect

B grades or better from their children. However, when their children

fail to obtain at least a B in a course they communicate their dissatisfaction

by focusing on the child's effort rather than on the grade itself. They

communicate that they expect the child to try hard in school and that

they are disappointed in the youngster when he/she does poorly if the

reason is that he/she did not try hard enough.

Comments from a couple of parents suggest that parents perceive

their expectation that their chldren receive at least B grades as a reasonable

demand that does not place undue pressure on the youths. Paul's mother
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notes that phe feels she "wasn't pushing Paul,because he has a lot going

for himand has the ability to become something as long as he works for

it. If he hadn't the ability I wouldn't encourage him do. 'That

would be pushing him."

Gail's mother indicates that althoul, Gail receives all A's

and B's in school she sees her daughter as "an average student who works

hard." "An average student," Gail's mother continues, "is one who can

. handrEit material for her grade." Implied.in her comments is the

belief that an average student will receive A's and B's as long as they

try hard. The reactions of Lee's, Carol's, and Beth's parents to their

children's C's, together with Paul's and Gail's mothers' comments, indicate

that the parents press their children to.try hard in school. Implicit

in their emphasis on effort is the message that if you try hard you will

receive at least B's in your school work.

/n summary, we have seen that the students in our sample stress

doing well in school in terms of grades, over what they are learning.

They do not appear to experience much of what they are learning as meaningful

or important to learn. But they recognize that it is important to do

well in school, associrting performance in seventh grade with future

sUccess. As a consequence, almost all of the students strive to obtain

at least B grades. The students' attitude towards school performance

appear to be strongly'influenced by their parents' expectations. Many

of the parents anticipate at least B grades from their children in all

subjects.

2. Students' Experience of School

Thus far we have discussed the adolescents' attitudes toward

grades and learning. But the children's experience of school also includes
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what happens in the classroom. -Since we were unable to observe the children

in that setting, we tried to encourage them to articulate- their perceptions

of school. They found it difficult to convey a full sense of what happens

in the classroom, however. By and large we could only get them to focus

on what they found most and least enjoyable about school. We recognize

in retrospect that our ability to talk in much greater depth with the

students about their experiences of home relationships originated, in

part, in the fact that we also observed them in their homes. By using

the observations we could focus the children's conversations with us on

a much wider range of experiences.

Through focusing on what the students found most and least
"

enjoyable, interesting, satisfying about the classroom we were able to identify

one particular dimension of classroom instruction that is particularly

significant for the children's experience of school. Betfi observes that

certain courses are interesting and others boring:

Fieldworker: Why is English more interesting than history?

Beth: In English we do grammar and staff like that. We do different

things. We don't just do the same thing everyday. Social

studies is the same thing. He gives notes and we take notes, we

see films, we do all this stuff, and, its really boring.

Fieldworker: And what about math? What makes math interesting?

Beth: I just like it. I usually get it.

Fieldworker: You like to get the problem right?

Beth: Yes.

Fieldworker: So, how come science can't be interesting?

Beth: It's really boring. We never do games of stuff like that.
We just work, work, and more work.

Fieldworker: Well, what's work? What would be a game hs opposed to work?

Beth: We have to take notes, take tests, more notes, do worksheets,
get homework. It's really a pain.
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Carol also seeks to distinguish teachers who are interesting

and boring. She explains.

Teachers that I like make learning better and_ more interesting.
Teachers I don't like just give it to you and say take this down
as notes and make,it boring. The good teachers will x.eally get
you involved. They will give you a variety of things pertaining
to the subject...The main thing that makes a good teacher is

"that they havd alot of different things for you to do...There
is something to work on. but it would be a little more than what
we can do.

Lee spoke of a couple of teachers that he liked who let "you teach everything:"

Others don't give ylu a chance...They don't let you try to explain
what they mean that once happened to you or how you understood
what they said. The don't let the kids try to relate to what
they are talking about.

Carol, Beth, and Lee refer to boring teachers in similar terms:

they require students only ro "take notes" and "don't let you try to explain

what they mean." Thus boredom may be understood as more than lack of"variety

in the learning process. All three students want to be involved in the ,

learning process, through either discussion or working on particular tasks.

They suggest that they do not enjoy,education when they experience it as

a process through which they are supposed to absorb aWabstract information.

They are bored by lecturing, for which they must sit passively and take

notes. But they also dislike social studies and science in which they

are asked'only to locate and routinely process information that is printed

in the text. The students want to be involved in what they are learning

by solving problems, particularly somewhat challenging ones, Ind by.relating

the material to what they already understand,and knOw. They feel bored

when they see themselves only-acquiring information and doing nothing with

it.
7111'

The experience of involvement that students look forl>in school

is a consistent dimension of their out-of-school learning activities. Most
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are engaged in some type of extra-curricular activity in addition to Hebrew

School. Paul is learning about coins, as well as American history; through

his coin collecting. Steve A-interested in ships and pl.sanes throughout

'history; Ile reads about ships and planes and Constructs models of them.

Ron is learning to fix the motor on his motorhike and how to ride more
,

powerfulJaikes. Gail, Fay, and Tom are learning to play musical instrum,nts.s

Heidi is learning to ride, jump, and show horses. Both Alice ant, tm

lesser degree, Beth are involved in gymnastics. Several of oys are

coached in sports through their membership on organized teami.

Each of these out-of-school learning activities entails a great

deal.of continuing physical involvement by the adolescent. Each involves

the adolescent in doing something physical to activate his/her interest

area. Sports and music require physical movement and skill to accomplish

the sport or create the music. Even model-building and coin-collecting

have concrete physical actions associated with them. Further, the actions

the adolescent takes determine the outcome of the task he/she doing,
20.

whether this is making a long jump, playing a game, creating a model, or

buying for a coin collection. The-hobbies both physically anf meRtally

engage the adolescent in a task; the youngster's activities have visible

consequences. It is this lack of physical and mental involvement and of

clear-ccnsequences, that the adolescents point to in the subjects at school

that they enjoy least. 1.

What we point-to here goes beyond involvement and to the results

\of that involvement. Through ms o t out-of-school activities the adolescents

Can haI impact and see the results of their skilip4evelopment and learning.

In all of the "hobbies," beCause they are so dominated by skills, the adolescents

can see and feel themselves growing and changing and'developing., /mproving

one's batting average, leaping further than one could before, jumping a
'y
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higher hurdle,vlaying a harder musical piece oran old piece better, fixing

a motor one could not/fix before, etc., are all obseryable honcrete Manifesta-

tions of a person's development over.time. Even coin collecting can provide

the adolescent with a sense of development. Paul notes:

Right now he is trying-to collect one ctin of all the major
types of coins minted in the United States since the-establish-,
ment of the Republic. .He goes to two coin.shows a yedr. Before
going he checks over his coin books, iurveying what he has, and

.

makes a Oecision as to which coin he wants and how much he should
spend for said that the collection began with some.,coins
that his father had in an old collection, but he has done the
primary job of building the collection.

Paul may not experience himself developing, but he experiences his collection

eja...uilding and growing.

The adolescents' immediate sense of either himselt or of sofiething

else developing through his involvement points to a significant difference

between'out-of-school and in-school learning from the Perspective of these

youngsters. Observing Heidi during a riding lesson, we noted;

The teacher describes everything that the girls' bodies should
be doingil how it should feel, why this is the right thing to
do to coMmunicate with the horse...Beceuse form and making the
horse dO what you want is seeable and something'that can be worked
on in small parts, you are able to see your pf6gress concretely
and do well...Also, the teacher gives signs the whole time of
what is eApected'at this level of performance. For example,-
he says that he expects all of the Morning class, the advanced
class, to get into a frame, but only a few of this class.

The difference between learning this dkill and the learning the child does

in school is that the dkill Heidi is acquiring is broken down into small

units that Heidi acquires sequentially. She can, therefore, experience

herself developing increasing mastery. Similarly, Alice in her gymnastic

lessonstspins a sense of increasing mastery as she progresses through sequen-
.

tially and hierarchically arranged skill'levels. But it is not only through

formal lessons that the teenager may gain this sense of increasing mastery.

Ron's brother helps Ron to learn how to fix his motorbike. Ron wants
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to buy a larger bike, but.his mother insists that he must master fixing

the one e has now befOre buying a new one. ''Ron thus seeerepairing A
/so\motor oE the smaller bike as part of a sequence that, if fol wed out,

will enable him to progress to a larger bike.

I

Thus in looking at the adolescentS' behavior in154t-of-school

ledrning settings which they self-select for interest we discern two aspects

'of the learning process that are important if the youngsters are Ito be

e.uthentical,ly engaged in it: involvement of the learner, and sequentially

arranged tasks. Unlike their out-of-school activities, many areas oE school

learning are not presented as sets of interacting and increasingly complex

problems that the adolescents'can solve, seriatim. Rather, the students
,

experience school as a bundle of tasks and tests which they must complete.

Especially in subjects such as social studies, science, and English (and

not math) the students experience each assignment and unit isolated from
V

the activities,that preceed it and that will follow it. In school, the

goal is to succeed. on each of these separate tasks, and unlike the components
dok

of out-of-school learning, many school tasks do not 'send messages to the

student about his/her own development and increasing competence. In addition,

most of the adolescents do not feel personally involved in many school

tasks. These circumstances.seem directly implicated in the students, categor-

ization of school activities as not meaningful, unimportant., and boring.

.0 3. School Tasks and Students' Use of Time

One Of the primary goals of this study is to identify factors

associated with ethnicity that contribute to school success. We.noted

in the last two sections that from the stuaents' percel5tion school confronts

them,with a-series of mostly boring tasks that they must perform to get

good grades. "Success" for each task is defined byythe assigning,teacher's
1
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definition of it. In order to understand what contributes to overall success

in school we must first establish the range of tasks with which students

must deal. Then we can begin to consider students' strategies for confronting
A/

-

these tasks, under what circumstances they change their tactics to try

to deal more successfully with the tasks, the directions in which they

change their behavior, and finally how students' relationships with their

parents aid or hinder their coping with school tasks.

The first set of tasks on which muoh school success is dependent

is tests and quizzes. One student, Tom, feels that tests are overemphasized

in evaluating student success. He said:

Grades only reflect test performance, but not class participation...
Up until sixth grade the report cards we got were fairer. These
report cards didn''t give,grades. Instead teachers wrote comments
about how students were doing...These comments gave a fuller
picture of how A student was doing.

From other students' comments we learn that other tasks like homework and

written classwork, are also incorporated into a teacher's evaluation. But

we gained the impression that test grades are the primary determinant of

student grades..

All of the students prepare for tests by studying for them during

a short period prior to the tests. The length of this period varies from

'student to student. Most appear to study only the night before'a test.

One student said, "I do a lot of studying during homeroom [the day of the

test] because I think.if you study it really soon then it's going to be

really fresh, as well as studying lhe night before a long time." Tom,

however; indicates' t his parents emphasized that "I shouldn't try to

cram .:tfle night before, but rather-prepare over a few days'period.'" He

said that in preparing for a, test, "I usually re-read the chapter a couple

of days before the test, then rewrite my notes, and then go over my notes."

Finally his mother quizzes him.
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Lee's study strategy differs from Tom's in more repsects than

the amount of time prior to the test that they study. Lee only goes over

his notes and does not re-read anything, since the teacher only tests what

he covers in class. He also7does not rewritehis notes or ask his mother

to quiz him. He believes that what you have to do is "really pound it

in." For Lee, the.primary strategy is to review, review, and 'review until

the material is deeply engrained in his memory; compared to Tom's more

active approach.

A couple of the other students also speak of their parents quizzing

them before a test. Lee's parents don't quiz him, but he has adopted a

strategy of quizzing himself. He says:

I just look at my notes, then I coVer-lomething, and I'll look

at a word, then I'll defihe it, you know, because that usually

is what the test is. Even if they are multiple choices, they're

really definitions; and essay questions are really definitions,

too.

Lee in these remarks points to one further aspect of a study strategy.

In conceiving of tests as essentially involving defintions, he re-structures

and organizes the material by the way he studies for it. This strategy

is thus different. from Jack's who in studying for a science test the night

'before the test spends only half an hour just re-reading his notes.

We begin to see in describing the students' strategies that studying

for a test iS a complex actiVity potentially involving a number of sub-

activities. nl of the students re-familiarize themselves with the material

shortly prior to the test. But some also practice retrieving material

by being asked questions or asking themselves questions. Others explicitly

(through re-writing notes) or.implicitly (through specifically studying

definitions) reorganize the material.that they are learning.

We cannot ,via our survey of the students' study strategies assess
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their relative effectiveness. Mostrof the youngsters in our sample are

relatively successful academically; eleven of the fifteen are primarily

B or A/B students. Jack, who spent a relatively short time just reviewing

his science notes, is a poor student in science (he received a D). It

seems reasonable to suggest that school success is related to the use of

effective test study strategies, but establishing the relationshiP between

school success and test study strategies will require further research.

In addition to studying for tests the children are required to complete

a broad range ofother tasks which parents, teachers, and students collectively

refer to as homework. Among the tasks we observed the youngsters doing,

or about which we were informed, are: math problems, answering questions

that required abstracting material from a text or other resource book;

preparing written and oral reports on a variety of topics; preparing posters

on different topic's; writing stories and plays; building a model bedroom;

reading literature. As we review the list we note that each of these tasks

makes a different demand on the children and requires the utilization of

different skills. Nevertheless, when parents and children refer to such

tasks and/or to a student's success or failure performing them, they lump

them together under the term, "homework."

Paul's mother said, "Paul is extremely conscientious about doing

his homework. It's important to develop good study habits in junior high

school, so that they are second nature by the time he gets to high school."

Alice's mother declared that "Alice knows that she won't do well in school

unless ehe gets all of her homework done." On several occasions during

the first weeks of Alice's involvement in the study her mother expressed

concern that the study would interfere with her completing her homework. Tom,

referring.to learning contracts in social studies; which specify particular

levels of performance and amounts of work required for different grades,
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said, "/ usually set my-sights on the amount of work required for a B.

If I have more time left, then I do the rest of the work required for an

A." He said doing it this way helps him organize his time. Tom's mother,

on the other hand, said, "Tom doesn't know how to use his time well when

t
he is studying. When studying to memorize something he jumps up thinking

he knows his lines well."

Carol's parents were angry with her when she received a C+ in

one of her courses. Carol said they were not angry because of the grade,

b'ut because she had failed to turn in two homework assignments. Similarly,

Lee's parents were upset when he received a C- in science. He said, "It's

not the grade, it's the comments [on the report card] that kill Me. %Homework

not done'...My parents told me it's one thing if you don't do well on a

test after studying for it, but you shouldn't do poorly in a course just

because you don't.complete an assignment." Heidi showed her friend a model

bedroom that she had completed for home economics. Heidi said, "She gave

me a D for this. She said it showed no effort." "No effort," her friend

exclaimed, "I was here when you were spending all that time working on

it." Heidi also said she was late turning the assignment in.

A consistept theme runs through all of these comments concerning

homework. Each refers to the utilization of time and the completion of

tasks. Homework is not merely a variety of tasks imposed upon the child.e

It also requires that the student arrange to spend blocks of his/her time

on the work. Thus, success in school depends in part on the child's utilization

of time. Homework assignments and studying for tests both require that

the child utilize time in a particular way.

The demand placed on the child to utilize his time in a particular

way presents him/her with several interrelated challenges. First, the

students must decide when to do their homework. Paul's mother remarking
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on Paul's "conscientiousness," reported that Paul always does his homework

immediately after dinner. The decision regarding when to do homework is

potentially probleMatic for any child for it requires a choice between

'that activity and competing alternatives such as playing with friends or

watching television. Paul, in do4ng homework after dinner defines that

period as homewOrk.time. Several other students indicate that they start

their homework when they come home frpm school, if they do not have to

go to Hebrew School or another activity such as band practice. However,

most of the students wait until after dinner before beginning their homework.

Tom said that on days when he has Hebrew School or band practice he does

not start his homework until the time before he goes to bed around 9:00

p.m. Tom, however, appears to be the exception. Most of the studeritS

indicate that they do their homework early in the evening, before watching

television or engaging in another activity:

Second, the child must decide which homework to do and how much

time to devote to the various possibilities. These are the problems to

which Tom points when he explains that for learning contracts he sets his

sights on getting*,B, and if he has time he works for an A.. This is one

of his strategies for organizing his time. When Tom says that he sets

his sights on Obtaining a B, he is indicating that he agrees with the teacher .

to do a particular amount of work by a particular date. He implies that

he is not sure he can accomplish all the work required for an A during

the period of tithe available. However, he sees that as an option and tries

for the A if he has enough time. For Tom to receive an A or a B, he must

'obligate himself tb completing a certain amount of work over an extended

time period, and what portion of that work to finish on a particular day.

The learning contracts to which Tom refers give students discretion
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about when they will complete work to a far greater extent than is typical

in most classes. Steve is the only other studentlz refer to these learning

contracts. Asked about them, he says:

I like them. If you have a lot of time one night you can do

it then. Like, if you have a loi of homework in another class,

you don't have to -do the math homework. Our English teacher

tells us that there are certain pages and exercises which she

would want us to do and it,has to be done by the end of the week...

That way you try to get ahead. I did them all last night. She

just assigned them yesterday. So that's good. Now I'm ahead.

If she had assigned them night-by-night, I wouldn't have known

what to do next.

Steve indicates that-he likes the learning contracts because he is able

to organize his own schedule to work'on these tasks. ge can modulate how

much time he spends on them-according to how much other work he has. Tom

and Steve are both in one of the highest groups academically in their Schools.

The sc001.'s decision to provide students with a large aMount of discretion

and responsihility for structuring their own time is probably related to

the academic achievements of the students who have received it.

Learning contracts place different demands on students to structure

how they utilize their homework time than the assignments most of the students

normally confront. Most of these assignments are relatively short, for

submission the next day or two. In doing these the student has essentially

no discretion as to the use of time, for the teacher structures it entirely.

The only decision left to the student is when during the day to complete

this particular piece of work.

The experience of one student, Lee, points to a potential difficulty

stuaents have in organizing their time to complete assignments not due

the next day. Lee says that he failed to turn in a couple of assignments

in science because:

The way this' teacher works things is that if yoia don't complete

the assignment satisfactorily,'then you get the assignment back

and have to do it over...After you've done the assignment once,
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it is hard to get up for doing it again, and besides with no

due date I kept putting it off until it was too late.

Lee indicates that a due date helps to structure his time. When there

is a due date he can complete ari assignment. But without one, he does

not feel the needed pressure, which brought him to grief on this occasion.

Lee's experience is unusual in that teachers usually provide

students with due dates. But it also illustrates the students' difficulty

with bringing themselves to work on a task when the deadline for completing

it is left to their discretion. A couple of students imply that generally

they do not perceive themselves as having much control over the amount

of time they spend on a homework assignment. When Jack was asked,OrtiDw

much time do you put into your homework?" he replied, "Whatever time it

takes." Paul responded similarly to this question, saying, "It varies

from day to day. If I have five minutes [of homework] that's all the time

I spend on it, and if I have two hours [of homework] that's what I spend

on it." Thus the amount of homework due the next day generally determines

the amount of time the student spends on it.

But all of the students are also aSsigned reports, projects,

and books to read that are due one, two, or sometimes three weeks after

they are assigned. Although these reports, projects, and books have due

dates, compared to regular homework they allow the student greater discretion

regarding the utilization of time and place greater responsibility on him/her

for structuring_the product. For example, scudents are required to do

reports for social studies which demand library research and the preparation

of written or oral reports and visual illustrations. Such assignments

require the student's involvement over several days; therefore, even with

a due date it is not practicable to wait until the night before to complete

the project. These extended period tasks therefore place the student in
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situations similar to that Lee confrohted when he had no due date, as well

as that facing Tom and Steve with their learning contracts. The time for

working is essentially left to the student's discretion and he/she must

structure the available time to complete the assignment by the due date.

However, when students are assigned projects-or reports, they

are less sure of how much work they must do to obtain a particular grade

than in the case of learning contracts when they have discretion over

both when to work on the project and how much time to devote to that project.

Paul notes that on projects, e.g., in social studies, "/ go out of my

way to do more than most students." He thus acknowledges that projects

and reports are assignments in which students have considerable discretion

about how they will invest their energies.

The disgust of Heidi And her friend over the teacher's comment .

that Heidi's project showed no effort, and the friend's insistence that

Heidi had spent a lot of time on it, suggests that students perceive time

spent on a project as effort. The teacher said that Heidi had not put

much effort into the project, but,from the children's perspective, Heidi

had invested considerable time in it. The teacher was not actually commenting

' on the number of hours Heidi had devoted to the enterprise, but on the

quality of the project to improve, which perhaps did require more time.

But does Heidi recognize why the teacher evaluated her work as poor quality?

The only feedback she received was.that her work showed "no effort," and

to Heidi this means she had not spent enought time on it, when clearly

she felt that she had invested a great deal. Heidi has not learned how

to evaluate and improve the quality of her work, as opposed to adding up

the hours devoted to it. Her teacher's comment is frustrating to Heidi

because she does not see how she can improve her performance.
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When Paul asserts that "I-go out of my way to do more than most

students," we suspect that he is focusing not only on the amount of time

he devotes to his projcts, but on what he does to improve the quality of

his work. Paul showed the researcher different projects he has completed,

displaying considerable pride in the quality of his work. He appears to

be guided by a sense of the quality of the work he wishes to produce for

school. In his statement (above) he suggests that many of his classmates

are not guided by a sense of quality in producing reports and projects.

His and Heidi's experiences raise the question of how students develop

a sense of the quality of their work. If students do not produce good

work in school is it because they are not motivated to do so as Heidi's

teacher imPlies, or because they have not learned what to do to improve

the quality of their work? We are unable to answer this question at the

present time.

In summary, we have seen that homework and tests confront students

with frequent demands to utilize and structure their time in particular

ways. These demands force students to determine when to do their work,

how much time to devote to it, and which activities to undertake. Different

tasks allow the students different degrees of discretion over their time:

homework assignments due the next day must be done immediately after school

or the same evening, but preparing for tests, writing reports, completing

'-projects, and living up to learning contracts provide students with more

discretion concerning the amount and distribution ofotime they will spend

on the taeks. The amount of time a student spends on such assignments

reflects in part the individual student's idea of how much is sufficient

to adequately prepare for a test, write a report, or construct a project,

and only for a few students a sense of the quality of work expeOted by
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the teacher al4d how to produce that quality of work. Students are better

able to judge how much time is appropriate for preparing repdrts and projects

than to evaluate how good the work is that they have produced.

4. Inducements for7IMproved School Performance

Heidi's teacher's comment about her project may not have been
_

only an evaluation of her project. It may also have been intended as feedback

aimed at inducing Heidi to try harder on future assignments. In general,

.
grades seem to have two functions. They evaluate students' work. In addition,

/. they provide students with feedback regarding their strategies or dealing

with the tasks of school. The question emerges: do grades actually induce

students to change their behavior?

Lee, in discussing how much time he devotes to studying, states,

"I never try to set myself up for high honor roll (all A's)...because if

I do that then it takes away a lot of time from athletics." The researcher

replies, "So you think that there has to be a limit to how much time you

put into it?" "Yeah," he answers, "Or else life wouldn't be fun." Lee

perceives students who get all A's as "putting all their time into studying."

Lee is.typical of most of these students who have a sense of how much time

they are willing to devote to school work. They recognize that time spent

on school work takes away time from other activities, such as socializing

with peers. Lee's comments show that the youths clearly perceive a relation-

ship between grades and time spent studying or working for a course.

Jack said at one point that he isn't involved in a lot of outside

activites like the other kids because he is spending a lot of time studying,

trying to improve his grades. When Jackigot his grades he received 4 B's

and a C. He said, "I've been improving every grading period and I should

be able to get all B's in the last period." But, he added, I figure
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I'm not an A student. I'm working as hard as I can, and B is as good a grade

as I seem to be able to get." Alice, who says she gets all B's, similarly

stated, "1 can't get A's. I guess I'm just a 8 student."

Alice and Jack Share an attitude diffeent from Lee's about the

amount of time to be spent studying to improve one's performance in school.

Lee feels he could get-all A's if he put in extra time, but Jack and Alice

believe that further effort by them will not pay off in improved per,formance.

These two contrasting attitudes exemplify two common responses by the children

to the grades they receive. Note that Jack, dissatisfied with his performance,

began to try harder. He saw himself as capable of earning higher grades

if he worked harder. However, he is not obtaining the highest possible

grades, and attributes this to lack of ability, rather than his lack cf

effort. Alice similarly perceives herself as trying hard yet being unable

to get A's: Having reached the highest level possible in their own'eyes,

Jack and Alice are unlikely to change their study amd work habits further.

Jack's and Alice's perceptions that they are B students emerge

from their subjective evaluations of the effort they are putting into their

work. Jack says he is "working as hard as I can," and is unable tO do

more. His comment recalls Heidi's reaction to her D and t6 her teacher's

remark that she showed no effort. Heidi believed that she had worked hard

on it. The low grade is unlikely to motivate Heidi to do better in school.

Rather, she appears to be discouraged by the feedback, believing herself

unable to do well in school. Unlike the teacher, Heldi, attribUtes the

debacle to her own inability, sees herself as a C and D student, and (like

Alice and Jack) beieves there is nothing she can dOto improve her grades

beypnd C's and D's. She is therefore unlikely to try harder because ihe

thinks it would not payoff.
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We have focused thus far on two factors that may influence a student
0

to change his/W behavior in response to evaluations of performance in

school. First, students seek to balance time on school work with time

spent with peers and in other activities. Second,'a student's beliefs

'about his/her own ability influence whether he/she will make an effort

to obtain higher grades. There is a factor: parents,- who try to play

a role in determining how 4 student responds to his/her performance in

'school. We have already reported that many parents express dissatisfaction

when students bring home C's. /n addition to expressing disappointment

or dissatisfaction on these occasions, several parents attempted a more

active approach to altering their child's behavior.

After Lee received the C- for not completing several homework

assignments, his parents imposed more structure on how he utilized time

for homework. During the second term they told him he could not watch

television until 8:00 p.m., and that he-hed to work on science every day

even if he didn't have an assignment. Lee reported, "But we don't get

a lot of science homework.. But they still made me study every night...and

I got'better grades," partly because he completed all his assignments under

l
this regimen. uring third term, howeVer, his parents dad not watch him

as closely an d e agaio began to view television before eight o'clock.

He failed to do all of his homework in science and received a 13-, down

from 13+ the term before. After this, they simply told him, "You know what
.,

you have to'do. Do it!"

Dyring the second term,Lee's parents imposed on Lee a greater

structure than any of the'other parents in the sample. The only rules

most of the parents impose.on the children' is that they must complete all

their ilomework before watching television in the evening. Lee's parents,

on the other hand, required Lee to work at least until-8:00 p.m. and do
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science homework every night regardless of what was assigned for the next

day. Apparently his parents weke willing and/or able to impose these,conditions

on Lee for one term. During the third,term theircontrol slackened and

he reverted back to some of his previous study habits. They responded

by placing responsibility on him to structure his own time to get the work

-

accomplished, which is the stanoe that most parents adopt on such Matters.

Kevin's parents were the only other ones who responded to their

child's poor performance in a subject by going beyond the expression of

diisappointment. Kevin received a D one semester in Spanish. After this
P,

hisqparents would not let him watch television after nine o'clock. Asked

how that made him feel, he replied, "I, was upset since there were pretty

good shows and movies on past nine." But did he work harder after the restriction?

"No, I didn't," he replied. The following term he 'received a C in the

,course after flunking the last test. Keven.appeared to be essentially

unaffected by his parents' attempt to control his behavior,through punishment.

Kevin says that in other subjects he receives A's and B's,He indicates

that his Parents feel that Spanish is not as important as athers.

They expect him to get A's and Ws in them, he says, a C in Spanish is

oka'y with them.

The parents.generally do not rely on material rewards or punishments
t

to influence their children's behavior. Rather, they focus on the importance

of doing well in school. Kevin's experience also suggests the students

are more strongly influenced bl>their sense of whatNpubjects are important

than y material incentives and disincentives contingent on their performance..
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5. -Parents' Involvement ib School Learning,

4
4 :

We have thus far focused on some of the major taikc that the

child must 8eal with in order to succeed in.school. Common to all taskb )

is that they require the child to engage in school4related activities at

home. Most of the,stUdents have some homework every night. In addition,

tests and quizzes necessitate that the students study at least the previous

night. Since marks on tests and homework constitute the largest portion

of final grades, school-related activities at home play a major role in .

determining student success in school. Many students, like Tom, are aware

'that class performance itself plays a relativell minoi role in determining

report card graaes.
"

Theichild's activities at home and at school thlas interpenetrate,

and provide opportunities to parents to become involved in and to influence

the child's school performance. We have already discussed one way in which

parents attempt to.influence their child's performance in school: articulation

,
and rearticulations of their expectations for their children's performance,

which technique appears to have significant impact on many Youths' actual

behavior.

In this section We discuss several additibnal ways in which parents

exert influence on children's performance in school. The first is monitoring,

seeking to control, and trying to change how the children use their time
0

at home in school-related endeavors..

Parents in several homes often ask questions such ae: "Have you

completed your homework?" "Do ydu have any tests coming up?" Through

the questidns the parent not only monitors'the child'school work, but

seeks.to.control how the child allocates time. Tactics other than questions

are also used. Tom's parents often come up to his room while he is studying
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and ask if he has any tests in the next Several days. If he replies affirm-

atively, they often suggest that he start studying now. Ellen says that

her mother often "nags" her to da her homework when she is relaxing after

dinner but hasn:t fplished-her school work. Alice describes her mother

as "hovering" over her making sure thatlier work is completed for the next

day. In several families the child may not engage in any other actiVity

. 4
after dinner, such as watching-television, until homework is completed.

' We already described how during one term Lee's parents did not permit hi_m

to watch teleyision until eight p.m., regardless of how little homework

he had, but they are thelonly parents to impose this kind o'f restriction'

on their child. The other parents depend solely on their child's assurance

that his/her,work is finished.

'By .and large the students themselvee are responsible for oganizing

ihe time they devote . to long-term reportwand projects. Gail's and Alice's

mothers represent contrasting orientations towards their child's completion

of such tasks. Gail's mother says, "I cangt keep track of what is due

and when it cs due. That is UP to Gail." Alice's mother, hoWever indicates

that when a child she always had trouble iemembering her homework,

and has vowed to remember things for Alice..% She'therefore inquires frequently

when Alice has a project due About.whethcr the projea5pis completed. When

parents such as Alice's mother are aware of project.due dates, they intervene

primaTily thrdugh inquiring whether it has been completed yet. Carol notek
,

thatwhenrilt is.reading a book for EntAish, her mother:
.

-4

Lets me go off on my own, but then if I'm really behind she'll

say, 'Hey, why aren'toyou finished?' :[ier mother's behavior]

aggravates me...but it's a good thing...That:s what mothers do

Not all tile students are as'accepting as Carol'of her mother's

monitoring of long-term assignments. 'Debra says that she does not tell

her mother when e has a repoi*.4o do because "she would be on my back
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the whole time-" Debra's mother tries to insure that Debra Completes her

homework before beginning any competing activity at night. However, when

her mother inquires, Debra only tells her about routine assignments, due

the next day, because she doesn't want her mother to monitor and thus bother

her about progress she is making on extended projects. Ellen also indicates

that she doesn't let her mother know when a report is due because her mother

would then "pester her" to complete it. Thus Debra and Ellen escape their

parental control through withholding information about certain assignments.

One of the difficulties confronting a parent in monitoring and

0

controlling their child's utilization of time for schools work is determining

how much time is needed for a particular task. Parents often ask their

child "Have you finished?" this task or that task. But the decision that

he/she has devoted enough time ieusually the child's alone. Most parents

do not directly monitor or control the amount of time the children spend

on a particular subject. Only Lee's parents required that he spend some

\

time every day studying for science, even though he felt that he had no

science homework. To the extent that the requirement ensured that he actually

studied more, it increased the quality of his schoolworX, as measured by

the grade he subsequently received. Although Tom's parents do not enforce

a particular system for studying,they do inform him that he-should spend

several days preparing for a test, thereby communicating how'much time

is sufficient for quality performance on a test, and influencing to scme

degree how much he actually spends on it. This is similar to the parents

who "remind" the adolescent of impending work due. As we saw with Heidi's

project, however, time spent on a task does not necessarily translate into'

quality work or appropriate preparation.

By checking the quality.of the child's work directly, or through

quizzing the child prior to the test in school, a parent can monitor
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the quality of the child's work and preparation. At least seven of the

children indicate that their parents quiz them before a test. Through

such testing both parents and child can decide if they have studied suf-

ficiently. The students indicate that they are tested by the parents after

having '"finished" studying. They do not report that their performance

on their parents' test induces them to study more. It is therefore unclear

how the students use testing by their parents within the total context

of their study strategies.

Finally, we observed or heard about a very few examples of parents

-spontaneously or routinely checking the quality of their children's work.

We saw Fay showing her mother an English essay she was writing. Her mother

responded that she thought that it was too messy. This interaction was

the only time that we directly observed a patent commenting on the quality

of the child's work before Submitting it to a teacher. Most of the youngsters

indicate that they show their work to their parents before submitting it

to teachers only When they need help; Gail is the only one who routinely .

gives her mother essays written for English. Gail said, "Mom is great

in English and she can check for punctuation and stuff like that." Generally,

the adolescents may use parents to test, review, and give feedback as to

the adequacy of their work, but the final product and the sufficiency of

their preparation for an exam is left to the youngsters themselves to evaluate.

in addition to monitoring the adolescents' schoolwork, patents

also serve as resources in the learning process. Since students consistenly

bring home Work from school, many parents regularly assume the helping

role. We:asited the students About help from parents:,
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Tom said at the beginning of the year he had difficulty in science

'The teacher was harder than the teacher he had last year. .The

teacher mainly focuses on facts and doesn't beat around the bush

with a bunch of examples. The tests he had,last year were multiple

choice and real easy. This year they were essay tests and much

hazier. 'Sometime during the early.part of the year he went

down and asked his mom for some help 4;m something he was having

difficulty with in the course...Since that time, up until recently,

she had been helping him every.night for about twenty minutes.

Now he thinks he has the hang of it so he doesn't ask for.help.

Steve indicates that the only help he gets is from his mother

in French, since his mother is from Montreal. He says that he

only gets help when he asks for help and then doesn't get too

much help. He notes, 'If they gave me too much help, I wouldn't

be doing my own work.' c

Paul sayd'he seldOm asks his parents for help. Since his Dad

is an engineer, he might ask his dade few questions When he
v

is studying about atoms,in science. Otherwise he doesn't ask

for help. I

Lee seys, 'I sometimes go to my parents for help on math problems

when they are hard. If I have a problem I go to them. They

don't come to me and say, 'How are you doing'?'

, Gail says that since her mom is'great in English she shows her

finiihed essays to her mother to check for punctuation and stuff

like that. Otherwise dhe said that her mother seldom helped

her with her work and then only when she specifically asked for help.

Beth observed that she doesn't ask her parents for help in math,

but she knows that her mother can help her in English so she

goes to get help from her. Her brother sometimes helps her with

math problems but the teacher explains it better.

' Ellen's mother asked if I had seen Ellen's home economics project

that she got in the show. I said no...We went down to get the

'bedroom Ellen decorated and the mother said it was really good.

I asked if she had helped and she said that they did it together...She

is good with ideas and Ellen is good at putting it together.,

When I aiked Ellen later about this, she said that it was she

herself who had the idea and her mother who helped put it together.

Overall the students indicate that parents provide help infrequently

and then almost only if asked. Parental assistance is therefore dependent

on iniilative by the child as well as parent. Normally, the child seeks

and the parents respond with assistance. For example, Gail's mother notes:

It used to be that dhe.or her husband would sit down during the

day and literally do Gail!,, homework with her and study with

her. But in fifth grade'she found that Gail simply could not
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or would not do anything on her own. They thought that this was

bad, so they made a rule never to help her again unless she asks

for it.

However, the infrequency of unsolicited parental.offers of assistance

to the youngsters is not always attributable to thoughtful decisions,

as it is in the cate of Gail's parents. Alice's mother does not usually

help Alice with homework, but after the fieldworker did so on one occasion,

she suggested that they mdo it together more often." The parents may simply

be unwilling to sit down with their children and help them on a regular

basis. /n addition, they may feel unable to help their children. Heidi's

mother, for example, says, "My husband can help Heidi in math, but I am

simply incapable of helping her with her school work." Ron similarly says

about his mother, "She says she can't help with the math because she says

she doesn't understand the new math."

Since the availabilitylof parental assistance-depends on the

child's initiative, to understand the typet of help parents provide we

must first underttand the circumstances in which the children seek help.

Most often, requests are made when the child is experiencing difficulty.

This may seem self-evident but it also means that the child must be aware

that he/she is having problem* learning or doing the material. Students

generally seek help for a particular task; doing math problems, punctuating

and writing their papers, translating from a foreign languagey nstructing

a model bedroom. The difficulty the Child experiences is no being able

to do that task. Tom, generally a very good-student, also appears to be

the most sensitive when it comes to sensing that he is experienCing difficulty'

understanding certain material. He is the only one who asks his parents

for assistance when the difficulty is not performing a specifid task, but

understanding-a raDge-of-mattrial-presented-AmAauLclassrpom
or_in_the
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text. Paul, who on one occasion asked his dad a question about science,

appeared motivated by curiosity and the reaAization that his dad knows

something about this topic, rather than a sense of.confusion.

When the child is unable to understand material the parent often

can help him/her to comprehend it. However', already, as noted, the children

seldom seek and therefore seldom receive this form of assistance. The

children who are quizzed by their parents before a test may be assisted

in this process to comprehend material they are having difficulty understanding.

However, none of them mentioned actually receiving such help, except for

Alice, whose mother provided her child with unsolicited assistance in under-

standing material which Alice found difficult. Whenever Alice had a book

to read for school, her mother also read the book. She then discussed

it with Alice, helping her to understand.the plot, characters, and themes

of the story.

Generally, parental assistance occurs when the child it experiencing

difficulty and wants help on a particular task. The help is directed towards

the task: to solving the math problem, translating a passage in another

language, punctuating a paper, building a model. How does the child benefit

from this assistance?

In doing a math problem with a child, the parent may help the

child understand the math better. However, Lee notes that when he asks

his parents for help they usually end up "doing everything for you." Beth

explains that her brother helps her with some math problems but "the teacher

explains it better." /n other words, the particular math problem may be

solved with parental assistance, but the child does not necessarily Iearn

math better because of the help. /n reference to his mother translating

foreign sentences, Steve insists that he does not request too much help
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because "if they gave me too much help I wouldn't be doing my own work."

Steve implies that when he gets help from his mother she translates them

for him and the result is her work, not his own; he is not likely to learn

the language better,through this help. Ellen and her mother discussing

the help Ellen received on her home economics project, disagree as to who

contributed what to the final design of the bedroom, but clearly the final

product was not Ellen's alone. Again,,the child is helped in a task, but

whether she will be able to do this task better in the future is question-

able. When Gail's mother punctuates Gail's sentences for her the paper

is improved but whether Gail improves her punctuation skills for the future

is questionable.

Throughout all of these examples the primary-benefit for the

child is that-the immediate task is performed better. In that sense, the

youngster's success in school is related to parental assistance, for a

better task is also graded higher. 'Ellen, who worked with her mom on her

bedroom received an A for the project. Heidi, Who received no help from

her mother on the same assignment received a D. ;Gail's mother and father,

who made the decision not to help Gail again unless she asked for it, express

concern that help sometimes may be a hinderance rather than a benefit in

the child's education. In other words, all parental help is not of equal

value. Some help may hinder the child from developing the ability to learn

and work autonomously, may encourage the child to seek parental bailout

whenever he/she experience's the slightest difficulty. Gail's mother remembers

being thrust into the role of "literally do[ing) her homework with her.."

Lee identifies a sim10.ar problem in how he and his parents work

on math together. He says, "Sometimes you don't even learn anything...All

of a. sudden you are doing soiething and they say, 'Oh, yeah! / remember

how to do thin,' and they are doing everything for you. They just get
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carried away." Lee points to an important aspect of parental help, iMplicit

also in Gail's mother's reflections. If the parent actually does the work

for the child the child does not benefit from doing it. To avoid this,'.

Gail's mother, accompanying her daughter to the library to do a project,

"will direct Gail to various resources if she has a problem, but will not

write or do it with or for her." She insists that Gail write the report

on her own. Only after it is finished will the mother read it, make suggestions,

and improve the.grammar.

Thus, Gail's mother provides help, while at the same time encourag-

ing her child to work on her own. How is 'the help Gail's mother provides

distinct from that which ehe withholds? Remember also that Gail's parents

"made a rule never to _help hek again unless she asks for it." Is the distinction

between solicited and unsolicited help the same as that which differentiates

help that hinders from help that facilitates development anci education?

Gail's mother implies that if Gail asked for help while writing'a paper

she would not proyide it; rather, sHe would point her towards various resources.

Thus, when- Gail asks for help, her mother distinguishes between the sort '

she will provide and the sort she will not; she suggests various resources

to Gail but insists that the girl abstract and integrate the material herself.

This strategy of helping seems to demand that Gail learn how to learn on

her own. The mother notes that when they first implemented the present

policy on helping, Gail "had difficulty adjusting to this new arrangement...

But now she organizes her work as meticulously as [the mother had] organized

it for her." Gail's mother suspects that Gail has learned how to study.,

through working in the new way. Some direct evidence of this occurred where;.,

the mother found Gail using flash cards Gail herself had made to study

Spanish. In the past the mother had used flash cards with her. Thus through

working with their children in appropriate ways, parents may
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both model and encourage good study Skills.

One of the researchers assisted Alice on a homework assignment

and noted that Alice did not know how to use the index. Alice had to answer

a set of-questions based on material in her science text. "As she read

each question she flipped through the pages, until the researcher suggested

using the index. The researcher also noticed that Alice frequently answered

only part of the question, omitting the' other portion. She pointed out

these omissions to Alice who completed the responses appropriately. The

next time they met the researcher asked how she did on the homework they

had done together. She received a high grade and was very excited, and

her mother said the two of them should do it together more often. Alice

said that her parents usually don't do homework with her, but if she has

questions, needs help, or needs to be tested for a test, her mother will

do so.

We may note that the fieldworker's help was unsolicited, whereas

her parents assist Alice only when she specifically'asks. Was the-researcher's

help therefore adverse, similar to the type of assistance' that Gail's molher

avoids? Probably not; the assistance provided made Alice aware of a better

way of obtaining information from the text and pushed her to answer the

questions completely. But the researcher did not do the assignment for

Alice. Alice, like Gail, probably benefited from this help by learning

skills that will enable her to be a more sUccessful student.

Another mother we talked to explicitly mentions trying to help

her child develop a particular skill she feels will promote school success.

Fay's mother wants Fay to know how to draw so dhe can do school tasks that

require drawing. "They don't really teach'someone without talent how to

do it," she said. So she bought Fay a book that teaches how to conceptualize

various objects. Fay's mother observes that, "Fay used it and did well.
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She had to do a project drawing a school and used this bodkin which 4.t

tells how to draw a house. She adapted it for the assignment and it came

out well." This was unusual behavior for a parent, however. If parents

promote the development of their children's learning and study skills,

they do so nondeliberately in the process of working with them on particular

tasks.

In this section we have identified five ways in which parents

through involving themselves in their Child's school learning may promote

the child's success in school. First, parents monitor and control how

their children utilize time for homework and school studying, and are better

placed to supervise their children's work on daily homework than longer-

term assignments. Several parents, however, monitor the adequacy of the

child's work and preparation. Many pre-test their children before

a test in school;'in doing so, they can assess if the child has studied

sufficiently. However, few parents spontaneously or routinely check the

quality of their children's schoolwork.

Third, parents help children who are experiencing difficulty

on particular tasks; such help is usually iniLited by the child. Children

seem to benefit from th s help primarily through being able to complete

that particular taSk setter. --/t 1s VISSticnaple-ithether-the-ohild-learns-_-
\,.

how to do the task better in te future; however, he/she may instead learn

to depend on the parents to do the task for him/her. Fourth, a child may

be helped by his parents to understand course material with which he is

experiencing difficulty. The children tarely seek this form of assistance

and seldom received unsolicited assistance\from their parents of this kind.

Finalfy parents provide help which promotes thp development of-the child's

learning and study skills. Parents in providing\such help give the child

suggestions about how to do a task and avoid doing it for-or with ihe child.
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G. Conclusions

One of the major purposes of the study was to identify areas of congru-

ence and incongruence between adolescents' perceptions of their homes

and their perceptions of their schools. In this section we will discuss

possible matches and mismatches in these two areas, within the three Home

and School Climate domains: Organization, Relationships, and Personal

Development.

1. Organization in Home and School

We have focused on two topics related to the adolescents' experience

of structure in their lives within home and school: the responsibility

they exercise for completing home and school-related tasks,/and the responsi-

bility they have for structuring their time at home. in general, schoolwork

is the only sector of the adolescents' life in which they take on substantial

responsibilities. Within the home, the seventh graders have few assignments.

Some girls perform minor chores, but.these represent minimum demands,

and the boys do even less. 'In addition, parents make and keep track of

their child's appointments, plan structured activities into the child'S

life, and devise a variety of plans for:family events that involve the

child; they substantially organize the child's daily life. The children

are thus freed of the responsibility of structuring most of their own

time.'

Schools provide the adolescents with greater responsibility

for completing tasks and structuring their time than any other institution

in their lives. Some parents try to assume some of this responsibility

4 by monitoring andcontrolling the child's completion of homework assignments.

But we noted that in tasks such as tests and long-term assignments, in

which the child has.discretion abOtit when and for how long to do the task,
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the adolescent assumes the primary responsibility. One possible consequence

of the relative lack of responsibilities the adolescents confront at home,

compared to what they encounter in school, is that they are able to focus
f.2

primarily on the demands of-the school. If these children had more tasks

to complete at home, they might be less able to perform and complete the

tasks of school. Further, with little need to organize their out-of-

school time, children can focus utilizing certain parts of it to prepare

for tests and to complete long-term projects. Rarents provide children

with clear well-defined apportionments of time within which they can decide

when and how much schoolwork to complete on a given day.

Although school thrusts greater responsibilities on these teenagers

then they encounter in other areas of life, they do not necessarily experience

school as incongruent with rules and limits within which to exercise their

responsibilities. Most of the assignments they receive are,due within

a day or two. The school breaks down the regular work into small units

that are usually due the following day, thus allowing the child relatively

little discretion as to when toodo the work. The greater discretion the

,

children have over studying for tes'zs or working on long-term aisignments,

thus occurs within an otherwise elaborate structure for ii-o-aiming schoolwork.
4

The adolescents thus experience a substantial degree of structure

within both the home and the school. We gained the overall iMpression--

that they both function better in, and prefer, relatively structured as

opposed to relatively unstructured contexts. Particularly at home we

observed that they have considerable difficulty dealing with unstructured

-time. They spend considerable time trying to decide what to _do WIth free

hours, quickly become bored, and float fn.- one activity'to.another. They

expresi preferences'for havi4 structured activities built into theii-

9
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lives. We are not claiming that the adolescents want no unstructured

time. During the 'week they have about tWo hours of unstructured time

every day. As in school, however, this time occurs within an otherwise '

well7structured life.

The presencp of structured activities within these youngsters'

lives does guarantee that they will not experience boredom. The school

day is well structured, but-the students are bored in a number'of their

classes. Boredom appears to be related not only to the absence of structure

but to the absence of involvement. The children experience a substantial

.cs

degree of involvement'in the activities in which they engage out of school.

School activities, however, vary in the degree to which they involve the

children. The students experience heightened interest in both in-school

and out-of-school programs to the extent that they feel involved, mentally

or physically. i the activity.

2. Home Relationships and Students' Experince of School

Two aspects of the adolescents' home relationships may influence

their experience of school, as well as their performance there: ,the youngsters'

experience of authority within the home and their experience of parents'

involvement in their.lives. We believe that these adolescents do not

,perceive their parents as authoritarian; rather, they teel that their

parents' decisions concerning permissible and non-permissible behavior

can be affected by the' children's input and influence. On the other hand,

they do not view their parents as permissive. Parents are seen to establish

rules and guildelines that evolve continuously through dialogue-between

parent and child. Other writers refer to the style of authority exercised

in these homes'as "authoritative," rather than authoritarian or peimissive.

The students' remarks about school suggesvthat they experience

the exercise of authority in school as authoritariari rather than authoritative.
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Classroom practices are determined solely by the teather: TOe'teacher

determines when work will begin and when it will cease, within the classroom.

He/she decides on the :ontent of what is learned and the criteria by which

success and failure for learning will be determined.' The teacher cleterm,ines

acceptable and und.tceptable classroom behavior. School-related tasks

completed out-of-school are also evaluated primarily by the teacher, who

determines when assipments are due and in most,cases the nature of the

tasks the students must perform. Only in certain long-term assignments

do students exercise discretion regarding the tOpic for a report or project.

We hypothesize that students' experience with authority inside get

the home colors their perception of authority in the school. In particular,

we suspect that students who experience authority at home as reasonable

and subject to their influence through dialogue will.have difficulty fUlly

accepting authoritarian decision-making in the classroom.' Various comments

and observations from the students suggest that they do not.. respect,a

teacher merely because he/she is a teacher. Beth, for example, said of

one teacher, "Everyone think's he's stupid. Today hes gave three detentions

and everybody else was talking. He just picked out three people to give

it to. And they are not going to do it." Jack sneered at one teacher

who gave him'a good grade even though jack did. 11,ttle of the work. JaOk'

said, "He didn't even look at our notebooks. He is such a fool!" Alice

did an imitation of a teacher who, she said, is always having a "nervous

breakdown" in class, pulling herobair out and complaining, "I don't know

what I'm going to do with you kids!" Paul sat around with a group of

his friends laughing about a teacher and doing imitatioPs of her. When

asked what was wrong410ith her they Said, "She is so prim and proper and

has so many rules." Student respect for atteacher depends, it seems.

.4.

on the youngsters' perception of the adult!s personal-qualities, rather
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than his/her status as a teacher.

Two other students' comments°or interactions with teachers also .

support the notion that they are uneasy about teachers' attempts to exercise

unitmited authority in the classroom. Beth reported:

Everyone thinks Mr. V. is stupid...He gave me a detention and
I went up to him after class and said, 'Mr. V., I'm not going.'
He says, 'Well, you didn't have one in the first place.' And
I said,.. 'Yes, I did'...and then I walked out of the room.

Carol referred to another incident involving,herself and a teacher:

There was'a question on a test and everyone else wrote how they
asked it on the paper. But she told us later that she didn't
want us to tell what it was, but to explain the process. So

I went up to her after class and asked her to make the questions
clearer. She-told me that she was perfectly capable of doing
that...I walked out with lots of swears, not to her,...to myself.

These students' willingness to question teachers' decisions suggests elt

they do not accept a style of authority which is authoritarian. By questioning

teachers' decisions they,seek to influence these rulings in the same way

they have learned is legitimate within their homes.

Involvement in their child's schoolwork is a major component

of most parents' overall involvement in their child's life. School is

an area of the child's life not directly accessible to parents. Parents

depend on communication between themselves and their child for entry into

this aspect of the child's activities. It seems'reasonable to suggest

that the overall relationship between parents and child influences both

the quantity and quality of communication between them regarding school.

If the child experiences the parents as generally accessible and receptive

to Communication, he/she will be more likely to talk to them about school.

Since the children within our sartle eXPeriente their parents

as open to communication, and since most of the parents are sdbstantially

.involved in their children's lives, We might expect considerable communication
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among them about school. This expectation is at least partially fulfilled.

The parents of those adolescents who give their father and mother access

to school tasks through talking take on roles of reminders and monitors

of theadolescents' time schedules. However, some of the same youngsters

conceal certain school tasks from their parents, fearing that they will

be nagied if their parents know about them.. '

Parents aldo become involved in theft children's schoolwork

as,resource persons who seeking to help their children perform better.

Parents appear to modulate their involvement as resources by relying on

the Children to inform them of a need for help, rather than thrusting

aid upon them. They may also prefer solicited to unsolicited assistance

because they want to limit the time they invest helping their children,

or because they feel unable to provide the appropriate assistance. In

addition, many parents see providing too much assistance as detrimental

to the child's development of self-rliance.

Parents' involvement in their childrenrs school work as a resource

appears primarily to affect the children's performande of particular school

tasks. Childten solicit help from their parents when they experience

difficulty on a particular task, rather than when they do not understand

the content of a course. Parents usually help their children solve a

particular problem. They rarely assist the youngsters to master or understand

the content of a course.

To the extent that children's personal lives influence their

'school performa:ice, a high level of parental involvement may affect school

work positively. A coupie of youngsters in the sample reported that personal

problems with either peers or at home were adversely affecting 'their school

performance. In both cases the children shared their concerns with their

parents and the latter initiated efforts to -elp their children deal better
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with these issues.

3. Personal Development In-School and Out-of-School

The adolescents' experiences of learning and developing within

and out-of-school represented one area in which we saw considerable incongruence.

Out-of-school these adolescents experience personal development in two

contexts. First, they evaluate their own behavior and the behavior of

their parents as indicative of their own increasing maturity. Typically,

the adolescents perceive as signs ofincreasing maturity changes in what

their parents permit or do not permit them to do. The limits placed

on a given child comprise an evolving standard through which they are

allowed to engage in ranges of behaviors deemed appropriate for their

age and demonstrated reliability. Through being allowed to do what previously

they were not permitted to dof they gain a sense of increasing maturity.

Second, the adolescents participate in a numbek of activities

out-ofmachool that involve_and_rsquire learning, Some engage in formal

lessons, others participate less formally in hobbies. Through these activities

they develop an increasing sense of mastery. In some instances the learning

is structured hierarchically. In others, such as sports, the children

experience increasing maStery through their gradually improved performance.

In yet others, the children can actually observe themselves gaining knowledge

of Onenparticular content area, through which they.gain a sense of their

own increasing'expertise.

.
The adolescents' experiences with the signs of maturity and

increasing mastery of out-of-school learning provide them with a sense

of their own development. They do not appear to gain a similar sense

of themselves as developing from school. From their perspective, School

confronts them with a series of tasks, not hierarchically arranged. The

youngsters do not feel themselves gaining an increased sense of competence
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or expertise from performing these tasks. Rather, they must push them-

selves to do well, if possible, whatever tasks conkront them at a particular

time. They do not experience most school assignments as meaningfully

related either to each other or to their own development.

The observations made by a couple of students and reflected

in the comments of others, that school is a waste oftime and that they

have better things to do with their lives, can be understood in-light

of the incongruity most of them sense between development in-school and

development out-of-school. From.the students' perspectiVe, school may

be relevant to their future suCcess, but it is not relevant to their personal

development. /n contexts outside,of schoOl they perceive themselves as

developing, and thus these settings are more highly valued than school

iself.
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III. .IRISH-AMEPICAN

A. Introduction

This introduction provides a historical background Or context for

the research described in the subsequent sections of this report. The

history of Irish immigration to the U.S. and.the role of the immigrants

and their ,descendants are outlined. The researcher has also touched

upon religious affiliation and patterns of family behavior, as these

pertain to ethnic identity.

1. The Exodus

Although the. main influx of Irish immigrants took place in

the latter haleof the nineteenth century, in 1790 about 44,000 persons

born in Ireland resided in the U.S., mostly Protestants and people of

moderate means who could afford the relatively expensive passage. Between

1815 and 1845, more than a million Irish immigrants entered the country.

This sudden increase in the rate of immigration was due to an economic

----zecession-in the Unitad_KingdonLand an,associated shift in Irish agriculture

from tillage to grazing, which resulted in the consolidation of estates

and the eviction of many small tenant farmers. In the period 1845-

1854--the Famine years and their aftermath--almost one and half million

Irish arrived in the U.S. A further wave of more than a million immigrants

folloWed in the years 1855-.1870. Although another one and half million

Irish entered the country between 1870 and 1900, the nuMber of immigrants

per year never again reached the peak of the Famine years. After 19154

,the immigrants were predominantly Catholic.

The Irish settled in 'urban centers, partly because they were:

ill-equipped for rural life, being among the most inefficient farmers:

in Europe. Also, being gregarious and community-loving, they found the

vastness and isolation of the American countryside uncongenial. They
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started as unskilled laborers, though by 1845 they had attained a certain

amount of social mobility, working at dkilled occupations and making

their way into the lower Middle-classes. However, the conditions of

lower class urban living induced severe mental and psychological stress,

with the result that the Irish gained a not-undeserved reputation for

disorderly behavior.

The immxgrants who settled in New England particularly in Boston,

were initially far less successful in terms of social mobility and status

than those who decided to move westward. This has been_attributed to

the highly structured nature of Massachusetts society and a dominant

Protestant ascendance determined to retain its power and prestige. By

1850, Irish immigrants made up more than 30% of Boston's population.

In Philadelphia and Stamfcrd (Connecticut) the /rish played an important

part in vigorous industrial expansion, thus winning for themselves a

tvoureplaceill these communities, but in Boston construction bosses

recruited cheap labor for,projects in distant parts of the U.S.

The surge of industrial development lost its impetus sooner

in Botton than elsewhere and created a sense of failure and defeatism.

The persistence of South Boston as an unassimilated urban ghetto emphasizing

a line of demarcation between antagonistic cultures is quite untypical

of the Irish experience in other parts of the country. The cultural

conflict was accentuated by the fact that, Boston, unlike New York, had

,no significant Irish population before the famine immigrants arrived.

,The Lmpact of these refugees was undiluted by the presende in appreciable

numbers of any other immigrant group, and hence polarization was inevitable.

The /rish could not identify with the reform Movements that attracted

liberal Bostonians, for the latter were traditionally unsympathetic to

the-Catholloism-whIch_was the linch-pin of /rith identity. The political
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power the.immigrants quickly came to wield was the last straw and occasioned

a reaction in the form of a nativist movement which sought, among its

other objectives, to extend the five-year residency:requirement for voting,

to twenty-one years. However, in the cities of the middle west, where

the majority of the immigrants settled, the physical and social boundaries

were less rigid, and assimilation proceeded more quickly.

2. Education

The Catholic school system is largely the creation of a church

dominated by IriSh-American clerics, and until the late 1960's, the attendance

figures declined significantly. The Irish, as educators and students

were its most fervent supporters. The early immigrants could not subscribe .

without reservation to the principle of universal, publicly-supported,

compulsory education, which had begun to be favored by state and local

governments in the early 1800's. Convinced that edt ation should have

-a religious-character, the Irish-perceived-a-strong Protestant bias-in

the apparently neutral philosophy of the new schools. Their fears--

and those of other Catholics--caused the'immigrant community, led by

its churchmen, to willingly shoulder the great financial burden of establish-

ing and maintaining a vast network of independent parochial schools.

Catholic education initially made slow progress in Boston because

of the thoroughly English and anti-Catholic nature of its citizens. The

first school of any repute was established on a Plot of land adjoining

a church on Franklin Street in 1820 by two Irish sisters,' the Misses

Ryan, from Limerick. Subsequently 'moved to Charlestown, it was destroyed

in 1834 by an anti-Catholic crowd. Catholic children often attended

the public schools through lack of an alternative. However, the influx

of Irish immigrants rapidly changed the character of the community. The

first parochial ichool in New England was established in 1844, the first
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secondary. school in 1854, and Catholic higher education began with the

opening of Boston College in 1864.

The future of the
CatholiOschools may well be bound up with

the fate of. Irish-Americans as an ethnic group. Increasing prosperity

and success has changed the attitude of the descendants of the immigrants

towards their church. While they continue to be favorably disposed toward

the Catholic schools,-the Irish as a group are rapidly approaching complete

assimilation and
Sp identification with middle-class ideals and no longer

feel theneed to cling to their religion as a badge of identity. They

thus have come to attach far less importance to religious education.

3. Politics

The immigrants displayed-a
remarkable facility for politics.

and guicklY came to wield considerable power. They were naturally attracted

to the Democratic party. While Jeffersonian Democrats in the late 1790's

and early 1800's extended a welcome to-iminigrant-s-and-protessed-an_

egalitarian political philosophy, the Federalists and their Whig successors,

in their identification with wealth, property, and Anglo-Saxon Protestant

nativism, recalled to the Irish the Protestant ascendancy of the old

country. In the 1850's, when the Republican party began to challenge

the Democrats, the new party was seen as another expression of nativism

and did not attract the Irish Catholic vote.

By 1900, Irish politicans occupied leadership positions in

Democratic organizations in most of the large cities in the U.S. New

York's Tammany Hall represented the greatest organizational achievement

of the Itish, a vast hierarchical system that evolved from original ward

committees, descending from the boss and the couny leaders to block

and building captains. However, outside of New York City, Irish politics

was not so centralized and in Boston, for example, reseMbled a clan system
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with a number of bosses controlling distinct areaG. The foundations

of the Chicago machine perfected by)tichard Daley were not laid until

the 1930s.

There are conflicting evaluations of the role which Irish-

Americans have played in 1Jolitical life. It has been argued that the

Irish political machines were primarily concerned with their own perpetu-

ation and were unable to make imaginative use of the power they had at

their disposal because they simply did not employ politics as an instrument

of social change. On the other hand, Iriih-American politicians maintain

that they employed the power of the political organization to provide

coal, food, jobs, and bail for struggling constituents. Irish hostility

to political reform was not a defence of corruption so much as a response

to nativism, since the.reformers as a group were more interested in driving

the Irish Catholics from office than they were in improving the economic

status of the urban poor.--

The election to the presidency of John P. Kennedy in 1960 marked

the pinnacle (thus far) of Irish-American political power. It was also

a measure of the extent to which tension between Irish Catholics and

Anglo-American Protestants had eased with the assimilation of the descendants

of the immigrants into American society.

4. Ethnic Identity,

The financial commitment of the Irish immigrants to Catholicism

was more than a profession of religious faith. It represented their

continuing loyalty to an institution that was at the core of their ethnic

identity, both at home and in the New World. The schools esteblished

under the auspices of the church claimed to provide the best route to

assimilation because the teachers were familiar.with,_.if not_Actmally--

_sprung from, the cultural background of the immigrants and could thus
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effect a more gradual and painless integration of their students into

American society. However, there is no evidence that the'parochial schools

or the Catholic universities ever fostered pride in the Irish national

and cultural heritage. Irish-American educators emphasized a medieval

tradition stemming from Augustine and Aquinas, in which Ireland did not

participate to an appreciable extent, and all but ignored a body of work

in Gaelic that forms the oldest verhadular literature in Western Europe.

An ethnic consciousness based solely upon adherence to the Catholic faith

became increasingly threatened as the need for solidarity in the face

of persecutionimperialism at home, nativism in the New Worlddecreased.

The irony it that, in encouraging assimilation without proViding a basis

for ethnic awareness distinct from religious affiliation, the Catholic

church seems to have prepared the way for its estrangement from the descendants

of the immigrants. In losing a sense of themselves as a distinct and

disadvantaged group, which was the inevitable consequence of assimilation

and prosperity, Irish-Americans seem also to have relinquished the need

to identifi with that institution which for so long had been the bulwark

of their ethnicity.

5. Family Patterns

A lack of awareness of historical and ethnic heritage notwith-

standing, many Irish-American families still follow the traditional family

,and social patterns of the home country. The Irish-American character,

at least that of members of earlier generatidhs less assimilated in terms

of internarriage and upward social mobility, has much in common with

that of the native Irish.

The descendants of the immigrants have inherited their predecessors'

almost legendary sense of humor, which can easily shift from banter into

mimicry and ridicule. Teasing and humorous criticism are common in
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Irish-American family relationships and are sometimes used as a way to

avoid responsibility and intimacy. There is a high tolerance for non-

realistic thinking and eccentricity within the family circle, which is

paired with a concern for propriety and respectability in regard to obliga-

tions outside the family. A prohibition on aggressive behavior or verbal

emotionality leads to indirect expression of feelings and consequent

it

accumulation of resentment that can give rise to the tacit termination

of relationships. However, these tendencies are balanced by the deep

sense of responsiblity and loyalty that the Irish feel toward blood relations.

Catholic Irish-American society is predominantly matriarchal, with the

strongest emotional tie being that between mother and son.

Unfortunately, the Irish fondness for drink is not entirely

an aspect of a fallacious stereotype. The Iridh have an extremely high

rate of alcoholism, both in Ireland and in the U.S. They do not censure
41,

regular drinking, possibly in unspoken recognition of its function as

an outlet for feelings elsewhere frustrated. Repression is a significant

aspect of Irish culture. According to the World Health Organization,

the Irish in Ireland have the highest rate of mental illness in the world.

In the U.S., the Irish until recently,.had the highest psychiatric admiSsion

rate of all ethnic groups, particularly for schizophrenia and alcholism.
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B. Community Studied

The city of Rumfield (pseudonym) is a residential suburb of Boston

and has,a population of 60,000. Its history-d t4 back to the-founding

of the Massachusetts Bay Colony in 1630. A gro f English industrialists

sailedinsihe-aieand-in,1892 the town was incorporated as a city.

in the seventeenth century, the river tanks c:zere the sites-41f fertile

farms, and the tides of the river supported a number of thriving fisheries.

The manufacturing of brick and tile, the making of barrels, and the slaughter

of animals were some of the earliest industries. Although two ships

of one hundred ,tons each were built in"Rumfield in the 1630's, the ship-

building industry did not begin to flourish until the nineteenth century.

-Rum was distilled for two hundred years until 1905, and its fame contributed

to the prosperity of the tOwn. The navigable river was a substantial

economic asset, and Rumfield developed into a supply depot for New Hampshire

and Vermont-, -furnishingrmany food-stuffs as well as rum, iron, steel,

and gunpowder. The shipbuilding industry came to an end in 1873, as

the wooden ship becathe obsolete.

In ;boo, the population of the city was 18,244; by 1920, it had

grown.to about 40,000. For two hundred years the peg:91e of Rumfield

were mostly of English stoat, whose religious outlook was Protestant.

However, the ahip yards and brick yards gradually attracted people of

different economic status, ethnic background, and religious oiientaiion,

among whom were the Irish immigrants. By 1887 there were 786 persons

from Ireland and 325 from French Canada living in Rumfield--and only

a single Italian. Roman Catholics formed 11% of the population and already

had their own parish. Statistics from the U.S. Census of 1970 reveal

the extent of the developmint in this century. /n a population of more

than 60,000, 35% are liOted as being "of foreign stock." Of the 26,579
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persons of foieign stock, 42.7% were from Italy:17.S% from Canada, 14.4%

fromareland, 5.9% Irom Great Britain, and 4.,4% from Russia. Thus, the

Irish-Americans constitute a relatively small proportion of.the total

population, and can hardly be said to; haye had a decisive influence on

the character of the cityr._,-

Although Irish immigrants made up almost one third of Boston's population

in the mid-nineteenth century, most of this population flowed into the

neighborhoods of South Boston and Charlestown. The move to the suburbs

did not take place until thedescendants of the immigr.ints began to achieve

.J
a signifio4nt degiee of upward social mobilit Y8 a trend which became

increasingly,prevalent after the 120's. In general, the exodus from
t.

the inner-city ghettos and consequent assimilation resulted in a loss'

of that sense of ethnic solidarity which had sustained.7the immigrants.

However, South Boston continues to constitute an exception to the rule,

as a depressed urban area whose working-class inhabitints are acutely

conscious of the need for communal solidarity in the face of what is

seen as outside interference (e.g.,Jthe resistance to court-ordered busing

in th.- 1970's to South Boston High School of students from the neighboring

black community of Roxbury).

It would be hard to imagine t4O communities as different as the

Irish-Americans in South Boston and Rumfield. Whereas the Irish of Sbuth

Boston are fiercely proud of their neighborhood, and seem almost to have

no other desire than to be /left to themselves, their cousins in Rumfield

might be said to constitute a community in name only and to conceive

of themselves as belonging to a particular social class rather than to

an ethnic group. No doubt this is partly due to their relatively small

numbers. Most of the towns and cities of Greater Boston have their quota

of Irish-Americans, and Rumfield is not distinguished as .articularly
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Irish in character from most of them.

With a median income.of its wage earners of slightly more than $11,000,

Rumfield can Probably be classified as a middle-class distiict with an

e appreciable proportion of working-class residents. Its registered Democrats

outnumber Republicans by a factor of alMost 5. Many of its dwellings

housa_two or three families; the\buildings
are in gr;od repair, and the

residential areas are 'clean and Well maintained. DmisSlek houses predominate,

with a more affluent belt of detached homes to the 'north and aertment

buildings to the south and west. There are fifteen Protestant,churches,

six Catholic churches, and a.Jewish synagogue in the city. Elementary

schools number seventeen;
threta junior high schools serve the needs of

1,500 students; there are four private anekpallochial
schools, one publicl

high school, and the Rumlield Vocational-Technical High School. In addition,

;

a nationally-known
univeisity is situated in "the city,

The SharMan Junior
High School is a pleasant four-story brick building

4

in a quiet area 'adjacent to Kellogg Street. It draws its students mOstly

from the immediate/neighborhood,
though a small nuner come from as far

away as the "Ridge" and East Rumfield. The school c rridors are.wide

and airy; there is a large assembly hall in. which we spoke to II-ish-American

students selectedby the teachers.

Almost all of the families with whom we worked can be described

-.as 171er middle-class. In most caies, both parents are employed outslle

the home, and siblings old enough to work were expected to contrtbilte

to the family economy. The'homes were neat and well-kept, though their

degree of luxury seemed to indicata aspirations to social'advancement

rather than the achievement of affluence. With one exception, all the

parents were concerned about giving their.children,
both boys and girls,.

* ,

.a college education, and they weike under
noillusion as to the nature

.
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'of the financial burden which this would entail.'

We were invariably made welcome in the homes of the people who parti-

cipated in the study, and we are gratetul----ifor-theix-cooperationWe

hope that.this report and the findings of the study will go some way

toward helping them to understand the cultural heritage and the experiences

of their children. Naturally the names of the students we worked with

and many personal details of our conversations with them have been altered

to protect their privacy.



C. Methodology

1. Work With Students

The fieldwork_described in this report was conducted by Pierce

Butler, a graduate student in education, and Peggy McDonough, an elementary

school teacher.

Butler was born and grew up in Ireland. He had been living

in the U.S. for more'than a year at the time which the fieldwork began.

His research interests include the history of Irish immigration and the

development of Catholic education, in both Ireland and in the U.S. He

spent three years as a member of the engineering faculty of an Irish

university, where his teaching experiences directed his interests toward

the sociology of educational institutions.. In-the process of making

a career change, he was eager to gain experience of qualitative research

in social science and to work in an Irish-American community.

,McDonough's background is Irish4imerican. She grew up in a

community adjacent to Rumfield, and worked in public and parochial schools

in the Boston area as an ,lementary teacher.. During the period in which

our stiady took palce, she was also attending graduate school in the evenings,

4

obtaining a Master's degree in 12981 with a specialization in elementary

school reading.

The present report was written by Butler.

The original conception of the qualitative portion of the study

projected that the fieldworkers would immerse themselves in the homes,

neighborhoods, schools, and peer groups of the participating students,

However, in view of our other commitments, and the financial limitations

of the study itself, zuch total involvement with the students and their

families was not feasible. In order to maintain regular contact with

our subjects and to give them a 'sense of tht; co 111 tinuity of the study,
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we decided to meet with each student onte a week, for a period of an
!

1

hour to an
I

an entire f::

i

hour and a half. This schedule seemed preferable to spending

ay or afternoon with each student on a relatively infrequent_

basis, since in the interval between such meetings our subjects would

have-time tp forget about us, and the trust which we had labored to establish

on the previous occasion might be dispelled. Besides, the twenty hours

per week which each fieldworker planned to divide among the proposed sample

of eight students each did not allow for eXtended periwig of observation.

However, these ehort weekly periods of contact with our subjects

necessitated a somewhat different approach to the collection of data

from that envisaged previously. It is difficult to immerse oneself in

the life of a young teenager for one hour per week. He or she may be

apathetic when the researcher arrives; some family or peer group event

may have caused Upset or distraction. We realized that, if we were to

be Merely passive observers of our students' exchanges With familid..

-

and friends, then quite a number of meetings might go by without providing

relevant data. Difficulties of access to an 4propriate community had

already curtailed the time available for the fieldwork, finally conducted

oyer a six-month period, instead of the projected nine months. We decided

. therefore to be sensitive to whatever interaction with-parents and peers

happened during our meetings with the students, but also tOattempt to

"prompt" our subjects by conducting brief, informal interviews based

on the areas in which we sought. data. In Amy case, the young teenagers

we worked with were more responsive to ui in this role than when we were

just "hanging around," as if they were more comfortable in a structured

situation.

In order to preserve-a degree of informality, and because We

suspected that our students might be more reticent if their conversations
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were recorded, we decided against the use of tape recorders; for the

same reason, we rarely took notes in their presence. The "interview"

process enabled us to gather a large amount of data in a.relatively'short

period of time but it is important to keep its limitations in mind. It

inevitably formalized the relationship between researcher and subject,

and perhaps inhibited the development of the ease and trust wiiich enables

the traditional fieldworker to gain significant insights into the lives

of others. There is no way to describe fully the effect of the presence

of an adult outsider upon the day-to-day behavior of a teenager, but

this influence must be considerable when the observer persistenbly creates

an artificial situation, namely, an interview., in order to gain knowledge

of what happens when he or she is not present. The description of our

encounters with the students is bounded by these constraints.

Since the study aims to identify "desirable combinations of

home and school environment characteristics," the home and the family

have been the primary focus of our inquiries. The ce(tral hypothesis

of the study is that the various aspects of a student's perceptions of

home and school may bepositively related to "school success." With

this in mind, the researchers specifically probed each student's Percptions

of his or her home environment. We,examined peer group interaction,
-

as well as the student's perceptions of community, neighborhood, and

school, only to the extent that such "external" experiences bear upon

his or her impressions Of home. There is no attempt, therefore, to

give a comprehensive description of the world of an Irish-American seventh

grader. We have tried to.give an account of the students' lives within

the context of their homes and families, as described by the subjects

themselves and as perceived by ihe fieldworkers during weekly meetings.
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Our field data w V or the %pine

Climate Questionnaire" (HCQ), the items which were to be generated in

discussions with the fieldworkers studying other groups of students after

welled identified aepects of our subjects' experience which seemed most

relevant to the hypothesis. HoWever, because of.time constraints,

and because the fieldwork began in Rumfield later than in the other communi-

ties, the gathering of field data and generating of-questionnaire items

proceeded simultaneously during the latter months of the fieldwork. We

administered various drafts.of the questionnaire to our subjects in order

to assess the value and relevance of proposed items. The establishment

of questionnaire categories at this stage may have unconsciously influenced

our choice of "relevant" data in subsequent meetings with the students.

We have tried to remain sensitive to such inadvert;:nt selection of information

and to the tendency to seek confirmation of the relevance of the pre-

established categories.

This ethnography is based on an'average of ten meetings with

each of the students. For the initial meetings, we agreed to take a

flexible approath: our primary objectives were to explain the study

to the participants, attempt to excite their interest and active cooperation,

and try to establish a degree of rapport. One Meeting with each student

was'devoted to the collection of necessar demographic data: .ethnic

background of parents, family history, number of siblings, etC- We' tried

to vary the format of subsequent meetings so that informal interviews

alternated with activities or expeditions, during which we accompanied

the subjects as they went about their- everyday business in their homes

and in the neighborhood, or attempted to involve them in our own plans.

The students appreciated--and even came to demand--this variety. For
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most vf Ltwm, the final meeting with the respart-her entailed a trip to

some place in which the student had expressed an interest.

2. Profiles of Individual Students

Tim: Tim's father is Irish-American, his mother Italian. He

has one sister who is 21 years old. Tim seemed to enjoy

the visits of the researcher more than any of the other

boys. He is exceptionally articulate for his age, and,

,though not indifferent to baseball and the various sports,

that are the chief preoccupations of the other students,

he is able to speak intelligently about politics, pollutiPn,

and social injustice.

Tim is already very much a part'of an adult world, whereas

his peers in the sample have at best only a tenuous connection

with the world outside of schools and sports. He has

a highly developed sense of fairness and responsibili

he tends to deplore the behavior of students who do n t

look upon school as an opportunity for learning, andito

emphasize the binding force of his obligations to hip

parents and teachers, whose interests are largely identical

with his. Yet there is surprisingly little partialiity

in his judgementsp he is astute enough to see that jenviron-

ment and circumstances may be critical influences n "kids

who get in trouble." He is serious, a little slow to

respond to humor, and seems to approach each new pase

of his life with a view to consolidating his.ethiOal system!

Tim has devoted a considerable &mount of thought to planning

his career. He would like to be a famous sportsman, but

is realistic enough to know that his chances are slight.

He is attracted by the prospect of a career in the Navy;

the ideas of discipline and service probably appeal to

the "dutiful" aspects of his character. For someone so

articulate, his academic record is not good. He thinks

therefore that as an alternative to college he may prefer

to do something that involves working with his hands.

Tim is Shy, obviously sensitive, very reticent in regard

to his feelings. He gets on very well with his older

sister and rwith-his father. The only possible source

of tension in the family is the relationship between mother

and son. tim,identifies with hi4father's-hdritage and

considers himself Irish.
l.

Robbie: Robbie lives with his mother, to whoi:he is very close.

She is a,young energetic person, adtively involved in a

career. Robbie is encouraged tp be independent, though

he and his mother spend quite a lot of time with each

other and take vacations together. Robbie's mother and

father separated when he was quite young. He does not

know his father and does not wish to, since he feels that
a
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his father mistreated his mother and himself. His father

is of Italian origin, his mother Irish-American.

Robbie's chief interest is football. He is apparently
quite a skillful player and has hopes of becoming a pro-
fessional. His mother attends all his games. Otherwise

Robbie's career plans are vague. He thinks that he may

go to college, but his choice may depend more upon the
status of the school's football team than on its academic
prestige. Robbie is a good student and occupies a place
in one of the higher divisions.

His character is good humored and complacent. He has
no strong feelings about school and does not express much
interest in what happens there. He is easily bored and
a little moody. He is More forthcoming than most of the
other student's about his personal life, his girlfriends,
and the peer society of his neighborhood. But he is- slow

to express enthusiasm, and despite a frequently articulated-
interest in the project, Robbie often seemed quite indifferent
to or bored by the sessions.

Jeff: Jeff's parents are second and third generation Irish-
Americans. Jeff is the youngest of a large family, all
of whom have now left home. His parents soon gave me
to understand that he is something of a "probleM kid."
He is quite intelligent and has been in one of the higher

divisions in.school for some time. Of late, his grades
have not been good, and he was obliged to study during
-the summer months"in order iii-CitChr-4-:

Jeff is a small, good looking, energetic kid, who finds
it all but impossible to sit still and participate in
conversation with the researcher. He is apparently very
popular in the neighborhood and is usually to be found
in the nearby park, playing baseball with his friends.

Jeff's parents may have persuaded him to participate in
the study and he probably did so partly against his will.
From4he beginning he seemed determined to frustrate efforts
to involve him, by arriving late for meetings and refusing

to respond to questions. Only occasionally was it possible

to interest or distract him. He finally asked to be excluded
from the study some weeks before it terminated.

Jeff seems to regard the world of adults with a certain
amount.of hostility. He is dismissive or openly critical
of adult concerns, and delights in relating anecdotes which
portray him defying adult authority. In regard to school,
he is indiscriminately critical of both teachers and students.
Jeff has hardly a good word to say'for anyone!

He is probably the most uninhibited subject in the group,
being quite willing--if the humor should take him--to talk
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Paul:

about himselfand his affairs. He seems to have had a

lot of girlfriends and can even imagine himself being

married to his current heart-throb. Of his career plans
he has very little to say;_he'thinks that he may go to
college, but his plans are not well-defined.

Jeff responds more readily to the authority of his mother

than to that of his father. lie, seems to feel that it

is possible to assert his own will against his father,

whereas his mother's injunction's hold more force.

Paul asked to be released from tiis commitment to the study

after only two meetings. Based on this brief contact,

my impression is that .he was the\least autonomous of the

group of male students. Most of Ills activities seemed

to center around his home, all of his friends lived on
his street, and he seemed to be Object to a great variety

of restrictions in regard to his movements in the neighborhood.

The mother again.appeared to be the dominant figure in

this household, with the father playing a secondary and

passive role during the researcher's meetings with the

family.- There were two other siblings who were quite

uncomfortable in these sessions also. Paul himself did

not seem uncomfortable. His behaviOr was ocOasionally
more childigh than one would expectfrom a boy of his

age. He seemed more involved in fantasy games and less

.interested in competitive sports than the other male subjects.

Andy: Andy's parents are both of Irish descent. He has three

sisters who are older than him and a yoUnger brother.

He is a small, polite, diffident youngster, who willingly

answered all questions as best he could, despite being

a little bemused by it all.

Andy's chief interest is baseball. His father is very

proud of the trophies which his son hai won in the course

of his career. Much of Andy's life centers around the

team. His parents drive him to and from the games and

take a considerable interest in his progress.

Andy has no strong feelings about school. As far as he

is concerned, everything there is as it Should be, which

is nevertheless no cause for rejoicing. \He is, a very

inexpressive youngster. His lack of affect is most marked
when he comes to talk*bout his family. He seemed to

feel Obliged to emphasize-his sense of solidarity with

his brother and sisters in the face of potentially threatsning

questions while at the same time being un le to speak

with enthusiasm of family activities. It eems that the

family socializes almost exclusively with elatives and

extended family, and that Andy is somewhat isolated from

the larger world of neighborhood and peer roups.
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Jim:

This was perhaps the only family in which the father was
a dominant figure. Andy's father was also one.of the few
people to have taken more than a cursory interest in his
ethnic background. For Andy, however, as for most of
the subjects, this background did not seem to contribute
to.a sense of identity, despite the father's enthusiasm.

Andy's plans for the future are vague. The most definite
thing he Would'say is that he might prefer to live alone
rather than get married.

Jim is.a shy, self-conscioUs, good-natured youngster who
suffers from,a learning disability. The family atmosphere
is very warmand supportive. Apart from older siblings
who have left the home, Jim has a younger brother and
sister and an older brother. His attitude toward the
younger siblings is very protective and helpful. During
visits he felt obliged to take the role of host and to
entertain the fieldworker.

Jim thinks th-t he would like to be a truck driver when
he leaves school. He does not seem to be under any pressure
from his parents to improve his academic standing. He

feels that his parents allow him to do almost anything
that he wants to do, and he identifies with their interests
completely.

Jim also displays a curious lack of affect which does
not appear to result from inhibition in the presence of
the researcher. ,He is most comfortable tatking about
his sporting successes or his short-wave radio, and he
became quite embarrassed on the few occasions on which
he was asked about more personal matters.

He is most impressed by persons who are considerate and
helpful to him, like his older sister who does not live
at home. He has nothing critical to say about school
and is quite happy with his progress in a remedial class.
Though he points to certain restrictions which his father
has placed upon his movements outside the home, the mother
seems to be the significant authority figure.

(Parallel sketches of the girls participating in the siudy

are not available.)

3. The Search For a Community

An account of an unsucoessful attempt by the researchers to

gain access to schools and families in the community of Stapleton (pseudonym)

may serve to identify some of the problems which the researchers encountered

in getting in touch with the subjects.
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In late January of 1980, a meeting was arranged between the

Principal of East Stapleton,J4nior High and John Herzog, the co-principal

investigator of the study. Having explained the ramifications of the

research and the role which we wished the,school to play, Herzog reported

that the principal seemed very interested and had undertaken to recommend

cooperation to the Superintendent and the School Committee, whose approval

he felt would be a matter of.course.

Throughout February, we waited for the decision. Eventually,

early in March, we were informed that the Superintendent of Schools was

not in favor of assisting the study. The stated reason was that the

school system was "politically tired," having just emerged from a contract

dispute with its teachers and a.lengthy school bond campaign. The Superintendent

did not wish to invite any persons into the East Stapleton School who

miglit conceivably give rise to further conflict.

We decided to approach the Catholic school of St. Agnes, also

in Stapleton; McDonough, a teacher in a sister Catholic school, was selected

to make the initial contact.. The Principal expressed a guarded interest

and invited Herzog, Butler, and McDonough to explain the study at a meeting

of the School Board: At this meeting, which took place in the last week

of March, the Principal impressed upon us,that we were expected to take

up no more than thirty minutes of the Board's time. Herzog outlined

the scope and duration of the study, while Butler and McDonough spoke

briefly about their respective backgrounds and their motivation. During

the ensuing questions, it became clear th'at certain members of the Board

harbored reservations about the study. The result, therefore, was not

'entirely unexpected. On the following day, the Principal informed us

that the Board had voted against participation in the study. Some of

the members were concerned about "invasion of privacy," one feeling that
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the project might be a misuse of Federal money.

Our first contact with the community of Rumfield was made by

william Genova, the principal investigator of the studY, who spoke to the

town's Superintendent of Schools and to the Principal of Sharman Junior

High School. The Superintendent was favorably dispoSed towards the study,

while the PrinciPl seemed wary and spoke'of the many demanis upon his

time. He was assured that we wished to use the school simply as a means

of identifying and getting in touch with seventh graders of Irish-

American background, and he kindly put the enrollment and division lists

of his seventh graders at our disposal.

The next step was to identify students.of Irish-American

background. We decided to elicit the help of some of the parents in

a

the community; with this end in view, two members of a parents' gro P .

associated with Sharman were invited to a staff meeting, also atte ded by

the fieldworkers in the other communities participating in the st dy.

After the meeting, Butler and McDonough talked at-length with-t

parents, both mothers of teenagers attending Sharman, though ese students

were not in the,seventh grade and thus unlikely to take part n the study.

Both women were aware of being partly of Irish descent, as ell as Italian\

and,English, respectively. The upshot of this conversatio was a meeting \

at the home of one of the mothers, to enable the research rs to meet more

parents and to explain the study to them in more detail

Some of the parents invited to this meeting 'd not attend, with

the result that we met only,kwo new members of the c mmunity. The atmosphere

was friendly and relaxed. Both of the principal i vestigators were present.

Butler and McDonough spoke about their-interest in an connections with the

Irish-American community.. Though we were disappointed at the small turn-

out, we felt the Meeting provided additional contacts and aroused interest

in the stUdy. A part of the meeting was spent in attempting to identify
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Irish-American seventh graders at the Sharman school. One mother looked

over the enrollment lists with us and indicated those studeniewhom she

felt, from her knowledge of the community were of Irish descent. We emerged

with a list of names, totalling about twenty boys and twenty girls,

though we could not be'certain that these teenagers considered themselves

as Irish-American or that they would be interested in taking part in the

study, assuming that we could obtain_their parents' consent.

Both of these meetings took place in April. At this point,

we realized that many of the students whom Our inforMants had labelled

"Irish-American" came from "mixed",families, i.e., they were the
*

children of parents whose respective ethnic backgrounds were different.

The predominant white ethnic groups in Rumfield are Irish and Italian,

and a number of the families we met claimed descent from both cultures.

Finding ourselves in a neighborhood in which it would be difficult to

choose families of exclusively Irish antecedents, we decided to adopt a

criterion of ethnicity based on the child's own conception of his or her

own background and "roots." If a prospective subject had some sense of

being "Irish" or "Irish-American," then we would include him or her in

the study, irrespective of other cultural influences upon the family.

It remained to find an efficient way to contact the students and their

parents.

Early in, May,the researchers met with the Principal of the

Sharman school. This meeting was arranged by the Assistant Principal,

to whom McDonough had spoken in April. It was impressed upon us that

we should be punctual since the Principal was particularly busy that day.

Unfortunately, only McDonough was present at this interview. She formed

an impression of the Principal as a brusque and efficient, though

not unfriendly, administrator. He was not opposed to the study but
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appeared too preoccupied with other school matters to express more than

a passing interest. We were referred'to the seventh grade teachers for

curther assistance.

Before the end of May, the researchers met babe with two

of these teachers. We passed on to them the names ofilthe students

identified as Irish-American by the parehts to whom we had spoken,.and

discussed ways of contacting these students. The Principal had expressed

opposition'to the idea of taking these students out of the classes in

.order to attend a meeting at which we would explain the study to threm.

However, the teachers found a way to arrange such a gathering after the

last class on a particular afteraion, thus minimizing interference with

the school day.

We asked the teachers to review our list of "Irish" students

and to make additions or deletiOnS as they saw fit, keeping in mind that

we were seeking a more or less even distribution in terms of school

"success" among the eight boys and eight girls with whom we hoped to

work. One of the teachers opposed inviting all forty students to the

proposed meeting. She felt that eince we required only sixteen'subjects,

many students would be aisappointed engendering ill feelings towarddthe

study. She suggested a reduced sample of twenty-four and undertook to

instruct specific youngsters to attendpthe meeting. We agreed to this

suggestion, though with some misgivings as to whether the procedure

would yield the required number of subjects. The teachers distributed

a single sheet of paper to the selected youths, upon which we had

summarized the aims of the study Ind the extentof their requested

participation. Simultaneously, we sent a letter to the students' parents,

introducing ourselves and describing the study in some.detail.
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Twice poStponed, the meetin7 finally took place in mid-June.

Sixteen students attended. The researchers introduced themselves and

spoke informally for d few minutes. We told the students that we would be

contacting their parentel whose permission would be required, but we

were careful to emphasiege that we would not report information gathered

from particIpants to parents or teachers. Several of the boys and girls

approached us'afterwards and.expressed interest. We collected the

names of eight students who said that they would like to take part

if their parents would allow them. It was very encouraging to have

made contact at last with these seventh graders, after monthd of

preliminaries.

There followed aiseries of meetings with parents,during

which the researchers continued to explain the study. Most parents were

ihterested and even enthusiastic; they talked freely about

themselves and their families, and opened their hdmes to us without

reservation. Many were embarrassed to admit that they knew little about

their ancestrillhomeland, but they recalled details of family history with

pride and seem diflaiibied-by our-interest-in thel.-r-hackgrounds-..)-Anc

young mother was hal*, that the Irish rather than the Italians of Rumfield

had been chosen as the object of the study.

With few exceptiOnb, thb parents we spoke to were favorably /

disiosed to their son's or daUghter's participation in the studk, thougA

they invariably left the final decisgon to the child. Several expressed

megret.that their child's impending absence from the area during the

summer vacation would prevent himiher from working with us. In dhe

case, the parents' interest appears to have a coercive influence on the

child, And this subject, one of the boys, '")ecame increasingly more

uncooperative as the study progressed, dropping out some months before its
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completion. Interestingly, one of the two persons who expressed

skepticism about the aims.of the study and the motives of the

researchers.was an Irish immigrant.

Of the twelve boys contacted, six agreed to begin the study.

One of these dropped out after the first meeting with Butler, protesting

that "all these questions make me uncomfortable." Of the twelve girls

four began and continued to participate in the study, while two others made

tentative commitments to begin working with us at a later date. Thus,

4
we began with a total of ten subjects -- six less than the proposed

sample. We hoped that friends of students already involved would be

drawn in as the study progressed, but this did not occui.

In the next sections of the field data are 'presented under

headings that'correspond to the Domains of the Home Climate Questionnaire:.

Relationships, Personal Development, and Organization. Although we did

not approach the adolescents with theSe categories in mind, the data

can be conveniently ordered through,use of them; provided tile following

definitions are kept in mind.

Under Relationships, the students'.perceptions of interaction

and communicailon with their families will be discussed., We try to

\

identify non-verbal nuances of behal4or that contribute to the emotional

climate of a family, as well as verbal expressions of aff,ection or

resentment. The section headed Personal Develoyment contains a

discussion of various aspects of identity such as ethnicity, religious

commitment, and aspirations, plus a depiction of parental interest in

the development and success of their children, as perceived by the

students. Under Organization are subsumed those aspects of family

life and activity in which the child perceives structure and organization
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(or lack of these), including a treatment of relationsh ps between the

family -- both as a unit and in terns of its individua members -- and

significant external agencies and persons. As explai edabove, the

primary focuS of interest is the home environment; 1. other aspects

of the subjects'experiences are treated in relatio to this.

I

a
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Relationships

The task of elicittng information and making inferences about personal

relationships within the family especially dramatized for the researchers

the small portion of the students' lives they were allowed to observe and

the potentially inhibiting effect of the observers' presence. They felt

frustratingly restricted to the fringes of a whole world of fascinating

interaction to which they could not gain access, partly because of the

relative infrequency of their visits to the families, which must have

prevented them from feeling completely at ease, and partly because of the

reticence of individual students when questioned about family matters.

1. Cohesiveness and Involvement

When asked to deScribe their feelings about other members of

their families or alpput the family as a whole, the students consistently

avoided negative evaluations, as if called upon to evince solidarity in

the face of the unpleasant'suggestion of an outsider. For example, the

question, "Is your family close?", was invariably answered in the

affirmative. A. number of our subjects considered questions touching

upon the possibility of family discord "too personal" for them to answer

candidly, and in general inquiries into the dynamics of family behavior

were met with mild impatience or incommhension, as.if the children were

surprised that we could imagine the atmosphere of their homes to be other

than harmonious.

Yet their behavior was sometimes in contradiction to their

assertions; it appears that the youths' were to defend the family against

the inferences supposedly contained in some of the questions. It may

also be that young teenagers -- and not only those of Irish-American

background, encounter the world of emotions and personal relationships
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in a largely unreflective manner, so that they are at a loss when asked to

articulate their perceptiOns, automatically giving a reply which they

think reveals them to the researcher in the most-favorable light. Most

weight, then, is to be placed upon information from observation,

though the presence of the researcher must 'always be considered as an

inhibiting factor. All of the data presented below were elicited in

interview sessions, with the subject's!perception of the researcher's

intentions perhaps functioning as an obstacle to frankness. The data

from fieldwork will be presented with frequent reference to individual

students, leaving discussion and interpretation to the final section of

the report.

There are five other siblings in John's family, two of whom

are older than he. The younger siblings get along well together and seem

more Inclined to help each other than to quarrel. John's younger brother

and sister are very interes'ied in the fieldworker's conversationS with

him and linger in the background, occasionally interjecting comments.

Occasionally John asks them mildly to stop interrupting but he does not

appear to resent their presence. All three children are puzzled when asked

if their parents praised them for doing something good. Their parents are

appreciative and concerned, they insist, and do lots of different things

for them, but they cannOt recall receiving encouragement or praise.

Andy's parents are very responsive to his material needs. He

says that his father has gone to a considerable amount of trouble to get

him a new board game that Andy saw at a friend's house. Andy's parents

attend a football game in which he plays, but make no comment on his

performance upon meeting him afterwards, even though he played well.
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A significant number of the boys seem etrongly attached to

the mother of the family, though only two of them express their attachment

in gestures of affection. Jeff is the youngest child of a large family,

all of whom have left home. At the first meeting, he is restless and

bored. His mother's presence serves as a temporary distraction from

the unwelcome queries of a stranger. He leans his elbow on her shoulder

and puts his arm around her, as if the researcher were not there. Even

after the stranger is introduced, Jeff continues to devote all his

attention to his mother until she leaves, seeming to exclude the outsider

rather than seeking protection from her. Andy also expresses affection

for his mother, though under somewhat different circumstances. Putting

his arm around her waist, he mentions a cousin who was visiting the

family and inquired whether the relative is to be allowed to ride his

younger brother's bicycle.

Theresa and Kathleen, interviewed together, attempt to distinguish

between "criticism" and "teasing." They agree that their parents never

criticize them, but fee7that they are often teased at home. For the most

part, they experience the teasing as a family joke, but sometimes it

seems to be done to annoy and they resent this. Beverly says that in

her family show their love for each by "sharing" and "borrowing

things," implying that the members of her family are not overtly.affectionate

with eath other.

Andy quickly defends his family against negative inferences

he perceived in the interview questions. In response to an attempt to

elicit his feelings about his brothers and sisters, he reports that his

family members often "go out together." /ndeed, the entire family (Andy's

parents and three other siblings) assemble on the occasion of the researcher's
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first visit, though his slightly older sisters soon lose interest and beg

to be excused. Andy regards family outings with boredom, even'being willing

to assert that "Nothing interesting ever happens" in his house. He gets

along "pretty well" with his parents; he honestly respects them and tries

not to.do anything that will hurt them. Yet, in none of the interviews

does he expgess enthusiasm or affection for his parents or siblings,

nor talk excitedly about something which they have done together.

Andy cannot answer questions about what his parents' feelings

are toward him, responding shyly, "You'll have to ask them." He is

puzzled when asked if members ,of his familli show affection for each other

openly, and eventually decides that they do not. Perhaps Andy did not

understand the question correctly, but direct observation supports his

perception. His parents did not joke or laugh with him in the presence

of the fieldworker, and Andy himself was almost invariably serious and

subdu.:' in these interactions. However, Andy feels that the members of his

family compensate for lack of warmth by giving each other gifts at Christmas

and birthdays. Yet he remembers that, when his birthday fell while he was

on vacation with the family of a friend, he did not get any presents upon

his return home.

Andy is sometimes iiuzzled when his parents "act strange or

get upset." A possible explanation of this statement is that normal

behavior within the family involves keeping the expression of emotion and

strong feelings to a minimum. Andy's parents seem to attend, carefully

to his needs, as seen in their pride in his football trophies, their

willingness to drive him to games, and their concern that he has the

best equipment available But this solicitude seems to lack a crucial

affective aspect, making it feel more like the discharge of an obligation

than an expression of the parental affection from which it obviously springs.
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Andy's parents do not take an interest in his friends, but he

does not "see what's wrong with that." In this response, he seems to be

reacting against the possible negative judgement contained in the question.

He admits that he is punished for disobeying his parents (not physically,

but by the imposition of certain,prohibitions), but feels the need

to.defend their actions by saying that, if he were to disobey them, then

he would deserve his punishment: "It's your own fault, isn't it, if

you're late, or something?"

Although Paul did not participate in the study after the second

meeting, the fieldworker was able to observe his interaction with his

two sisters, both in their mid-teens. He seems to use the presence of the

visitor to embarrass or exert pressure on the younger one, forcing her

to leave the room in which she is watching TV because he wants to talk
a

to the interviewer there. Later, he asks her to help him look for something,

but she is stoically uncooperative. He asks where his parents are and she

tells-him curtly that they have gone out. Paul accepts her lack of

cooperatin in a completely expressionless manner, displaying no irritation

and returning to the conversation with the fieldworker.

His decision not to participate in the study came as a surprise,

since he had seemed at ease during the first meeting. However, he insisted

that the researcher's presence made him uncomfortable. His parents seemed

unwilling to throw any light on the matter. The father, a polite and

diffident man, ushered the researcher into the room into which he was

watching TV before his wife recommended meeting in the kitchen, and

subsequently had no comments to make. The initiative to terminate seemed

to have come from Paul, but how his parents felt about it and whether

the matter had been discussed en famine were impossible to determine.
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It appeared that Paul's mother had some reservations about his decision,

and the fieldworker's acceptance of it, which she was not disposed to voice.

The fieldworker explained that the voluntary cooperation of each student

was essential and that her son had not been rejected because he expressed

some reluctance.

Andy also appears to use the interview situation to influence

his sisters, though in a less calculated way, as when prevailing upon the

eldest (who is eighteen) to bring %lasses of iced tea to the pair

talking on the porch. She seems to resent the request, but felt obliged

to observe the forms of hospitality in her mother's absence.

Robbie has never known his father, since his parents are separated.

He has a friendly and affectionate relationship with his mother, and

spends much time with her. Yet he is noticeably more animated'and forth-

coming with the research when his mother is not at home. The productiveness

of the meetings with Robbie seemed to depend on the current state of his

relations with his mother. On one occasion he appears particularly bored

and listless. Asked whether he is still interested in the study, he

insists that he is enjoying the conversations, appearances to thetcontrary.

His mother comes into the room briefly while we are talking, complaining

about being tired and having to cook. Robbie's response to her is minimal

and she does not address him directly. He casts a faintly exasperated

glance at her as she leaves the room.

The dominant role of the mother is noticeable in almost all.of.

the families. In Jim's home, the father is reticent while the mother

is very eager to talk to the researcher about the study. Initially the

father's-authority is deferred to, since his approval is necessary before

Jim may participate in the study, but once received the mother takes

all subsequent initiative in dealing with the researcher, to the extent
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of answering queries about her husband's family and background. This

mother apmears to be the arbiter of standards in all day-to-day matters,

the person who enforces discipline and order in the household, whereas

the father's judgement is invoked only on matters of principle, perhaps

preserving the illusion of his Central authority. Jim's approach to

buying Christmas gifts for his parents lends support to this impression.

He deliberated at great length over what he should buy for his mother and

is far less concerned about the nature of his father's gift, but more

11kely reveals Jim's perception of him as on the fringe of family

activity.

Tim complained that his mother expects more of him than of his

older sister who is almost twenty-one. He feels he is frequently blamed

for things that happen in the house for Which he is not responsible.

It appeared to the researcher also that Jim's mother applies stringent

standards of discipline to her son's behavior, While the daughter is free

to take issue with her edicts. However, the discrepancy may be largely

due to the age difference between the siblings.

Jeff's relationship with his mother is more tangible and reciprocal

than that with his father. Though reportedly "very bright" and active

in school organizations, Jeff is cOnsidered by his parents to be something

of a "problem child." He resists authority both at home and in school,

and seems to have lost interest in his grades. His parents may have hoped

that participation in the study would help to effect a reform, and strongly

encouraged Jeff to take part in it. -Jeff's attitude during most of the

meetings was'one of passive resistance,,occasionally
alleviated by a

spark of interest or amusement.

Jeff repeatedly flaunts his father's authority and complains of

his persistent reproaches. He waits impatiently for each of his father's
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absences from the house, so that he can invite his friends around to

play in the attic, in &fiance of his parent's prohibition.- While Jeff

is in the process of showing his "den" to the researcher, the father

calls him in an irritated voice, dgpanding to know what he is up to.

Realizing that a guest is present, the father withdraws in disgruntlement

-Jeff is using the newcomer's presence to provoke his father, a ploy

denied to him by subtle maneuvers in future visits by the researcher.

Jeff is continually aware of his father's disapproval of his

exploits, but feels it is not difficult to circumvent his censure.

However, he appears somewhat in awe of his mother. Dropping his normal

facetious tone for a moment, he reports seriously that his mother "knows

everything about me -- I can't fool hers." Numerous instances of his

mother's.ability to restrain him were observed. She reproaches him

variously for having abandoned his bicycle in the park where it might

have been stolen, for interrupting her conversation with the fieldworker,

and for his ongoing attempts to limit his participation in the study by

arriving late for the meetings. He accepts her censure without comment'

or apparent resentment. She is embarrassed by his behavior toward the

Tesearcher, sometimes adopting a fatalistic attitude, shrugging her

shoulders, and glancing wryly at that person as if to say, "What is to

be done with.him?" Yet Jeff never confronts her in the presence-of

the interviewer, and appears to regard her with affectionate respect.

2. Ethnicity and Religion

Although all the students participating in the study consider

themselves to be more or less "Irish" or "Irish-American," their per-

ceptions of the content of this ethnic identity are'extremely difficult

to elicit. "Being Irish" seems to have no objective correlates; these

students can point to no specific activities or organizations in which
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they participate by virtue of their ethnic background. Nor can they

identify any distinguishing characteristics of Irish-Americana as an

ethnic'group. In their minds, the composition and boundaries of this

group are not well-defined. They seem to have acquired a rudimentary sense

of ethnic identity from fragments of family history which their parents

casually relate to them. Since there is no deliberate and ongoing attempt

to make them aware of their background, it is not a significant element

in their daily lives and is seldom, if ever, referred to in interaction
,

with peeri.

In a sense, the researcher's interest in ethnicity seems to

have placed the subjects in a dilemma. They know that they are somehow

"Irish,4 but they cannot explain what this entails or how this knowledge

had been engendered. Perhaps it is too much to expect young teenagers

to articulate the elements of a sophisticated concept such as ethnic

identity. At any rate, their reaction to questions about ethnicity is

often bemused or impertinent. They do not know what it means to be Irish,

as opposed to Italian, or simply American, ,yet they are reluctant to say

that it means nothing to them, sirice they perceive it as to some extent

bound up with their personal identities and worth as individuals.

Paul tells about an incident that took place at school when one

of his teachers remarked tjut the number of world.7famous Italians far

exceeded the total of similarly renowned Irish persons. This statement

produced some argument among the students belonging to the two groups.

Confugion reigned to the end of the class and the argument mas carried to

the prayground. Paul felt that the exchange of insults and nicknames

that took place did not indicate ill-feeling. Rather, it functioned as

a sort of diversion from the routine of the class. Paul himbelf defended
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the Irish. This did not cause friction between him and his Italian friends.

Robbie lives with his mother and no longer has any contact

with his father who (Robbie's mother aays) is Italian-American. His

mother's great-grandparents on both sides came from Ireland; making

Robbie fourth generation; they settled in Prince Edward Island and from

there moved south to the U.S. Robbie's maternal grandmother was born

in Rumfield. His thother does not talk to him about his Irish backgrbund,

though he thinks he has heard her talk to other people. He does not think

that Irish-Americans are different from other kids, though he is proud

to be Irish nevertheless. He used to visit his great-grandmother in

South"Boston, but he does not seem to be aware of the Irish character

of that neighborhood.

Both Theresa and Kathleen say that they know something about

the country from which their grandparents came, as distinguished from ,

the history of their families. This information, which does not appeat

very extensive or precise, has been passed on largely via the grandparents.

Most of the girls feel that their parents do not emphasize their Irish

background in conversation with their children, though Jean asserts that

her maternal grandmother "drives me crazy talking about Ireland."

Jeff's father and mother are first and second generation,

respectively. His paternal grandparents were both born in the county of

'
Kerry, though .they met and married in the U.S. His maternal grandmcther

was born in South Boston and her husband in central Massachusetts; ahe

visited Ireland once, according to her daughter, but she did not look up

any of her relatives there, because she had lost touch with them and

no longer knew where they lived. Jeff's father talks enthusiastically

about a cousin of his who visited him a few years ago, "from the old

country." Both of Jeff's parents enjoyed the visitor very much and think

2 7,2
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that it would be nice to.visit him, in turn, though they do 7lot tave

any specific plans to do so.

Jeff affects a convincing air of boredom when the subject of
I.

ethnic identity is introduccd.. His/parents do not talk to him about/

his Irish background, though he seems well acquainted with family/history

if judged by his attempt to correct his mother about.thedetailsOf a

story concerning her parents she told.

Tim's mother is of Italian descent, and his father is second

generation Irish. Tim thinks that he has identified with his father's

side because his father's relatives left the area and lead relatively

exciting lives, whereas his mother's relatives live in the North End of

Boston. Tim likes visiting his mother's family, but .many of them do not

speak English so that he and his father are sometimes excluded from the

interaction. He takes a greater interest in Ireland and things. Irish

than the other subjects, but his sense of solidarity with the Irish does

not seem to have a tangible foundation in his daily life and activities.

Most of his friends are
Irish-American, but he thinks this is so because

there are so many Irish-A17icans living in Rumfield. He also has Italian

friends, and does not think of them as any different from the' Irish.

Andy's father is third generation Irish, mother is second

generation. His paternal grandparents lived in Chgrlestown. His father

is very interested in his ancestry and says that he would be glad to

give the researcher more detailed information about his family and their

travels in the U.S. However, he does not know very much about the

family in Ireland and could not identify the part of Ireland they came

from. .Andy's mother's family lived in western Massachusetts before moving

to Fall River, in the southeastern part of the state.
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Andy's'paternal grandparents never talk to him about Ireland,

although his grandmother gave him a shamrock made of Connemara marble on

a silver chain which he wears about his neck. His father does not talk

to him about family,history with the same enthusiasm as he showed in

talking to the visitor, but hesometimes reminde'Andy that he is Irish

by sticking paper shadrocks on his hockey helmet. Andy is aware that

there are a great many Irish peopcle in South Boston, but ie does not know

any more about that neighborhood: He once played hockey against a South

Boston team and formed the impression that they are "pretty tough kids."

.Jim's mother is the only person in the families we studied who

expressed interest in the hunger strike of the Republican prisoners in

Belfast, and in the political situation in Northern Ireland. She says

that'hez mother's side of the family came from Ireland, but she does not

know when they arrived in the U.S.. Her mother-in-law talks'a lot about

Ireland, but neither she nor her husband knows very much about the history

of his family.

Jim has Italian friends and emphasizesithat there is absolutely

nb friction between the Irish=Americans and their Italian neighbors.

He does not know how to distinguish the Irish from other ethnic groups,

unless "by their freckles." However, he is aware that some Italian

pfrents do not want their children to marry outside taeir own group. Jim

is sure that his parents'would not object if he wanted to marry someone

who was not Irish-American.

Most of the subjects are required by their parents to attend

Sunday. school or religious classes held in the evening during the week,

but few are...enthusiastic about this obligation. Robbie goes to religious

class because his mother wants him to, but he sees little purpose to it
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and thinks that religion is "not that good." Asked if prayers are said,

in school, he immediately points out that this would be uncOnstitutional.

Jeff's parents'expect him to go to Mass, though not every Sunday; he also

goes to Sunday school where he learns "all the usual stuff." Andy sees

no connection between religion,and the "real world." Only Tim finds

religious class "interesting" anddbes not mind going, a fact consistent

with his heightened sense of/responsibility and his interest in adult

concerns.

One of the parents mentioned that her mother sold her house

to a South Boston parish for a dollar when she moved to Rumfield to be

near her daughter. However, such benevolence is almost completely a

thing of the past. Other parents deplore clerical interference in the

affai s of the. family. One mother considered the number of children she

5hould have as a .1:atter for herself and her husband to determine. Though

a Catholic who attends church6egularly, she does not feel that theological

considerations should prevail over economic necessity.
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E. Organization
\

The households do not seem to be otganized in a formal sense; i.e.,

\

most parents do not present their chiltIren with an explicit network of

prohibitions and procedures designed tO create an orderly home environment.

Yet despite the lack of conscioutly maintained organization, there is no

doiilt that the students perceived their parents as\ persons who could

\

be relied upon tO behave in a predictable manner, and their home environ-

ments as stable and orderly. Almost all of the parents are concerned

about matters such as where their chijldren go when tney leave the house,

what time they come home in the evenings, how well they do in school. etc.

1

Each household possesses, if not specific regulations,', then stable parental

expectations and opinions which govern the children's behavior. For the

Most part, the students seem to appreciate this guidanCe which they

perceive as an expression of their parents' affection and concern. One

or two complain that their parents do not allow them enaugh freedom, but

most agree that a prohibition upon talking to strangers,!, for example,

or upon walking lone late at night, is probably justified. Thus they

do not resent the restrictions imposed upon them'.

1. Chores and Family Activities

Distinctio,s must be drawn among the'organization of household

chore, the orchestration of family activities, and the resolution of

disagreements arising between members of the family. Although the performance

of household chores seems, in general, to be carried out On a fairly informal

basis, the degree of order and neatness prevailing in ea41 of the homes

leaves one in no doubt that no essential chores are negleOted. This
1

orderliness prObably results from the mother assuming th !burden of

household maintenance and delegating only the most minor tesponsibilities
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to the children. At any rate, the arrangement seems efficient, whether

or not based upon an unequal distribution of labor.

However, with respect to family activities, a more casual

approach is used. Neither parents nor children mentioned activities

organized for the specific purpose of permitting the family to spend time

together, nor did the students refer to anything like family occasions or

"traditions" established by their parents. Occasions upon which the family

comes together seem, at least partly determined by factors extrinsic to

the family itself: the obligation to visit the extended family, for

example, or the necessity of entertaining a visitor. Many of the students

express a'lack of enthusiasm for such occasions and regard them with

indifference.

2 Dealina With Problems

It does not seem that family problems are dealt with in an

explicit manner, though this may be an aspect of family life from which

the researchers were excluded. At any rate, the students do not perceive

the use of Iormal procedures (such as airing a grievance, talking to one

or other parent, etc.) for the resolution of difficulties, and most feel

that problems tended to be smoothed over without discussion. In a few

cases, this seems to have led to lasting estrangements between family

members and the extended family. The lack of opportunity or encouragement

for siblings to talk openly about their feelings seems consistent with their

reticence in the presence of the researcher. However, one should be

cautious in inferring the nature of intra-familial relationships from

the students' behavior during essentially informal interviews by an outsider.

Robbie says that he and his mother sometimes have disagreements,

on account of which they "stop talking to each other," though this does

not last very long. However, his mother and his aunt once had a falling
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out, after which they did not speak to each other for more than a year.

Robbie readily understands when his mother is too busy to spend

time with him though it appears to the observer that they actually spend

a lot of time together. Robbie's mother seems to make a greater effort

than other parents to plan time that she and her son can.spend tOgether,

probably because that time is limited by her full-time job and because

Robbie does not see his,father.

It seems that disagreements among the members of Robbie's extended

family are not always made explicit, however, Robbie tells of an occasion

where a number of his relatives helped his uncle to "move house." The

family members became disgruntled because the uncle did not express his

gratitude by taking them out for a drink afterwards or by returning the

favor in a tangible way. Robbie felt that "everyone was really annoyed

with Paddy" but no one said anything to him.

Money is scarce in Robbie's house, and he hopes to get 4 part-

time job, though he insists that his mother has put no pressure on him

to do so. If he were working, he would buy his own clothes so as not to

have to ask her for money. He helps with the 'chores, although there is

no system; he cleans his own room, and .if there are dishei in the sink

he washes them. His mother usually washes up after she has cooked a meal,

to which the neatness of the kitchen testifies. Robbie also takes part

in family discussions, apparently the only one of the youngsters in the

sample accorded this privilege. .For example, when his mother was Wondering

whether to ask Robbie's uncle (who is livingytth them temporarily) to

contribute to the household budget, she first talked it over with Robbie

and asked him what he thought.
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Robbie and his mother have a rather unique relationship. It

differs from relationships of the other mothers and sons in ttie study

'that Robbie seems to regard his mother as a friend and in return is

virtually treated as an equal. Robbie also seems very much at ease in

the company of members of his extended family and not at all unwilling

to join in the adults' conversation.

3. - Structure in the Home

Andy has to ask his parents' permission to do most thinge,. Although

they allow him to wear clothes that he prefers when he's leaving the house,

they want to know where he'is going and at what time he will be home.

However, Andy does not feel oppressed or overly constrained by his parents'

exercise of authority. On one occasion he thoughtthe fieldworker was

implying by his questions that his parents were too,strict with him;

he was quick to point out that he does not see anything wrong with their

rules. Andy often fights with his sisters, but "It's never serious."

If one of his sisters is annoyed with him, he will usually talk to his

mother about it. His mother then attempts to effect a reconciliation --

not always successfully, he adds with a rueful smile, as though wishing

to make light of the matter.

Jim also does not think that his parents are too strict,

compared to other parents, but they do have definite,rules that they insist

upon. Jim does not need permission to leave the house, although his parents

expect him to tell them where he is going. They are concerned about what

he does outside the home, and he feels sure that he could not get away

with lying to them, though of course he would not want to do anything like

that. Jim reports that his parents allow him to choose his own friends,

but he remembers one particular boy whom his parents disapproved of and

with whom he-no longer plays. But he asserts that he does not want to

play with that *kid anymore, anyway.
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Jim's parents seem actively to encourage their children to be

supportive and helpful to each other. The oldeesiblings who are in

college have arranged for the younger children to visit them. Jim's

parents like this idea, he says, since it will give him an opportunity

to see the college which he hopes eventually to attend. Jim also plays

his part in this circle of concern by teaching his younger brother to

play tennis. His interest in his brother's progress is obviously

genuine, but in addition he is also acting in accord with his parents'

expressed wishes.

Tim does not resent his parents' rule that he must not be on

the streets alone at night. He thinks Rumfield is not unsafe, but he feels

that his parents' attitude is "normal." Tim's parents expect him to go to

church unless he has a football game. If he misses Mass on Sunday, he

usually goes by himself Monday night.

Tim-does not like to go to the beach with his parents whom he

thinks are "just a little old-fashioned," this being the strongest criticism

of them that he voices. He likes to go with his sister, because he can

"wander aroUnd on my own and meet girls." He gets on very well with his

sister, who sometimes buys him clothes and takes him out to eat with her.

Both Theresa and Kathleen, interviewed together, said that they

like to spend time with their parents. The members of each fa:MI.1y often

watch TV together in their homes, and the girls agree that they feel as

comfortable with their parents as with their siblings. Neither family

does much visiting, but both girls insist that they like going out with

their parents.

.Jean and Beverly, on the other hand, live in close proximit, to^

members of their extended families,"which causes them a certain amount of
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discomfort. They agree that "family closeness" was "a pain in the neck,"

and Beverly said that she felt more free when she lived in Arizona where

she had no relations nearby. Both girls come from families in which more

emphasis on independence and autonomy seem to be emphasized. Their parents

know some but not all of the children's friends, and there is only a slight

emphasis on external duties such as church attendance.

In general, the fieldworkers noticed that when alone with them

the subjects. did not hesitate to make arrangements for subsequent appointments

without deferring to their parents. However, when contacted by telephone,

they invariably asked their parents' approval of any arrangement, and on

a number of occasions parents overruled arrangements that their children

had made, apparently without consultation.

4. External Relations

Since the primary concern of the researchers is the home and

the students' perceptions of it, the fieldworkers have deliberately not

described, to now, the students' experiences of the world outside the

organized structures of home and school. However, we gathered an amount

of incidental data which may shed some light on the manner in which the

home environment influences the students' relations wth the outside

world. It should be remembered that no systematic attempt was made to

study peer relations, for example. The following observations may suggest

obliquely how the parents' organization.of the hom e influences the child'

interaction with neighborhood and peers.

Jim's family seems unusually close-knit, and the harmonious

relations that exist among siblings has already been described. Jim and

his younger brother and sister form a group that seems to exclude a

visiting cousin, though they never explicitly affirm this solidarity or

say anything to their cousip that might make him feel unwanted. However,
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the. cousin reveals his insecurity in a querulous tone and a tendency to make

fun of the others, of which they take little notice.

The fieldowrker asked Jim about a photograph in his bedroom.

This is a girl whom he met At camp and whom he sometimes talks to on the

telephone.. The questions appear to make him uncomfortable, and he eagerly

returns to the.innoduous topic of ice hockey. He has just been to his

first dance with his friend Ted. He did not dance with anyone but sat

near the speaker and listened to the music. He was afraid that his friend

would desert him. But Ted honored his promise and stayed with him for

most of the evening.

Jim tells about what he considers an unusual situation existing

between his aunt and "the man who we pretend is my uncle." His aunt's

companion spends most of his time at her house and goes to his own studio

only to sleep. Jim seems to feel that this is a slightly irregular and

undesirable arrangement.

Jim is complacent about his popularity among his schoolmates.

He knows "almost everyone in the school" and is frequently invited to

parties. He has numerous and valuable connections in the neighborhood,

including an obliging repair man who visits Jim's sister and maintains

Jim's bicycle free of charge.

Rumfield is not very safe, "You could get mugged there,"

according to Jim. There are some students from the Sharman who frequent

the park in West Rumfield, but Jim does not want to reveal their names.

South Rumfield is even worse,,and "a kid got stabbed" there recently when

the police raided a party, "looking for drugs." Sometimes "bad kids"

come to Rumfield from other towns. Jim thinks it possible that "some

kids from East Boston," turned away from a dance at a nearby parish hall,
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went to South Rumfield and "stabbed that kid, because he got hurt the

very same night."

Andy's family is also close-knit, although this solidarity is

in part a defense against an external world which they regard with some

mistrust. Andy's parents socialize with other parents whom they haVe

met through Andy's participation in an ice hockey league. However, they

do not seem to be on good terms with their immediate neighbors. The

people next door have been involved with the police, and Andy's parents

have asked him not to associate with them. Neither is the family on

speaking terms with the people on the other side of them, because of a

dispute that took place a number of years ago that Andy does not clearly

remember. Since Andy does not have any close friends in the immediate

neighborhood, and none of his relatives lives in Boston, the family is

somewhat isolated. This isolation appears to be partly self-imposed.

Andy's father in particular seems to prefer associations that are

provisional and easy to delimit, which may explain in part why most of the

family's friends live at a.distance and why relations with.immediate

neighbors are strained. However, Andy days that his mother formerly

cOnducted Sunday School classes in the house, and both parents were

favorably disposed from the beginning toward involvement in the study.

It is thus impossible to say that the home is completely closed to the

outside world, friction with neighbors notwithstanding.

Andy is more conscious of parts of Rumfield wAich appear to

be more affluent than his own street than of disadvantaged areas. His

distinction between the social classes seems to be based on the number

of hotising.units in a particular building. Sou&I Rumfield, he believes,

is the "'same as here," though he points out that he has never been there.
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Tim shares Andy's reticence in talking about his relations with

the opposite sex. He does not like to go to dances: "The music is tooz:1

loud, the hall is dark, and you can't really talk to anyone." Tim is not

worried about being on the streets after dark because he has "big friends"

who look after him. Al his friends are "good kids" which means that

"They don't-get into trouble or anything like that." He seems glad to .

be able to say that two of his best friends are Black since this proves

that he cannot be associated, even indirectly, with the racial prejudices

he so frequently deplores.

On one occasion, Tim appeared very flushed when the researcher

arrived. Asked if he had been running, he said that he had been "training"

at school, but bad come home to take a shower, "because of privacy and

stuff." Apparently there are no shower stalls at the Sharman.

His parents are on good terms with all their neighbors. They

do hot visit regularly, although they occasionally invite each other

to cookouts. His parents know most of his friends parents also, but

they prefer to sooialize with members ofthe extended family.

Tim thinks that the chief difference between the North End

(Boston) -- where his mother's family lives -- and Rumfield is that

people are closer to each other in the former neighborhood. South Rumfield

is a "working-class neighborhood," the people there "don't have very good

jobs and don't earn much money." Tim thinks that "the kids are different,

too: more likely to get into trouble and to cause problems in school."

He does not know anything about South Boston, beyond the fact that "a lot

of Irish live there." He has a vague impression that it is a tough

neighborhood.
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Jeff is the most assertive and self-cOnfident of the boys, while

also the most difficult to deal with. He proudly displays a photograph

of a previous girlfriend in the school yearbook. She happens to be one

of the prettiest girls, though not, Jeff insists, as pretty as his current

girlfriend, Judy, who is-"the best-looking girl I've ever seen."

Continuing to examine the photograph5 in the yearbook, Jeff comments

upon his schoolmates. Most of his remarks are critical and negative;

apparently the only qualities that impress him are good looks and

proficiency in sports. He is amused by the plainer girls and laughs

at the ugly ones. Pointing to one photograph, he says, "This girl's

a lezzie." He knows this because he heard her "ask another girl out."

Jeff himself is a good-looking boy, with dark eyes and hair

and handsome features. Of all the subjects, he seems least constrained

by parental authority although he lacks obvious attributes of maturity,

such as interest in the world of adults and a clear conception of future

goals. In fact, Jeff seems disposed to flaunt authority in any shape

or form. To the fieldworker's consternation, ht lingers on the street in

the path.of approaching cars, pretending to be self-absorbed, and he

frequently discusses confrontations between himself and other kids. Many

of his actions are no doubt designed to impress the researcher with .his

lack of interest in the project, which was evident from our first meeting.

^

But from limited observation of Jeff in the company of his friends, a

glimpse of his activities outside house and school is available. Whereas

Jeff gives reluctant attention to his mother's admonitions and is careful

not to confront school authorities too openly, on the street he allows

freer expression to his resentment and contempt fox constraints. The

activities in which he and his friends engage are harmless enough, viewed

separately! for example, one of their pranks was filching drinks of water,
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from the pitchers on the tables in a local restaurant, the main object

of which was to aggravate its owner. Displayed here and in other

escapades are resentment and suspicion towards authority figures in

general, and on occasion even towards peers, which the other students

uo not seem to share.

Robbie.used to have a girlfriend but he does not -have one any

longer becatte he is too busy. He has had about.ten girlfriends in

the last year, he tells me, none for longer than eighteen days. (He is

especially precise about the time period.) He wai not even going to ask

out his most recent girlfriend but "my friends bugged me about it."

Robbie is aware of class differences manifest in the character

of different areas within Rumfield itself. He does not, though, have

clear impressions of other towns. Robbie concludes that parts of West

Rumfield are "rich," since the houses look nicer than those in his

neighborhood and many are built of brick. The.East Rumfield baseball

league is also prosperous, if one may judge from their equipment and their

uniforms.

Jean is pretty, articulate, and self-confident. She is not too

happy.in school and only makes an effort "when I feel like it." She thinks

that her parents realize this but it is not a source of concern. In

conversation with the researcher, she is quite open and outgoing until the arrival

of one of her friends, whereupon she becomes much less spontaneous in her

responses. Jean has a boyfriend who is a member of a street gang. However,

both she and her friend insist that he is different from the'other members

of the gang and that, although he "hangs out" with them, he does not get

involved in any of the "crazy,,,ad stuff that some of them are into."

As is the sphere of the youths' personal relationships-with
t.

siblings and parents, it seems that a great amount of activity was taking
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place within the neighborhood in which the subjects were involved but

from which the researchers were excluded. This was due in part to the

intermittent nature of their contact with the community; an incident that

greatly impressed a particular boy or girl when it occurred had lost some

of its impact when the fieldworker appeared.

But there were also intimations of events which were not 1

intended to be communica.ted to outsiders. For example, Robbie's uncle

threw a tire iron at a car in which some kids from another neighborhood

were joy-riding. Jim's brother was involved in a mini-riot at a local

theatre"during the screening of a movie about a rock conceit. Andy's

bicycle was stolen.by_two Black kids who "jumped him" outside a shopping

aenter, and his mother accosted one of the suspects in the street. This

latter incident, in particular, caused an upheaval within the family,

yet Andy referred to it without emotion, almost as if it had happened

to someone else.

The point is that the lives of these seventh graders are

infinitely more complex than appears to be the case when one simply

"ihtervr4.ews" them. While our primary 'focus of interest has been upon

the home environment, there are innumerable external influences acting
1

upon the home which the nature and limitations of the fieldwork preeluded

the res

must be

earchers from studying; these "intangible" or "unknown" factors

allowed for evaluating the observations set down above.
0
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F. Personal Development

In this section the researchers will present a brief summary of t.

subjects' perceptions of the potential for learning in their homes and

at school,,before moving to the larger guestiont of aspiratifns, maturity

and ethnic identity.

1. School LearAing

All of the subjects -- with one notable exception in the case

of Jeff -- seem more or lest uncritical of their school and teachers,

though neither do they describe them with much enthusiasm. Tim thinks

that Sharman Junior High School'is "not a badschool," snd thkt the teachers

are reasonably helpful and'responsive to the students. Opinions are

divided as to the degree of order.with which the school is administered.

Some students doubt that what they are being taught will be of any us,

. .

to them in later life. All perceive as excesSive emphasis on discipline,

a lack of-opportunity for meaningful student influence upon curricula and

s0/
school activiti,e ,.and the general difficulty of expressing oneself within

the tohool environment. The teachers are for the most part regarded with

indifference or faint hostility, although Tim (who is very much concerned

_-

with responsibility and correct behavior) expresses his disapproval of "kids

who cause trouble in class." Clearly none of these subjects wouldte

adverse to having a little fun at the teacher's expense, if the opportunity

were to arise.

Although Jeff is the highest ranked student taking part in the

study, he is alio the most critical of the school. According to Jeff,

"sudents do as little as possible. Problems are not dealt with, and ma

of the kids would rat# her be somewhere else." As if to emphasize hts

courage and impudence in the face of authority, he relates two anecdotes



in which he was the central figure confronting female teachers who accused

_him of creating disturbances. He insists that he was not cowed into

apologizing and expressed his scorn for his accusers by mimicking them

mercilessly.

The girls are evenly divided in their assessment of the school.

Jean and Beverly express themselves bluntly: "The olace stinks." They

agree that teachers are not open or available to students, that the "smart

kids" receive better treatment, and that their school work gives them

no sense of challenge or feelings of accomplishment. By contrast,

Theresa and Kathleen are almost enthugiastic about the school, feeling

that the principal was doing'a great job "because he is so strict." They

both mention the "global classroom" program, which they describe as an

opportunity for seventh graders to take part in various cultural events

in the city of Boston and to meet other students from different backgrounds.

The teacher in charge of'this program chooses students who are -- in

Thetesa's words -- "good, outgoing, interested in class." Both girls

had participated in this program. Whereas Jean and Beverly express the

joiyit opinion that the school is a mess, the other pair feel that its

activities'are usually very well organized.

2. Out-of-School Learning

Outside of school, the primary interest of the boys is sports --

basketball, football, baseball. Only Tim seems to have a more than

superficial knowledge of the world of adults, though this does not preclude

sharing the interests of his peers. During the first meeting, he spoke

intelligently about the relative hazards of Carter and Reagan, deplored

a general lack of interest in the consequences of pollution, and criticized

the intolerant attitude toward Blacks of some of his southern relatives.
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It was hard to ascertain the extent to which his parents encourage these

interests. It seems that Tim develops his opinions by watching television

and reading the newspaPere, that he lacks frequent opportunity to express

himself, and that he looked forward to the visiti of the researcher.

Andy's parents encourage him not to have negative feelings toward

Blacks, and to be polite in public. He does not believe that he learns

very much when he goes on trips with them, but sometimes they show him

how to do things around the house, like operating the washing machine.

Mike's parents do not encourage him to read, since they say

he is always reading and has to be persuaded to go out to play, an-assertion

that seems questionable.
Mike appears to spend most of his time ai the

nearby park, playing catch with his friends, and was happiest when he

could persuade the
fieldworker to join them.

Aspirations

The aspirations of most of' the boys are directed towards careers

in sports. A good baseball 'or hockey team will determine their choice

of college and.,
although aware of the odds against becoming a professional,

they do not seem to have thought about what they will do if they do not

achieve their primary ambition. Only Tim is realistic about his chances.

He remarks that "A kid is as likely to make the big leagues as to make a

successful career for himself as a brain Surgeon." Tim is going to go to

college so that he will be able to find a good job if he does not succeed

as a football player. He has also thought of joining the Navy because

"You get to travel and learn a trade." He does nct want to join the

Army because they "only teach you to kill people and what use is that?"

Tim's parenti do not put pressure on him to study but they do "remind" him

frequently, and he is aware that they think he should spend more time

at his books.
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A number of other students perceive that their parents "do not

mind what career they choose, although they are careful to distinguish this

lack of parental initiative from indifference. Aspirations toward a

career in sports are invariably encouraged and the parents take pride in

their children's achievements. Students in the higher divisions at school

seem under more pressure to be academically successful, although they do

not perceive their parents' behavior as pressure. Those students who are

less successful in school, judging from their position in the division

lists, feel that their parents' expectations are not demanding: the

criterion of a good career seemed to be "satisfaction," rather than

"success."

4. Maturity

Only one of the boys seems completely satisfied with his parents'

Impression of his maturity, as indicated by the degree of autonomy and

freedom which they allow him. Paul is perfectly content to remain in the

amtediate vicinity of his house; all his friends live on his street. .He

does not share the other boys' interest in sports, and expresses very

little curiosity about the world outside his home. He admits that he

did not think of visiting the adjoining cities, and anyway he does not

know how to travel on his own.

Jeff is at the other end of the spectrum, as regards independent

self-assertion. He has made a bus trip to New Hampshire on his own in

order to visit his girlfriend, and he insists that his parents place few

or no restrictions on his movements. He writes regularly to his girlfriend

and is convinced that they will eventually be married. However, his

studied indifference to adult authority seems intended to affront, rather

than to establish autonomy. Jeff talks with affected familiarity about

%war,
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matters in which adults might consider his interest improper. For

example, in the presence of one of his friends, he tells the fieldworker

about a radio interview he heard in which a female singer discussed

her homosexuality. Jeff's attitude toward the woman is implicitly

critical, though it is obvious that he is also fascinated. His friend

makes no comment upon his dramatic account of the interview. Jeff's

intention seems to be to impress his fiiend by his familiarity with

matters that appear slightly shocking, and (possibly) to elicit some

further information of a similar nature from the researcher.

Many of the subjects complain that their parents are over-

protective. Parental fears and prohibitions seem focus'ed on the surrounding

cities and towns, rather than Rumfield. One mother emphasited that the

researcher must not take her son out of the neighborhood, though the

stricture may have also been based on a reluctance to commit hiwto

the responsibility of a stranger. The downtown area of Boston is under-

standably regarded as unsafe. Most of the students are forbidden to

go there unaccompanied by an adult, with the exception of Robbie, whose

mother works in Boston, and who is free to travel alone by public transport, ,

perhaps because his mother is more familiar with areas outside Rumfield

than some of the other pawts.

Tim is the only student in the group who takes an interest in

community affairs. He deplores the fact that "hundreds of kids" in the

neighborhood "hang out" on the streets or in the parks at night, drinking

and taking drugs. Yet he is quick to point out that the lack of communit

facilities contributes to this situation. If the kids had somewhere to

go, they Wouldn't be out on the streets. Tim has a highly developed
4

'sense of fairness and reSponsibility. He refuses to condemn kids who

get into trouble, speculating that family problems or poverty may have a
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significant influence on-their behavior. Of all the students only Tim

seems to be attempting to assimilate the complexities of the adult world.

In discussing a novel,,(presumably intended for teenagers) which he

borrowed from the school library, he is most impressed by the-fact

that the actions of the protagonists are not represented as uniformly

good and responsible. The other students, though striving for

independence 'to a greater or lesser degree, still look to their parents

as arbiters of right and wrong. Tim seems to have gone beyond the bounded

world of childhood, attempting to solve some elementary problems of moraltity

for himself.
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G. Conclusions

One of the most striking impressions in almost ..six months of field-

ivork concerns the reserve and inhibition that characterized the behavior

of most the the subjects. It may be that the visits to each/family were
. (

not frequent enough-to allow full rapport to be estalshed. However,

almost all of the students seemed quite at ease in the company of the

worker by the time the study ended. The observations thus obtained provide

a partial basis for the folloWing speculations about the lives of the

youngsters outside the research situation.

Almost without exception these seventh graders are slow to express

feelings and emotions of any kind. One might expect young adolescents to

have difficulty articulating their feeliegs, since self-expression is

an ability highly cultivated even by few adults. However, in addition

to responding monosyllabically to questions touching upon personal feelings,

these youngsters give little facial or physical indication of what they are

feeling at any time, so that it is difficult to ascertain whether they

are happy or sad, whether they are positive or negative about the presence

of the fieldworker, not to mention aboutfmore complex emotions. ft number

of the subjects shares a manner of speaking that is remarkably inexpressive,

a monotone that excluaes inflections of feeling. They seldom laugh out-

right or express enthusiasm for an aspect of their lives that they are

discussing. This demeanor does not indicate a lack of interest in the

study, we believe, since most of the children continued to assert their

interest and to participate in it for the full duration. Their lack of

affect appears to be habitual and something of which they are not aware.

This reserve and absence of expressiveness also appears to characterize

relations between children and parents. None of the subjects doubts his/her
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parents' feelings for them, but most state that their parents' affection is

"rarely expressed directly. Although some of the parents are physically

demonstrative with their children, the proof of parental affection for

these youths resides not so much in the physical or emotional contact as

in tangible demonstrations via gifts id vacations: objects and services

received from the parents.
r-

A familiar configuration in the families is a dominant, articulate

mother and relatively reserved, passive father. /n such cases the mother

seemed to determine the.family's orientatibn toward the researcher by

expressing more interest in the study than the spouse and by asking

questions about her child's progress. Although the students frequently

mention prohibitions generated bir the father,.these usually pertain to

matters externAl to the home. The father seems a figurehead who exercises

the responsibility of mediating between the family and.the outside world;

within the home the mother is probably he reAl,power, or authority..

This observation accords with previous research with Irish-American families.

'However, it should be borne in mind that some oi the families described

in this study are ethnically mixed and that at least one of the "dominant"

mothers referred to is of Italian descent.

All of the parents, without exception, are interested in their

children's school and future prospects. Their ambitions for their sons

and daughters are modest and realistic, and there is little pressure placed

upon the students to distinguish themselves academically. Outside of

school, parents are most likely to encourage their children's interest

in sports, especially for boys. The students' conception of the future is

generally vague. Their plans do not extend beyond high school, and the
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boys' ambitions almost invariably center upon sports. With one notable

exception, the youngsters expressed,little connection with the adult

economic, political, and social world. Their.parents regard these boys

and girls as completely dependent upon the family; a few youngsters

complain that they want more autonomy, but most seem to accept their

parents' judgements.

The attitude of the youngsters toward their ethnic backgrounds is

ambiguous. They,are quick to identify themselves as Irish and to assert

that this fact means something to them, but they are at a loss as to

say how they acquired this awareness of their origins and insistent that

being Irish has little or no effect upon their daily lives. They do not

perceive differences between /rish-Americans and other ethnic gro4s,

and considerations of ethnicity do not appear to enter into peer relations.

Probably within each extended family there is a flgure, usually a grand-

parent, whom the students link with Ireland and things Irish, but their

interest in these matters is not easily engaged. Only a few of the parents

have visited Iteland, and although interest in their background must have

formed part of their motivation to participate in the study, they do not

talk to their children about either the past or the present-day significance

of being Irish4American. The students are inclined to regard ethnicity

as largely irrelevant to their concerns.

The subjects' attitude toward religion, once closely identified

with ethnicity in /rish-American communities, is largely one of mild

indifference. As with politics, ethnicity and issues pertaining to the

larger world, it does not engage their interest. They are aware that

interest in many adult concerns can be rationally justified, but religion

seems to them especially irrelevant to the practical world, and they view

it as a piece with other obligations which they would rather avoid.
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All of the families give the appearance of inhabiting an orderly

home environment. Each sibling perceives clearly his/her place with

the-household, the chores he/she is expected to perform, and the prohibitions

0.1rich applied to him/her. This order seems to be sustained by the

children's awareness of constraints upon their behavior rather than by an

approach to discipline and problems involving discussion and active

participation by the young. ,The family also tends to present a united

front to the outside world. When some of the students discerned a critical

Implication in questions pertaining to their relations with parents and

siblings, they were quick to assert that these relations are invariably

harmonious, even though their behaviok frequently pointed to the-opposite

conclusion.

Finally, it should be born in mind that it is more than likely that

the study attracted a particular type of family: namely, one in4which the

tome was stable enough to accommodate the occasional intrusions of a

stranger, in which the parents are moderately successful in the tasks of

.
child-rearing, and the children largely free Ovserious problems of "

adjustment. The researchers do not claim that the families studied are,,,

representative of Zrish-Americans thoughout the U.S. They have attempted,

however, to describe certain aspects of family life in the Irish-American

community of Rumfield and to record the impressions and perceptions of

their home environments communicated to them by students in'the sevent4

grade at Sharman Junior High. The researchers thank the families who
fr,

participated for their cooperation and hospitality and hope that they

will derive some benefit from the final phase of the study, when the

quantitative results are presented to the staff at Sharman Junior High.
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IV. ARMENIAN-AMERICAN

A. ,Introduction

1. Armenians: Historic Perspective

a. Armenians in the Middle East:

Armenia is one of the oldest civilizations in the

Middle East, but a culture little .known,to moet Americans. For this'
,

,-, i
.

.,

reason; the'present section of this repqrt is somewhat longer than;

the first sections of the other reports.

Stone Age remnants found. in Armenia are evidence that
to 17

'
anoient

1 tribes inhabited the area from time immemorial, beyond written

records, in prehistoric epochs. Although modern Armehians speak an

Indo-European language, they are the descendents of people who inhabited

Eastern Anatolia and later founded one of the largest empires of the

region, Arartu, second only to the Assyrian Empire. Their story is

.one of the richest as well as complicated ones in the region, "epided

with legend," and.interlaced with the politics ef the East and West.

Conversion to Christianity-from the pre-Christian tradition introduqed

a new set of values. Armenia has beep shaped by diverse historical and

ideological:movements that have swept through the region.

The Armenian plateau is an elevated tableland surrounded

on 411 sides by volcanic mountain ranges, deep valleys, and gorges. The

°country is drained by the Euphrates, Tigris, Djorokh, Halys, Kura, and

Araxes rivers, and three major lakes:, Van, Seven, and Urmia. The fertile

lands qf the Ararat plain and the Van .district supply the rmenian heartland

with numerous kinds of natural goods. This rugged ta4eland cluster

is also quite rich in precious and semi-predious metals and minera)ms.

Its climate is extremely varied, with short summers when it is hot and

arid in the lowlands and mild'and pleasant in the highlands, and mountain

winters that. are extremely long and cold.
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The history of the Armenians consists of two major periods,

pre-Christian and Christian. Armenia first appeared in recorded histo
V.

in Sumerian scriptures, in which Armenian northerners arg referred to

as "Suberians," and later in Assyrian inscriptions of the ninth century

B.C., during the reighs of,Kings Darius and Xerxes of Persia and in the

lifetime of Herodotus, "the father of.history." .0ne Part of the Armenian

people was call "Hayasa;" this name became the' name of the land, "Hayastan.",

From, the decline of Urartu to the conversion to Christianity

in theNotrth century A.D., powerf61 dynasties ruled and the nation became

a "great pow8r," especially in the years between 95 and 55 B.C. Like

all great powers in classical history, the Armenian Empire gradually

, losi control over its vast territories, which ranged from the Caucasus

Mountains to the border of Judea.
411,

After losing her strength, Armenia was the scene .of invasions,

blood/contests, and occupations by Romans, Persians, and Byzantine Greeks,

....

which re

:I

ectively controllbd the eastern and western provinces of Armenia

until _fourth century X.D. Then an unpregedented ent changed the

'history of Armenia and the, fate of her people for ce turies to come:

Armenia became the first Christian nation in.the world. ,

ChristianieNs said to have been intloducad to Armenia

by two of the apRstles, Thaddeus and Bartholoziew, and.is described as

.04

the established religion of the state by St.Aregory the Illuminator

in 301 A.D. In ttle year 406 A.D. a national alphabet was introduced

byl St. Hest's:* Maahtotz. The alphabet caused irmenian literature to flourish

and for the first time the Bible was translated into Armenian.

The combination of a state church and a national alphabet

created a strong sense ok distinCtiveness, identity, national consciousness,

:X

and ethnocentrism. This bon4 'Isted for centuries and proved of vital
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importance in preserving Armenian unity. It alio alienated Armenia from

Zoroastrian Persia, and triggered new tensions and conflicts wiih thi

Byzantine Empire to the east, which ended with the carving up of the

country between the two larger, states. For centuries the Armenian provinces

were governed by appointed governoks of both Persian and Greek origin.

A' the same time, numerodS attempts were made by the'Persians to assimilate

their subjects by converting them into Zoroastrianism, which the Armenians

resisted vigorously. Conversion effoits by the Persians proved fruitless

until the emergence of Islam, which changed the history of'Persia herself.

V

The ideologically and physically fresh armies of fslam,

inspired by belief in'the power of Allah (God), emerged from the Mart

of the Arabian Peninsula, and reached the souther, frontiers of Aiinenia

in 639 A.D. Arabs soon dominated Armenia, strongly influencing her Cultuxe,

values, laws, and regulations, and also bringing destruction and devastation.

These Planted the seeds of the national revolts and upriaings which occurred .

in the middle of the ninth century.

For the next 500 years, from S85 to l3751kArmenia enjceed

intermittent periods of independence. Three major dynasties (Baratids,

Rubenids, and the Franco-ArMenia'dynasty of Lusignans) ruled Armenia

1
from the shore of the Mediterranean to the highlands of Van. The last

of these dynaties played a great role in the Ceisades. At the same time

the dynasties experienced consecutive invasions by the Seljuk Turks,

Mongols, Tatars., Turkomans, Egyptian Mamluks, and Ottoman (Osmanli) Turks,

who spread horror and destruction. Thousands of people were slain:cities

were plundered and centers of art and culture were destroyed. These

conquests-brought Armenia to the brink culturaliy, economically, and

politically; the entire civilization wag nearly destroyed as the population

of ArMenia was reduced by over ninety.percent.,
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The fall of Constantinople to the Ottoman Turks in 1453

changed the direction of,historyin the Middle East, including Armenia.

On the ruins of Armenia emerged an empire which dominated the whole

Fertile Crescent and even the Balkans in Europe. Armenians, along

with numerous other cultures and peoples, became part of a pre-

dominantly Moslem, pluralistic, and multi-racial society. At the

same time, Armenians were subject to centuries of domination,

oppression and exploitation.

Etabpsilm-the--:Late_eighteenth and at the beginning of the

nineteenth century witnessed the' mAss movements and uprisings of many

oppressed groups. These events affected the already old Ottoman

Empire which was headed,towards decline. Internally, the Empire

contended with national uprisings, and externally it was endanged by

the growing power of Persia and Czarist Russia. The Balkan States

struggled successfully towards their independence, but Armenia's fate

was different, partly as a result of her strategic and geopolitical

position. The outcome was finalized in the tragic events of the late

nineteenth and early twentieth century.

This time Armenia was partitioned among the three main powers

of the region: Persia, Russia, and the Ottoman Empire. The Armenians'

appeal to the Western powers for the liberation of their provinces

did not produce any positive results. They were unsuccessful in

their demands for refor% and basic rights in their own _homeland.

The emergence of an Armenian petite bourgeosie and intelligentsia .

exacerbated the situation. Inspired by the success of the Balkan

peoples in their bids for independence, the Church and intelligentsia

joined to produce a solid front with the petite bourgeosie and

peasantry in demanding an independent or autonomous Armenia. r-1
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The Ottoman Empire, "The Sick Ma'n of Europe," was already

on its death bed. Secret societies, political parties, and terror-

istié revolutionary groups sprang up, both in Turkish and Russian

Armenia. In the major cities of the Empire protests, riots and

demonstrations exploded and were repressed with brutality by the

police force in the first of a Series of massacres. The slaughter

of Armenians in Constantinople in 1876-77 was followed by similar

episodes in 1894, 1895, and 1896, costing the Armenian nation some

500,000 souls.

The Most tragic period of Armenian history had started.

After the Revolution o YoungTurksin 1908. the situation

of Christian minorities, especially Armenians, not only failed to

.improve but worsened. Turkish-Armenian reconciliation turned out

to be a false hope. In.1909 new massacres occurred, this time in

Cilicia. The Young Turk government, pursuing Pan-Turanistic goals

of a homogeneous and Turkified empire free of Gentiles (Christians),

took the opportunity of the First World War to achieve these ends.

Physical annihilation wOuld solve, the"Armenian Question" once and

forever. More than 2.5 million Armenians were brutally massacred in

the presence of missionaries, military advisors, and politicians

from various wetern nations. Almost another million were forcefully

deported from their homeland. Properties were damaged, plundered,

and looted. A whole nation was buried alive.

Three years after the horrible events of the first holocaust

of the twentieth century, a tiny republic arose from the ruins and

ashes in Eastern Armenia, after the dissolution of the Trans-Caucasian

Federation. On May 28, 1918, Armenia declared itself an independent

republic and was recognized in 1920 by the Allied nations plus Turkey,

in the Treaty of Sevre. A year later,*subseguent to a secret agree-
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V.
ment between Turkey and the new Soviet government, two major provinces

of the Republic were occupied by Turkey. Months later the remainder

of the Armenian Republic was annexed to the Soviet Union, becoming

the fifteenth Republic of the Soviet conglomerate.

Today Soviet Armenia exists, lives, and flourishes as the

first and last home base of

one tenth of her historical

smallest, most homogeneous,

the Armenian people, occupying only

territories. It is geographically the

and densely:,populated rePublic among

the fifteen constituting the U.S.S.R. One-third of existing Armenians

live in the Soviet Armenian Republic; almost two-thirds are dispersed

throughout the world; only a handful remain in Turkey. Armenians

struggle with estrangement, widespread dispersion from the Middle

East to North Africa and North and South America, cultural dis-

placement, and linguistic alienation: all in all, the deepest

challenge yet to their religious and national continuity.

b. Migration in,the History Of the Armenians

Because of her geographical position, Armenia always hai

been a link between the east and west. Her boundaries have been very

elastic due to many historical factors. Her culture and traditions,

as well as her people, have been constantly exposed to or engulfed

by great empires. Her people have acquired obligatory experience

in establishing communities of compatriots in other countries.

They early sent representatives and delegates and became members of

courts, military leasers, nobles, and even emperors and empresses

in nations such as Byzantium, Persia, and Georgia.

The emigration of Armenians from their homeland on a mass

scale first took place .during the upheavals of the eleventh century,

especially after 1064. The causes of Armenian expatriation were .and
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are mainly political, but also include religious persecution, racial

harrassment, the establishment of successful Armenian communities

in distant lands, the development of commercial centers, and finally

the fear of assimilation and annihilation. After the fall of the

last Armenian kingdom in Cilicia in 1375, hundreds of thousands

took refuge in "unknown" territories: around the Mediterranean, in

the Balkans, and in the Crimea, Russia, and Poland.

The third large wave of Armenian exodus came as a result

of the Turco-Persian War which ended Itith the domination by Persia of

the eastern provinces of Armenia, and at the same time the defeat

of the Persians in the western provinces. During the Persianjetreat

Shah Abbas the Great, ordered the complete destruction at the-e-astern

provinces and the forced deportation of their people. As a result,

many Armenians evacuated to the north, settling on the banks of

the Volga River; later they joined earlier Armenian emigrants in

,
Moldavia, Bukovina, and Polihd. But the majority of Armenians

from the eastern provinces were forced into a difficult journey

in 1605 and settled in the suburbs of the Persian capital, Isphahan.

They called the city New Julfa and it-becable the point of origin of

the Iranian-Armenian communities which.later developed and spread

throughout /ran. From Persia, ArmenianS moved towards the East

where they established colonies in India, Java, Singapore, and more

recently Australia and New Zealahd.

The Armenian massacres by the Turks in the late nineteenth

and twentieth centuries is one of the catastropic tragedies-of modern

history. The massacres resulted in the dispersion of people by forced

marches into.the Mesbpotamian desert and the destruction of most of

a nation physically, culturally, economically, and socially, as well

as psychologically. Today most of the Armenian communities in the
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Middle Easti.e., in.Lelpnon, Iraq, Syria, Jordan, and Egyptare

the-products of these disastrous events.

Armenian diaspora is a reality today. Only one-third

of the Armenian people live in the Soviet Republic of Armenia.

Decades after their deportation and resettlement in new lands,

Armenians continue to move from country to country, from previously

settled regions to new territories and continents. Terrorized by

fresh memories of genbcide and the lessons of their ill-fated history,

Armenians flee their adopted homelands to seek more hospitable

environments, whenever they sense rising political and economic

turmoil that might end in ethno-religious crisis and military conflicts.

2. Armenians in the United SI-a-fis

The first Armenians to arrive on American soil appeared

not at the beginning of this century, but in the 1600's. iccording to

documents of the Virginia Company of London, a man called "Martin the

Armenian," or "Martin Ye Armenia," originally from Persia, came to

Jameitown, Virginia, in 1618-1619 (Federal Writers Project, 1937:25).

The recorrds also speak of two Armenians who came to Virginia as

-servants of Eduard Diggs, a noted leader, in 1653. However, during the

next two centuries no significant Mass migration of Armenians to

the United States was recorded.

In the middle of the nineteenth century, the activities

of American missionaries in Asia Minor and the Near East opened new

possibilities for the Armenians, as well as other Christian'minorities

in the region who sought a better life and higher education in the New

Woe.d. Statistical records show that about fifty Armenian immigrants

arrived in the U.S. between the years 1851 and 1870 (Wertzman, 1928:2).

Between 1870 and 187$ dozens of Armenians arrived in the U.S. from
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Turkey, most of them settling in New York City (Wertzman, 1978:3).

According to one estimate, as late as 1870 there were only 69 Armenians

in the U.S. (Federal Writers Project, 1937:26).

Disturbances in the Turks' Asian provinces, which reflected

the struggles of several national minorities for emancipation and

resulted in the horrible events of the late nineteenth and early

twentieth centuries that are discussed above, caused a huge influx

of the Armenians to the U.S. Migrations after 1875 occurred in distinct

waves. The years 1876-1877 marked the beginning of persedution of

Armenians in Turkey and stimulated the first Major inpouring of

Armenians. The second wave occurred in 1894-1896, following,the

_21iiamidLwl Massacres", planned slaughters that took the lives of abqut

250,000 Armenians (Wertzman, 1978:4). Others fled the homeland to

join their "co-nationals" in the U.S. and other countries. As the

result of these occurrences, at the beginning of this century 70,982

Armenians lived in the U.S., mainly in Massachusetts, New York ,

Rhode Island, and California.

During the decades prior to 1900 the Armenian-American

community started to take shape: Parishes were established and news-

papers, both political organs and neutral chronicles of various

aspects of community life, were published. Student associations and

ethnically-based societies serving a variety of purposes flourished,

with the primary goal of assisting the immigrants to become permanent

members df American Society.

During the first two decades of the twentieth century were

written some of the "blackest paces of history.' In 1909 the Turkish

,.\

massacres of Armenians 'resumed, this time in Cilicia, taking the lives

of more than 30,000 people. During the War years of 1914-1918 an

estimated 1,500,000 Armenians lost their lives, thousands more were
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proselytized to Islam by fOrce, and about 1,000,000 were deported

or expelled from their homeland or chose to flee from their native

soil. These traumatic events actually caused a decrease in the

number of Armenian immigrants who reached the United States, which

was vigorouslY reversed during the next decade.

An estimated 30,000 Armenians came to the U.S. between

the years 1920 and 1931, most of whom settled in previously estab-

lished Armenian communities in Massachusetts, New York City, Detroit,

Chicago, and California (Wertzman, 1978:9). The disappearance of

the independent Armenian state, at the same time as the establishment

of the Kemalist regime in Turkey, forced Armenians to leave Armenia,

seek refuge in Neighboiing Middle Eastern countries and (in lesser

numbers) take refuge in the already established communities in the U.S.

Armenian immigrants came to the U.S. after 1924 under

"turkish" quotas. As a result, the annual inflow of Armenians was

reduced to the legal maximum of 100 or less (Minasian, 1972:107). Some

Armenian refugees, including orphans, managed to settle in the U.S.

with the assistance of Fridtjof Nansen; High Commissioner for Refugees

of the League of Nations, using what became known as "Nansen Passports"

(Minasian, 1975:108).

Armenian immigration increased significantly after World War II.

Thousands used various provisions in U.S. immigrat'on.laws, designee to

aid displaced persons and anti-communists, to leave their adopted

homelands in Eastern Europe and the Middle East to seek their futures in

the U.S. After 1965, when the quota system was abolished, sharp new

waves appeared from the Middle East, especially Lebanon, stimulated by

the Arab-/sraeli conflict.
- 4

At the present time an estimSted 550,000 Armenians live in the..

U.S., concentrated mostly in the New England states, New York, New Jersey,
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Washington(D.C.) , Chicago, Texas, California, and Oregon, as well as

other scattered areas.

4 V
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B. Community Studied

The first Armenians in the Boston area came to Cambridge

in 1891, where they found employmenttat the Simplex Wire and Cable

Works. Another substantial group, many of them small tradesmen,

settled in Boston's South End. The490,0 Boston Directory listed

185 male Armenians in trades, and business (Mirak, 1975).

The census for 1930 lists 15,000 Armenians settled in

Metropolitan Bostun (Federal Writer's Project, 1937:34). They resided

in humerous towns; those containing more than 100 include Boston,

atertown, Cambridge, Belmont, and many others. At this time Worcester

was the largest Armenian community in the United States (Phillips, 1978:105).

Some of these people worked in factories and some in their own

businesses. According to the 1930 census, Worcester ad 4,500 Armenian

residents to which Rivertown (pseudonym for the community studied in

t ls - d_with_3 500.

Today, Rivertown constitutes one of the largest Armenian

communities in Massachusetts. There exist various estimates regarding

its size. One given by a religious and community leader puts the

number in Rivertown and WiMiaerly (the adjoining town) together at

12,000 to 15,000 individuals (Thomas, 1978).

Unlike the early days of their migration, the Armenians of

Rivertown_today constitute a relatively organized community. There

exist two Apostolic Churches and one Protestant Armenian Church, both

located in East Rivertown. Each of the three parishes operate its own

School (Saturday and Sunday); All emphasize religious teachings;

in addition, two of the schools familiarize the children with

cultural values and heritage of their ancestors, e.g., literature,

history; music, 'etc.
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Two major Armenian political parties (the Armenian Demo-

cratic League and Armenian Revolutionary Federation) have club houses

in the East Rivertown neighborhood, within which they concentrate

most of their activities. Besides these there are several cultural

organizations and relief societies such as AGBU (Armenian General

Benevolent Union), the Lekcian Society, and AYOA (Armenian Youth

Organization American) affiliated witb the ADL; and AYF (Armenian

Youth Federation) , ARS (Armenian Relief Society), the Hamaskagin

Cultural Organization, and Homeutmen (Armenian General Athletic

Union), affiliated with the ARC. The polarization reflected in

these organizations is readily visible throughout the Armenian

community of Rivertown. The community also has two cultural centers,

the St. John's Cultural Center and the Armenian Cultural and Educa-

tional Center (ACEC).

------------Thecommunity_ is served by two daily and two weekly news-

papert, one of each published by the two above-mentioned political -----

parties. These keep the community informed of local issues and news

concerning Armenian affairs within the region, the United States, and

throughout the world. In addition to these periodicals, a one hour

weekly radio program summarizes local and national events concerning

the Armenian communities in diaspora, and Arnienian history and culture.

Due to the sudden flow of Armenian immigran6 from the war-

stricken countries of the Middle East in recent years, the life

of the Armenian community of Rivertown has changed. The immigration

brought both problems and benefits. On the one hand, the immigrants

come from more organized and solid Armenian communities and reinforce

existing values and injecting a series of new qualities into the social
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life of the community. For example, cultural activities have both

diversified and intensified. However, the increased Armenian population.,

and the needs of the newcomers for assistance in adjusting to social

and economic life place new demands on the community. The RivertOwn

public schools in the recent years have added courses on Armenian

history and culture. The Morton School located in East Rivertown,

has a bilingual program for the children of Akmenian immigrants to

prepare them for the high school curriculum ahead.

Perhaps East Rivertown should be considered the "capital"

of Armenians in the New England area. As one walks down the main

street,headed towards the town center, one sces shops with unfamiliar

scripts and people with the Middle Eastern physionomic features. The

scripts are Armenian and most of the people are Armenian and Greek.

The shops carry typical Middle Eastern produce: homemade foods' and

numerous kinds of iPices and greens. Thejanguages used in most of,

these shops by the owners are Armenian (different dialects), Turkish,

and Greek. Typical Ahlientandhurch_ architecture can be seen in the

religious buildings of the neighborhood, strongly contrasting with

the styles of the many other parishes and denominations in Rivertown.

Signs of lawyers, doctors, and funeral'homes carry Armenian names,

identifiable by their "-ian" endings, show the remarkable presence

and influence of individuals of Armenian descent in the local community.
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C. 'Methodology

1. Sample Selection

.
During staff meetings, we discussed sources frovilwhich we could

recruit subjects, ideally eight boys and eight girls. Fivewere

identified:, 4

1. Bilingual Program, at the Morton School

2. Cosgrove Junior High School

3. Sunday School at'St. John's Armenian Apostolic Church

4. Saturday School at St. David's Armenian Apostolic Church

5. Armenian Memorial Church (ProtestantY

6. Sunday School at the Armenian Evangelical°Church in Wimberly

1. Morton Bilingual Program

The fieldworkers and senior staff of the project met

with the teachers and directors of"the Program in January, 1980.7 Study

objectives and x.cpcedures were explained, which led to a series of

questions, arguments,.and answers. Despite very clear support from:

the Program's Director and from the Superintendent's Office, the

'eachers_expressed skepticism and'reservations about the project.- We

did not press them for aTtatof_children and had no further contact.
7--

with this group for the remainder of fhe project-.

2. CosgrOve Junior High School

*Iv

In February we met with the Principal, who egpressed

.interest in and support for the project. Within a week,.he provided

us with a list of 27 seventh graders whom he believed to be of Armenian

extraction.

3. St. John's Sunday School

During February we met with the Pastor and explained the
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project anl its objectives. After an hour of discussion, he suggested

that we contact the Director of the Sunday School, also promising his

support and assistance. We met the Director and explained the Project
N,

to her; she then permitted us to visit the school. The curriculum

here focuses mostly with religious matters, with classes conducted

in English. We were permitted to talk to the children directly and

to distribute summary sheets concerning the project. We returned the

following week to see if any students were willing to participate in

the project.

4. St. David's Saturday School
a

Our next meeting was with the Pastor of this church.

He, too, encouraged us to get in touch with the Director and explain

the objectives to her as we had to him. The Director suggested

that we come to the school and obtain a list of seventh graders from

the teacher responsible for that age group. We did so and acquired

the names of twelve students to contaot. We observed that instruction

at this school is mostly in Armen'an and includes both religious

and cultural subjects.

5. Armenian Memorial Church

We met briefly with the,Pastor of the church. He decided

that he could not help us and strongly recommended that we contact the

Morton Bilingual Program, which we had already done.

6. First Armenian Church
,

We,met the Pastor, and explained the project; we were

quickly introduced to the Sunday School Director. 'We visited the school,

and participated in their church service, and made contacts with paients

and two seventh graders. Only a minority, of the members of this church

reside in Easi:/ 'vertown, the Community from which we wished toecroll

subjects for thL9udy.
Ot
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Techniques used to enlist poiential individual participants in

the research were 1) tekephone calls to children on the Lists, and

2) group meetings with'children at certain of the recruiting sites.'

The first technique led to the ccheduling of Iface-to-face appointments

with some of the families -and children, some of which proved to be

fruitful. We think that initial face-to-face contacts would have

been more produdtive; requests made by phone are relatively easy

to reject..

The atmosphere of the group meetings seemed to prevent individual '

children from expressing decisions to participate in the project.

Personal factors, such as shame and lack of self-confidence, and

group factors, such as the values of the peer culture, perhaps

blocked or delayed their decision-making. We think that if we had

arranged meetings with individual children, the recruiting results

would have been more positive. In addition, if pastors, teachers, or

principals had been .able to introduce us to the families, we would

have gained their confidence more quickly and thus been accepted by

them more readily.

We accumulated a total of 56 names (31 girls and 25 boys) from

-

the Junior High, St. John's, and St. David's. We telephoned each of
s

these., encountering a few changed numbers and some who did not answer

despite repeated efforts. Others were eliminated because they 11 were

not seventh or eighth-graders; 2) did not attend Cosgrove Junior High

school; 3) did not live in Rivertown; 4)_ were not of Armenian descent,

although attending WArmenian church school.

Of the remainder, we differentiate six types of responsr.

1) In some cases a parent or guardian answered the telephone, and asked

for time to consult his/her spouse or other relative. 2) Some advised
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us to contact their spouse or other decision-maker directly.

3) Others told us to talk to the child himself or herself: the

Ohild's decision would be accepted by the parents. With such tacit

approval by palent(s); we approached the child directly and enrolled

him/her if he/she was agreeable. 4) In rare casee% a parent agreed

on behalf of the.child and then pressured the youngster t6 participate

in the project. Since 4,favorable attitude to the project by the

4
subject was a high priority for us, we did not welcome this response.

We managed to get in direct tou,ch with these boys and girls and ask
,

/-

them for tEeir own, deCisions. If negative or dubious, they were
4

eliminated from the project. 5) Finally, the-most common response

was a direct negative, the arguments for_which we discuss below.

After a Year of fieldwork; we sense that there,were and are

controversies anckdiS:agreements in the community which affected

-
families' responseyEo the project both positively'andnegative/y.

Our.first problem as.mentioned eariiek,aroseat our meeting with.the

Bilingual Pro4ram ttaff.._ The.teachezeargued that the parents would

-

. not be receptive towards, the ,project. They predicted that there would

be communication problems between the 'Children and us, since most
;

of the students spoke Whstern Armenian, while 'our natal language is

A
Eastern Armenian. We suspect:that the existence of the two major.political

parties (ADL 'and ARF1 see Section II) in the community played a role in

the teacher's' hesitatign.
0

4
We'also suspect that the teachers had established favorable

relationships with some of the parents of the immigrant children

and feared that our involvement with the families could weaken their

position. During the study we found that relatively recent immigrant ,

. Armenian faMilies were more receptive to the research than second



and third generation homes. The most attractive feature of the

research to these families was that it concerned the Armenian comm-

unity and might benefit their children: we got the impression that

for second and third generation families, these "pay-of2s" did not

seem so impressive. Our.Armenian origin and the fact that we spoke

. .

both Eastern and Western Armenian were additional'faFtors that'l

played positiva roles in our being accepted by some of the families,

especially the immigrant ones.

Several other factors-Probably influenced the second and third

generation youth to decline to participate in, or withdraw from, the

project. First, many were heavily involved in outside activities,

such as athletics and private lessons, In different subjects (dance,

language, etc.). The project appeared to them to be an additional

obligation in an alreadli busy schedule. Second, some children

were basically uninterested in the project; others were either

,

suspicious of us or of the objectives of the research. Some children

also wanted to knoW the reaction of their friends and/or of their

parents before committing themselves. Probably also the "personality"

of .each child played a role in his/her reaction to our invitation.

We emphasize again that most -of the cultural and religious

institutions we contacted willingly cooperated and assisted in

selecting children and in making contacts with the families. -14e are very

grateful for their support.



2. Characteristics of tlie Families

In this section we present a general picture of the families

studied in this project. A total of ten children (four boys and six

girls) were observeda in the field. All have been residents of River-

town for periods ranging from two to ten years, having come with

their parents from variouS Middle Eastern.countries (five from Leb-

anon, two from Soviet Armenia, and one each from Iran, Syria, and

Turkey). Each family maintains relationships with relatives and

friends in their native.lands. Despite contrasting geographic

origins, all share major social, cultural, and religious charac-

teristics, In each family both parents are of Armenian origin, and

, frequent contact occurs with relatives and friends in the neighborhood

on religious holidays, during traditional ethnic festivities, and

through ongOing social and cultural activities.
A.

-

Seven of the households are nuclear (father, mother, and

their children) in composition, although most members consider them-

selves to be parts of functioning extended families physically

separated by migration. One household is extended (three generations)

in coMposition, and two are single-parent (mother-headed), but embedded

in a larger network of kin. The number .of residents in the house-

holds ranges from three to eight persons, with a mean of four to

five individuals. The ratio of sexes in the entire sample, including

parents, is 22 males to 25 females. The average age of the parents

is forty to fifty; the ages of.'children living at home range from

six to twenty-five.

The families occupy fairly dedent dwellings, althoughivt

every subject has a room to himself/herself. Most families appear to

be members of the skilled working or lower middle classes. The
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fathers typically hold responsible craft positions (electricians,

mechanics, etc.) ; most mothers work at less skilled positions outside

the home.

A thumb-nail sketch of each of the families follows:

Family A

This family emigrated from Soviet Armenia very recently. It is

a group of four (father, mother, a boy, and a girl). They live in a

two-family house, which is kept very neat and orderly, and is dec-
o

orated with,objects and souvenirs from Armenia. _The father has a

full-time job in a factory; the mother holds a part-time job; too.

The mother stated that this is the first time in her life that she

has had to work outside the home, about which she is not happy. She

is concerned with the family's financial status; she does not see

how they ,can afford to send their son to college, and also pay for their

\
'--claughter's extracurricular activities, such as piano lessons. She

complaine-that if they had stayed in Soviet Armenia they wouldn't

have to worry about such matterS. It seems that roles and respons-

ibilities are diVided by age and sex in this family. The mother is

the housekeeper and the father the provider. Family members paY

special attention to the education and well-being of the youngest

family member, the girl who was involved in the project. Both parents

are in their late forties and the brother is eighteen years old.

.Family B

This family emigrated from Iran thirteen or fourteen years ago.

They own a two-family house, the first floor of which is occupied by

the eldest son and his family. The subject family--the only extended

household in the sample--is .composed of father, mother, a girl (the

participant), another married son with his wife and two grandmothers.
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Both parents are in their fifties, their son and his wife in their

early twenties. Both parents are full-time factory workers. Household

chores are mostly carried out by the mother and the grandmothers.

This family has numerous social contacts. Father and mother actively

participate in Armenian community organizations and have a large

number of friends and relatives with whom they enjoy very close rela-

tionships. Although the family has preserved its ethnic traditions

to a large extent, it appears to be having few problems coping

with the American lifestyle.

Family C,

This family emigrated from Lebanon thirteen or fourteen years

ago. The father is not living in-the household; the daughter (par-

ticipant in the study) indicated that her parents are divorced or

separated. The daughter lives with her mother and her sixteen year-

old brother. The mother is in her forties, holds two different

jobs, but the precise-kind of work was not ascertained. The field-

worker's meetings with the girl took place outside the home, so she

was.not Able to observe the everyday life of this family. The girl

reported that they have many relatives who visit a couple of.times

each year.

Family D,

This family is composed of a girl,(the parti ant) and her

grandparents. An aunt and her family live in a very nearby house and

another uncle resides in the neighborhood also. The gitl's father

was never mentioned; his whereabouts and condition remained unknown to

the researchers. The mother holds a job in Washington, D.C., and

visits several times a year. In this household, everybody seems to

have clear duties and household chores appear to be cooPer-ktively.---
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discharged. The language most frequently spoken was Turkish. The

aunt, her husband, and the uncle are all in their late thirties.

Family E

This is a nuclear familyparentS, a girl (the participant) , and

her little brother and sister. The mother does not have an outside job

and the father is a skilled laborer; Authority, here, is reserved to

the father. This family participates in various programs available

for the Armenian community,, but does not take on leadership positions

in any other organizations. The family has a number of friends and

relatives who visit and invite them to their houses, constituting most

of the recreational activity of the family. Both parents are in

their early forties and the siblings are ages six and eight years.

Family F

Contact with the participating girl and her family was very limited,

the fieldworker visiting the house orly once. It is*a nuclear family,

composed of parents and three children. The mother did not have an

outside job. This family appearedto be relatively well-to-do compared

to the others participating in the project.

Family G

This family is cOmposed of two-parents and three children. The

father is a professional and the mother, a housewife, who also takes

orders for making clothes at home. The subject, a boy, has two sisters,

ages fifteen and eight. The family has recently mi rated from war-

stricken Lebanon. They live in a privately owned apartMent and have

several friends and relatives in Rivertown with whom they have frequent

contacts.

Family H

\The parents of this family coincidentally are first co 1 ins with

the parents of family G. They dre originally from Jordan settled
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in Lebanon and recently (three to four years) migrated to the United

States. There are three children in the family; two boys and one

girl. The subject in our project is the youngest. Both parents work

in companies, although they have recently decided to start their

privately owned business .

Family I

Compared to families G and H, the family is relatively

large, composed of nine people. The parents are in their mid-fifties

(parents of families G and H were in their forties). There are four

boys and three girls witnages ranging'from fourteen to thirty-two.

Four of the sisters and brothers are already married and have left

home. The subject of our research is the youngest and was three years

old when his folks decided to leave.Aleppo-Syria and come to the

United States. His mother is a housewife and his father a mechanic.

He attends jungior high school like the other subjects and also works

during his free hours.

Family J

There are five people in this family; two parents, two children

(Cne-boy and one girl) and one grandfather (father's side). The

parents are in their early forties and both work in a factory. Our

subject is thirteen and has a sister who is twelve; both attend

junior high school. rt is not more than a year that they have

emigrated from Soviet Armenia. They are still lingually handicapped

and are not accustomed to their new environment. They live in a

rented apartment in fair condition.
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D. Relationships

The families observed are in general cohesive, both socially

and emotionally. As units the families functioned smoothly, including

the single parent homes. According to the children, the family often

serves them as a place of comfort when they need emotional support.

The home atmosphere provides a "warm" and "caring" climate where the

children can discuss their problems in troubled times. Family, mem-

bers enjoy a certain degree of closeness, which in turn prevents

the emergence of serious disagreements and clashes.

Not all the families provide the same communication opportunities

for their children. In some the children feel very free to approach

other family members to talk'about their own problems and to parti-

cipate in discussions of family issues. In others, according to

the subjects, there exists a lack of mutual understanding.

We think the extent of involvement in different activities,

which serves to strengthen the cohesiveness of the family, is re-

markable among the observed families. Although the children express

dissatisfaction with some of the activities they share with their

_familips,_they also admit_that_most_of their daily life takes place

with family members. All of the children have regular chores to

perform and help their parents with larger non-recurring household

projects. Parents, in turn, involve themselves in their children's

affairs, by helping with homework, attending cultural activities in

which the children have parts, being available for discussions, etc.4

Specific norms and values exist within most of the families.

Among them, respect for and obedience to parents and older people

are prominent. However, the overall atmosphere in the-homes is
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supportive of the children. They are allowed to express their ideas

and discuss their problems. ParentS-are-responsive and interested

in fulfilling their children's needs as best they can. Our field

observations suggest that among the single parent and extended

families, pressures on adults and children create a somewhat different

pattern of relationships. The children in these families express

dissatisfaction with their lives much more frequently than the others.

The just described pattern of norms and values may not prevail so

completely in these households.

None of the children feels unfairly treated,compared to same

sex and similar age siblings and friends. However, differences in age

and se::: create instances of perceived discrimination. For example, sev-

eral girls told us that they are closer to their mothers emotionally,

that they do more housework than boys, and that they have.less

freedom in outside activities than boys.

With the exception of one student, all the participants in the

study have siblings, both older and younger. The age differences

between the subjects and the other children in their families vary from

rone-to- teerr-yearstses-of-serious-een-fki-etand-terkSon-among

siblings are rare. In most homes, as expressed by the subjects,

there is a degree, at least, of mutual exchange of emotions and

cooperation among the siblings. For example, some children receive

help from elder sisters or brothers in their homework, and in turn

they assist their younger brothers and sisters.

In a few cases, conflicts among the siblings arise out of

:differences of sex and age and the corresponding treatment received by

- each from the parents. In general, we identified healthy-felat ons

among the siblings: they communicate with each other and exchange ideas.,
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We observed or heard about a few incidents during which siblings

of the opposite sex teased eat411 other and made fun of each other's

behavior,, events fairly common in similarly composed families

everywhere.

In regard to relationships with peers our subjects mentioned

that Armenian children in the Junior High interact frequently with

each other, especially with those in the same age group. These

occurrences take place most often during lunch hour, since the

breaks between classes give only enough time to assemble books,

etc. for the next class and to walk from one side of the building

to the other. The subjects' friends are not limited to Armenian children,

however. They have "American" friends from diverse ethnic backgrounds

such as Greek, Irish, Italian, and Spanish.

They report that several identifiable groups or cliques exist

within the student body,that sometimes evince very hostile attitudes

towards each other. However, the children say that it is not vital

to be a member of such a group in order tq be accepted by class-

matesThey cam' lain_aboPt_t#q_"imMature" behavior of some students;

for example, some all each other names," which they do not like

and which sometimes ri4kes them nervous.

Coming from differen cultural backgrounds, our subjects differ

from their peers in many resiJects (such as their reserved demeanor, in

the case of newcomers) , languag'exand dress. Being accustomed tO using

the mother tongue in their homes, Mcst of them naturally speak ,

\\

Armenian when they encounter Armenian friends. Some mention that they

use

\\

ArmeniarTreavin-rare---eases, such-as:421ing_aach othesecret

things". These children seem aware that the use of a foreign language
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creates a paranoid situation for those who do not coMprehend it, and

partially avoid provoking such feelings.

Participants did not report any active discrimination within

the school environment by their teachers. Despite this positive

picture of the teachers' approach to the students, they feel not fully
-

accepted and socially assimilated by their classmates. One participant

told us that abcommon term for Armedian children used.by others is

"Armo". Others describe how they are made fun of because of differences

in their clothing. This, of course, is not true for subjects who have

been in this country for a longer period. These youngster make reference

to a common style of dresd among the student body which they try

to follow, too, since dressing extravagantly is as unacceptable as

dressingwery poorly.

We believe that the preceding itemk are evidence of an ongoing

process of assimilation. Among our subjects we see how differences

in clothing styles, accent in spoken English, and perhaps other behavior

are more pronounced among those who are recent'immigrants. The longer

the period of residency in the U.S., the better a child's accent gets,

-the more similar his/her clothing is to that of peers, and ultimately

the more complete the process of assimilation becomes.

All the subjects belong to the Apostolic Gregorian faith, which

is a branch of Orthodox Christianity, as explained earlier. They attend

one of the three Apostolic parishes in Rivertown iincluding one outside

of the neighborhood). From our interviews we gathered that the

youngsters' families do not observe religious practices intensively,

although the children either alone or with other family members attend

regular church services as well as major ceremonies on specific

occasions such as Epiphany, Christmas, and Easter.
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The children are aware and conscious of their ethnic backgrotind,

and religion. Among the subjectse the two from Soviet Armenia are

obviously best informed on these matters. The rest of the children

share this awareness go a lesser extent. None deny their Armenian
0

ancestry and background. On the other hand, some girls mentioned

that a number of Armenian girrs at school do not always reveal

their ethnic identity; for example, when they talk to boys. Ethnic

consciousness is encouraged for the children through their parti-

cipation in Armenian community activities such as cultural events,

sports activities.organized by the Armenian athletic societies, and

church-sponsored Saturday and Sunday schools.

Ethnic background does not seem to be an issue among the fam-.

ilies and the children; it seems to'be taken for granted. The young-

sters are aware of their ethnic and religious origins, participate

with their families in church services and ethnic celebrations, and

are in close contact with the Armenian community in general.

From our interviews we gathered that our subjects 'are able to

adjust themselves to school and community life. According to them,

--the-schoot community is a generally supportive onee.and they par-

ticipate in different extra-curricula activities and programs. They

did not express any complaints 4bout their teachers' attitudes toward

and treatment of them, as members of a specific ethnic-gpoup.

... ........
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I.

E. Organizaticin

The children and their families are clearly structured: each

member is aware of his/her position, responsibilities, and privileges

within the family unit. However, policies and decigions are basically

made by the parents, especially the father. The latter holds a

position of primary authority, and makes most of the major decisions

in consultation with his wife, without involving the children. This

Is the pattern described by most of the children, at any rate%

Both father and mother are present in eight of the ten families.

The father in most cases is regarded as the head of the family, the

possessor of ultimate authority. The children regard their parents,

in general, as eXcessively "traditional", although they respect

them as their sources of protection. We experienced the parents

as hospitable to us,. They seemed to accept us without reservation.

Their most important concern, as they expressed it, is the well-

being and the future of their children;they especially emphasize

the education of their children. During our visits we did not notice

any physical or harsh verbal assaults by the parents on their children.

Later the children themselves mentioned that they do not expLrience

any kind of physical punishmpnt from their parents.

The children describe their parents 'as traditional and strict,

in terms of permitted and presdribed activities for the childred.

For example, the girls complain that their parents prohibit them

from having "dates" with boys and staying out late. They constantly

compare their lifestyle with that of their peers and classmates at

school. The boys, in general, do not express dissatisfaction with

the rules imposed by their parents. Most of them, at age twelve
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and thirteen, are mainly concerned and involved with, spotts and-

games, rather than developing emotional relationships with the

opposite sex. (It should be mentioned that there are a few girls

in the sample who also belong in this category, who do not seet to

be as mature as the majority of their peers.)

The children studied are not satisfied with tae way problems are

handled in the family circle. They complain about the absence of

discussions among family members concerning family matters, and

inappropriate solutions attempted by their parents. They feel they

have suggestions and perspectives to offer that are too(seldom con- .

sidered by their parents.

A clearcut division of chores and responsibilities among the

children is characteristic of most of the households. For example,

girls are expected to do qousework such as washing dishes, maXing

beds, etc., and boys are expected to maintain appliances, mow the

lawn, etc. Most of the families are well-informed about ongoing

cultural activities tn the ethnic communitr. They attend church and

social and athleiic events tbgether.

j
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F. Personal Development

Each individual as a part of his/her growth develops a character-

istic personality which is unique to that person. In this section we

attempt to present some of the characteristics shared by.our Armenian-

American seventh-graders. We dealt very inadequately with qualities

that differentiate each of the ten and his/her family from the

others. By such an emphasis we do not mean-to suggest greater

uniformity of personality within this ethnic group than among other

nationalities. Variation among our subjects is simply an untreated

topic in this report, in which shared etnic characteristics are

th4 primary concern.

With the exception Of one child, all attended COsgrove Junior

High School. All were seventh graders except one boy in sixth grade.

t.

The subjetts expressed mixed feelings about their school environment,

their friends (classmates), and teachers. Some like the school

curriculum, which does not putjcluch pressure on them; others prefer

extracurricular activities such as the school band and team sports.

Some dislike the school's disciplinary practices, which mandate the

comuletion of unfinished hothework assignments after school hours

in the library.

We found the Junior High a fairly large, well equipped, and well

organized educationed institution. It'has adequate athletic activities,

including a vast field between the building and a. major.street. The

main building, probably 100 years ola, is connected tosa new wing.. The

latter includes a large hall used for extracurricular activities.

(plays, shows, films) and formal, ceremonial meetings. Next to the

0

aunior High is the Morton School which houses the Armenian:bilingual-
_ . . .

program.
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Comparing their current school with their educational exper-

iences in their home country, the recently immigrated children find

the American curriculum light and easy to handle. One who has been

in the U.S. for only three months and formerly attended the bilingual

program, claims to encounter no difficulty in handling the curriculum.

On the other hand, students who have been in this country from first

grade do not share this aisessment and even complain of the. difficulty

of the schoolwork.

All students without exception take courses in American history

and English. Besides these, the boys.mostly choose sports.(they find

the facilities attractive, compared to the ones they had in their home

countries) , handicrafts (carpentry, electricity, etc.), art and lit-

erature. Some °also take a second language (Armenian, French). The

girls enroll in courses like cooking and home economics as well as

sports and arts.

In general, the students' feelings toward the school are negative.

They find the classrooms dirty and disorganized. For example, they

describe how fellow students dispose of scratch paper on the floor

and damage benches and desks by carving or drawing,pictures. They

add that respect for the teachers is missing, and are surprised and

in some cases shocked by the expressed disrespect from students toward

their teachers. They give examples of students challenging teachers,

answering back to instructions, and disobeying orders. These hapy?en-

ings do not present themselves as problems to the longer-immigrated

children. We heard no complaints concerning disrespect or mis-

behavior from this group.
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As persons born and raised in a Middle Eastern country the fieldworkers

can understand the feelings'of the children. In their home countries,

teachers occupy positions of authority in the classrooms. Unidirectional

respect and obedience is the established norm both in elementary and

high schools, violation of which can lead the child-into serious difficulties.

In American society the above mentioned norms are not supported and encouraged.

Students enjoy more personal freedom in their classes to express their

ideas and behave in ways'they prefer. Teachers in turn try to establish

more informal relationships with their students. For example, they encourage

students .to call them by their first or sometimes nickname, such as Bob,

Bill, and Peggy. /t should not be surprising that these customs. create

classroom conditions perceived as anarchy by students who are used to

a structured and formal classroom environment.

The subjects' attitudes.toward their teachers are not.very positive,

either. Most of the teachers are middle-aged and have their own families,

although there is also a smaller group from a younger age bracket. The

students describe their teachers as sometimes impolite. They claim they

unfairly grade students' academic work. Some teachers seem nervous and

are-often in a bad mood during class activities. Some of these perceptions

are related to the age and sex of the teachers and to the subjects they

teach. For example, physical education instructors are among the popular

ones. Some students assert that their favorite courses are ruined by

teachers who seem uninterested or who behave inappropriately (e.g., ill-

timed yelling), during class. time.

The absence of-CorPOral punishment is another issue among the students.

Despite all their negative feelings about school, recent immigrants are

both surprised and pleased by this circumstance. In their home.countries

they'experienced, according to them, severe and soMetimes pathologically
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dangerous punishments by teachers, whose behavior in this respect was

unregulated by the governMent, parents, and School principals, except

in severe cases. In most of these societies the belief prevails that

punishment (mostly physical) is a positive way of correcting a child's

diSOrderly behavior, of shaping his/her character and personality, and

of injecting discipline and structure into the individual's life, all

of which leads to successful educational performance and a secure future.

In terms of the students' participation in decision-making and involvement

in School affairs, we did not encounter any strong feelings. The school

does not have a uniform and these students, having experienced the opposite

overseas, enjoy dressing as they wish. There are no restrictions on

the use of cosmetics, so the girls may indulge acdording to personal

preference.. Some express dislike of the way other girls ."make themselves

uP" within the school. The subjects appear apathetic toward the school!'?s

rules and regulations. They express neither concern about nor approval

ok them.

Parents, in general, are interested andconcerned about their children's

performance at school. They attend parents' meetings and follow the

school's instructions for helping their children. They are critical

of the school system in the sense that they consider the curriculum insufficiently,

challenging and disciplinary measures almost nonexistent, which they

believe haVe negative effects on the children's academic performance.

These opinions are based on their comparisons of the local school system

'with the schools that they,and their children formerly attended in their

home countries.

Among the values shared by both sexes is an orientation toward achievement.

All the children picture a future saturated with success and realization
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of their goals.' For the girls, this includes a family and a good job

(mostly conventionally female jobs, such as airline stewardess and secretary).

For the boys, it assumes a comfortable financial status guaranteed by

adequate higher education.

All the children are achievement oriented. Two elements, higher

education and superior financial status, are the major constituents of

their aspirations. The children give considerable credence to the value

of academic achievement for the realization of their financial ambitions.

In addition, they participate in out-of-school activities, including

part-time jobs. These not only help them financially, but also enhance

their social Skills and their images cif themselves aS future earners

and managers of money. The children perceive their parents as actively

encouraging them in such endeavors.

The children interviewed in our research believe themselves to be

physically and mentally mature, although their parents do not share this

view. They treat their children as. individuals who need supervision and

guidance. In some cases parents are the decision-makers about rather personal

aspects of their children's personal lives, such as whether to attend a

party or to participate in an out-of-school activity. Children are consciouS

of this interference and in some cases complain about their parents' strict

regulation and their limited personal freedoM. This does not apply so

completely to the most recently immigrated children, who are not yet at

home in American society and therefore welcome .a modicum of protection

and guidance froM their parents in everyday life.

We think that.the parents have full control of their children and

their activities. They do not express dissatisfaction with-their children's

behavior at home or performance at school. On the contrary, they are relieved
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that.their children are not involved in disorderly conduct. They.do not

seem to conceive of the children ae mature, or nearly mature, individuals.

The youngsters to them are too young to make decisions about daily,life

and need constant supervision and protection until they reach a more mature

stage, both physically and mentally.

Feminine values are encouraged among the girls. The traditional female

role, including homemaking, is to some extent internalized by the girls.

All accept the fact that they are going to form a family of their own in

the future and bear children. They mention that they intend to treat and

educate their children differently than they had been raised and trained,

since they believe their parents to be outmoded and traditional. The boys

identify strongly with their fatheri, having internalized norms and values

suitable for hale figures. They disdain chores stereotyped as feminine

and favor roles and activities normally ascribed to men.

As a part of their out of school world the childzsp also have individual

interests and hobbies. , Some are members of local scoUting troops, others

play wind instruments in the school band, some girls participate in dancing

groups, etc. In general, this group of children leads an active life outside

school. Although the-parents keep close watch on their children's daily

life, they cannot bar them from probably their favorite activity, which

is to "hang around" in the neighborhood with their peers. This occurs

among the girls in informal gatherings and among the boys in bike riding

and going fishing, bothiwith friends.

We are convinced that there are no "problem children" 'among our eubjects,

which partly explains the mild behavior of the parents toward them, and

the absence of reported disciplinary actions in the families. For exkmple,

one of the most serious behavioral issues mentioned by our subjects is'
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that of arriving home later than the time previously designated by the

parents.

Our field data speak of high achievement motivation 'among most of

these children. They are all goal-oriented, especially the boys, although

they do not have clear plans about future activities. Almost all these

children are doing well at school, despite having to study in a language

new to them, and can be considered above-average students. Unfortunately,

the public school curriculum, which is light compared to the programs they

experienced in their home countries,has affected their performance. That

is, the children concentrate more ca peer group affairs tnan on their studies.
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G. Conclusions .

After reviewing our field notes and the bulk of this report we reached

the following general conclusions about the ten Armenian families and their

children whom we studied.

AI/ were immigrant families with an average residence in the United

States of five years. The children were first-generation Americans with

diverse geographic and social backgrounds7Ourdatashow that the longer

the period of residence in this country, the greater the degree of the children's

adjustment and integration to American society.

However, the norms of American life comprise a reality in contrast

to the backgrounds and value systems of the parents of the children. The

home atmospheres are filled with the norms and values which the families

brought with them from their countries of origin, albeit influenced by

the "invasion" of the media (radio, newspapers, and especially television),

which present a whole new set of values. These contradictory iralue systems

affect diverse aspects of family life, pushing the youngsters toward change

in the direction of Antegration and assimilation to American society.

The public school as a major American institution o6viously promotes

the value systems of the larger society and encourages relationships which

(as mentioned earlier) are not compatible with the original norms and expecta-

tions of the immigrant children and their families. Somewhat surprisingly,

the children with more experience in the American educational system complain

more about the school and its curriclum than the recently immigrated children,

who are impressed with the school's facilities and the non-Tunitive approach

of the teachers. While disappointed with other aspects of the school,

they do not seem to resent the new system of norms and values that,the

institution is imposing upon them.
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To achieve an educational system and atmosphere that fits the needs

of children of contrasting socioeconomic, religious, and ethnic backgrounds

is a considerable enterprise. It requires extensive studies of the character-

istics of diverse groups, their histories, and their backgrounds.

As field researchers interested in this subject, we are glad that these

issues, crucial in a multi-ethnic and pluralistic society such as the United

States, are being studied seriously. We hope that the present research

will be followed by further investigations aimed at the improvement of

the capacity of the public scho4 to educate effectively the children of

all the various groups that enter its classrooms.
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V. PORTUGUESE-AMERICAN

A. Inttoduction

The. Story of Portuguese immigration to New England starts in the sixteenth

century with the early explorers. Portuguese explorers, were among the

expeditions'of Hernando de,Soto and Coronado. However, these explorers

did not settle in this country. Portuguese settlement began in NeW England

in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries with the gegigration of

Sephardic Jews from Portugal and mariners from the Azorean Islands of Portugal.

These groups were follOwed by a wave of industrial immigration supplying

low-wage labor to the New England cotton mills toward the end of the nine-

teenth century. Immigration from Portugal, as well as other countries,

dropped drastically in the 1920's whi*n the U.S. set quotas for immigration,

and did not rise again until the immigration laws were revised in'the

1960's (Ito-Adler, 1980).

Throughout these centuries of immigration, Massachusetts has been

one of the major destinations of the Portuguese. From 1970 to 1977, one-

third of the Portuguese entering the United States listed Massachusetts

as their intended residence; in 1977, 38% of all Portuguese registered

aliens lived in Massachusetts. Within Massachusetts, the Portuguese-are

the largest European immigiant group--47% of all European registered aliens

in Massachusetts in 1977 were Portuguese (Ito-Adler, 1980).
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B. Community Studied

One of the communities that has a large Portuguese settlement

is Hillside, a city of approximately 80,000, located in the Boston metro-

(

politan area. Hillside has the distinction of being one of the most densely

settled cities in Massachusetts, with approximately 22,500 people per

'square mile. Most of the housing is single family or two- and three-

family housing, closely- spaced, with few and small backyard's. There are

very few open spaces within the city; children play in school yards,

in the small city'parks, or--more likelyon the sidewalks in front of their

homes.

Hillside is a predominantly working class community. The median

income for individuals is significantly lower than that of all of Massachusetts.

Thirty-five percent of Hillside residents have a high school diploma;

.only 4% have any education beyond high_school. While some students attend

pazochial schools or private schools, most attend the public schools.

At the time of the study, the public school system intluded an active

alternative school for special needs students and a bilingual program.

Hillside is 85% Catholic and 99.5% white, including large numbers of Portuguese,

Greek, Italian, French Canadian, and Irish families. Hillside, like other

parts of the Boston area, is feeling the effects of "gentrification"

the influx of middle class and professional persons to the urban areas,

and the resultant rise in rents and housing costs, as well as shifts in

the balance of competing interest groups within the city.

1. Portuguese Community

Depending on how you define "Portuguese" and whom you ask, estimates

for the size of the Hillside Portuguese community range from 0 to 20%.
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One estimate, drawn from a survey of families that defined themselves

as Portuguese, is that 5,000 to 10,000 people, or 6% to 13% of the population

of the city, are Portuguese. Because the Portuguese began arriving in

Hillside before the turn of the century, there are uncounted second and

third generation individuals who may not identify themselves is Portuguese

but whose grandparents or great-grandParents came .from'Portugal.

ThePortuguese and their descendents ard spread thrOughout the

city, with a concentration in the Proctor,Square area where the school

that'served as the basis for fieldwork is located. The Hillside Portuguese

are in some ways diStincti but alsp are part oflarger"community of

'Portuguese centered in Billington, Hillside's neighboring city. Much

of the commercial and social activity of the coMktunity is located in Billington,

where it is possible to shop, socialize, and worship entirely in Port?guese.

In Hillside, the Portuguese community is becoming increasingly visible
..

in the area of the Square, where there is a Portuguese-American League;

Portuguese restaurants, Shops and businesses, and a Portuguese Mass at

the local church. However, their presence is not strong enough to push

non-Portuguese businesses to hire bilingual salesclerks or use bilingual

advertisem.nts.

The Proctor Square area, like e rest of Hillside, densely

settled. Most houses are single family r two- and three-family hpmes,

%

with some multiple-unit buildings in thara. The small,yards often

have vegetable and flower gardens, as well as Shrines to the Virgin Mary.

The smaller side streets are tree-lined, but the main roads are barren.

The residents of the area are low-income and moderate-income individuals

and familiesvincluding some of the poorer members of the city. About

ake-half of the Hillside Portuguese
families own their own homes (Ito-

)

Aler, 1980).
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Just outside the Square proper is Haney Junior High, one ot

three junior high schools in Hillside at the ,time of this study. Haney

Junior High is a deptessing looking building: boarded up windows, graffiti,

old green paint on the doors, dull hirick and cement, wakla: Snside, it

smells like a school; a combination of Age and the odors of paper, pencils,

and people. When classes break, the students file through the halls,

always staying to the right side of the hall. Maney was fitst.built around

the turn of the century, but pieces have been torn down anclbothers added,
t

So that much of the current structure is about fifty years old. The outside

'

playyard is a black-topped Arektoo small for a game of soccer or sbftball,

and (when all of the seventh grade is outside at lunch) ,too crowded for

much more than small groups of students talking And sometimes rough-housing.

- At the tine of the study, the studentS at Marley came from six

different elementary schools (two of which also feed othbr junior highs).

The administration estimates that as many as 20-24 of,Maney's 270 seventh'

graders are PortugUese or of Portuguese descent. Haney also has a Portuguese

bilingual classroom with about 36 students who may stay in the bilingual

qdr program for up to three years before they are mainstreamed. Some of the

Portuguese students enrolled in the regular program at Haney have been

in the bilingual program at a nearby elementary school, also in the Proctor

square area, and one of the feeder schools for Haney.

Within the Hillside.Portuguese community, the level of education

is lower than the rest 9f Hillside. Of those who spent some tite in the

United State education system but are no longer students, 65% have less

than a high sChool eduation, 29% are high school graduates, and another

5% have more than a. high school education (Ito-Adler, 1980). However,

many immigrants, especially those over 16 when they arrive, do not enter
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the United States education system. Many of these immigrants do riot see

education as having clear economiC benefits. We will return to this point

\

in the discussion of e4loyment and income.

Religion ie'an important aspect of the Hi-lsidePortuguesecommunity.

Most of the Portuguese faMilies (67%) attend services at Saint-Benedict's

Church, the Portug uese national parish in Billington. Eighteen percent

of the Hillside Portuguese families attend services at Saint MattheWs

.in Proctor Square,
although some of these families go to Saint Benedict's

for baptism, comMunion, and marriage ceremonies (Ito-Adler, 1980).

The Portuguese of Hillside come primarily from the Azores, a

-group of nine islands off'the coast of Portugal, about 760 miles west

of Lisbon and 2,110 mdles east of New Yctic. Fifty-nine percent of the

households come fromBao Miguel, the largest of the islantis. A total

of 84% come to Hillside from the Azorean Islands, the rest from the continent

of Madeira. Sixty-eight percent of the families currently in the city

came to the United Stites between 1966 and 1975 (Ito-Adler, 1980)% One

third of the heads of'household (predominantly
adult men) had been involved

in agrarian Obor in PortUgal; 48% were employed at non-farding occupations

such as construction, commerce and the trades (Ito-Adler, 1980).

In the Hillside Portuguese community, 68% of thp non-studen4S

are eMployed, most of them in the manufaCture of.textile products, electrbnics,
. ,

food products, and leather products, and in service industries*,(pYimerily

cleaning), in education, and in the health fielda.(Ito-Adler, 1980).

Most of these Jobs are essentially working class, as is indicateetytheir

c).

pay levels. Portuguese workers in Ito-Adler!s survey typically, made*between

$5,000 and $7,499 in 1977; only 3.3% made over $15,000. The medianindividual '

a

income for the Portuguese was $6,250.i
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The Portuguese put a great emphasis on the family and on the'

family's economic advancement. The most common strategy for advancement

is for many members of the family (an average of 2.4) to be eMployed,

and to contribute their-incomes to the family. Sometimes, young adults

work one job for the family and.a second job for themselves. -Becaute

so many"members of the household work, Portuguese househclds have a:median
1

income of $12,000 compared to a median'household inCome of $9,594 'for

all of Hillside.

Many women in the Portuguese communfty are employed, at a rate

comparable to that for the rest of the United States. For example, Baptista

(1979) found that 48% of forty mothers of children under five whom she

interviewed were employed. In Ito-Adler's survey, approximately 60-70%

of the females not in sChool and not elderly and/or retired were employed.

The combination of maternal employment and the higher rate of employment

among work-age individuals in a household makes childcare an especially

crucial question. There is almost no formal, bilingual childcare available

to the Hillside Portuguese community. Grandmothers gnd other relatives

are often the preferred caretakers in the Portuguese community when both

parents work, but these family members are not always in this country

or are themselves employed. Parents in man'y Portuguese families therefore

work opPosite shifts, usually the father in the day and the mother at

night, so that someone can be home with the children (Baptista, 19791.

When all the children are in school during the day, both parents may work

then and rely on an older sibling to watch the younger children until

one of the parents gets home from work.

As noted AboVe, the family is the primary economic unit of the

Portuguese commUhity; it is also the primary social unit. Ninety iercent

of all Portuguese households include a married dOuple. Single pareht
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hOuseholds (primarily female-headedY-account-for-5-,5% of the-community,

and 4.5% are single individuals. While the proportion of married couple

households is much higher than the nation's average (14% of all U.S. households

.are headed by single women), in other ways the families are structurally

similar. For example, only. 2% of the householdOirclude grandparents;

another 1% include other relatives. The-mean household size is 4.25 individuals

(Ito-Adler, 1980). Family, however, goes beyond the household. In the

Portuguese"community, there is frequent and important contact among family

members who live near each other. Individuals who do not have family

in this country feel that they lack an irreplaceable source of support.
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C. -Methodology

1. Sample Selection

Once it was decided to include the Portuguese in this project,

there were several Portuguese communities to choose from. The Hillside

community was chosen because one of the fieldworkers had lived there for

several years and knew people in the Portuguese community. The fieldsite

was limited to Hillside, even though the community actually spans two

cities, because the school systems do not overlap and the project was

interested in home and school.

The researchers worked through Maney Junior High to.recruit

respondents for the field study. The school administration was *helpful

and cooperative. In February of 1980, school personnel identified about

forty Portuguese-surnamed seventh graders whom we cont cted by letter.

The'letter was written in,Portuguese and English, exp ined the project,

and told the parents that the researchers would call s me of them in the

near future to ask if their child was interested in par icipating: In

\

March a group of twenty of these !.1ildren was convened at the school to explain

the project: After phone callp to the families, the researchers met briefly

with the parents and the children of those interested in participating, to

answer questions and to get.permission to Include the child in the project.

The final sample included four girls and three-boys, With whom the researchers

worked for the two remaining months of the 1979-180 school year.

It was difficult to recruitseventh graders and then to work

with the youngsters who agreed to participate. Families seemed reluctant

to include an outsider, ind students were genera/1 Y reticent with adults.

There alsoVere other time demands on the youths, particularly to help

out around the house. It is also possible that recruitment was difficult
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because the fieIdworkers were not themselves POrtuguese. HoWever, one

spoke fluent Portuguese and had lived in the Azores. More importantly,

in other settings being non-Portuguese has not been a barrier to acceptance.

Two other explanations are plausible. Research is not a familiar activity

to most of the Portuguese community and therefore likely to be mistrusted.

For-these seventh graders, the activities of the fieldwork itself often

seemed to make no sense.

With the seven youngsters who agreed to participate our relationships

were varied. We had a sense of being trusted by some, and they enjoyed

some of the time we spent together. Often, however, the contacts felt

awkward. We trust what the students told us, much of which we confirmed

through observation, but we know there is a lot we were not told.

With a sample of only seven students whom we saw for one or

two hours a week for VIM months, we do not claim that what We learned

is representative of "Portuguese-American seventh graders." What these

students did give us was a three-dimensional, realistic sense of what .

the quantitative data,of this study may mean. Combined with information

from other sources, our observations provide some suggestions about this

particular community and about some of the intricacies of home and school

interrelationships.

Even if we had worked with forty girls and boys, there would

still be limits on our data. Thete seventh graders could only tell us

about their own lives in the Hillside Portuguese community at Maney Junior

High. Students at other schools and in other Portuguese communities probably

have different stories to tell.
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2. Fieldworkers' Assumptions

The fieldworkers went into this project with their own assumptions

abiont ethnir-ity, homes, and schools.'

Nancy Marshall states:- / am trained as an anthropologist, psychologist,

and educator. I am committed to, and active in, the Portuguese community

around Proctor Square. / believe that research should respect, involve,

and benefit the community it studies, as well as other communities. Through

my experience and my training, / have evolved a framework that emphasizes

the importance in individual and group experience of environmental factors

such as economic class, sex, and ethnicity. My understanding of the Hillside

Portuguese community is also influenced by the fact that I g up poor,

in a working class town and church, and was educated in a middle class

high school and middle class colleges. Currently I am a doctoral student

at Harvard Graduate School of Education.

MarkiHandler's statement, too lengthly to be placed here, is

included as Section G-2 of this report.
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3. "Personalities" of the Three Boys

A. is the least responsive, least expressive of the three

boys. It should be remembered that his "charadter", and those of

the other two, is that presented during the interviews. In A.'s case

the interviews always occurred at schbol, immediately after the last

class of the day. At other times and places and in other circumstanceS,

A. may act quite differently.

n our interactions he was generally passive. He never set

a timefor meeting or chose a topic for discussion, leaving it to mY

direction. The exceptions to this passivity did not involve initifitive,

but rather negations of my requests or suggestions (e.g., declinihg to

sit outside for an interview; cancelling a scheduled meeting). From

first meeting to last I was never quite comfortable with A., neVr

clearly understanding the basis of his participation. During 1.l our

irree-t.nghe spoke very quietly and somewhat unexpressively, hi
/s

eyes
;

usually downcast. polite and cooperative but not overtly inter-._

--
ested in the interview.. He answered illquestionstbut was terse, only

rarely elaborating his answers, and almost never volunteering informa-

tion or opinions.

For instance, I asked him to show me around the school, which

he did without hesitation. He led me down everwzorridor, naming

each of the rooms (e.g. "seVenth grade science", "boys bathroom") but

_ that was the extent of his commentary. Even when we passed the Deten-

1

tion Room, which was occupied, and to which on e 'days of several of

our scheduled interviews, A. himself was as4ignedi he had no comment.

When I askea why students were there, he only said, "For not doing good

in their work." Even when I directed conversation to his interests, such

as how his baseball team, was doing, he had little to say.
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A. is reserved but not intimidated. Although low-key, he is

quick in his responses. Occasionally / glimpsed a sense of humor, but

one whiCh he apparently felt inappropriate to
dieplay-during our inter-

views. This sketch of A. is extended becauie I never arrived at a

clear image of him. I know how he'acted with me, but have little idea

yily. From bits of.evidence I tried to construct plausible '"models"

of A. to test as we went along. Even with as reticent an informant

as A., this process can be fruitful if interviews are carried out over

an extended period of time, but this was not the case.

The pitfalls of guesswork became evident at the end of my

final session with A. until then I was gaining confidence in my hunch

that A., was a "nice kid on his way to becoming a tough guy." I had

seen A. on the street with older and bigger bbys, had Met his cousin

and a friend, both of ,whom (while not bad kids) are rowdy, and seem

to spend some_time."hanging out" on the street. A. had reported that

he spends little time at home, is usually out with his friends. To

this I added the fact that A. had detention at least three tines in

as many weeks. With this construction in mind / began to interpret

his style of interaction with me as guarded and stoic, a kind of

macho posture which he either used with everyone or reserved for dealing

with authority figures.

At the end of our final interview / asked a list of prepared

questions, to fill in gaps, topics which had not come'up previously.-

Asked if the Church was important to him, A. said "I don't know." For

clarification I asked, "Well, do you go .to Mass every Sunday?" "Yes,"

he replied. "Do you do anything else, belong to a church group or

anything?" "I'm an alter boy," A. said with his customary lack of

affect. / joked that it was hard to understand how he could
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not be sure if religion wap important for him when he was an alter

boy. I then asked if he had volunteered or been asked to serve. At

this point he.launched into an extended tale of how he had become an
,

alter boy, what it was like, and the upcoming dedication of the new

church at which he would assist the Cardinal. In contrast to all our

previous interviews A. told this story without prompting, providing

details, and giving accounts of his feelings.

A. is a little Phort for his a4e and stocky, but not fat.

He is athletic.

B. is the moq mature, physically and socially, of the three.

He is socially competent, self-assured, directive, assertive. He is

comfbrtable conversing, directs discussion, offers'illustrations and

expands without prompting.

He has clear goals and aspirations, independently formu-

lated. B. appears satisfied with himself, and is 'even tempered and

good humored.

He was a good informant, providing informative answers to

my questions and volunteering information and views However, in

keeping with his social maturity, he had good contrOl of his presen-

tation of self, letting little unintended information slip out. He

often attempted, and usually succeeded, in redirecting the interviews

when he found them boring or intrusive. (One session was spent, at

his request, playing chess.)

One eccentricity, not properly an aspect of personality

but rather of cognitive skill and identity: in giving me the phone

numbers of other students to contact, B. would each tim walk to the

phone and go through the motions of dialing before stating the number.
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He explained that he cannot remember phone numbers, bUt can always ,

dial them. It is interesting that such knowledge is tacit, and note-

worthy that he is aware that he is different in this regard and needs

to explain it.

C. is overweight and the most serious of the three, the

most academic. He is also the most restricted, more socially isolated,

more subject to parental control and protection. He is also the only

one with no siblings or others, besides parents, in the household.

A theme running through his discussion of a range of incidents and

issues is a concern for i'ndependence/autonomy (see personal Development).

C. was a good informant. He listens closely and is thought-

ful in his replies. He is similar to B in providing extended answers,

detail, and volunteering information. He more consistently than the

others had a clearly formulated idea of what Z wanted to know (his

opinions on school and education, particularly problems in need of

remedy), and directed his remarks to this end. He was open and co-

operative and would answer all my questions, regardless of topic (I

made a point of explaining their relevance when my questions did not

directly concern education). He was more precise than the others in

his answers, giving a more complete clasS schedule, categorizing his

recreational activities into kinds, and criticizing himself when he

forgot an item and had to add it later. This precision was consistent

with a general concern for order, manifest in such things as model

building and a carefully organized collection of baseball cards for

which he had a written list of holdings. More than the others he

showed an interest in abstract principle, generalized, and used con-

crete events to illustrate general points.

He is physically less active than the other boys. In temp-

erament he is low-key, more like A. than B. He is as communicative as
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B. but less socially "smooth;" with C. there were unintended revela-

tions: 'Like B. he has a clear image of himself, but his behavior,

comments, and stories at times-demonstrated this image to be more

aspiration than actuality.

(Parallel descriptions of the four girls in the sample

are not available.)

'.)
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1. Girls

From speaking with the girls and with other members of the

community, it is evident that an important aspect of the parent-child

relationship is respect. As one girl put it, a good daughter does as

the parents tell her to do. While respect and obedience are the cultural

norms, how the individual girls and their families actvaries. Some of

the girls have more autonomy than the others, in small matters like

whether they have to ask permission every time they wish to do something

different after school. The girls also sometimes bragged about their

autonomy and then later admitted to the researcher that their parents

did oversee their activities. Some of the girls feel that their parents

treat them fairly, others do not. But whatever the girls' feelings about

being expected to respect,their parents and obey, the

strength of the cultural norm is evident: the girls are generally

respectful and obedient. Two of them also anticipate that their lives

will be much like their mothers': "You see how your mother does things,

you're used to that."

These girls have more siblings than the community norm, an

average of three brothers and sisters each. Some have older siblings

who are married and not living at home. The families with older sons

and daughters still living at home and employed are the ones who appear

slightly better off financially. Relationships between sisters seem to

be different than those between sister and brother. The girls in the
\

sample who have sisters spend a lot of time with them, share responsibilities

around the house, sometimes tease each other, sometimes resent each other,

and sometimes are each other's closest allies and confidants. As one

sisterless girl put it, an older sister would be different and closer;
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4.1

o

"You can't be so close to brothers." Older brothers protect their sisters,

sometimes boss them around, but also are nice to their sisters and may

give them spending money from their own income, according to the girls.

lo

The extended family is important in the Portuguese community.

"-Family can be relied on to help out both in mundane mattere and in major

crises. For example, when one girl's family was evacuated from their home,

they were able to stay with relatives. Families also get together for

major celebrations and help new arrivals in the community learn the

ropesof living in this country. Because so many extended family members

live nearby, this mutual aid among members is more of a central part

of community life than it is in communities of more isolated middle-

class families. All four of the girls have close kin (aunts, parente.

cousins, grandparents) wholive in Hillside. They also have kin in

other parts of New England (iithin a day's drive)_Canada, Brazil, and

the Azores. Families often visit each other, and one may see kin who

live nearby daily on the street and for family dinners on Sundays and

holidays.

For an adult, at least, not to have family within easy access,

leaves a gap, both in the social world and in the person's senses of

support potentially available and of how life ought to be. The children's

perceptions of. kin are based on matters such as whether the related

household includes children'their own age to play with and the kinds of

activities the members of it engage in (such as babysitting or shopping).

It seems that the frequent .contact and bonds between aaults in an extended

family leads to similar connections among the youths in the kinship

structure; there is not the sense of active choice as with adults, but

neither is there usually resentment of the relationships. The girls
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have varying relationships with their peers. There "are neighborhood

children, most of whom are younger, with whom they most often-play after

school. There are same-age peers they meet at church, in classes outside

school, and in school, most of whom they do not consider friends.

Finally, there are a few individuals, all same-sex and same-age, whom

they consider to be.their friends. You khow someone is your friend

because "They talk to you:" "They do things with you," or because you

trust each otheroand share activities or interests. One girl talks

about entering seVenth grade and discovering that someone from her

elementary school was in her classes: "She was the only one I knew, so

of course we were friends." Friendships end when one of the girls clianges

her interests and/or who she hangs out with.

Most of ,the girls rarely, if ever, saw their school friends

outside school; this did not seem at all surprising to them. When fiiends

get together, the girls say they play games, go bowling or roller skating

(outdoors), go shopping, or go for walks and talk. The researcher did not

spend time with the girls when they were involved in such activities, but

occasionally saw them right aftee school talking with their frien0s, and

knows of times when they went roller-skating together. The girls'

interactions with friends and peers are generally animated and spontaneous

in a way that their interactions with adults are not.

When thegirls discussed peers with the fieldworkers, their

friends from school are always other girls, although in the neighbOrhood

they often play with younger boys as well as girls. The peer groups they

describe at school are always same-sex. Boys are likely to be,described

as noisy or immature. One girl thought this was so because "Boys. like

playing outSide. Girls...have to help out in the house, so they growr
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up faster," and because boys play outside and therefore "learn stuff

from the bad.kids they hang out with."
%

Ethnic identity is not. monolithic. Within the Hillside

Portuguese community, there are loyalties and alliances based on 14llage,

island, the Azores, and being "Portuguese." Among the girls, a persc.n
4-

may be identified as "part Portuguese" if her parents were born in'

Portugal but she was born here. Others would be considered Portuc:uese

because their last names are'Portuguese or because the girls know them

as members of the Portuguese community, know they spoke Portuguese, or

know they considered themselves to be Portuguese.

All four of the girls were,born in the Azores, as were their

parents. All speak Portqguese, some better thahbthers,-depending on

how old they were when they came to this counti=y; Some of their parents

.
speak English, others do not. Community members talk about the

I

difficulties this can cause for families. If parent and child do nof,'

both speak easily in the same language, this may be the root of good-

natured teasing and each teaching the other. It may also 1,ead to
. ,c,

Nk

difficulties A communicating. Frequently children become interpreters

for their parenti,,wtiich role is often felt to be in direct conflict, with'.
.

,

the expected relationship respect by the child for the'parent. We do not

know enough about these four families to know ifthis is a problem for thern.

Clearly, however, girls who seem shy in English, can be animated in

Portuguese, and vice versa.

Ropligion is another aspect of ethnicity. All fodr girls are Catholic

4
and speak of going to church regularly, althouclh to different churches,

*

They all plan to be confirmed. 'There are differencelo howevr, between

the four faMilies in .terms of whether or not, or in wilat manner, they

celebrate specific Portuguese holidays. ,

011
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Boys
>

As is true for other topics, I have fullest information about

family relations for C., for.him alone data from his parents. I asked

both A. and C. direct questions about discipline and communication

with parents. A.'s answers were terse, C.'s more extended. Mre

importantly, C. revealed something of his perceptions of family relations

in conversation about various subjects. In-B.'s case I sensed, without

ever being certain why, a relUctance to talk abbut his family. I

found myself avoiding directly, questioning him.
4

With all three boys I delayed direct questions about the

family to the last couple of interviews in the hope of obtaining undirected

statements during the earlier sessions nd not putting them off by asking

personal or sensitive questions when little trust had been established.

B. rarely said anything about his family and never anything about his

father except under direct questioning. A. also said little about his

family but this was in character with his genelral uncomnuniCativeness.

1

1B. was much more conversational.

For some time I was'uncertaip if B. had a father. I had met

his mother and brother and B. would refer to both of them. There was also

an undercurrent\of tension, of some problem, in the house. I may have

constructed a-quite inaccurate atmosphere" from stray, impressions. B.'

brother was open and friendly. His mother was very reserved; she made no

attempt at conversation nor did she ever extend hospitality as is

customary in Portuguese homes. On the other hand, she was not rude or

' hostile. Rather she seemed preoccupied, perhacs depressed.. I received

some confirmation of my suspicions from a friend who worked in the

COmmunity'And knew of the family. In any cape, I felt uncomfortable asking

B. about his parents and he did not let the conversation move in that
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direction.

Relationship with Parents

In the sections on Personality and Schedules mention was made

of differences in degrees of parental control, involv ment in the

family, and autonomy among the three boys. Both A. d B. are out of

the house more than C. Beiing out with friendSds theme for A. C.'s

mother restricts and prot cts C., and he in turn s ows a concern for

issues of freedom of cho'ce and autonomy. My in'tial phone conversations

a

with A.'s and C.'s mothrs revealed this difference. A.'s mother said

she waA not sure if A./could participate in th study.because he was out

so much, was busy play/4;1g. C.'s mother also ecpressed reservations about

1

his participating, bu her concern was that h7r son not be out of the

house after school. Less clear, but perhaps falling in between, was

C.'s mother's reacti n when I arrived at th ir house for our scheduled

meeting and he was n t yet back from riding with his friend: she stood

at the front gate (s14 had just arrived hofile), looking down the street,

shook her head and sa d, "That boy: . . he knew you were coming. He

has no sense of

I asked both P. and C. about p rental control, rules, and

punishment. A. said that his mother makes the rules and his father

1

punishes.. C. , in almost a\l his answers' (see.below) referred to his

I
"parents." Asked who' he s eaks to whe he has a problem, A. said he

speaks to his father. C. f'rst respo ded that he solved his problems,

\
1

but when the question was re eated la er said that he would go to his

parents.

Both of them were aked w1Iom they would speak to if they had

a problem involving their pare

problems with their parents.

Both answered that they had no
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When the boys answered that they had no.problems with their

parenti, were they expressing*their true perceptions- (whatever the

actual extent of conflict) , voicing a cultural ideal of family

solidarity, or otserving a norm of not telling outsiders about family

problems? It is interesting to compare this with the willingness of

Jewish kids to express their gripes against their Parents to outsiders,

as described in the ethnography in this.volume, in terms of individualism

versus familism? Can this be explained?

One often repeated statement in writings about Portuguese-

Americans, particularly in discussions of school leaving and parental

"materialism," is that all members of the family pool their earnings

which in turn are distrituted as- needed ty the family head. This

practice is said to be a carry-over from rural practice in Portugal

and it is true that peasant households in the Azores do function

in this way. I asked each of the boys about jobs and money earned.

For A. and C. these were hypothetical
questions.. B. said that the money

from his paper route is his and in a bank account to be used when he

returns to Portugal.
Asked if he had a job and were living at home,

would he give his money to his parents, A. said, "No, I would use it."

C. answered the iame question affirmatively..

A. was asked-abolat_parental_critiziam
and support and only

answered that his parents criticize him when he is wrong and reward him

when he is good. This was an assent to my statement, not'his expression.

The following extracts froth'my field notes describe aspects of

family relations, both parent-child and parent-parent, in C.'s family:
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'Parental protectiveness and control:

tr ',I mother _callsoacerned about C.'s_participation. "This (what the

project is about] is not a problem. But C. can't be out on the

street. I can't have him coming-at any hour. He comes right home

after school and stays there and is there when I come home from work.

The street is full of urchins/toughs [garotos]. . . There's trouble.

C. is big in body but still young.

At my first visit to their home, C.'s mother re-explained her concern

that C. not be outside, wandering around, that he had to come home

right after school, and I could meet him here. She said that the

streets were dangerous and C. waS 'big in body, but still young.'

(This is said in his presence). iShe then told of his bike being

stolen by some bad boys. (This tale of the bike was repeated on

.several occasions and used to explain why she went to the windOw

whenever there was a noise when C. was outside playing]. She added

that they were Catholic, it was parents' duty, to raise their children

well. She just wanted to see C. grow up, marry, be like his brother.

He could make his own decisions then and be whatever he wanted.

She also spoke about his diet; that she cooked for him, made cakes

and cookies. [I think this was in contrast to store-bought junk

food, but perhaps was a reference to her being responsible, through

overindulgence, for his being overweight.] C. interjected here, '/

broke training.' His mother cOmmented near the end of her

monologue: 'My son thinks this doesn't interest you, but I know

that it does.'

The 'child's autonomy:

At my first meeting with C. and his mother I started to explain

to her the purpose of the study, what I would talk to C about.

She kept referring to the project .as 'lessons' for C. She stopped

my explanation and told me to go ahead and talk to C. he would

see if he liked it and he would tell them-about it after. She was

leaving the decision to participate with C.

I comment to C. on the hot weather. He says it is hot and untapes

the living room window, saying that the tape is still on since

winter. He pulls the tape off and opens the window, then goes into

the kitchen and tells his parents he has opened the wihdOw. A

relatively inconsequential act, but indicative that C. can take

initiative in household matters beyond areas of his personal concern.

As our interview lasted after 6:00 and his parents were in the kitchn

beginning dinner, I asked C. if he shouldn't join them. He said that

he doesn't eat dinner with them, he eats when he comes home from

school.
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Protectiveness by the child towards his parents:

.C. tells me of being home alone when young, of being worried

about break-ins. He recounts burglaries that had occurred.

'One time someone tried to break in through-the bathroom. Now

there is-a board there my father put up. Also one time I heard

a noise and called to my father. I told him not to go out

because there might be too many of them. Then I called up

stairs to the girl above and told her there was someone climbing

in the window. She ran-after him and saw a kid, he was young,

going over the fence. (How old?) He was about 14. If I had

known he was young, I would have gone after him.

Decision making and communication:

(If you have a problem who do you talk to?). I soime it myself.

(If the family has a problem should parents tell the son?) Yes.

(Should son have a.say in famiiy decisions, like moving?) No,

parents decide. Kid can't stop parents from 'Moving.

(If you have a problem and need help who do you go to?) Usually

to my, parents.

(To friends?) No.

(What if you have a problem with your parents?) I don't have any

problems with my parents.

Discipline, rules and obedience:

(What would happen if he did'bad in school?) His parents would be

mad, would punish him, not let him go out, no tv, bed without

supper. (What about rules, do parents control kids too much?)

There should be some rules. Can't go out whenever you want. Some

kids walk all over the city, go all the way to the Haymarket, buy,'

firecrackers... They have them behind the counter and there's a

secret word you use if you want to buy them. Then the kids sell

them. Sometimes [firecrackers) aren't so popular. Sometimes there

aren't many,416en a shipment comes in and they're all over for a

couple of months. [C. here appears to associate lack of parental

control with kids engaging in illicit behavior. He shares his

mother's vision of bad kids of the street. C. is a 'straight' kid;

he does not approve of 'bad' behavior. On the. other hand, he may

take a vicarious pleasure in imagining the adventures of boys able

to free y roam the streets.]

(What way should parents punish?) Bed without' supper is wrong.

No tv, stay in room, cut allowance are ok. (What about kicking a

kid out of the house?) No, they shouldn't.

[The following week I returned to the subject of rules and

obedience]. (Do you do everything your parents tell you?) No.

(When don't you?) When I won't get hit. (This was said as a joke.

He wasn't literally referring to being hit, but meant 'when I can

get away with it.'1
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(Are yoU always respectful?) Yes.

(Do you always tell them where you're going?) Yes.

_----100-y0u-always-tell_ the IZUth?) Yes _ _ _

(Should you criticize your parents?) [He wasn't sure what I meant,

so I rephrased). (When they're wrong about something should you

tell them?) Yes.

(If you had a job would you give your money to your parents?) Yes.

(Is it ok for parents to decide their kids' friends?) No.

(Is it ok for parents to decide their kids' jobs?) Yes.

(Is it ok for parents to pick persons for their kids to marry?) No.

(Is it ok for parents to make kids work around the house?) Yes.

(Is it ok for parents to hit kids?) Depends.

(Is it ok for parents to hit kids for forgetting to do something

they!ve been told?) No.

(Is it ok for parents to hit kids for breaking a window?) Yes, if

they did ii on purpose
(Is it ok for parents to hit kids for telling a lie?) No, unless

it really causes trouble.
(Is it ok for parents to hit kids for stealing?) Yes.

(Is it ok for parents to hit kids for refusing to do work and

chores?) No, punish theM instead.

(Is it ok for parents to hit kids if they are bad in school?) No,

just help or see what is the problem, or give sone other punishment.

(Is it ok for parents to hit kids if they stay.out late?) What age?

(Yours) Yes.
(Is it ok for parents to hit kids if they are disrespectful?) Yes.

(What is an example of being disrespectful?) Swearing at your 'Parents.

(What are some other punishments?) : Not letting you go outside; no tv;

if you want to buy something, postponing it.

[This kind of leading questioning'is obviously sUspect as a means of

tapping C.'s real perceptions. In too many cases there are 'right

answers' to be given. Still, he did discriminate among types of

bad behavior and his occasional elaborations indicate that he wasn't

simply 'yessing' me. One other statement from C. provides some

evidence of the actualities of obedience).

(Do you get an allowance?) No. When I need something I ask my

mother. She says yes or no and tells me how much rent there is,

the bills, we make contracts: like one magazine a month, comics

in winterKiss album in_Hay.She doesn't like it [Kiss music] .

Sometimes I play it too loud, she saYS and she gets a headacne,,

tells me to turn it down. I have a bad temper, sometimes I turn

it off and then later turn it up-'again.
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C.'s mother tended to dominate the conversation, though his

father would speak up when he had a point to make. She spoke about the

father in his presence just as she did about C. telling me of their

responsibleness. That C.'s mother is assertive and often the decision-

maker does not strike me as at all unusual. I say this only because of

the repeated stereotype in the literature which characterizes the

Portuguese as "patri,archal."

In both peasant and middle class homes in the Azores, I

rarely encountered any clear cut pattern of dominance/submission

between husbands and wives. Often in poorer families the woman is the

one to deal with outsiders. In middle class homes, men tend to talk

with male visitors, women with women. Usually if there are refreshments

to be served, the woman does so. In families of workers it is normal for

the husband and other working members of the household to turn their

wages over to the woman, who manages household finances. Women also

appear in public positions; e.g., as leaders of the local branches of

the political parties which emerged after the 1974 Revolution.

In immigrant households in New England I encountered many

forceful women and most often patterns of joint decision-making.

Portuguese, and not just outside "observers" will assert that "men are

the bosses" in the family. Such ideological cliches should not be taken

at face value.

After the first session with C. I went into the kitchen and re-
explained to his parents the nature of the project. Both the

mother and father stood talking to me during this part. When

the mother started on the responsibilities of a parent and her
job experiences, the father gat down at the table and divided
his attention between our conversation and the t.v. Both

parents asked questions aboui the project.
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When she was telling me about parents having to watch out for

their children, she said that their family was not like some

homes. She, didn't stay out in the street like some women, her

husband wai -home every day at 4:45, not out drinking. [This was

said with her husband and C. listening, with an occasional-

interjection but otherwise watching t.v.]. Both parents said tilat

things were different here in America: fathers mistreated their

children, lots of-divorce. I commented that that doesn't happen

in Portugal and C.'s mother said 'Yes, it does. When I was

young my father left us. My mother, of course, was still young so

she was able to have another man.' Her father came to America and

married another woman. C.'s mother considers this woman her step-

mother and visits her. I asked about divorce in Portugal and they

said it was not legal but things were changing now.

While I was in the living roorri with A. and his mother, she asked

if I wanted anything to drink, a soda, a beer. I said yes to a

beer, and she called to her husband to bring me a beer. He

brought beer and a glass, noticed the 41gss was dirty, and went

back to the kitchen to clean it.

C. commented that they didn't have a car. They had had one but

his mother had given it to his brother. This is interesting

for his attribution of such a major decision to his mother and

not to both parents.

Relationship with Siblings

I asked A. how he got along with his sisters: "Okay." Asked

if they ever had fights, he said, "No." (Does your older sister ever

act like a parent, tell you what to do?) "Yes." (What about your younger

sister?) "I tell her what to do." One sister is 10 years older, the other

2 years younger. Other than this brief exchange; the only indication

of A.'s relation with his older sister was his telling me he wouldn't

be in school the next day (I wanted to meet with him again), because if

the weather was nice his sister would be taking him to see the Tall Ships.

Also, as already reported, he said that he is judged to speak better

Portuguese than his sisters.
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B. appears to get along with his brother. Despite the age

difference they do do some things together: e.g., play chess. His

older brother does not speak down to him. For his part, B. respects

his brother's accomplishments but does not emulate him (although there

were similarities in their easy-going style). When B. discussed his

plans to return to Portugal, he expressed amusement at his brother's

different tastes and desire to remain in the United States.

C.'s brother has not lived at home for several years. He

and his parents see his brother and his family often since they live

nearby in Center City. Their age difference is the greatest of any of

the sibling sets: twelve years. Earlier I cited his comment that they

did not have a car because his mother had given it to his brother. In

two other stateiiepts he expressed feelings of "competition" with his

brother: not rivalry for achievement and attention, so much as perceived

conflict of interest or lack of mutual support. The first excerpt from

my notes, an early childhood memory, is striking as a metaphor for the

negative side of parental protectiveness. Is it not reasonable to read

this vignette as expressing housebound C.'e feelings of being "caged?"

In giving his weekly schedule, C. reported visiting his grandmother

on weekends and mentioned_that_she cared for his brother's baby.

during the week. I asked more about this and C. said that bahysitters

were hard to find. This led him to tell me about his parents'
difficulty in finding a babysitter for him when they.first came to

America. When he was little, this babysitter would lock him in

a chickencoop behind the house. She would take rolls from their

house home to her own kids. [I think he meant instead of feeding

him.] I asked if he remembered this or,had been told about it, and

he said he could remember his brother standing in front of the coop

and not letting him out. I. asked if the woman was Portuguese and if

she was a family friend. She was Portuguese, Someone his parents had

been.told about. They were new in the U.S. and did not have many

fkiends. [Given their date of immigration, C. could have begnAb
younger than 2 years old and his brother therefore at least 14 when

this incident(s) occurred. Whatever the'reality of this incident,

C. certainly does not remember his brother as an ally!]
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After talking about age categories, C. told me that when he was
young he always wanted what his brother had. When his brother had
a tv he wanted one. (I asked if he wished he had sisters.)
'Ao.' (Or more brothers?) 'No.' (Or a brother closer to his own

age?) with more brothers, or closer age, I couldn't have as
much and I'd have to share my room. We'd have to split it in half;

he wouldn't like my posters. We'd have to divide it so his stuff
would be on half and mine on the other. Then as a joke he said

'I'd like to have a twin.'

The small size of these three families and the siblings are

worth underscoring for two reasons. First, although definitive research

does not exist there can be little doubt that the demographic structure

of a household is an important determinant of home climate. Second,

these data :aution against accepting the image of Catholic Southern

Europeans as producers of large families. The researcher cites Ito-

Alder's report (1980) on the, Portuguese in Hillside as having a mean

household size of 4.25 (see Section II of this ethnography). For my

three households the mean is 4.33. The other reports that the girls had

an average of three siblings, higher than the community norm. Large

families may have been more common in.the first wave of immigration in

the first quarter of the century. In the, last forty years there has been,

a dramatic decline in Portugal's fertility rate, bringing it into line

with the "modern" demographic profile of the rest of Europe. Azorean

fertility is high within Portugal, but-also currently much lower than it

was before WWII. Infant mortality has also.been significantly reduced in

recent'decades.

For mothers of children of the age of those in,. our study,

and certainly for those giving birth in the United States, the spacing of

children represents deliberate regulation of family size. C.'s parents, in

a conversation comparing the islands in the Azores, commented that the people
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of Sao Miguel have large families (an observation, relativ,e to the other

islands, supported by census data). They thought that this was not

responsible on the part of the parents, that the children suffer when

limiged resources are divided among too many. On other occasions, C.'s

parents connected their careful childrearing practices and their Iove for

their children to their being Catholic. Their goal is to be able to

provide for their children's needs and to make possible their advancement.

It will be of interest to see.if there is any correlation

between family composition and climate as reported in the,HCQ. In any

case, the smaller family size of my informants might be considered when

comparing the girls' perceptions to that of the boys; gendeeis,not

the on'y factOr which cn account for the differences in their

perceiotions.

Peer Relationships

A. was tne only one of the boys whom I observed interacting with

a friend, and this was brief and in an artificial setting. As described

above, the counselor told A.'s frrend X to go over and join us during our

interview in the Guidance Office% X"was good natured, curious, wanted to

%

know what-was going on. A. didn't say anything, did_not encourage him to

stay. A. seemed a little embarrassed by X's presence, or perhaps he 14-,Zi

uncomfortable having X hear him talking to me. It may also hdve been

simply that, as in other instances, A. did not want to tak.initiative and

was leaving it to me to decide if X should stay or not.

I explained to X what we were doing. He stayed for about ten

minutes and while he was there both boys answered my questions. On

occasion, A. would disagree with X and would correct what he said,

suggesting that he had exaggerated. The boys maintained independent views,
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though they often agreed, but avoided any conflict or argument. Neither

one attempted to dominate the conversation.

Asked what he did With his friends, A. answered, "Play:1' This

came after asking him whom he talked to when he had problems. A. asked

if I know C. I said, "Yes. Is he a friend of yours?" "No, he's in my

class and told me he was doing this." A. wanted to know.if it were true .

that we met at C.'s house. This is.of interest because C., listing his

friends, included A. C.'s list of friends was long and probably listed

all the members of his class with whom he was not on bad terms. A.

distinguished between friends and acquaintances.

I have no statements from B. about relationships with peers.

It may be recalled that in sorting his schoolmates he at first said they
0

were all friends, but then he was able to distinguish twelve small

cliques. One boy he refers to as a friend is the one With whom he sells

papers and goes bike riding. B.'s bike is on loan from this boy. See

Section VI-B for B.'s comments on peer relations at school.

Asked if he tells things tel his friends and if they keep secrets.

C. says he never tells them things he doesn't want known. (What do kids

say when their friends find out they told a secret?) "They say, Oh, you

kncw I can't keep a secret." (Do you have more friends this year than

last?) "I have more . . . enemies. No, not really enemies. Just kids I°

don't like." (Why?) "The way they act." He then says that he has

friends with whom he has never had a fight. Asked if there are other

friends he fights with, he says, "All the others,. . . but we always make

up the next day."
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On another occasion, we are talking about playing.sports, which

C. does with friends, but not on teams, and I ask if they have problems

or fights. He says no, so I give the example of a kid not liking a call

or not liking,the team he is picked for, getting mad and taking theonly

bat or ballfhome. "Nowadays we don't have problems like you did be'Cause

everyone has their own bat and stuff." Several times during one Anterview

the phone rang and had been answered by C.'s mother who said to the caller

that C. was busy. C. commented to me that it was a friend. He had

spoken to him once already to say he would play when he was done with me.

At the last call, he yelled to his mother not to hang up, that he would

come to the p'hone and "pjat him down."

Although I had assumed that C.'s "friends" were either 'boys

he saw at school or those living on his street, there was one indication

that he saw other friends. C. said that he knew about other junior highs

from friends.

Ethnicity

All three boyS are conscious of their ethniCity. This is hardly

surprising given the way in which they were selected for participation in

the study. The school provided the researchers with a list of "Portuguese"

seventh graders. Our letter to parents and our presentation.to students

in the school emphasized the study's interest in ethnic comparisons.

Agreement by the boys and their parents to participate in the study reflects

their acceptance of ethnicity as a salient dimension in their experience.

/ suspect that this method of selection also tends to recruit individuals

with positive ethnic self-images. Our informants, then, give us little

opportunity to assess the general importance of ethnic identity in the lives

of seventh graders. The questionnaire results should provide a better

indication of the extent to which students are conscious of their "roots."

3
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ethnic labels can be ascribed by others,or self-asserted, and

discrepancies may occur between such labellinqs. The school guidance

counselor prepared his list of Portuguese seventh graders partly on the

basis of-acquaintance with the students, and partly by'selecting

Portuguese surnames from the class.list. Thii approach might miss students

with anglicized names (e.g., Rogers), who though native-born ane probably

of native-born parents, still identify as "Portugtiese-American" and

participate ethnic institutions. This procedure also included

students who do not identify as Portuguese. One of the boys I called

to recruit for the stady declined with the explanation that he was not

Portuguese, but American, despite'the fact that he was born in Portugal.

Assessing the meaning of ethnicity for any individual requires

much more information than either my interviews or the HCQ (which in

part see us for knowledge of "roots" and pareAal expectations of in-

group association) provides. Calling oneself "Portuguese" or "Portuguese-

American" does not specify what imaqes and expectations one associates

with that label. Such labelling in itself provides little basis for

inferring perceptions, behavior, or social relations.

One afternoon just after A. arrived in the Guidance Office for

our meeting, two other boys, A.'s cousin and friend, entered and the

counselor told them they should go over and join us, because "You are

Portuguese, too." Quickly he added that the ccusin should not do so

because he was in the eighth grade and this was only for seventh graders.

A.'s friend X. did come over and asked what it was all about. A. remained

silent so I finally explained. X. referred to himself as "PortUgee." He,

like A. was born in Hillside of immigrant parents. But he does not know

where in Portugal his parents are from, has never visited Portugal, and

does not speak Portuguese.
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A. speaks portuguese at home. I commented thakfrom his

IP

English no one would know he spoke any other languages.. 4e responded that

people say his Portuguese is better than his Sisters'. He speaks a lot

,

of Portuguese with his grandmother, who only speaks Portuguese. With

his parents he.speaks-both English and Portuguese. I. tolehim that

haiiing two languages seemed a good thing And he said Ae had three

languages since he is studying Spanish in schoOl.

Though born in the U.$., A. has visited Graciosa with his

parents and plans tc! go again. -Both the boys I saw him with aftpr

school were Portuguese. His church is the area's Portuguese national

-
parisn.

A recent immigrant, B. identifies himself as Portuguese,

not Portuguese-AMerican. A. home he Speaks Only Portuguese, the only

*

language of his m6ther and,,1 believe, bf his father. His brother is .

fluent in English. B. is retatively fluent:in English', though his English

lexicon is poorer than his PortUguese vOcabulary. Heis ih the 'bilingual

program and spendsTmost of his sChoolday with Portuguese-speaking students

ands teachers- Other than his-Ehglish class (Which is also with Portuguese-

dominant students)/ only art, typing,.and gym are non-Portuguese classes

and these last,three make up only-4 of'his 30 weekly class periods.

AlthoUgh he can converse in English, our interviews were conducted in

Portuguese* the,language with which he is more comfortable and much more

expressive. I foutd that he'had troUble reading the School Climate

Questionnaire so that it was necessary to administer it orally in trans.-

lations, rather than leave the written questionnaire
with him as I did with

A. and C. (see School Climate, b4low). He once commented on a girl in his

class as "UMa gUe tem mania gue sabe Inglez" ("One who makes a thing out

of knowing English"), but really doesn't,



At our first meeting, after I ex0ained to him and his brother

that we wanted to know what kids thi4k about school, what specific

suggestions they have for making schcl)ols b t er, B. said: "Schools should

be just for Portuguese or English, n/pt mixed. \Americans cause trouble for

Portuguese." His brother interrupteid, telling\him (and me) that it isn't
\

a matter of Portuguese or American, that there ext good and bad-in any

group. He never again mentioned ha ing trouble With American students.

'Two weeks after our first meeting I asked if all nis f7.iends were

Portuguese and he answered that he/had both PortugUeSe and American

\

friends. The one friend that I sev-him with is Portuguese. Later, in

talking about his arrival in the 6.s., he said that he had been lonely

until he started the bilingual ptogram and met other'\ Portuguese kids.

Telling a story about a neighbor's garden,\B. referred to the

family as "Italians." I asked it his street had maih\ly Portuguese,

Italians, or others. He said that there were lots of\ Portuguese and

pointed out the houses occupied by Portuguese.

My conversations with'C. were in English. Be, like A., has been

educated entirely in the U.S. He speaks Portuguese with his parents. His

parents know some English, but my conversations with t em were all in

Portuguese. On one occasion when I stayed for dinnerl with his 'paxents,

as C. was leaving the kitchen to go play, he responded to his father in

English. I did not hear enough of their quick exchange to be certain what

was involved in this language switching. It may have leen that C. simply

lacked a Portuguese expression for his reply. .He may 4lso have felt it

cinecessary to use English in my presence. When I talke to his parents, C.

would usually remain quiet and often leave (my converstions with che
I

,

parents occurred after C. and I had talked alone for at\ least an hour).

When he did speak he would talk to his parents in Portu
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English, although his parents and I would be conversing in Portuguese.

A third nossibility is that C. used English with his father to bring

the exchange to an end, to dodge answering.

Both C. and his mother attach importance to knowledge of
-

languages. I suspect that C.'s viewpoint on this matter derives from his

mother. On my first visit to their home she told me something of her and'

the family's background and initial experiences in America. Part of

this was recounted when she came into the livingroom midway through my

interview with C., wanting to watch the "lesson." She then gave her

understanding of the project's aim which was that there are children who

don't know about things like cattle and farming, who came,from different.

places. C.'s family is from Portugal where her husband had been a farmer.

C. talked to his father about these things and that this is what I

wanted to know about.

Then she spoke of her experiences. These remarks were

directed to me, but alsb seemed intended to remind C. of his°mother's

viewpoint. Later in the kitchen she expanded on these remarks, talking to

me while her husband and C. watched tv. Her comments on language were as

follows:

Where she now works there are only Portuguese and it makes her feel

good to hear English conversation [referring to C. and me talking].

When she first worked in the U.S., at a bridal shop (ironing and

then as a seamstress), she really liked that job: she was the only

Portuguese fnd she learned English ('not too much',,but she 'could

understand-6k and talk to people'). There were 'others' there, for

example, Greeks -- 'when two Greeks get together they only speak

Greek.' She commented that Americans don't learn other languages.

I agreed saying that some Americans think English is the only

language. She said that her mother, 'who doesn't know English but

uses sign language in the stores', says: 'They do so much business

with us, they should 'learn to speak to us.' C.'s mother then told

of her own difficulty after arrival in the U.S.. -She went shopping,

looking for fish, went to'a grocery, didn't see any fishl She

couldn't ask since she did not yet"know'any English, but took a pencil

and drew a picture of afish and the clerk took her outside and

pointed the direction to go and said 'far' which she understood.
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A week later when I asked C. about his educational plans he

replied: "Go to college, study French and Spanish." I then aSked what

kind of job he wanted. He said that he didn't know but it's "good to

have three or four languages, helps get a good job." C. is currently

taking Portuguese as an elective.

For C.'s parents their ethnicity is positively valued and

used as an explanation of their behavior. They made frequent reference

to their Portuguese-hess. Part of this usage was no doubt provoked by

their perception of my interest, but such references also appeared to be

habitual for them: "we Portuguese" is for them a ready turn of phrase.

Here are some examples:

In our first phone conversation, C.'s mother expressed her concern
about C. not being home after school, being out on the streets, that
she wanted me to meet with him at their house. Elaborating on the
dangers of the street and the need to protect her son, she said,
'Mr%+.1.1,..rc mita* A^ hha.c., thinga', =nA then ^h..,,,-ve4 th.t n^t =II A^.

I asked where she was from. 'Faial . . . my way of raising
children I )Droughp frqm there.'

When I asked C.'s parents ig they would ever return to Portugal to
stay, they answered with ambivalence. First, they said no, then said
they had family there. The mother began to say, 'With our sons here
. . and her husband spoke up, 'You know.how Portuguese are: they
love their children and after that there are grandchildren, with
them here . . . Children are their life.'

"Portuguese" is a salient social identity only after migration.

In the islands, family and village are the common categories when individual

identity or role are not used. There are also well-developed inter-island

rivalries and accompanying sterotypes. The most encompassing identity is

as "Azorean" in contradistinction to "Continental". In the U.S., migrants

find themselves classified as "Portuguese" at the same time that their

. more localized identifies (e.g., descent and residence) are no longer
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meaningful, except in limited occasions of interaction with kin and other

migrants from their community of origin. However, island and "Azorean"

identAies remain personally important. Thus C.'s mothez relates her

attitudes to children to her being from Faial. (She could do so with me

only because I had been in the Azores.)

Inter-island distinctions remain salient for C. as well as his

parents:

I asked C. about his weekend, what was new. He told me he tad
gone to a 'Portuguese Feast.' .I asked about it and found out
that it was the Festa de Espirito Santo at the Portuguese Church.
He said that it hadn't been done -right: 'The bread was wrong and
the soup had cabbage in it,' and that they had 'the usual rip-off
games' [referring to lotteries and other fund-raising contests).
I asked who had organized the feast and he said, 'They were from

all over, not from one island.' My question had been open and I
had expected him to name a club or organization or individuals., .
He told me that the second week in July there would be a feast
in 'Santa Maria style' in another city and that he liked this
better. He and his parents go up every year, have relatives

thArp,

Related to the perception of ethnicity was a comment by C.'s

mother which reveals a foreshortened view of immigration history and an

identification of "Portuguese" with recent immigrants:

She said that when her brothers came to the U.S. before her, at the

time of the Volcano [in 1959 when immigration quotas were lifted

following the 1957 volcanic eruptiod on Faial), there were 'not

many Portuguese' here. You'd have one in New Bedford, some more

in Central City, but not like now. It was narder then for immigrants
better when she came in 1970, and now there are lots of Portuguese.
[It is true that-in the late 1950's there were relatively few
recent immigrants, the Refugee Act of 1957 being the first lifting

of restrictions since 1926. But there were sizeable populations of

Portuguese immigrants and their descendants from the first period

'of mass Portuguese imiagration.)

One final Observation on "identity," related to "Portuguese-

ness": on several occasions C.'s mother repeated her characterization

of the study's interest as related to their being from Portugal and,to

C.'s father having been a farmer, unlike other children's fathers. This
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occupational change appeared as a major theme in their recounting the

experience of immigration. C.'s mother made frequent reference to her

husband's skill as a farmer and told me that C. liked to talk to his

father about these things, although C. himself never expressed such

interest to me and on those occasions when his father and I spoke at

length about crops and animals C. left the room. C.'s father takes pride

in his agricultural.knowledge and relished the opportunity to recount

his life in the islands. He knows that this is a life he will never

return to and this is a source of pain to him.
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E. Organization

1. Girls

When the researcher first walked into the house of one of the

girls, she was surprised. Many other homes in Hillside are old buildings,

neatly furnished, but clearly low-income. This home, the first floor

of a two family house,was furnished with new furniture and a modern

kitchen. With both parents working, the family is "solidly working

class." Some of the homes of the other girls are similar to this one,

and some are more like the homes of poorer families in the neighbor-

hood. Often they have small gardens in a back or side yard.

For the girls, their "neighborhood" is one block long. When

their mothers say "Don't go far," they mean the child to stay within

the block. The girls know other ,children and some adults on their

block, but not many peers, outside of family and schoolmates in other

parts of the city. When they play after school, it is often with

the other children on their block. Occassionally the girls go further

away from home, report that they have gone on their own to other

parts of the city, but when they talk about where they spend their time,

the block usually is it. It is possible that they are just beginning

to be allowed to travel further and their description.of their lives

has not caught up with practice, or that the idea that they must not

go far is so much a part of how they see their world that they do

not alter their descriptions to fit what they do.

Three,of the four girls spontaneously mentioned cleaning

when asked what they do besides go to school. They are responsible

for cleaning up daily around the house. The girls are also involved

in the care of younger children -- their siblings or relatives' child-

ren -- although always wit ah adult available. Each of the girls

goes to church on Sunday ,iand attends CCD religious classes. On week-
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ends, the girls may go shopping with family or visit relatives' families.

Two of the girls also participate in after-school activities or take

classes or lessons, but these activities are all within walking dis-
-

tance of home.

How these girls spend their time seems a function of their

parents' workloads, role expectations, their family's income, and

their family's sense of boundaries. Both parents work in all four

families: help from the children is a necessity. However, it is

primarily the girls who do the cleaning and watch the younger child-

ren. Thesd are part of the expectations of females in Portuguese

families. Because these families are working class, there is little

money available for special activities for the girls (like lessons

or classes outside school) . Finally, a combination of preferring

family ties.and concern for safety of children in the city also presses

the girls to stay close to home.

2. Boys

kome

At A.'s request all interviews with A. were conducted at

school. On the one occasion when he was given a ride home he asked to

be let out at the end of the street, so I have no idea what even the

exterior of his house looks like. In reply to a question concerning

chores and making hii bed, he said that his family " has a small house, only

eight rooms" (I may have misheard this number), and that he shares a

bedroom with his grandmother. However, A. emphasized on several

occasions that he spends little time at home, has little responsibility

there.

All of my meetings with B. were at his house: In its fur-

nishings the dwelling appears more middle than working class and differs
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considerably from houses of other Portuguese immigrants I know. Absent

are the inexpensive decorative knickknacks (as small glass and ceramic

pieces, artificial flowers), family and religious pictures, oversized

stereo and color tv. The house is owned by B.'s uncle, owner of a

small fish market, who occupies the second floor of this well-cared
111

fbr duplex. In front of the house is a porch and small garden. The

rear is cemented and used to ark the families'cars: a pickup truck

(his uncle's) , a sports car (his cousin's) and perhaps his brother's

Fiat coupe (which in the afternoons was parked on the street). I

do not know if B.'s father also owns a car.

My visits were almost entirely restricted to the front

room of the house, though once we entered from the rear, walking

through a large kitchen-dining room, down the front hall, past

closed doors, to the front. The room is furnished not as.a parlor

but as a study, used by B.'s brother. There is a desk, small couch,

bookcases, and nature posters on the walls. Most of the books are

health texts: his brother works at a hospital and is studying to be

a paraprofessional health care worker. Lots of paperwork, letters,

photographs (his brother's hobby). B. also has some of his school

,

work and other belongings (e.g., games) stored in this room. There

is also a 35mm and movie camera on a s.helf. On my first visit, his

brother made a point of having me sit at the desk, "where the light

would be good for you to write." Sometimes, at my imitiative, B. and'

I would sit on the front porch or on the couch in the front room, but

most often we sat facing one another across the desk.

Although the two families appear to have separate living

space in the house, there is some common use or at least access. With

the front door to his apartment locked, B. entered by way of the second
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floor at the rear and then down an inside stairway connecting the two

apartments. My only other observation on function and layout of the -

(

house is that B.'s mother visits with her friends around the dining

room table in the kitchen-dining room. The television is also located

here.

All meetings,with C. were at C.'s house. I also spent more

time here than with the other boys and had much more interaction with

his parents, talking to them alone, and having dinner with them. I saw

all the rooms of the apartment. Interviews were conducted in the front

room, the parlor. The neighborhood (a two block street adjoining

commercial property) and the house itself are much more rundown that B.'s.

There is no yard of any use. The house"is set back a short distan:e

from the sidewalk, with a small paved,area between the house and

the low fence along the sidewalk. The front door of the wooden build-

ing is unlocked and often ajar, opening onto-a narrow dark hallway

leading to a stairway on the left'and to the right along the base of

the stairs toward the back cf the house to the door to C.'s apartment.

The style of furnishing is similar to what I have seen in

the homes of other Portuguese immigrants. (C.'s faMily is from the

Azores, from a rural background, while B.'s is from the continent

and a more urban community of origin. B.'s family appears to be wealthier /

even though the parents in both families are working in factory jobs.

In B.'s household there is the added income of one working sibling,

and the house itself is owned by B.'s uncle who owns a small market.

In anY case, there is quite a bit of inexpensive decoration

and display and a few pieces of consumption (a new, ornate stereo

cabinet; a small electric organ). This front room appears to be used.
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C. playspis records there and it appears to be/arranged to receive

visitors. His parenti remained in the kitchen during the interviews

but I suspect that this is where they would normally be in the evening.

The television in the front room was not working but a second tv was

working in the kitchen at the end of a long table where the family

eats. The dining room appears to be a room of display and not of

use, with everithing very neatly arranged and the table and cabinets

covered to overflowing with photographs and other objects.

C.'s bedroom is small, a bed taking up the length of one

wall and the corners to the side of the door filled with a dresser

and bookcase. Theroom seems more cramped than it is because the

walls are completely covered by large posters of the rock band, "Kiss."

Also on display on a table top are small car and airplane models and

less prominent, over the dresser, are religious pictures. Ih showing

me his room C. apologized that it was not neat, but in fact it seemed

-very much in order. In addition to teen magazines there were about

ten books, most from the library. He made a point of showing the

models and books to me.

Related to his attitude toward space in the house, though

more directly tied to his concern with autonomy and to family relations,

is C.'s statement, when asked if he wished he had other siblings at

home, that no it was better to be alone because otherwise he would

have to share his bedroom: "We'd have to split it in half, he wouldn't

like my posters. We'd have to divide it so his stuff would be on one

half and mine on the other."

Neighborhood and Beyond

As already mentioned, I never saw A.'s hOuse or street. He lives

farthest from the school, to which he both walks and is driven. His world
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includes this three-fourths of a mile of residential streets between

his home and the school. He is on a baseball team sponsored by a

local business, and so his personal geography includes the nearby park

with its playing fields. One friend with whom he plays and hangs out

lives two block's from his house. I don't know where his other friends

live. His former elementary school is located about halfway between

his house and the Junior High.

,Both of these schools are to the north of A.'s Louse and

within three blocks of Proctor Square, the shopping area nearest to

the homes of the other two boys.also. A little under a mile in this

direction is the Portuguese Church, which serves the community in

both Hillside and the adjacent city. I do not know if A. walks or
......

is driven to church, but it is likely that he is familiar with the

street it is on. Less speculatively, A. has relatives in another city with

whom his family often visits on Sundays.

Even though it is based on fragmentary information, this

list probably includes all of the places which are rotitinely part of

A.'s experience. Obviously, it-far from exhausts the territory.with

which he has more limited 'familiarity. In the course of the interviews

he mentioned two such placess in 1978 he went with his parents to their

community of origin on the island of Graciosa irithe Azores; in June of

1980 his sister took him to Boston to see the Tall pips.

B. lives less than a block kram the Junior High on a tree-

lined street of single-family, duplexes, and a few multifamily houses.

After school, at least until darX,,tkldre are usually small groups of

junior iligh-age and some older boys,at the side of the school and on

the corner across from it. All along the street, oh the sidewalk_and
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porches and yards of the houses, young children of both sexes and

girls in their early teens play and talk in small groups, usually of

no more than six members. As far as I know B. does not associate

with any of these groups or the corner hangers. For recreation he

rides his bike, usually with one close friend,throughout the neigh-

1

boring blocks. It was in this area that I saw him several times, but

in answer to a question he says he rides farther off, "all over, even

to Boston."

At least two of the houses nearby have neighboring relations

with B.'s family. On several occasions B.'s brother ertered the house

next door and at other times called across the yard to men of that

household. B. pointed out and told me that he went swimming in the

pool of the house behind his. In answer to a question, he identified

the houses.along his street where Portuguese lived and indicated that

some,others were "Italian."

Proctor Square is a significant place for B., for it is here

thatlhe sells newspapers every morning with an older friend, the one

withiwhom he rides. Saturday mornings he regularly goes to the YMCA

and on Sundays he visits relatives in Methuen. He also mentioned visiting

the Zoo when listing his recreations. I assume that this is Franklin

Park Zoo, south of Roxbury in Aoston.

In some respects B.'s communitl°r of origin in Portugal should

be cpnsidered an "important place," a "main part or component of his

and physical worldL" B. has been in the U.S. for a /year and a

half, but I sensed that although he felt in control of his:local environ-!:

meno, no longer finding it strange or overwhelming (if he ever had),

11
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he continued to think of his town in Portugal as home. He expressed

a strong intention tc return permanently to Portugal.when he fini.nes

nigh school and he was going for summer vacation soon after school

ended (June, 1980). While some of his descriptions of Portugal were

at my prompting, seyeral times he brought it -up, usually to contrast

with some aspect of As ciesent life'. For example, while WO were

sitting on the front porch of his house, B. ended a'lull.in the con-

veisation by pointing out a distance from the last house in,view on

the left down to the end of the street and say2ng that is how many-

houses are on his entire street inskTgal, that :he strpet is a

cul-de-sac, and that the kids there used to have races around and

0 around to see who could last the longest. Once they had gone ten

kilometers and he had gone the farthes .

C. lives about half a mile southeast of Haney and his walk

to school takes him through Proctor Square. A block east-of his house

a

is a d scount department store whose large parking lot is used as a

play-area by C. and others in his-neighborhood. Beyond t.he department

store, a highway provides a physical boundary to the neighborhOod.

does not spend much time outside and when he does, he usuall

his street with younger c41dren. He once had a ticycle but it ..as

stolen from him by older boys wh,n he was riding in the parking lot.

His parents A.,. present do not have a car, though tney Oid tn the recent

past. On Sundays, they visit his; grandmother who livtTs in another ity,

and his brother's family in the adjacent cite. When its Crother worked

as 'a cook at Boston 1,:niversity, C. went with him tn the kitcnen and was

paid for peeling eggs. C. also meltioned the public

four blocks beyond the junior high, as a place e oe,
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C. attended two elementary schools: one three blocks from his

present home, for kinaergarten, one semester of first grade and grades

four., five, and six; and another from the middle of grade one through

grade'three. The second school is three-quarters of a mile east and

on the other side of the highway. During these years C.'s family

occupied another house. Their present apartment is the same one they

occupied before the'move to East Hillside.

C. says that he likes to travel and that he has been to

"Portugal" (i.e., Faial in the Azores, his birthplace) twice, and

once to Montreal.

Time

This section summarizes how the boys structure their time,

their activity sqhedules. On the accompanying chart showing their

daily schedules, all information was provided by the boys in response

to my request that they describe what they usually did'each day of

the week. The chart then represents their perceptions rather than

their actual use of time. I had few occasions to check by observa-

tion the accuracy of these reports, but there are indications that

these schedules are somewhat idealized. For example, B. reported

that he plays'with his friends after school until about 3:30, when he

returned home to do his homework. But on one afternoon when we had

an interview scheduled for 5:00 he was out riding his bike at 4:30 and

did not return until after 5:00. I do not know if this was an excep-

tion, a day when he perhaps had no homework, or if in fact his afternoon

play usually extends more than he reported. (See comments below on

omissions.)

The schedules are for activities during the school year.
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include their class schedules, which were elicited separately from the

daily schedules. The school day is striking for its rigidity and

complexity. .Except for lunch,.the "content" of eash of the eight 40

minutes slots is different each day of the week. The three boys

recited this schedule without difficulty (although both A. and C.

paused on one period on Thursday and had to think it thrOugh). They

made no comment on this regimentation of time, although they remarked \

at=other times on the regimentation of behavior at the Junior High.

would have thought that this dividing of the day into separate

classrooms, teachers and subjects would have been notably different

from their elementary school experience. But at least in C.'s ele-

mentary school they had also had different teachers for different

%

subjects. So perhaps this living-by-the-bell (an aspect of "hidden

curriculum" which some commentators have rightly noted is essential

4%the
_work habits of industrial labor) is taken for granted as a

,

characteristic of school. It is then of interest how undifferentiated

their weekend time is.

All three boys explicitly distinguished the summer from

the school year. They may have dthis distinction particulary in

mind because at the time of the iniekViews, May and early June, the

summer vacation was near at hand. In the summer the six hours of school

and time spent on homework are available for recreation. Only B.

now has a job and he is the only one who mentioned work during the

summer, when he has the possibility of working in 'his uncle's store.

C. claimed that in summek he plays from 10:00 a.m. until midnight.

Summer is also the time for family vacations. Both A. and B. expect to

visit Portugal this'summer and in two earlier summers C. has gone
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there. Several of the boys I called concerning participation in

the study declined with the explanation that they were going to

Portugal as soon as school ended.

Examination of the schedules reveals several similarities

and some small differences. A. spends the most time out playing.

When I first phoned to arrange his participation, A.'s mother.said it was

okay with her, but that A. "is very busy, plaxs ball." She told me that

A. was out (it-was 5:20), that he likes to play until 8:00. but that

if he thought he had time it was alright with her. In a later interview

when I asked him about household chores, A. replied, "I'm not home

much:" B. reported the least time out of the house playing, although

he did not indicate where he was between 7:00 and 9:00 at night. B.

retires the:earliest and is up the earliest so he can work before

school.

All three watch television, with A. reporting the most

viewing time (1 1/2 hours/day). None mentioned watching television

on the weekend and C. only made reference to watching the early

morning news. However, on one occasion he related an incident from

the program, "Welcome Back Kotter," and I observed him watching the

evening news with his father. In his -tchedule, B. named "Happy Days"

as a regular event in his schedule but did not say if this is the only

program he watches.

A. leaves homework for the end of his day while B. (3:30-5:00)

and C (2:45-4:30) do theirs in the afternoon. After telling me when he

did his homework,.C. commented that some kids do it at night but he

,likes to do his when he comes home. On Fridays he sometimes leaves it

A

1 Saturday, but never does homework on Sundays. Sometimes

1.3
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he studies more, if he has a test. It only takes him one_day to learn

-his material.

Although A.'s time is the least structured by family activity

and responsibilities, he is the only one of tne three who has

any non-school-structured activity:
he plays on an organized

baseball team which has practices and weekly gamee, and he takes

guitar lessons for an hour on Friday. B. regularly uses the

YMCA facilities on Saturday mornings but he does not participate

in organized activities. He twims, uses the sauna and works out

with weights.

My questions only sucerficially tapped their working knowledbe

of their own schedules of activity and did not elicit their

-judgments and perceptions of their schedules. Omissions in the

reporting mayeindicate
either: (1) the unimportance of the activity,

so that it goes unnoticed by the boys or is thought unworthy of

mention; or (2) assumptions concerning cOmmon knowledge, so that-

tne "obvious" is not stated. /n this light, it would be interesting

to know why A and B did not report church attendance. C. did so

as simply.one more item in his listing of activities. Ih B.'s case,

I do not know if he in fact goes to Mass. But A. is an altar boy,

though I did not know this at the time I recorded his-schedule.

Perhaps he thought Sunday mass such a universal occurrence that it

7

'was not part of his individual schedule, but something everyone

did. Or more simply, he assumed that I knew he would be at

church Sunday mornings. This assumption was not shared by C. It

should:also be recalled that A. tended to be curt in his answers,

whereas C. was detailed and exhaustive in his.
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The time of return of parents was not reported by the boys

when they gave their schedules, but it is known'from observation

and cbmments on other occasions. .Both'B. and C. return to empty
_

houses after school. In A.'s case his mother is currently unemployed

and his younger sister and graft

l

ther are also presumably home in

il 'A

the afternoon.

The boys differ in one other manifestation of attention

to structured time: the use of wristwatches. At least at

school, where I observed him, A. did not wear a watch. B. sometimes

wcre a watcA, sometimes not. On one occasion he explained that he

was late for our meeting because his watch was wrong. Another day,

when he was again late, his brother told me that B. had known we were

meeting because he had asked the time bef46 going out. A final

example of his awareness of time: midway through an interview that

began at 4:N B. started commenting that his mother should have

arrived home already; she arrived perhaps fifteen minutes later than

usual. C. at one time owned a watch, but did not normally wear it.

In recounting a 'burglary of.his house, he said that he and his mother

did not wear their watches sb his father kept them on the dresser to

.wind and they were stolen from there.



Household Responsibilities

,*
Asked about househOld Chbies,-the boys reported quite 4. eLent

,

responsibilities. A. does little in the way of household cilores and

has no regular responsibilities. B. stated that in his house each

member of the family cleans up after himself/herself. C. helps with

some of the household cleaning. Both A. and B. affixmed that housework

is "women's work." Following are the responses in more detail,

including comments on wage jobs.

Talking to both A. and his frieud X., Imasked them about

"chores." They said that the women of the house do the housework, that

ir.his is fair. The boys do some watering, shovel snow in winter. They

or their fathers take out the trash. They did not seem to have any

regular chores. I asked about making their beds. A. explained that

his grandmotherzakes the beds and picks up after him. Neither of them

gets an allowance; when they need something they ask their parents for

money and are given it: To my question, they both said they would like

to have jobs, to have money. They both said that they really don't have

any work around the house because they aren't home much.

B. and I were sitting on the front steps. His mother returned

home from work and paused to look over the small vegetable and flower

garden in the front yard. I asked who takes care of the garden, and B.

answered, "My mother, and on the other side of the walk my aunt," / asked,

"And the men of the family?" His mother laughed and said, "No, they don't

do anything with it." After she went in and after we talked about other

topics, I returned to work on the garden and used it as a lead-in to ask

about household responsibilities. Not knowing the Portuguese word for

"chores," I gave the example of my having to take out the trash when I

was young. B. respondee to my listing of other types of tasks that, yes,
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he makes his bed, he cleans a dish if he dirties it, that each one in

the family cleans up separately. He said that it is the same way with

his friends.

I said I thought that girls did more, help mothers cook, take

care of brothersand sisterS. He replied that it is true that they do,

girls do housework. Asked if this were fair, he said, "Yes, girls

work in the house, men out." I followed this upiwith the observation

that in the Azores I, lid seehthat children had lots of.responsibility

and that I thought tha having reeponsibility mightbe why they seemed

more mature than Americans of the same age. He said he understood what

I meant, but -when asked if he thought Americans were more childish than

Portuguese of the same age he said, "No, some are, some aren't." He then

cited the case of an "ugly girl" 'who worked in Portugal, but now that

she is here in America she doesn't do anything, "just° paints herself

and does her hair and thinks she looks good and that everyone likes her."

As'stated earlier, B. is the only one of the boys who hap a

job. With an older friend he sells newspapers in the morning, before

school, on a corner in Proctor Square. They sell to motorists who

stop at the traffic light. He,sells 20-25 papers a day, his friend 30-35.

I asked how much he makes per paper, but he doesn't think of it that way.

"I collect, say $20 and take it to the man and he tells me how much to

1

-

keep." He tas $500 in a sa '1 ngs account, $100 of it from selling papers.

He is saving the money for his trip this summer to Portugal. He'll use

the money to buy things there.

Interview C.: (What chores do you do?) "Vacuum." (Do you

make your bed?) "No, / don't know how." (What about dishes, cooking?)

4
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"I help oUt when my mother is sick. I don't know how to cook. Oh,

I know how to fry things, eggs. We have a Presto cooker, easy to

use, but / don't know how"to cook complicated things. My brother used

to do the cooking." (He did?) "Yes, he was a chef. Worked at BU.

Now he drives a truck there." (You should have him teach you). "No,

...not now. His chicken is real good:"

Related comments: Although C. says that making his bed is

not his responsibility, during a subsequent interview his mother came

in and complained that le had not made his bed as he was suppcsed to.

On not cooking: in reporting his class schedule, C. explained

that both boys and girls are now required to take both industrial arts

and home economics. He believes that only academic courses should be

required, that after that you should take what you want, and then be

able to go home. I asked if he didn't want to learn to cook. "No

(What if there's no one to cook for you, how will you eat?) "I'd go to

the store and buy a can of tuna."

. On women and wage labor: see my "Azoreahe in America" in

Joan Rollins, ed.: Hidden Minorities, University Press of America

(in press) paper for a discussion of the "woman's place isain the

" home" ideology and the actualities of wage labor. Here it is of .

interest to quote two dtatements by C.'s mother. "When I was laid

off from the bridal shop, I was very sad; / liked that job. But I'

couldn't stay home. I was used to working, doing all the cleaning,

making the beds quickly before going to work. What was there to do

all day? We also needed the money." She was not out of work long when

she found her present job at the nearby sgoe factory. She said that
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it ii "bad worle and showed me her calloused fingers. On another

ocCasion, talking to C.'s mother and father, they asked if I were

married. I told them that I was waitingtunt4,i I finished school

and was-earning money. They said I should find a fiancee who is

morking. Finally, when giving his ltnealogy, C. told me about his

father's pother, who is 80, emphasizing how strong she is. She

carriss water up hill to her house. She cooks and cleans for her

unmarriAd spn.

Family and Kin

A.'s household consists of his patents, two iisters

(one 20, the other 10) , and grandmother. B. lives with his mother,

father, and brother (in his erly 20's). His uncle, aunt, and

cousi n(s) live on the second floor of the two-story hawse. C..lives

in the smallest household, alone with his parents.

The parents of all the boys are either factory workers or

,

in service occupations. My information on parental education is

not o:.ear. All the boys' parents were educated.in Portugal, but A.

and C. both used English terms to describe their parents' level of

schooling: Educational opportunity in Portugal is limited, particularly

in pural. areat like the Azoret. Until 1960, only three years of school

were compulsory. In 1960 this was changed to four years and in 1967 to

six years. In many areas there were 1110 public secondary schools, in

some places not 6en private ones. Before thlast decade, with few

exceptions, the only avenue for peasant and working class ch4.1dren to

pursue post-primary education was entry into a seminary,Yand this was

lipited to boys who pr ofessed interest in joining the priesthood. In

Portugal, primly school begins at age 7 and lasts four years (1-4 "classe").

,3 4 4



Advancement in the educational ,system is dependent on passing nationally

standardized tests at each level/ Secondary education lasts'ieven

years ("inos") with levels of completion at the second, fifth ana

seventh years. Fifth ano qualifies students for entrY into technical

school; seventh Arlo for uniqersity. In the mid-1970's every parish

' had ha primary school, At secondary schools were located in cities.

r

In the Azores this mean+. that some islands had no secondary schools.

/t is in ligh,A. df.this educational situation that I found A. and C.'s

responses ambi4vous.

A. said ,that his father finished fifth grade. I asked if

he meant "quinto ano" 4nd he saiddydi. This would'be a high level of

education for most Azoreans,of his father's generation, certainly for

immigrants. It would have required family economic resources not

avail.i.ble to laborers, craftsmen, or even small landowning farmers.

I believe that it would have necessitated.oleavling
Graciosa to attend

-

s(tOndary school on another island. While uncommon, it would not be

improbable. It might 400 be that A. kneW that his father had

finished all but one year of elementary schooX and so.said "fifth grade."

A. said that h/s.mother had no schooling. \*

'In C.'.s case ; suspect that I either misheard ot misrecorded.

what C. answered. My notes show that he said that his father had no

- .0-

education and his mother a "tenth gratle" education...0 I had ektenied talks

with C.'s parents and learned some details4 their life im Faial. ,C.'s

father.eame from a poor family, worked as an agricultural laborer, then*

-

'1armedirented land. For some years before immigrating,he was, by

Azorehn standards, a financially seaure small farmer:: meet4ng the

9
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subsistence needs of his family, growing a small cashcrop, and keeping
,

a herd of a dozen cows. .C.' Mother came.f5pers farming family, 141-

owners who were socially and financially better off than her family of

marriage. Even so:tenth grade would be dah extraordinary amount of .

schooling for such a family. Also! literally'there is no Portuguese

tenth grade, the equivalent being "sixth ano" the term his Portuguese-

speaking moth-er would have used.

The information from B..was.more clearcut. His father:had

"some primary school," his mother none.

As to parents' literacy the only certain indications I have

concern B.'s and C.'s mothers. I observed (actually, overhead) B 's

4
mother dictating a.lettek to her older son; which sul:gests that she

did not know how to write., C.'s mother mentioned reading saying she

likes to look at C.'s books to improve her knowledge of English.

A.'s older siser is a business major at Boston University.

B.'s brother'works at a nearby hospital and is studying health care,

but I. do not know wffere or what type of professional trfining. B.'s

brother completed high school (seventh and) in Portugal after his

military service, and then 'eforked as a draftsman before the family

'4

emigrated. C.'s brother, married and living in the adjoining city, is

a driver at Boston University, wheie he formerly worKed as a cook. I

do not kapw hi& 2evel of education. He was ten years old at the time

of migration, so presumably he attended high school ir Hillside, at

least until school leave age of sixteen.
.

As indicated on the schedules, three families visit relatives

on,Sundays4 all of whom live within an hour's dri4ve. B. has frequent

. contact with his uncle, aunt, and cousins (one his age), in whose house ,
.

.

,
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B.'s family lives. C. has a step-grandmother in the next city, but did

not say how often he sees her.

From one of the boys, C., I have a detailed, more

traditionally anthropological kind of perception of kin--a genealogy.

I intended to do so with the other boys but did not have time. C.

was able to trace links to 84 individuals, most of whom he named. He

also indicated their place of residence, and in some cases their age.

Most live in the Azores, though some are in California and Massachusetts.

This session on his genealogy also provided an example of the difficulty
01.1,

of separating home and.school influence: C. had previously drawn a

family tree as a class project. This project may have helped C. codify

his knowledge of his kin relations, but on the basis of my fieldwork in

the Azores and the detailed asides C. made about individual relatives, I

believe that competence in kinship knowledge was a parental expectation.

Here is the passage from my notes describing the beginning of this

session:

As a lead-in to tracing C.'s genealogy I told him, "I want to

start talking about family, but I'm not sure what the best way is. If

I ask a kid, "Is family important?", he'd say "Yes," wouldn't you?"

He said "Yes." "But different kids who say, "Yes," may have different

feelings about their families, their relatives. For example, I grew

up without knowing any of my uncles or cousins, because my parents

moved to California, so I want some way to see how much different kids'

know,about their relatives." At this point he broke in and said, "What

you should .do is a kamily tree." I said that was a good idea and asked
r

if he'd ever dope'one and he said yes, in school. So I took out paper
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and began by placing C. as ego at the bottom. He said he should go at

the top and I saia that I was doing it the anthrOpologist's way. He

asked if I was an anthropologist, and how far back anthropologists could

trace a person's roots. I explained that usually we were interested

in klowing how far a person could track his own roots.
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F. Personal Development

1. Girls

Because we recruited seventh graders through the schools and

often interviewed them at the school, we had the opportunity tO spend some

time in the Junior High. One researcher also spent a day attending

classes and observing during the last week of classes before summer

break, and received tutoring in Portuguese once a week at the school.

This section of the paper is based on'these observations, as well as on

conversations with the girls and with other Portuguese and non-

Portuguese residents of Hillside.

First, it is important to note that the climate of the

school varies from classroom to classroom, and from hallway to lunchroom.

This may be especially true at Marley, because the teachers have a fair

amount of autonomy within their classroom. The students' behavior and

demeanor also varies from room to room. At the same time, there are some

general aspects of the school that make Maney in some ways distinctive,

although not unique, as a schools

One of the first things to strike the visitor, and one of the

aspects of the school that students comment on most, is the rules. When

changing classes, students must file through the hall on the right; this is

enforced by teachers and administrators standing in the hallway. One ex-

student, now a high school graduate, remembers the contrast between the

junior high she transferred from, and Maney, where she was given detention

for leaving the school building by the wron9 door. At the time of the

fieldwork, boys and girls were kept apart as much as possible. While they

had classes together, they ate lunch at separate tables, had separate

gyms, and had to play in separate halves of the playground.

Teachers have control within their own classroom; for example,
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they could decide whether the field worker would be allowed to observe

in their classroom. However, they have much less control over other

aspects of the school. One teacher prefaced a remark to fhe field worker

about a student with, "If you have anymore pull with Guidance than I do..."

When a member of the administration wanted to steak to a teacher, he

would motion to the teacher from the hallway, and the teacher would join

him immediately; it seemed to be assumed by both that such interruttions

are permissable. Among staff outside the classrooms there appeared to

be a lot of deference to those with greater authority. Exterience taught

that it was not allowable for the field worker, an individual of low

rank, to interrupt someone with higher status to ask when he/She would be

_
i.free. Starf, n such situations, simply wait until they see that theriore

powerful colleague is free and thus often miss conneCtions with him/her.

From the students' point of view at least, the principal is the.

head disciplinarian.
Observed.interaction between him and students support

this. Twice -he Was seen to,open a conversation with a student by teasing

the youth about 'being late or noisy, to which they reacted with a silent

shrug and no eye 'contact.

Students' reactions to teachers and other persomhel are as varied

as the teachers themselves are. Miss H. is well-mannered; the students thin

she's not cool because (as she explains it herself) , "I don't talk at their

level," swearing like some teachers do. Mrs. McG. is hard-boiled and

sarcastic, alternating
understanding and sutport for struggling students.

Mrs. T. and Mr. D. both discussed individual students with the researcher

in the presence of the students. Other teachers made their comments about

students outside of their hearing.
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When I,asked what a good teacher is, one of the girls said,

"Someone who talks softly." A bad teacher is someone who "screams a

lot,' is always sending people to the office, throwing books on the desk

when they get'mad, making people stay after, giving a lot of punishment."

The teachers''attitudes towards the students also vary. One

teacher, who shows a real understanding of the students' families, also

believes that some students just don't have what it takes to succeed in

school. Another commented that after a while, you can tell which students

come from good families, as compared tip those with alcoholic parents or

single parents: Teachers' knowledge of the Portuguese, students in

particular is varied. One commented that Portuguese girls are quiet and

always smile when they pass you in the hall, other than that she knew

nothing about them. Another was puzzled by a student who seemed to have

trouble with assignments but never asked for help, believing that if a

student doesn't have initiative, teachers can't learn what they know or

don't know. For those Portuguese students who believe in respect and

obedience, the expectation that they will take initiative within the school

probably works against them.

"4The walls of the Guidance Office are covered with posters and

signs about careers sUch as nursing, secretarial work, and skilled jobs.

Most of the posters are old, both in style and in the dress of the people

in them. There are no college posters, no glossy invitations to the new

jobs in computer sciences. Asked if there is much emphasis on career

planning in the,,school, a guidance counselor noted that things go in and

out of fashion. It used to be that the Federal Government pushed students

to go to c011ege, but now they emphasiie vocational and technical

education. About one-eighth of Maney's students go on to the
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vocational high school in Hillside, in which there is insufficient room

for others. This high school has a good placement record. The main

high school,- Hillside really has no placement services, although one of

the largest insurance companies and similar giant firms like to recruit

out of the school's business education program for their low-paying jobs.

The counselor says that the girls leave these companies after a year or

two to go on to something better, or to get married.

Within Maney,students are divided into clusters on the basis

of test scores and meetings between their sixth grade teachers and the

junior high guidance counselors. Teachers sometimes felt that

clustering, along with large cfasses containing students who need

individual attention or who "do not want to be in school," can work

against students not in the top clusters.

At least three of the girls, all in different clusters, derive

satisfaction from doing well and from learning. When two of the girls were

asked to group their peers along some dimension, both did so in terms of

"smartness," as well as "sociableness," helpfulness, and their maturIty.

How smart a peer is does not_relate to other dimensions or to friendship

groupings. If there are other reasons. why students learn, besides pressure.

from teachers, one student replied "I like to learn." In contrast,

another girl is counting the days until school is over for the year. The

students' attitudes towards school is not tied.to the cluster they are

placed in.

It is generally believed that the Portuguese are not heavily

involved in their children's school careers. The importance of the family

unit and the strategy of employment for as many family members as possible,
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as soon as possible, are offered as explanations. Also, it is pointed

out that in the Azores (before the revolution of 1974), there was very

little education for children, and what existed was controlled by Lisbon

and did not involve the, Azorean population in its own educational growth.

Therefore, parents in the Azores had nothing to do with the schoolsX

Finally, parents in this country cannot make parent meetings and other

school events because one or both are often at work and/or needed at home.

However, the parents df these four girls are definitely

interested in their daughter's progress in school. One girl discusses

homework grades with her mother; another does her homework regularly under

her mother's supeivision; a third plans her courses according to what her

parents think she should take. These families inay be unusual; their

greater interest in school may be why they welcomed their daughter's

involvement in the project. Alternatively, the economic pressures that

affect attitudes towards school may not be strong at the junior high level.

Perhaps also we need to expand what We mean by "parental involvement" in the

educational process.

For these girls, growing up means more autonomy as well as more

responsibility. In the Portuguese community, girls are restricted. They

have more responsibility around the house than boys do. As adolescents, they

are closely watched: Their "respectability" is a reflection on their

family. In the Azores a generation ago girls were chaperoned. While the

Azores are less restrictive now, the same lack of trust, or "confianca",

continues in this country, according to some of the adults in the

community.

-

As noted earliei, the lives of girls and boys differ, at least

from puberty on. Their activities differ; girls spend more time cleaning

.
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and watching young children, while boys are freer to play and to do so

at greater distances from the house. The greater restrictions on girls

seem to continue into middle adolescence. Within the family, there are

role differences between husband and wife, although the women often are

.
employed and seem to have a voice in decision-making. One grandmother

in the community commented, "A good husband does what his wife tells

him." Other community members point out the frequency of wife-abuse and

the difficulties and shame women encounter if they separate from their

husbands.

Some of the girls feel that at age twelve they are regarded

by adults as more responsible. They also see themselves as more mature

than they were at age eight. By age fifteen they expect to have more

autonomy (for example, to be able to stay out later), and also to have to

do certain things around the house because they will be learning about

getting married. This expectation for greater autonomy seems to contradict

the statements of adults about the restrictions put on adolescent girls.

Either the girls' expectations are unrealistic, or their families are

different from others, or the community is changing; perhaps a little of

each.

When asked when they would be "grown-up", two of the girls said

around age 20 or 21, about the same age they expect to marry. One girl

commented that she would know she was grown up because she would have to do

things herself, her parents wouldn't be by her side to guide her. Both

of these girls also expect to combine marriage end work and that their lives

will be like their mothers,. They both talk also of continuing their

education after high school, but the accuracy of their understanding oE

what college is like and the kind of training it offers varies

considerably.
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2. Boys

School Learning

My observations at the school were more limited than Nancy

Marshall's. My impressions agree with hers as reported in her section

on the girls. I was-itruck by the dreariness, regimentation (with its

implicit assumption.that without strict control students would bring

anarchy to.the school), and poor facilities (e.g., the playground). I

was very favorably impressed with the guidance counselor's style of

interaction with students. He maintains a light tone without being

flippant, shows concern, even compassion, without being intrusive. He

advises without giving directives. Students appeared to genuinely

,

like and respect him.

Physical Conditions. On several occasions and at his own

initiative C. complained about'the old and shabby conditions of the

school. On two of these occasions I felt that he had been thinking

about the topic before our meeting, that bringing these things to my

attention was a major part of C.'s "agenda" for his sessions with me.

I think that this was his interpretation of what I had meant iihen I

said we wanted to know what seventh graders think so that schools

can be made better, a statement I made at our first meeting but not

subsequently. Here are his remarks:

The school should be more modern: "Ours is like the 1950's. It

should have carpeting, air conditioning, electronic....computers.

The bell system sounds stupid....They don't work well, time is

always off....Science rooms look primitive inside and outside

looks primitive....There-should be stricter laws for vandalism.

Not just in school, everywhere. Down Canada everything is clean,

even the subway. Can't write on the wall there' The library

, should be bigger, [and have] better books. The chairs are

breaking. Hillside library is good. At school everything is

broken. I'm always taping books....I'm a library aide.
Library is too small for the school."
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Several weeks later, I asked C., "Why is school condition
important?" "It gives a different feeling, it feels better
if school is modern. Have you seen the lunch room? -It's bad.
Paint is falling. Lead paint is always falling in our food."
(Are you sure it's lead? I thought they don't have that in
schools anymore.) "It's lead -- other paint doesn't fall like
that. It always gets in our food and it's bad for health." He
explained that' the lunch room is under the 4ym and so paint gets
shaken off the ceiling. I asked if the teachers knew. He said
"that he and others at the table complain. "I told the Vice
Principal about it and he said, Not much I can do about it."
[C. asked me if A. who is also at his lunch table, hadn't told
me about the paint; he had not.]

Also, see H.'s description of his schools in Portugal in the next sub-

section. The poorer of his schools, the one with the worst physical

conditions, was also the one where he said he learned the most.

Rules and Discipline. Asked to compare Maney to his

elementary school, A. said that at Maney "You have to walk on the

right." H. explained that at lunch they eat with their home room and

each one has an assigned seat:

"TeaChers know who messes up the table and make you clean up.
The table.next to ours keeps throwing their food back onto ours
and I clean it up. I used to do this. Now I just throw it on

to the next table" [Why don't you throw it back to those who

threw it?) "They're bigger than me. . . The lunch room looks

like a jail. It's ugly. They should modernize."

As noted above, C. tends t-) exaggerate the restrictions, the

jail-like atmosphere. Indeed, he also thinks that students should be

able to go home early if they want to, instead of filling their day with

electives and that, "You shouldn't need a reason to go to the library,

you should be able to whenever you want. Just to get away. Study

[hall) is too noisy."

The two fieldworkers, to some extent, had common petceptions.

Msney is not a "rough"' school: there are no police in the halls, no

violence. Hut the principal does project something of the image of a

cop or prison warden.
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On several occasions A. canceled our interview because he had
detention. Another time he is waiting to meet his cousin at
3:00 p.m. because the cousin has detention. Our tour of
the school we pass the room where kids are being kept after
school, and I ask why they are there. "For not doing good in
their work."

Talking to A. and X., I asked about discipline in school,
mentioning that in California it is legal to hit kids in school.
They did not think this was a good idea: it wouldn'it change
anything. They talked about authoritarian teachers; the vice
principal and a science teacher, both of whom they found un-
reasonable. The science teacher comes into the boys' bathroom
and shuts the window, telling them to leave it shut, without giving

.

any explanation. The boys told me that,they opened the window
because it smells bad and is hot in the bathrdbm. I suggested that
if this happened during the winter, perhaps the teacher was
concerned about the heating expense. But they said these
incidents were recent, during spring.

The teacher in question came through the office where we were
talking. As he left, after they pointed him out to me, X. made
a loud remark after him, something to the effect that Mr.
thinks he's a big shot. Soon after, the janitor asked if any of
the counselors were there, and that if I did not have a key we
had to leave. I explained that Mr. P. had told me to simply shut
the door when I left. The janitor said that he was responsible
and was closing up and we could not stay. After he left the
boys commented, "That janitor is always mean." A week later A.
and I had the same problem with the lanitor. A. commented to me
that the janitor was really mean to'everyone. He also added,
apparently thinking of various unreasonable adults in the school,
that the principal was even worse than the vice principal.

In the card sorting (see sect.ion below), A. placed himself

with the "trouble makers" and "jokers". He manages to run afoul of school

rules rather frequently. I think.he uses these labels with some irony to

indicate his awareness of how he and his friends are viewed by others.

Neither A. nor X. are "bad kids".. They do not brag of any exploits nor

express any general contempt for rules or teachers. A., it should be

recalled, is a choir boy and most of his recreayon is spent playing and

practicing baseball. A., A.'s cousin,.and Z.:get along well with the

counselor. Given their discipline problems it may appear self-serving

for them to claim that authority is unfairly exercised. Their concrete

examples, however,,certainly support their view. Unfortunately, I do not

have any more information on A.'s "problems", on teachers' judgements of
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his behavior, or on the specifics of his detention.

A.'s perceptions of rule enforcement receive some-con-

firmation from C. C. receives better grades than A., and has not been

punished for rule breaking, but he too sees an arbitrary aspect in

the application of rules and characterizes some teachers as unfair.

I ask C. what he thinks of'discipline-in school:. He says,

"Some things you're the o e who suffers so yOu,shouldn't also

be punished." As example h gave forgetting your homework.

"You're the one who fails. I 's your problem." (At a later

interview he again said you sho d not be punished if the act

hurts onfy you.. His example was eeping in class.) "It's ok

to discipline fOr things like makin noise, throwing airplanes."

(Is it ok to hit students?) "Yes. So e teachers couldn't hit

kids, couldn't get near them [because of the kids' size]."

Asked for a list of other things that are, punishable, he

listed: spit balls and smoking. Here he said that teachers

shouldn't smoke either. "Teathers smoke in the teachers' room;

when the door opens smoke comes out. The janitor walks around

smoking. If there is a rule against smoking it should apply to

everyone. Smoking is like a disease." (Where do kids smoke?)

"In the yard, lockers, bathroom." Several weeks later C. again

said that the rules should apply equally to everyone. Teachers

shouldn't smoke, chew gum, eat in class, but they do.

(Kinds of punishment?) "Suspension is not a good punishment.

It's easy for them. Kids love it." Here he interjected,

apparently thinking back to smoking in school that there should

be smoke detectors, that they would go off for one match. I

think that he meant so*as to catch smokers, not for fire

prevention. (4,41at about detention?) "Kids should have something

to do in detention, not homework--that's not punishment. [If

they do homework in detention,1 they just have time free at

home. Something they don't like to do, like math. Now detention

is a holiday, a party. They don't mind." (When is it ok to hit?):

For fighting, talking back, si4earing at teacher, skipping class,

hooking school; here he told me that "Friday is national hook

day". "Hitting isn't a punishment. It's better than suspension."

(Who should punish if you do wrong/in school?) "In school it

should be teachers or principal whb do the punishing. School is

messed up, a barrell of laughs. just do homework [the last

referring to detentionYi- (Should teachers act like parents?)

"No, if they did, kids wouldn't listen."

Here are B.'s descriptions of conditions and discipline in his

scfloois in Portugal: ,1

I ask if B. finds school work here easier than in Portugalit.if the'

material had already been covered in Portugal. He sayl, emphatically,

"Yes. What they had in math when I came 15th grade], /had already

in first grade. Problems like "If one man has a.car and another ..."
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They had to bring their own chairs. It was a private school.
He also said something about the condition of the bathroom or
lack of bathroom,-and a pack 'of dogs outside where they played.
Again referring to coryoral (What was school like there?):
"School in Portugal, the teachers hit you with rulers."
There were forty students in his class.] punishment, he said that
if the "bad gang" from Maney were in Portugal they would ...
(He left implicit,the conclusion, but it was clear he meant
"They would straighten up pretty quickly".] "The schools have

exams (proves] but not here. Here.you just pass." They cover

more material there.,

From here he went on to say that cars are bigger in America-and
that in Portugal kids can buy beer and winewhen-they're. young.
(I query if this is for themselves or their parents, and if kids
drink a lot.) He doesn't directly answer, instead saying that
the problem is kias smoking a lot. -

At a later interview I ask him more about the school where he

brought his own bench. said yes, they.brought bencheso
sometimes tables, even chalk sometimes, and paid for their own

books. There was one professor for forty students and'they were
in school fom 7:Q0 a.m. to 6:00 p:m. It was a private school.

They went home for lunch, for him, one kilometer. I commented

that it was a long school day. He said it was. He then said

that how long they stayed varied. Apparently ihev stayed until

everyone completed the lesson.

Attitudes toward School. A. and his friend X. both madd

comments about not liking school. In talking- about "age", they saw

one important difference between being an adult, and being a child as

not having to go to school.- I showed them a magazine article about

two brothers, thirteen and fourteen years old, who returned with .their

parents to the Azores after ten years in Rhode Island. The brothers

did not attend school in the'Azores. X. first responded to the article

by saying that was great, not being in school. But a moment later both

he and A. said it wasn't good, because now those boys wouldn't learn

anything.
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As stated earlier, C. is the most academic of the three. -

He plans to go to college and wants to study languages, knowledge of

. which he views as helping to get good jobs. C. always does his homework

before playing and preferred meeting with me olt Monday afternoons

because on that day he had a study period and so could have his home-

work done before I came. He never expressed any negativg attitude

toward pducation, although he was critical of,school conditions and

teacher practices.

B. is not as oriented to school as C.,but he does describe

.(2. the schools he has attended in terms of hc4 much he learned at each.

He recognizes the value Of education but,considers high school

sufficient to.his career plans. He plans,to return to Portugal, Where,

twelve years of schooling would represent much higher,academic

achievement than in the U.S.

Good and Bad Students. Talking with A. and X., I asked why

some kids.didn't do well in school, why some got in trouble. X.

"Because their parents treat them bad, hit them". I asked him

to explain and he said that when they were treated bad at home,

then they caused trouble at.school.

Thd following week I asked A. what made a good,student and he

said, "If they like school". He had no answer when asked why

some were bad students. I asked if he agreed with X.'s idea that
ids got in trouble in school because their parents mistreab them.

e said yes [but this was a poorly 'phrased question, since it put

im in the position of agreeing or disagreeing withjlis friend].
Htre it should also be recalled that in distinqUishing school

groupings (see below] A. said that,the "big ones" were not all
better students, that not all teachers liked them, that they got
bad grades for talking. So here "good student" = teacher likes =

good conduct. .0n the other hand, he had said,that'detention was

for "not doing good in work".
A
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B's remarks were briefer: "Good student" = "Those who want to work".
I asked if it made any difference what the teacher was like. He
said, "No, doing good was up to the student." He said teachers
gave fair grades.

C. had relatively much.to say. 'His "first reply to "Define a
good student" was, ,"Tells jokes". This fits nicely with A.'s

± ,

comment about the'"big ones", the group to which he assigned C.,
as doing all.the talking and laughing. C.'continUed, "When a
substitute Conies, students shouldn't make trouble. Some sub-
stitutes don't know what work we're doing, and students tell
them we don't have to do that work." He said that he sometimes
jokes with substitutes. "Some know that kids need a break.
Sometimes they are too strict."

It was also in this conversation that he stated, as reported
above, that"You can have good marks, but brag too much. No one
likes students who brag About grades." He cited the example,of
a girl ho bragged about her grades and would not let others copy
her exams. (Perhaps the latter was the major soUrce of her un-
popularity.) To my question he said that no one tries to copy, his
exams because he is not always right. "Thit girl gets 100 every
time. Sometimes the teacher'doesn't even correct her paper---
just looks at it and writes '100'.

Asked to explain-why she does
helps her with her homework."
between." (But you're on the
B's,,some C's. Also mixed in

so well, he replied, "Her mother .
(Are you a good student?) "In

Honor Roll.) "I get mixed grades,
comportment."

C., like A., is in an "above average" track and is doing

better this year than he did in elementary school. For the school as a

4theleT-C,43--is-eertein-1-y-e--11geed st-ud. ent-1.1--But-jedgIng himself age-inst

/the other meMbers of his classes he is "in between", that is, not at

the top of his class but better than others. Also operating here in his

/self-characterization is an attempt not to appear to be bragging; to do

well, or ta4e toq, much,pride in academic accomplishment, is in C.'s view ,

A
r ,

to be ItUipoPular with 'peers. Still, of the ihree boys, only C. attaChed

importance to academic 'achievement. Where "baseball player" was presented

by A. aS a component of his self-image, "good student" was similarly

important to C.
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When asked to define', "bad student", C. said it is one who does

the things he said: make trodble for substitutes. Also,

"students shoadn't tell stories when they don't do homework."

(Like?) "Cat got it. It Was.in my pants 'when they were washed."

(Do teachers believe such stories?) ."No'. The English teacher

won't accept any excuse. No homework, get a zero." (Is this

fair?) ."Yes, if you don't do the work, ies your problem. But

you shouldn't have to explain anything."

(Why do some kids get in trouble, cause trouble in school

"Parents aren't strict enough. They don't tell kids 'tf y

do so and so in school...' I don'tmean beaten so they're

killed. Patents don't mind, don't care." Here we have gn ho

of C.'s 'mother's remarks abodt parental respiansibility. C.'s

view also stands in sharp contrast to X.'s identification

of abusive parents as the cause Of child misbehavior.'

Accounting for Own School,Success. In B.'s comment's, tegcher

expectation emerges as the most important
determinant of student

performance. He said that he learned more in.his last echool in

Portugal than in earlier schools there orin American schools. This

school was the po'brest in facilities and student/teacher
ratio, but "the

teacher made sure students learned." The Curriculum was also more

demanding: they had many'more
subjects each year.

C..also cited teacher demands'as positively influencing how

much he learns. Ask why he was doing better in schoql this year, he

said, "In the other school they didn't pay attention if you failid. At -
-

Maney there's more pressure, it's'harder. In elementary school even if

You're fairing tey pass you. They cared but didn't make a big deal

about it. NoW there's a lot more
homework." But he also relates his

success/failure to teacher fairness,
teacher style, and his innate

skills.

We talked about *hy he gets the grades he does. This last

semester Was his bet.. He doesn't do well in history because

"The teacher talks too Much". .Asked if he Means he gets bored,

he said yes, bdt also th'at there was too much material for him to

--------te--in-.--Then--he-vrelatedthe
story of, another teacher "playing

a trick" on the history teacher. When she went fiftts-ithe--hell, --

the other teacher Old the class to lock the door and not:let

her back in.. She got angry and told him she Would never speak to

him again. He repr4ed, "It wOuld be hard for you nct to talk."
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He said that he used to have more trouble in school. "It's

hard for me to remember thiings. I have trouble,,used to, when
the teacher would say something one day and expect us to remember
it four months later." He also had trouble with spelling in
the fourth and fifth grades, but is better now because "I read
more". Also, "In the fourth grade I had trouble with math. The
teacher didn't explain anything. She was.an old hag, really
didn't like me." (At this elementary school they had different
teachers for different subjects, as at the junior high.) C. does
well in his Portuguese class because "It is easy for me. Some
kids haxe trpuble with it," even though almost all are from
Portuguese homes.

Good and Bad Teachers. The boys commented as follows:

A. answers my questions by saYing that all his teachers are "all
-right". (Does age matter?) "Most are not old. My gym teacher is,
but that doesn't matter. . . . The drawing teacher talks too much,
is boring.6

B. characterizes bad teachers With the example of the art teacher,
who is very strict: "He gives detention for gum chewing, the
tiniest amount of gum." Another teacher he doesn',t likehe
described-as "acting like a kid, thinks he's.the best." One
day in the lunchroom this teacher pushed B. "He shouldn't do
that. If he ever dOes it again I'll have my brother complain
to the principal." (Is there any difference-or do you prefer men
or women teachers?) He prefers women tea-Cheri "they talk more
to you, are more like friends." His fai.Torite class is social
studies, not because of the teacher, but`.because the subject is
the most interesting.

Fairness and friendliness are C.'s criteria for evaluating
4 teachers. Additionally, he cited "good teaching" as distinguishing

good and bad teachers, the only one of the three to, do so. C.'s

least liked course is English grammar because "The teacher is un-
fair. You make one mistake and get a zero. He gives zeros that

aren't earned. You should get the zero-you deserve; don't earn it,
why get it?" In this Class they cOrrect each other's papers. One

student missed some errors on another's paper and the teacher took ,
those missed points off the grader's test. C. cited this as an

example of the teacher's unfairness. This teacher also "tells

lots of stories' (I think this was said with the sense that he
.'wastes our time). This teacher, or perhaps another that C.
considers bad, "didn't answer my questions. I'm not afraid to
ask, but he didn't answer what I asked, so now I don't ask any-
thing."

Here are his definitions of good and bad teachers: the good

teacher doesn't always think about school. Not like one who

_ saw C. after school and only asked if he had done his homework
yet. :There are teachers who talk about other things. (On

another occasion C. described Mr. B as as"good teacher.

He knows how to teaCh. Has a sense n1 humor. He is a real fair

guy. He's.not always concerned about sCAool"). Good teachers

are fair. "Doesn't let kids fool around. Not too strict, but

doesn't let everything go by. Some teachers are too fair, fair
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too much, let everything go by. . . The kids act up, no one

works, so you can't learn." The bad teacher: "unfair, doesn't
teach good, doesn't do it right."

Family and School. 'I regret that space limitations prevent

fuller discuSsion of this topic. It is especially important singe much

of the current explanation of Portuguese-American,schoor failure cites

negative parental attitudes toward education as a major factor limiting

student school success. Suchexplanation8 exaggerate the extent to Which

educatiOn is devalued by parents, and mischaracterize these attitudes
a

where they do exist.

In the three families studied either the parents expressed

explicit recogrition of the importance of education for achieving social

mobility, or older siblings were in fact pursuing higher education. I

knoW many other Portuguese parents in New England and in the Azores----

some middle.class, some peasante, some industrial workers; some of

little formal education, others with university degrees----all of whom

affirm the intrinsic and utilitarian value of education. In fact, in

Portugal, a university education is one of the markers of elite status,

and deference and respect are accorded to persons Of"higher educational

accomplishment. In the Azores, until recent decades and to some extent

even today, educational opportunities beyond primary school were very

limited. But even for the poor, education provided one "traditional"

career optortunity: entry into a seminary could provide not only

religious training but also an acadeMically rigorous-high .chool

education. Seminary education in turn could lead to the priesthood

(the expected outcome) or preparation suffitient to pass the entry exam

for the universities.

If in New England there is a high drop-out rate for Portuguese-

Americans, it is also true that there are Portuguese holders of advanced
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degrees. These latter may be'numerically exceptional (though one wonders

how different from other ethnic groups in industrial New England), but

they do not come from obviously exceptional backgrounds. There are

Azorean immigrants who have earned PH.Ds at Ivy League universities,

immigrants whose parents were peasant farmers or agricultural laborers

in the islands, and mill workers and janitors in Massachusetts. But

this sort of anecdotal argument soon takes on the unconvincing tone of

the inventories of accomplishments that constitute the'bulk of "ethnic

pride" texts.

The point is that there is no dixect relation 'between

educational accomplishment and "values". An immediate and obvious

complication is that a structure of opportunity lies between motivation

and outcome.

in Portugal,

education is

Educational opportunity is much greater in the U.S. than

but it is by no means unlimited. Our "inexpensive" public

not totally free, and it is an odd sort of accounting that

totally reckons only the slight expense of tuition and not to larger

costs of subsistence and lost earning potential by students. Rational

calculation,_notignorance, leads many parents not to encourage their

children in unrealizable ambitions.

Another complication is found in the plurality of "Values".

It is not a matter of being either for or against education but of choosing

among alternative goals, each of which involves dist tiye combinations

.of costs and benefits, many.of which may be symbolic and social and not

reducible to a material medium of exchange. Some educators, quick to

attribute base motives to parents perceive parental actions to be

motivated by envyor -conservatism -andconsequently cti fling_of

children's advancement. The same actions can be understood as arising
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from parental commitment to equal treatment for all the family's

children, a commitment to allocate family resources so that the whole

family benefits. Alternatively, preserving the family 'estate' may take

precedence over both egalitarian treatment-and over individual mobility.

Consideration of these alternative "values" raises two sorts

of questions. By what standard is individual educational success

preferable to these other outcomes? Given a goal of family security

and mobility for all family members together, which is the more rational

course: that advocated,by educators and followed by some families or

the alternative of early entry into the labor force and the pooling of

family incomes, property ownership, and entrepreneurship? These

questions call for An examination of "values" and for empirical research.

They also direct attention to the ideology through which only individual

education is presented as a desirable and rational means of social

achievement, through which all else appears as ignorance and

'"materialism."

To return to Hillside twelve-year-olds, my findings for the

boys...Are similar to Nancy Marshall's for the girls: these parents

are interested in their, children's school performance. Here are

expressions of this interest from my fieldnotes:

At our first meeting, B.'s brother says that he will be happy to

help any way he can, that he doesn't know much about education,

but does to all the school meetings.

At the first interview, C.'s mother said to me, in C.'s presence,

"C. is a good boy, he gets good marks."

C. himself sees parents as an important influence in school

success. (What would happen if you did wrong in school?) "My

parents wOuld get real mad. The whole world would be mad at me."

_ _ _



(After asking if school conditions are important, I asked if
home is important?) "Parents don't tell them what to do so
children go off and do wrong. Students should have
responsibility, not washing floors, but take care of something,
like a bike, (Note: it was C. whose bike was stolen.) If parents
put pressure on them, they do well. If not, theY won't think
about what teachers say." (Does it help if parents show pride
in your accomplishment?) "Yes". (Should they punish you if you
do poorly in school?) "Depends if you're doing your best."

"Parents shouldnt do homework, should show how to do it."
(Do you get help with your homework?) "My mother used to."
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School Groupings

For information on categories and groups of students, as perceived

by the three boys, / had them complete a card sorting task as used by

the other researcher with her informants. The procedure consisted of three

steps: (1) I asked each boy to list all the kids he knew by name, not just

friends. I wrote each name on a card. (2) I then asked him to sort the

cards into piles, so that the kids in each pile had something in common

and were different from those in other piles. (This instruction varied

for each of the boys.) (3) I asked them to label or explain the

groupings.

A: He listed 22 names. The first 17 were in his class. At 18

he asked if he could include kids who weren't in his class.

The last five were all in his school.. A. listed both girls

and bOys without asking (as B. and C. did), if he should include

girls. A. listed first 7 boys, then 9 girls, then 6 boys.

When I asked him to sort them into piles by similarity he

said that he didn't know what to do. / told him that when I

was in high school we had names for kindssof kids: e.g., those

who went to lots of.parties were "socies". He picked up on

this right away and said he kneW now what I meant and started

sorting the cards without hesitation. Twelve of the cards

were placed in one pile. These were boys 02, 3 and 6 and all

of the girls. Boy #6 is my informant C. A. said that theie

were what I said we had in my school. I asked what he called

them and he .said no real name, maybe "big ones." "They do all

the talking, laughing." To my question he said "Yes,___some _of

them think they're better than others." I thought these were

also the better students, ba on questioning him he said that
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no, "not all the teachers like them. They get bad conduct

for talking." Boys #4, 5 and 7 were labelled "trouble

makers." Boys #1, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22 he called "jokers."

The fact that these sortings follow closely the order in which

he remembered the names onfirms that these are operative

categories for him and not simply a response to the demands of

an abstract exercise. / asked him which group he belonged in

and he said that he went with the last two groups.

He listed 33 names, adding the last one during the sorting

task. He began with the names of two boys and then asked

"Can it be girls, too?" He then listed four girls. After

this he named both girls and boys, usually Vd0 or three

of the saMe gender
together, but he did not segregate all the

girls as A. did. In all he named lTgirls. After the 1Cth

name he said that was all the Ith graders. I said he could

list others he knew at school. At name 26 he said that was

all.he knew at school and the last 6 were from outside his

'school. (#33 added later is probably at Maney.),

I asked him to sort them into gkoups by similarities. He did not

have any response so I repeated, asking-if there wasn't something

any of them had in common. He said,there was and sorted

through the stack, removed two cards and 15ut them on the 'table

(boys 47 and 8). *Asked what they hal in common, he answered

in English: "They are stupid guys." I asked if he meant.stupid

in intelligence and he said, "In all viays, intelligence, the

way they act, they go around doing kun fu." (This answer, as

was usual, was in Pourtuguese). I ask d what word he used in
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Portuguese for stupid guys and he responded "parvos". a word

that can mean stupid but also "nitwit" or "ass". Asked if he

couldn't sort the cardd some other way, he didn't see anything

to do so I asked if some of the kids weren't friends. He said,

"They are all friends" and all "good guys" ("bons rapazes"). I

pressed, asking if there weren't groups within the group, any who

were closer friends. So he sorted the cards into 12 Piles,

going through the pack of cards, occgsionally rearranging until

he had them all sorted.

(1) boys 1, 2, 22, 27 and B. himself (7) boys 14, 18, 32

(2) boys 13 & 33

(3) girls 19 & 20

(4) girls 28 & 29

(5) girls 4, 5, 6, 12 & 16

(6) girls 9 & 10

(8) girls 3 & 30

(9) boys 17 & 23

(10),goys 7, 8, 24, 25 & 31

(11) girls 11, 15 & 26

(12) girl .21 (left over at end
of sorting)

This is a sOrting into friendship cliques, and not social

categories. One obvious point that can be made is that all

the cliques are same-gender. The largest cliques have 5 members.

One of t se is B.'s own group and its size may relect his better

knowledge of\its members. Half of the groups have only two

members.
\s,

I asked if any of these groups were close to each other and

he said his group (1) 9.1,nci group (3); and his (1) and (9). Again,

this may reflect his knowledge of his own asSociations rather

than the actual isolation of\the other cliques. It is

\

interesting that his group of boys has a group of girls as

ej\close associates. I asked if the hers in group (11) were

"stupid guys" like boys # 7 & 8 and he\said, "No, they're all
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good guys."

He listed 36 names. After 16 he stopped to-think before

continuing and at number 21 commented that this was "hard

to do." After #19 he asked "Just boys?", then named four

more boys and then girls #25 through 36. He then stopped

but said that he could think of more if he'had to:

C. did not know what I meant by sorting the names. :I asked

if there weren't some who are more like each other than like

any others. He said, HI don't know . . . You mean like put

my friends in one pile?" I said that was one way, to sort

them any way he could. "That's easy then" he said and picked

out boys 1, 2, 1, 4, 5, 8, 9, 11, 12, 15, 19, 20, 21 as "my

friends" (#8 issly informant A.) I asked if any others

'"hung out together" and he put girls #30, 31, 32 together.

I repeated the question and he sorted out three more cliques:

boys 010, 13, 14; 22 & 24; and girls *25, 26, 27. To my

question, he said that boys and girls don't hang out:

together.

He said that he could Sort the cards by homeroom bui that

would be hard. I asked if there was any other way: "Yes,

smart."

Boy #1 is really smart.

Boys #2, 10,11, 23 and girls #33, 3, 36 were also selected.as

"smart". He commented that #10 "is good at everything, even

school." Mote: my separation in listing Orls.and boys and

the arrangement in numerical order is to simplifk comparison with.

C.'s original listing of names. He did not sort the cards in

this order).
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Asked if the ones he had left out were all the same he sad

"No, some are . . . not too bright": boys #6, 7, 15.

Asked where he would place 'himself "Don't know. For sure

with [01] and [#2] -- I remember they used to be smarter

than me."'

C.'s listing of his "friends" includes boys from the "smart",

"not too brighe, and remaining group:

A week before this sorting task, C. talked about school and

some Of his comments provide additional evidence of his

perceptions of the divisions among students. C. asked how

many boys I was talking to and who they were. I told him A.

(who had already said he know from C. that C. was participating)4

and I named B.'s first name saying he was ine,the bilingual

program. C. said "Then I wo4dn't know him." Talking about

age (see below, Personal DeVelopment), C. said that "8th and

9th graders treat us like trash . . . One guy thinks he's cool,

cameby and pushed me against the wall."

The week before he had told me about a girl who 'was a good

student but not liked because she bragged about her grades.

/ asked if she was the only one like that. He said there was

another one, a boy, who was "smart in school, dumb in other

things." Asked to explain he said "Like he goes out in the

playground and dances, singing 'Singing in the Rain.' He

doesn't brag, but its just his personality. No one likes him."

He later added that this boy is in the Choru4." He.4ings

soprano: . When he's 14 ihat will change." [He said

\ "soprano deprecatiingly, but not snickering]. This boy was

nOt included when C. listed names for thP card sorting.



A

Questioning him further about the "smart girl", I asked why,

she wasn't liked. He said that she wouldn't let kids copy

her exams. So the others don't like her and "start rumors about

her." They "say things like she goes out with someone." Asked

how he knows no one liked her, he said, "She's always by
4

herself." (What about other kids, talking to each other?). "It's

like little clubs", and he explained that even though they

have assigned seats at lunch,swhen they're done eating they go

outside and meet with their friends. He also tells me that

kids were friendly to this girl when. she brought her telesool-..s

to school, but that was just so they could look through it.

To summarize, C. listed the most names, A. the least. 41% Of

A.'s cards were girls, 52% of B.'s, and 33% of Co's. A. listed girls

without asking if they should be included; both'S. and C. asked. A. and

'C. listed girls in a group, but B.'s listing was not ordered by gender.:

Only A.'s listing conformed to his subsequent sorting and he most readily

categorized the-names by social tYpe. A.'s types were: "big ones",

"jokers"i and "troublemakers", and he placed himself with the last two.

B. initially identified two boys as "stupid guys" and subsequently sorted

his cards into a dozen small cliques. C. began by sorting out his friends

and subsequently sorted kids as "smart" and "not bright", and placing

himself with the "smart" kids.

B.'s "stupid guys" were identified as such not only.by

I(

4

intelligence, but perhaps.more impor antly, by theircomportment: they

acted silly. This is siMilar to C.'s example of a boy 'who was "smart in

school, dumb in other things", academically bright but nonConfbrming in

his behavior, an exhibitionist. B.'s cliques and C.'s list of friends
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4

cross-cut the smart/dumb sorting. A. and C. are in.theAsame homeroom and
6

have several classes together, yet there is only partial overlap in the

li;:ting of name-. At most half of A.'s list appears on C.'s; less than

1/3 of C.'s on A.'s. (The count is only approximate because they did

not always provide last naMes. These figures represent maximum overapl

counting all similar first names.)

One opler item relating to groupings. When A.'s friend X. was

talking with us, at one point A. and X. laUghed and X. said there were

"gangs" at Maney. The following week C asked A. if it is true that

there are gangs. He said, "Yeh, a mafia . . . No, justia group, not,

really gangs."
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Out-of-School Learning

All thee boys at times cited newspapers or television as

sources of information.

3.;

A. told of visiting relativee in
to the new National Park there.
I mentioned the canals, and then
read about it in the newspaper.

Lowell, so I asked if he hed been
He didn't know what I meant until
he said he hadn't, been but had

B., in talking about aged immigrants, cited a story in the news-
paper on that topic.

C. listed watching tv news among his activities. In the ev.ming
while I was talking to his mother in their kitchen he tUrned up
the tv to listen to the news. At one point his mother mentioned
the declining economy ahd how hard things are for them. C.

interjected that even Carter was no longer,a millionaire; this had
been a news item ten days earlier. C. critically examines what
he hears on television. -For example, on his own he brought up a
program he had seen on tv the morning of the interview. The
program was on "Channel 25, the religious station, where they're
always praying." This morning "they had a board showing thew
number of Russian planes." I interrupted to ask what that had to
do with religion. He said they were praying to be stronger than
Russia. But, and this was his point, he thought such things

- weren't part of religion.

A. and X., after commenting that leaving school wasn't good because
boys wouldn't learn anything, were asked if.kids only learn in
school or if they learn anything outsidetof schOOl. They said'
mainly in school. Asked if they learned'anything from their
fathers they said, "Yes, you learn how to do things"!, and X. said,
"You learn from other people things like how to work on cars."

Goals and Ascirations

When asked about his future plane, A. said he didn't,know. H.

Said that he Would 0 to high school and "that will be it for education."

Then he'lleturn to Portugal where heY11 get a job as an interpieter

for airlines. Hfe likes this because he'll be able,to travel and have

good money. Asked if he knew someone who had this.kind of job, he said

-no , "just an idea7in-my- head." -On t Me occasion-C-. -said -he would go to-

college tO study'languages. At a later interview, when asked not about
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educational plans specifically, butabout the future in general and about

jobs, he said that he'd probably first work at a local discount

department store because it's close. (It is a block from his home:] It

doesn't pay much, but it's ok first experience. He can start at age

fourteen. If his father lets him, he might work farther away, make extra

mohey and gain experience. He called working,ahother responsibility",

referring to his opinion that it is good for children to be given

responsibility.

Asked what kind of work he'd do C. said "packing bags,

cleaning out, work in the record department." Jobs he would not want:

"to be a janitor, no toilets. Ivould sweep." He added that he'd also

work as a delivery boy: Then he said,,"I'd like to work with the

Portuguese, if_thq' need it, be helpful." / mentioned several service

agencies for Portuguese in the neighborhood and he said that is what he

meant.

Maturity.

In the sketches of the "personalities" of the three boys in

SectiOn III, I commented on their relative maturity. As mentioned there,

many of C.'s comments relate to the theme of autonomy. Others of his

remarks.can be regarded as expressi6ns of "cautiousness". It is at least

plausible that C.'s outlook is derived from his parents' efforts to

protebt him from a dangerous world. Possibly his parents' restrictions

on his activ,ities have produced in C. feelings of dependence and impotence,

that 'lead C. to emphasize and overvalue independence and chbice. Vie

might also argue that.his parents behavior has resulted in social isolation

for C. and that by positively valuing autonomy C. is able to cast this

condition in-a favorable light.
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Here are paraphrases of C.'s statements reflecting his concern for

autonomy:

Courses should be voluntary.
School shouldn't punish you when you're the only victim.

---Tearnsportsare---teoregiment
I hope that when.other schools,close, the students won't come

to Maney because then I would have to share a locker.
I do not want siblings at home-because then I would have to
share my rooM.,.

If someone pushed me I wouldn't let it go by.
Everyone shouidhave the religion they want.
When his mother spoke of his staying in the house after school
he made an aside,that he goes out and plays with friends.
The story of being locked in a chickencoop by babysitter.

His outlook of cautiouSness is suggested in the following considered

remarks:

His warning his father not to go out after burglars.
He said he doesn't like gum, just the baseball cards he collects,

becaUse it has sugar and sugar is bad. for your health.

He reported to me and complained at school about paint falling

from the ceiling of the cafeteria; because it is lead paint

and makes you sick.

To.get some information on the boys' perceptions of their

development I asked them to sav what they thought different "ages" are.

As usual, beyond the requested information, only C. provided any

statements revealing his perceptions. With the elicited age categorizations

-are also included' otherstatements concerning age that tiley made:

A., together with his friend X., gave the following ages: child,

through 12 years; teen, beginning at 13, late teen beginning at 15;

, Young adult 20 to 25. Asked if they thought that they were treated

appropriately for their age,-they said yes. I gave the example

of.going into a store. X. thought peopls'distrusted them. A.

did not agree. They both thought an important difference of being

an adult would be -nct havingto go to school.
-

,Trying'to elicit 13.''s age categorie4, I explained that / wat trying

to see what he thought of being twelve, and said that when I 4as

young I thought nineteen was old ahd that now that seemed young to

me. I said, "So there are bakpies, And then . . . what, children,

adults4" but instead of filling in Categories, he evaluated what

it mas like to be his age. "On one.hand, I'd like to be a

man. Then I could go to cafes, go to Portugal, buy wine, have no

school. But kids can play:" I asked what age being a."man" begins

and he said, with some hesitation, "Twenty. That's when you can buy

wine', cigarettes." I reminded him that the other day he hdd said

that in Portugal kida can buy these things. He said he was now

speaking of'here.'



Asked if he missed beirig a child, he.said "Yes." But he also said

that this wasn't anything he thought about, being too young or

old. Ind that his friebds clidn't talk about it. (Beyond legal

like buying wine, do people treat you your age, or treat

you like you are younger? What about.teachers?) "Yes, teachers

here treat us like children.'" (But then the extended examples he

gave were not clear tome.] He said'that teachers tell kids to

be quiet. He also said that one teacher is that way: he

satronizes or acts like a peer. When some kids were fighting,

the teacher stood by and let them fight (Americans don't know how

to fight), and then finally broke it up.

.

..assed_bfronto the house and

told me that he waS'Portuguese and was 94 and had only-stopped

working last year. The Portuguese newspaper had an article about

him and other immigrants who are-over 100.

I posed the same question to C. that I did to B., but in C.'s case

it did eliCit age categories. To my "when I was young, nineteen

seemed old", he said,."When I was six I thought I was big, grown

up." He then gave this very finely graded list of ages: baby,

preschool, low grades--that would be first through third; then

fourth-sixth, the pke-teen ages ten to twelve. (And then?)

Thirteen to fifteen low teen; sixteen to nineteen (Here he paused

and I prodded.) "You want me to keep going? 20-25, 25-30,

30-35." I stopped him and asked if he thought there was a

difference between 25-30 and .30-35 and he said he didn't know. He

then told me that when he was "little" he used to stay home alone

and wat scared. The doors didn't lock well and they were broken

into once.

He said that first and second grade is an age to "fool around."

71 don't think much of birthdays anymore. And Christmas usecito

be a bigger thrill."

"Year used to take forever, nowit goes fast."

(What about marriage? Do you plan to?) "Not now", with a laugh.

(At what age?) "In my twenties.",

Asked what he meant by "litile kids", as in.his comment in listing

his aCtivities that he liked "bugging Little kids", he said he

didn't mean "babies" but "first and second graders."

(Do people treat you.your age? DO teachers treat kids younger or

older than twelve? What about other people?) "tighth and ninth

graders treat us like trash. One guy thiriks, he's cool, oame by and

pushed me against a wall." (What will happen' when the .nini0 graders

to high school?) "They'll be back in kindergarten." (What about

family, friends, relatives? How do they treat you?) "There is one

old woman who--I know I'm short for my age--but she acts like I'm a

baby. At her house you can't go anyWhere alone, can't go up the

stairs, won't let you go alone. She.thinks you'll break something.

She's so conceited."
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As an asmect of Maturity, the boys' remarks concerning

sexuality and dating are reported here; they could also be considered

under "Peer Relationships"'. This area'provided One'of the strong

contrasts among the boys. reither A nor C expressed any interest or

opinions atout dating, while B. -on several occasions discussed the

have begun to orient himself to heterosexual .

relationships', if only in the form of "crushes".

Asked aboUt dating A., had no ideas about ii, no reactiorfvone way

or the other. No one he knows dates, his friends are all male.

C. complained about the physical condition of the school. :

suggested painting a mural.' He said that was a good idea and

recalled a tv program in which the students had ."painteda

picture of a naked lady and put [the teacher's] wife's face

on it. They didn't show the whole .painting but you knew what

it was." Cited above also is C.'s comment that a classmate

who sahgsoprano would have his vOice change when he is 14.

!/
I explain-to B. about confidentiality of the study, asking.if he

knows what "confidentiality" means (I used the English word).

He does not, so / tell"him in Portuguese that anything he gays

"will stay between us", that I won't say to anyone that "B" told

me this or that. He then said (in-English) "Yeh, it's like if one

guy likes a girl and another guy does too, 'yQ1.1 wouldn't tell him

about the other."

Even before the prededing exchange, just after his brother leaves

us during our first meeting, B. asks if I'm married. [During the

fieldwork, / related this question and his other inquiries'about

Nancy Marshall as expressing.his interest in male-female relations.

Now I wonder if B.'s parents Were having problems and that this

may have been his motive for asking if I was married].

He asks if I will work with girls as well as boys.. I explain that

Nancy will work-with the girls.: I ask if he knows others who would

be interested in participatinge,,He says he thinks a girl is

interested; he.says this in.a toneyhich
indicates that she is

special. I think he has a crush on her. sHe says her name is Y.

He also suggests a second girl, Z. He doesn't .know her last name

but does know her-phone number. The following week I asked if he had

Y.'s phone number because Nancy had been unable to find it in the

phone book. ,He said he knew, he had tried to find it once. At the

hext interview I told him that Nancy still had not reached'Y. He

then asked if Nancy were married. I said she wasn't and he asked.

"Boyfriend?", using English. I answered that I didn't know

Nancy well, that we had known each other only a few months from

working together pn this job.
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G. Conclusions

1. Girls

How well these girls are doing in school seems to be a function

_

-of social class, sex, and ethnicity. Public education in this country is

becoming more and more the domain of the children of poor and working

f-lass families, as a result of factors such as changing demographics.

As the guidance coungelor noted, there are fads in education. These

fads are in part tied to the current needs of the economy for certain

types of labor.. Along with the fads, however, is the reality of fewer

resources for public education in poorer communities such as Hillside.

All this translates into reduced expectations for most of the students

at Maney.

The girls are also faced with sex role definitions that type

them as mothers. While these fourgirls all plan both to work.and to

raise their own children, the actual jobs available to women, plus

prevalent attitudes about the relative importance of family and work for

women, mean a. further reduction in expectations and achievement for many

, girls, perhaps including thes,e'four.

Finally, ethnicity is significant in several ways. First,

assumptions by school personnel about the Portuguese translate into

school policy. For example, the school system refuses to consider

_Portuguese as a Second language for Portuguese students and requires

that they take a third language to graduate from the high school.

Second, economic pressures on the Portuguese family (whose members are

limited to low-paying jobs), and the high valuing of that unit by its

members, necessitate an employment strategy for adoleSCent members that

limits their educational opportunities. Third, cultural norms within-the
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Portuguese community for children's behavior within families, for the organ- ,

ization of sosial units, and for individual growth are sometimes in conflict

with the school's norms (primarily middle-class and Anglo) for student behavior,

for the organization of the school, and for individual grqwth.

2.: Boys

fThe--comments--the-t--f-
Of

here because of their length, in essentially the form, although somewhat

shortened, in which they were submitted. They deal with topics crucial

to this project and to others that focus on basic processes in education.)

The major point / have tried tt, make in the preceding inventory

of informati:on about three boys is how different they are. I wish to demon-

strate the non-existence of a "Portuguese" type. These three boys exhaust

my sample of Portuguese twelve-year olds and they are not randomly selected.

Any bias in the selection--such as their self-selection, their willingness

-to participate--should result in greater likelihood of similarity and so

tend to increase the possibility of falsifying .my &aim for diversity.

It is certainly possible that commonalities might have been found

if a larger number of boys had been interviewed. Perhaps some "modal" pattern

would have emerged. But what then? Logically, at least two and possibly

three of the boys would be exception to such a pattern. Yet they are.

"Portuguese," identify themselves as such, and--more importantly--

.are so identified by their school. .

Le. us suppose that some 1.1fit" between home climate and

school climate has optimal educational outcome. Operating on this

assumption,-suppose a school conduCts a survey and defines a statistically

normative Portuguese Home Climate profile and designs a Portuguese component

for a multicultural school. Let us now further imagine that the era

enservative_political backlash is a bad dream and,

Manley Junior High follows the survey's recommendations. The school
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is expanded and compartmentalized, perhaps on the model of the bilingual

program which in 1979-1980 'occupied'a basement classroom and an alcove

by the stairs. In eacU compartment an ideal thirteen-variable climate

is maintained for each of the school's ethnic groups. What happens

to students like the ones I interviewed, the anomalous ones, when

they fail to respond positively to the demands of the new "hidden

curriculum?"

One response might be the following. All right, there

is variation in home climate within ethnic categories: Some of these

differences may be categorical, falling along lines of family income

or generation of migration. If so, survey research will reveal the

pattern
>
and certain students can be reassigned to appropriate school

climates and individual students may have their idiosyncracies. Children

from such homes or with such personalities still won't fit; they

will be assigned to a climate which is not optimum for their educational

achievement.

Is the preceding-a reason to-reject the creation of multicultural

school climates?. Under present school conditions, there are group

differences in educational success. Suppose that one factor in the

origin'of such disparities is the fit between home and school climate.

Then assigning students, by appropriate criteria, to optimum climates a

would increase the number of successes. To the extent that climate

is a salient variable there will be a general improvement in each

group's academic achievement. It will still be the case that not

all of any group will succeed and some of the group's previously

-auecesaful-students-may now fail, but overall is this not a desirable

outcome?
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Perhaps it is. One can hardly/object to social engineering,

/
to deliberately structuring school envIronments to achieve certain

outcomes, since the status mo is already deliberately structured.

What further reservations remain then? One certainly must be the

uncbnsidered consequences, the unintended side effects of such a

program. The argument advanced against maintenance JailinSual---proittams--
..

is apropos here: schools should reflect ihe larger society, they

should.inculcate and reward'skills and attitudes which are advantageous

in the larger society, and bilingual programs fail to do this. Will

multi-climate schools also produce school successes but social failures?

And just how much school success will they produce? For

all the cotplexity and lack of clarity in the notion of home/school

interaction, it is at least plausible to expect climate fit (perceived

and/or "objective") tooinfluence a child's and/or a group'e school

success. But this research does not measure the significance of

climate. "Portuguese-ness" may be linked to differential school

success through variables other than home climate. Studies documenting

the roles of teacher expectations, stereotyping, and self-fulfilling

prophesy illustrate one kind of non-climate variable that influences

educational outcomes for ethnic minorities. How can a survey

distinguish between teacher bias and home climate, for example,

both of which may be equally associated with ethnic identity? If

climate is only one among a number of factors, then its relative

importance must be determined before the formulation of policy implications

begins.

Attention should also'be given to the possible consequences

of too hasty dissemination of the findings of this project. This
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issue was raised in staff meetings but never adequately explored.

iFrom conversations with teachers,
administrators, and Portuguese

community services staff, and study of the literature, it is apparent

_that there is already a standardized image of the "Portuguese student."

'They are seen as well-behaved but nOt high achievers academically.

They are portrayed as victims of their parents' dnd the community's

"materialism," ignorance, and devaluation of education. Elsewhere

in this report consider this view in more detail. Here, I want

to -emphasize ihat the schools already attribute
Portuguese school -

failure to Portuguese "culture." Helping teachers become more sensitive

to distinctive ethnic home climates can have the effect of reinforcing

the existing tendency to balme the Portuguese, and may provide scientific

confirmation for the teachers' low expectations of Portuguese students.

.A further response to concern about intra J thnic variation

and about reinforcement of negative stereotypes would e to individualize

cliamte placement. Advocates of multi-cliMate schools could avoid

some of the problems suggested above by dropping all reference to

ethnicity and patterning their programs after existing procedures

0

.

for "tracking" students by potential. The kindergarten students

of the near-future would not only take standard /Q tests but also

the Home Climate Questionnaire. The results of these tests would

be;used.to assign the student to a classroom embodying the appropriate

school cliaInte.

There are additional grounds'for skepticism Concerning

the feasibility, indeed the possibility, of a multi-climate school.

"Multiculturalism" has been operationalized in the schools in numerous

ways, ranging from increased minority
visibility'in textbooksr to
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bilingual education in which students and teachers share a common

language and ethnicity. ,But climate as defined in this study

is the total school environment. It includes the styles and the

content of interaction of all participants in all settings in the

school. How can qualities iuch as Accessibility, Equal Treatment,

Order, Options, Ihfluence Distribution, etc., be "pluralized?" Certainly

individual perceptions and evaluations of these characteristics are

diverte and the actual practice of.individual participants will vary.
/

It is also the case that similar work in the past nis led from the,

____ -

measurement of climate profile to alterations in schOol,prattice.

School rules can be changed,' for'example, to allow students more

elective courses; bus schedules can be altered to provide students

with greater access to teachers. But if one group of students thrives

in a climate of,eloof authority figures, and another in settings

of warm, supportive camaraderie, how is such a plural climate to

be created in practice? Asked to contrast the junior high to their

formerelementary_school, each of the boys I interviewed answered

that the junior high was more regimented, and citing the strict enforcement

by teachers of "walking on the right" in the hallways. Suppose that

for some students such "order" is educationally beneficial but "turns

, off" others to school. The desired plurality and improved learning

are hardly achieved by requiring only some students to walk on the

rlght.

It is no answer to argue that .the practical details will

be worked out, case by case, in a cooperative undertaking of informed

parents, teachers, and outside consultants. At the staff'meeting

of April 22, 1980, some of these issues were discussed. It was agreed
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that the research findings could halie quite different practical consequences.

Outcomes in specific school Will not be determined solely by the
'ON

good'(and bad) intentions of the parties involved. The findings

of the study will be received in contexts of existing belief and practice,

political structure, and available resources, and some desired outcomes

will not be achieveable. A senior.staff member, at that'heeting, offered the

observation that "only as a last 'resort" do teachers use evidence of

ethnic differences to :abel kids to rationalize scflool failure. If

plural climates are notjragmatically realizable, is this not a situation

of last reSort?

'A saftitary reminder of one aspect of'the current context

of educatiOai change appears in a recent statement by Robert D'Agostino,

the new Deputy Assistant General for Civil Rights. Recommending that

.the Justice Departmant drOp a discrimination suit against the Yonkers,

-.New York, schools, D'Agostino,

...disputed a government contention in the suit that blacks

had been 'improperly classified as emotionally disturbed.'

'Why improperly?' D'Agostino asked in the July'21 memo...
He said that 'blacks, because of their family, cultural and

economic bakcground, are moredisruptive in the classroom

on the average. _It seems they would benefit' from programs

for the emotionally disturbed.

(San Francisco Chronicle, September 18, 1981, p. 13)

%

What are the policy implications of findings that, "on the average,"

school behavior varies by "family, cultural, and economic bakdground?"
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V/. WEST-MNDIAN AMERICAN

A. Introduction

This chapter represents myiimpressions of a Aix-monthoassociation

with eleven students from the Barber Elementary School in Center City,

who identified themselves as West-Indian-Americans. Some.of these youngsters

and / developed very close relationthips; with others, I never got beyond
46 41

the surface. As is often the case in participant observation research,

'the'actors,discussed are real, but to preserve respondents' privacy,

names and plaCes haVe been changed. The events reported remain intact.

These boys identify themselves is West Indian, and fit the categories

of first, secod,'or third generation immigrants. The home lands of

their families include only three islands: Jamaica, :Trinidad, and Barbados.

1. Historical and Cultural Roots

Jamaica has the distinction of.being the largest and most

populous West Indian island after Cuba, with over i-wo million inhabitants.

Its large Afro-Jamaican group ddrives from African slaves. Physically,

it is distant from the other anglophone West Indian islands: Its tourist

,trade is booming, and it remaini one .of the.most progressive Nest /ndian'

'islands, having exhibited leadership in social change and regional development

both at home and in relationahips with non-aligned rations and the developing

world. It exports bauxite, sugar, and reggae music.

Trinidad dis about half the size of Jamaica, with a population

of about one million people. It probably is the richest West mIndian

island, on acCoiapt of substantial oil exports. The British influenCe

in Trinidad-and Tobago is neither profound nor pervasive. What is more

conspicuous is a racial, social, and political synthesis that is uniquely

West Indian.
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Barbados is a tiny West Indian island (166 square miles),

with a population of about half a million predominantly Afro-Barbadians.

Barbadians (Bajans) are Probably more British in mannerisms and spirit

than their other West Indian counterparty. The island enjoys the reputation
a

of being a fine health spot and a tourist haven. Its-economic, social,

and political stability are remarkable.

'Thai aggregate of islands and their inhabitants demarcated

by the waters of the Caribbean Sea and the Atlantic Ocean, and extending

from the Cayman Islands inthe west to Trinidad in the east, constitute

the West.Indies. Some confusion emerges when one attempts to refine

this defiLition specifying which entities should be included or excluded.

For example, Guyana is located on the northern tip of South America;

this former British colony is distinctly West Indian in its synthesis

of historical, social, cultural, political, racial, and linguistic character-

istics; it.is West Indian in awareness and identifies itself as such.

Like Guyana, the Bahamas are typically West Indian, but geographically

they extend into the Atlantic Ocean,.thus lying outside the area'bordering

the Caribbean)/ Suffice it to say, however, that the West Indies include'

Jamaica, Trinidad and Tobago, Barbaoos, the Leeward Islands Mnt.Lgua,

4 St. Kitts,,Nevis, Anguilla, Montserrat), the Windward Islands (Grenada,

St. Lucia, St. Vincent, Dominica), and Puerto Rico. Sometimes Cuba i

included and distinguished as the larciest West Indian Island.

The peculiar.institution of the transatlantic save trade

had as its central theme the forged migration of Africans to the West

Indian islands. This involved an influx of European goods into Africa,

which were exchanged for cargos of slaves who were transported to the

West Indies, in exchange for Tobacco, roffee, rum, and sugar. Thisjnotorious
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"triangular trade" accounted for Africans being shipPed and deposited on

West Indian plantations.
6

Slavery, emancipation (1838), the system of indentured

servitude, the peculiar history and negative impact of regional colonial-

ism and imperialism, and-the successful struggle for independence, all

contribute to the unique flavor aqd assortment that make the West /ndies

special and different.

The combination of indigenous Amerindian cultures (Arawaks

and Caribs, some of whom were obliterated or displaced to Central America),

European institutions and other imports', the African numerical predominance

and the distinctly West Indian dialects (patois, creole), make for the

intricacy and complexity of this mUltifarious group of people.

The term, West /ndian, refers to Iflore than geographical

boundaries; it connotes,.amOng other things, experiential similarities

that run deep and contributed to modes of behavior that emerged from

identifiable historical roots and events.

The sparkling sandy beaches and enticing oceanic waters,

\ 'the gentle tropical winds and generally serene climate punctuated by
e

nocturnal glamor, reggae and calypso music, the lackadaisical attitudes

and friendly postures, are all endemic to life in the West Indies; but

so are devastating hurricanes, menacing earthquakes, and life-threatening

^
volcanoes.

2. Bibliography

This section and the succeeding one draw upon the. following

sources, plus the author's personal experiences in.the West Indies atd

the United States:
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Cracknell, B. E. The West Indians: How They Live and Work. New York:

Praeger, 1974.

Crahan, M. E., & Knight, F. W. African and the Caribbean. Baltimore:

Johns Hopkins Press, 1979.

Crissweller, R. D. The Caribbean Communiti. NewIork: Praeger, 1972.

Glazei; N. Beyond the Melting Pot. CambrIdge, MA: M.I.T. Press, 1963,
1970.
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Madge, J. The,Tools of Social ScienCe. New York: Doubleday, 1965.

Reardon, K. K. Persuasion: Theory and Context. London: Sage Publications,
1981.

Sherlock, P. The West Indies. London: Thames and Hudson, 1966.

3. West-Indian-Americans and Afro-Americans

Many West Indian Blacks living in the United States have

distinguished themselves in a variety of areas, including education and

business. Their achievement motivation is unquestionably high, and their

determihation unwavering. Generally, the West Indian.who migrates to

the nited States does so with a useful repertoire of job-related skills

and a sound British edLcation. He or she may be highly industrious with

some inner goal in mind. He/she comes from a saciety in which mentors
*

or well-placed sponsors, are prodigiously influential. He/she is the

product of a home and school environment that encouragNand reinforces

perseverance and "I can succeed" kinds of notions.

First generation West Indians in the'United Statea have

an extra advantage in that they grew up in societies that did not practice
\\

blatantcategorical and systematic racism that depersonalized and dehuManize

him/her;; Consequently, the injurious consequences produced by fear,

segregatiOn, negative stereotypes, violence,end deniel of opportunity

were not experienced by West Indians in a sustained manner in their dai
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lives. After West Indians take up residence in the United States, they

Iusually escape the most pernicious aspects of racism by settling in_ major

northern cities where it is disguised, subtle, and sophisticated. Ignoring

it is often feasible.

Living or coming from a predominantly Afro-Caribbean society,

where models of success are everywhere, and the espoused theory of race

relations is congruent with the theory-in-action, both visibly demonstrating

that others of one's likeness have succeeded, is an important precursor

of success in the new environment. Undoubtedly, these experiences foster

feelings of internal locus-of-control that contribute to a self-fulfilling

prophecy leading to success.

The Black middle-class in America has also distinguished

itself by surmounting many obstacles to achieve upward social mobility.

The Black intellectual, for example, has vaulted many social-and academic

barriers to take his/her position in academia across the nation. Black

businessmen and women have also,made impressive strides in the corporate

world. tven though one may pointo these accomplishments with joy,

, one cannot.,rejoice and be complacent, for the struggle has just begun.

But these accomplishment4,are remarkable when one assesses

the tremendous odds against which they wers,accomplished. Black Americans

are discriminated against phenotypically, and this discrimination is

a major obstacle to Black advancement. The averageNplack child is.at

a disadvantage even before he or she comes into the world; oncelle.is

born, the odds remain astronomical.

Socioeconomic status helps determine the pregnant Black

mother's diet. She is apt to be poor, hence malnourished. She is prone

to infectious and non-infectious dieeases. The maternal care and medical
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.facilities she has access to are often inferior. Worrying about food,

shelter, health, money, and an additional family member render her emotionally

turbulent, Which often affects the fetus to the extent it becomes hyperactive.

All these conditions ilave a negative impact on the child she carries,

and often extend into his/her post-natal years.

After the Black child is born, if it is healthy, or if

its unhealthy condition is reversed, the battle for normal development

is not over. There are detrimental environmental conditions to overcome,

including ones affecting the satisfaction of physiological needs for

food, clothing, and shelter; for some, obtaining a sufficiency requires

perpetual battles with the "whims and fancies" of an insensitive, unempathetic,

and unsympathetic bureaucracy.. But the anguish of the Black American

is not restricted to subsistence matters, He/she must contend with discrimination,

blockage, and denial of opportunity, inferior educational facilities,

negative self-concept and threatened self-worth, poverty and ghettoization,

lack of mentors, alienation, economic exploitation, cultural belittlement.

and ridicule, and a lower life expectancy.

Yet despite all these obstacles and more, many Black Americanp

are able to surmount these tremendous odds; they pull themselves out

of the rut of a festering neighborhood to achieve a comfortable standard .

of living.

Too many social scientists are fond of pointing to the accomplishments

of West Indian-Americans and describing them as superior to those of

Afro-Americans. The mere use of the term, "superior", places our Afro-

American kin in an inferior position. This superior-inferior dichotomy

is a hold-over from colonialism, where it was used to divide and conquer

homogeneous groups. One group was labelled superior, and by inference
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the other was inferior. The superior group internalized this notion

and behaved in ways congruent with it. Needless to say, resentment and

hostility ensued.

One must recognize the social, psychological, political,

economic, and cultural differences that set Afro-Americans and West Indian-

Americans apart as distinct groups; by so doing, one will desist from

overambitious and simplistic compariions. After all, Afro-Americane

paid an expensive price that paved the way for foreign Blacks who now

enjoy the fruits of the Civil Rights movement and other Black-inspired

revolutions. West Indians struggled for independence, sell-determination,

and economic and political stability in their own countries. Both groups

should be credited for their accomplishments and allowed to get on with

the business of creating unity and understanding.

The tendency to engage in Afro-American/West Indian comparisons

is not restricted to social scientists. Individuals encountered in this

study were also so inclined, which necessitated addressing the issue

as it is sure to surface in the fieldnotes that follow.
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B. Community Studied and Methodology

1. Sample Selection

The Barber Elementary School was selected to participare

in this study primarily because o?rits racial/ethnic composition. With

the help of some of the teachers, the principal of the school compiled

a list of students of suspected West Indian origin and submitted it to

mt, Once respondents were targeted, my responsibility was to secure

the signed permission of parents for each child's participation in th

study. 2.visited the school and talked with each student individually.

I explained the proposed study and requested the youth's participatrn.

I asked that he/she talk it over with his/her parents and followed/this

up by delivering written information about the project to the home of

each child. / also informed students that we would have a group ,ineeting

of prospective participants where we would discuss parental conotrns

and students' feelings, expectations, and questions about the srudy.

I had full attendance at the group meeting. There were

ten boys and eight girls, all of. West /ndian descent. Most of the students

were enthused about being in the study. Two of the most zealous ones

proposed ways by which / could gain access to the.data / sought. One

entailed my staying over in the homes for a few nights each, to learn

about them. The research design of the project required that the fieldworkers

immerse themselves in the homes, neighborhoods, schools, and peer groups

of the respondents under study. Respondents were to,he "shadowed" during

out-of-school hours in the afternoon and evening4Recording of notes

was to be as unobtrusive as poisible, occurring preferably between observations.

However, most of the boys informed me that their parents

approved their participation in the study, but that my observations would
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have to be restricted to school, community, and peer group settings;

under no circumstances would I be allowed into their homes. No reasons

were dffered, but even the students seemed pleased by this restriction.

My enquiries revealed that I was perceived as a stranger and outsider,

perhaps.an authorized intruder. Only two students indicated their parents

had no,objections to my observing in their homes; a few others admitted

that they were not sure how their parents felt. Meanwhile, the parents

had returned the signed consent letters giving permission for their children

to participate in the study. Everything had now been finalized, so observation

of the male participants began.

Thai part of the study involving the West Indian girls

never materialized. My original female colleague resigned before the

fieldwork started. Her successor was only intermittently involved with

the girls. She was not given a proper orientation, and .support was lacking.

In the early stages of my involvement, I identified prospective female

West Indian respondents, apprised them of all the facts associated with

the study, and introduced them to my intended co-researcher. She made .

impressive inroads overcoming resistance exhibited,by parents and some

students, but beyond this, nothing substantive occurred.

2. Researcher's Statement

V.'Michael McKenzie was born .in Guyana and educated in

the United States. He holds an Associate of Arts degree and a Bachelor's

in Psychology from the City University of New Ydrk, a Master's in Social

Science from Syracuse University, and a Certificate of Advanced Study:

in Psychology from Harvard University. He currently lectures at Syracuse

University, where he is completing a,Ph.D. in Psychology.
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A multitude of psychological and psychophysical experiments

on perception illustrate that what human beings perceive is based on

an intricate network of feelings, Pest and present experiences, perceptual

and interpretative processes, and our physical and emotional states.

Since we employ so many filtering mechanisms, we.can never be confident

that what we report does indeed represent'reality. Reality as it exists

is unavoidably altered as we make contact With and try to make sense

of it. Irrespective of how hard we try, the'reality we create through

the uie of our cognitive frames may be in disharmony with reality as

it .4xists.

The preceding underscores that striving for and claiming

to have captured reality, in its totality may indeed be quixotic. The

most we can hope to achieve is an impression of what exists, a jaundiced

view at best. And so, as we try to make sense of our experiences of

social phenomena, we must be constantly reminded that what we report

represents only our view, probably a distorted one.

Regardless of our diligence, vigilance, and strict adherence

to the rules governing participant observation research, the interdependence

of what We believe ourselves to observe and what we infer from that is

problematic. Since observation and inference are inseparable, superficial

acquaintance with the observed may well lead to erroneous inferences

and misleading and injuriOus conclusions.

No human being who engages in partioipant observation research

can become immune to being influenced by the respondents under study.

Similarly, the respondents to some extent influence the researcher's

behavior, negatively or positively.

In this study of eleven West Indian bOys in Center city,
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achieving the true status of participant observer required wearing the

shoes of those respondents. My primary task was to anchor myself firmly-

in the group so that respondents would grow accustomed to my presence

and ignore me; eventually, I hoped to function almost as they did. This

was not an easy task. Even though no resentment was conspicuous, a tense

uneasiness plagued the early period of our association which will be

described elsewhere.

The initial phases of my entry into the group were character-

ized by a carefully designed collabokative process. I checked constantly

with respondents for confirmation and disconfirmation-as I made inferences

and tested, my hunches. This led to an elaborate socialization process

in which my education involved "rap sessions" (lectures) and demonstrations

by my respondents. .They taught me a great deal. I began to feel less

of an outsider as / won their confidenca and developed rapport. By this

time our pulses were beating in unison; I was included in all their activities,

so my outgroup status was reversed.
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C. Observations and Sketches of the Boys

(The author of this report left the Boston area in June of 1980,
at least a year earlier than originally anticipated. As a result,

he was unable to complete a full-scale Analysis of his fieldnotes

on the West Indian boys of_Center City. The following pages contain

extracts from the notes, and ieflections'thereon. In the opinion

of senior project staff, hia data and informal interpretations are
rich and worth presenting.here. FroMthem, an' interested reader

should be able to derive his/her own ConClusions regarding the home

and school environments experienced by the boys in the sample. The

senior staff is grateful to Mr. McKenzie for completing the work

to the present stage, under difficult conditions.)

1. Roger

a. At School

Room 302 houses a sixth grade headed by Ms. Laird.

The walls of the classroom are adorned with colorful drawings and paintings

done by students of Room 302. It is a large classroom with special areas

set aside for group activities, such as remedial reading.

Roger is in Ms. Laird's class. He was-born in Jamaica,

West Indies. He is a friendly youngster who comes over and says hello

whenever I am around. Today he is very quiet and is not interacting

with anyone in class. He walked to the teacher's desk with an opened book.

This interaction lasted for about ten minutes. He read to the teacher,

she talked to him, he responded and read again. He nodded his head regularly,

indicating that he understood and approved of what the teacher was saying.

He returned to his desk, closed his notebook and idly sat back as others

headed for the teacher's desk. Roger got up and went'over to a neighbor's

desk. Together they went off to the remedial reading area. They stood

talking. Occasionally, they pulled at and laughed with each other. Roger's

companion pulled somethtng from his pocket, .0ich I learned laier was

a piece of paper with drawings his friend had done at home.

Roger returned to his desk after a ten-minute break.
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He opened a text ,and leafed through it. Ye stopped at about the middle

and read for a while. He looked up andigazed Around the class. The

/
time spent looking at the text was equal in duration to the time he spent

gazing.

Roger was.excused to leave the classroom. He hurried

out and disappeared in the lavatory. Ten minutes or .so elapsed before

he emerged. He headed back to his class aimlessly. He dragged himself

on the walls as he went. He stopped and greeted a youngster on his way .

and a conversation started. They were saying something about music practice.

Their conversation continued for about four minutes before Ms. Lombard

interrupted: "You boys know better than to be talking in the\hallway.

No talking is allowed in the halls." Before Ms. Lombard completed her

statements, they had dispersed, each man heading to his class. Roger

returned to his class and took his seat.

b. Babysitting

Roger and I walked briskly as he headed from the Barber

School. He was on his way to his aunt's house. She has a young dauchter

and he was on his way to assist with some household chores. We did not

talk about much during the ten minute walk. In response to my question,

he said school was going fine. We talked about baseball, and he thought

he might be attending a game that weekend. As we got to the door, he

pressed a bell and his aunt returned a buzz and we entered the apartment.

We ascended a few flights of stairs and were greeted by his.aunt, a friendly

woman of about twenty-five.

She was holding her young baby who looked to be about

eleven months old. She seemed surprised to see me, and rather than prolong

her curiousity I introduced myself and told her why I was with Roger.
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She smiled and said, "Oh, come in." Roger disappeared briefly and I

was Shown to the living room. His aunt accompanied me and for a brief

moment we talked about the project. She asked to be excused and picked

up the phone. She spoke with Roger's mother and informed her that Roger

had arrived safely. She said she would call back to make arrangements

about Roger's getting home.

Roger joined us in the living room. For a while he

did not say anything. Then he began playing with his niece. His aunt

and I watched as the baby smiled and occasionally giggled. This continued

for several minutes with Roger and the smiling little baby. He continued

to play with the child while his aunt excused herself from the room.

We were alone, except for the baby, but nothing,occurred conversationally.

Roger called out to his aunt, "Not going, eh:" For a while she did not

respond.

When we heard footsteps coming toward the living room,

somehow we knew it was she. She came in and sat down, obviously perturbed

over something. "You trying to run me out, Mr. Roger?" she said smiling.

"I'll leave when I am good and ready. What's keeping him anyway?" It

all began to Make sense, Roger was to babysit while his aunt was out.

It wasn't long after this exchange that tha bell rang and his aunt left.

It's very difficult to describe this evening as a particularly

eventful one. For the hour and a half I spent there after his aunt left,

nothing happened. Roger turned the TV on and stayed glued to it. He

attended to the baby well, who was asleep for the most'part. We exchanged

words periodically and I can say he likes TV a great deal.

In a sense, each and eVery member of a family is valued

to some degree. One becomes cognizant of this status by the way one
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is treated and the things that get comMunicated. Roger is a valued member

of his family, as exemplified by,the responsibility that was thrust upon

him and the joyful way in which he assumed.it. Ris aunt trusted him

to babysit her very young infant. He seemed pleased and not bothered

this chore, which took him away from his friends and the play activity

he indulged in most afternoons.

Even at his home he- is trusted to run important errands,

and he shows delight in running these errands. "These are important

responsibilities that not only assist the family in moving on, but they

also help children develop a sense of togetherness and responsibility

that they would find useful later. Our parents back in the West Indies

gave us things to do and important things, too. And it was good for

us_ae we developed. Even our brothers had to do woman's work. But it

made better men and women out of us all." This is Roger's mother's paraphrased

statement.

So it is easy to understand where Roger got his sense

of responsibility. It's in his roots, part of the norms that govern his

family that one can observe. This passing on of important norms seems

to be at the base of this Tamily's existence. Part of its origin lies

in oral African tradition that bears rgsponsibility for a,great deal

of what African people know about their motherland prior to setting things,

down in writing.
0

It seems that the family enjoys doing things tOgether

and each member does make a contribution. Marriage does not seem to

dissolve these norms that run so deeP. In fact, the extended family

seems to reinforce the norms even more. I was told,that this aunt has

gone to Roger's home with her family and prepared meals that all join
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in partaking. This is not unusual in West Indian and other families,

but no where in my sample was it so conspicuous and deliberate than in

this family.

I gathered that.older members of this family have seen

what alienatidn can do to West-IndianAmerican families in transiiion,

and they are determined not to let such a tragedy befall them. Families

with different orientations live miles apart; the phone is their only

contact, except for annual and semi-annual family reunions. This family,

from all indications, Makes a conscious, deliberate, and unified attempt

to communiCate"and to remain harmonious and unified, all in collectiye

0

effort to stay together:

Roger ii aware of-this, and the impact on the de,elopment

of his personality has been tremendous. While others may make passing

reference to family members and familyttraditions, Roger is equipped

with an in-depth .understanding of the history behind what his family

does.

He talks of beinq in touch with his roots;end these

are not catch phrases. He is augre of who he is in relation to other

family members, and what his function will be in educating young nieces

and nephews about faMily roots and history:. the Jamaica-tenter City

connection; how it got started, what it means, how we have survived as

a-family unit, etc. Each member's contribution is interesting as one
A

examines the intricate network of fampy members who are determined to

be West Indian in an American city. It's a difficult undertaking, and

one that each member must cdhtribute to if the links are to reMaircintact.

I was impressed with Roger and his sense of.responsibility.

But I was more profoundfy impressed when I was exposed to and understood

the family tradition, norms, and efforts.
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2. Charles

a. At School

Charlet was born in Trinidad and raised in Center City.

His parents and grandparents are.frOm Trinidad. Charles is a very studious

.youngster. I have observed him frequently engaged in academic tasks,

during which time he does not attend to his peers: He is serious about

school as he has indicated to me. His present aim is to work hard to

get to high school.

He is a friendly,and likable youngster. Mr. Faulkner,

his teacher, said, "He is a good student, but he can produce more than

he has.(r, In class, Ctmrles spends his time doing required assignMents,

when he is not, he involves himself in reading. or math practice. I have

not seen any idleness in Charles, espcially in the classroom. I sac

for several minutes observing Charles and nothing'unfolded. They were

the most.uneventful moments to date. Charles attended to his lessons

without the slightest indication of concern for events or people around

him. This kind of profound concentration and involvement was characteristic

of Charles throughout our assop"iation.

b7. -The Future

Charles' family moved to Center City about seven years

ago.. His mother is a lively, friendly, hospitable person. She appears

very young for a mother of a fourteen year old. I never met his father,

whom I was told works at different jobs.

A common theme.that pervades the plans, expectations,

and wishes of most of these West Indian parents is-that of achievement.

The achievement motivation syndrome appears to run high in this sample.

Charles' mother talks incessantly of Charles' being able to go tocollege
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and university, and then assuming an influential job. o a great degree

Charles epitomizes his family's expectations of him in the academic world.

He talks of a serious quest to become an educated per on.. He understands

and is quick to point out that a good education prov des a person with

a good job, which means ttat one can assist the faitlly, particularly

younger brothers and sisters.

The wh le family throws their eight behind Charles,

_according to his mother. There is a daily sche ule that organizes Charles'

activities, my observations have led me to b 1 eve. When Charles comes

home from school he ch ges his clothes and fiktds something to eat. He

may relax for up to frty-five to sixty minuts This may be in the

form of watching TV r sitting onothe stoop (isteps) chatting with friends.

Sometimes this relax tion period grows to tw to two and a half hours

. if he goes out to pl y, usually at the neigiborhood center. hatever

the form of his rela.ation, it is followed/by a serious and dedicated

two or three hours of school work at home. This romance with the books,

I
as it were, is intrin ically motivated, a d one can only surmise that

/a
it grows out of parent 1 influences that foster a need and desire for

academic competence.

Mr. FaUkner's (Charle ' teacher) assessment that CharleS

can produce more has been 'communicated to the family and not taken lightly

by them. Their reaction t Mr. Faulkn r's assessment is one of "cultural

dissimilarity". As they exithiained, C axles has always been a good student

in behavior and academic perrmance. He has a distinct disadvantage

in that his family grew up in a diff rent culture, and thus they have

a different educational orient tion. So when other parents of American

birth can teeh their kids abou Am rican history, American literature,
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and all those things which the parents themselves grew up learning, the

West Indian parent cannot. "Therefore, there are some areas, including the

new math, that we as parents cannot contribute to." This seems to be a

serious and major area of concern for Charles' family. They feel, as

expressed by his mother, that lacking this extra:resource, Charles will

take some time to excel up to his fullest potential. She recognizes,

however, that some students do excel without parental help; she agrees that

providing the climate (books, stimulating conversation, encouragement) is

usually a positive influence, All the intellectual stimulations one can

think of were mentioned in our conversations, some of which have made their

way into Charles' home. For example, the environment is enriched by books,

electronic (mathematical) games, and intellectually stimulating dinner con-

versations.

The whole notion of a good education and facilitating

Charles' movement in that direction is a major undertaking for his family.'

Charles appears to enjoy all that his family is doing in this regard; he

does not appear to be burdened bysit all. In fact, he is the first one

to admit that developing the mind is a good thing, and he seems to regard

This came together when I observed.him in the classroom.

He was attentive, and when engaged independently in work, his concentration

was profound, with little or no regard for events that unfolded around him.

He is a remarkable student, I think, with a sense of purpose, direction, and

dedication, who has no mixed feelings about what he wants and where he

wishes to go in life.

Charles' play activity is as iltense as his academic

activity. He works up a sweat when on the field as if everything else does
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not exist. He is encouraged to have this recreation period and takes ad-

vantage of it. This kind of freedom to be authentic in any given cactivity

is the kind that was lacking in my observation of certain other boys' activities.

Charles is spontaneous, unpretentious, and totally relaxed, it seems, but

purposefully so.

His closest friend is Bill, and they spend many hours

together. But even Bill is different, when compared to Charles. Charles

seems to do a thing for the intrinsic reward; Bill seems to do it because

it is goal-related: it achieves some end other than the challenge or fun

that it presents.

Charles is valued by his friends, mostly peers at the

Barber School. He is often consulted b'y Bill, Steven, Brian, and others

about what he will be doing during any given evening; this is, I have

surmised; due to his leadership qualities. He is usually ahead of everyone

in suggesting things to do, he takes initiative to start and follow through

on_agreed-upon activities. He is friendly and never angered anyone in the

many interactionsqhat I have observed. Physically, he rivals everyone

except Steven, although he is not that far removed in size. But he has an

unusual compassion for and sensitivity to people. He listens well and is

very seldom critical of his peers. He gets along with all his friends, not

because he acquiesces, but because he is involved, likable, and fun to be

around.

He is not a bully and everyone I have solicited a comment

from seems to think he is great, even his parents and his teacher, Mr.

Faulkner. His peers respect him because he is "cool".and he is not a "jive"

or phony.
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Charles is for the most part quiet-spoken. Even though he gets excited on

the playground, he is seldom-ever boisterout.

He has the greatest admiration for his family. He finds

them supportive,-kind, lenient, strict, and very loving. He contends that

his family is proud of him and that one day he will make them prouder.

When I asked him what he meant, he said: "Well, I will be something one .day,

something great." This assured confidence and determination is not alien

to Charles. His family believes he can do it, he believes he can do it,

and my having been around him convinces me that their beliefs are realistic.

This positive self-concept is, in my judgement, responsible

for his optimistic look at life and what it has to offer him.

3. Clyde

a. At School,

Clyde is a lively youngster who is quite small for his age,
;

but commands attention because of his dynamic personality and cooperative

manner. He exhibits an unusual kind of concern for people and what they

do. My first encounter with him came when he introduced himself to me,

prior to a group meeting. "I am Clyde. My name is on the list you got."

"Great. How are things, Clyde?"

"Good."\

"We are getting set to have a meeting with all the students in the study

in a few minutes."

"Yes, I know. I will get them together for you."

"Hey man, thanks."

With this, Clyde took off and disappeared into room 302.

His attitude of assistance, concern and cooperation persisted

throughout our association of four months. Later we shall see how Clyde showed
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an interest in my observations and field notes.

b. At the Neighborhood Center

Clyde said hello to me as he entered the neighborhood

center. He waited for me and we walked to the indoor basketball court. Bill

taunted him. "He is following you around, Mr. McKenzie. He can't keep up

with me." Directing his question to me, Bill asked, "When are you going

to follow me?" I responded by saying. "Later this week."

Clyde stood on the ramp overlooking the basketball court.

A practice game was in session. He watched intently and appeared to be

enjoying himself. Many youngsters trod in and out, a few stopped and said

hello to Clyde. He appeared to be less conscious of my presence now as he

darted back and forthbetween the gymnasium and the common room. 4e came

over to me periodically to make me aware of where he WO:going to be. " I

am going to the stoops. I will be downstairs."

I followed him downstairs to the basement. About nineteen

youngsters, ages four through twelve, were engaged in as assortment of

activities, such as painting, block-building, singing, junkyard, and reading.

These youngsters were having a good time. My presence seemed not to have the

slightest effect on what they were doing. Clyde greeted some friends and

began talking. The conversation ended abruptly when someone started chasing

Clyde. He ran around the block-building room into the painting room screaming

in a kind of wild merriment. He ran past me seemingly unaware of my presence.

I moved aside. Unable to catch Clyde, his pursuer slowly retreated and re-

joined his group. Clyde slumped into a chair, obviously trying to catch

his breath.

I moved closer to him. He was panting for breath, apparently

relieved that the attack had subsided. .He sat motionless as he observed a
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game of junkyard that unfolded before him. The three players had a dice '

and board with some numbers and letters on it. The group was boisterous

and every throw of the dice was accompanied by loud screams. Less than

two minutes went by before Clyde was caught up in this game. "Hit it, Leo!",

he yelled. Clyde pulled his chair closer and i.bas soon immersed in the game.

His enthusiasm and eagerness'for Leo to win rang through as the dice became

available to Leo. "OK, Leo/ hit it g0000d!", Clyde yelled. Leo struck a

disappointing five and Clyde responded, "Oh, man:" Clyde became quiet, his

enthusiasm and eagerness for Leo to win obviously diminished. As Leo got

the dice for the fourth time, Clyde quietly said, "Bio it now Leo, do it."

Leo failed to do it. He hit a seven and fell short of the required points

to take the lead.. Clyde remained a spectator but from a greater distance

and with less concern for the game. Clyde left without the game coming to

a conclusion.

He headed towards the basketball court. He watched the

practice game in silence. His eyes followed the ball as it moved along the

court. A young lady stopped and they chatted briefly. "Hi, Clyde!"

"Norma, you said you weren't coming today."

"I got through with my homework."

"Are you playing?"

"I guess so."

With that reply she moved away. / recognized her as a student from the

Barber school.

Clyde left the game and went to the common room. The

common room is an all-purpose room. /t is large with three eating tables,

each accommodating eight or nine Chairs. A sitting area is off to the side,

occupying about one-fifth of the common room. The sitting area has a console
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television, a music box,.and a piano.

Clyde sat at one of the tables and was joined by Leo.

They both had milk and doughnuts. Clyde leafed through a novel for about

five minutes, and then gave it to Leo. Leo took the book and went through

it frantically. He finally placed it on the table and began consuming his

snack. Little conversation took place as they both ate their snacks.

The room became crowded and noisy as about a dozen young-

sters, all under the age of seven, were ushered in. Clyde was gobbling down

his snack. He apneared to be in a hurry. He finished, cleared his spot and

left. Leo did not follow. Instead, he left.his seat for one closer to two

youngsters who were seated across from him. When I left the common room,

Leo was seated attending to his snack.

I caught up with Clyde. He was seated on the railing on

the ramc, watching a-practice basketball game. I stood close by. He

acknowledged my presence with a smile. The practice game ended but it was

not long before another game began. Clyde rolled up his pants and headed

for the court. His agility was amazing. He stole the ball several times,

moved down the court with ease, but was ineffective in getting it into the

basket. Clyde is a small-statured individual and had trouble making the

height required to dump the ball in.

Clyde was aggressive on the court. He moved well, but was

unable to score. This brought ridicule from his teammates. They shouted at

him to pass the ball, share it, but he appeared not to hear and certainly

did not heed their cries. The game lasted well over half an hour and not

once did Clyde head for the sidelines. When it was all over, Clyde's name

had been called the most. He was perspiring profusely and went to the water

fountain. He was followed by other players. They all drank, but no conver-
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sations were held about the game or any infractions that may have occurred.

Some of the players left and others went to the common room.

Clyde sat in the common room and.watched television with

two of his teammates. No one spoke. It was now dark outside and youngsters

were leaving. One of the trio asked what time it was. Someone replied six-,

thirty. They continued to watch the program. Another five minutes passed

and nothing occurred.

Clyde was the first to rise. "I'm gonna split." He looked

at me and said. "Are you coming tomorrow?"

"Yes." I responded. We took our coats and left.

The walk to Clyde's house is a short three blocks. As we

hurried along, nothing much was said. I asked: "What are you going to do now?"

"do home and eat." He replied.

"What about hoMework?"

"No, I don't have none."

rDid you have a good time at the center?"

"It was OK."

We.were closing in on his home and a silence enveloped us. "See you tomorrow."

Clyde said.

"OK, I will see you then." I responded.

c. Inviolability of the Home

Clyde presented an unusual problem.. He attended all meetings

I held at the Barber school during the early phases of the research. He was

helpful, willing and cooperative.

All communications from home indicated that he was cleared

to be in the study. I observed him in school,and at the neighborhood center.

However, when I tried to visit his home, problems ensued.
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When / arrived at Clyde's house for my first visit, I

.pressed the doorbell and a male voice asked, "Who is it?" I identified my-

self and explained that I was here in connection with the study Clyde was

involved in. In a rather unfriendly manner and tone, the voice indicated

that he did not know anything about it and that I should come back when

Clyde was at home. I left.

,The second visit was no different. / was told that Clyde

was not at home, but once he got back they would find out about what was

going on. My attempts to get an audience with his father, whom I had en-

countered on both occasions, had been unsuccessful.

Clyde could not give me any explanation of what had happened.

He told me he,knew nothing of what had happened. I tried a third time, but

was unsuccessful at getting into Clyde's home.

Clyde lived less than a block from the Bather school. When

I walked him home, I sometimes stayed.on the steps or the passage way. After

he changed, he would return and spend some time on the stairs. On some occa-

sions, we would walk together on our waY,to the center.

I tried never to enter homes without parental consent or

tne explicit awareness that I was coming to visit. So with this lacking,

and the reception I had been given previously, I decided not to enter the

home while Clyde's parents were at work.

My efforts to set up a meeting to7see Clyde's parents

continued to be unsuccessful. / thought maybe I shouldidevelop a strategy

for dealing with this problem. I decided that by hanging around Clyde's

home I would surely encounter his parents. Soon, I did.

I had been sitting on the steps awaiting Clyde's return,

when a woman of about
thirty-eight came up to the door. I had not seen her
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before, but thought it must be Clyde's mother. I said "Hello" and asked her

if she was Clyde's mother. She answered "Yes", and I introduced myself.

I told her about the study and what my role was in it. I'

als told her of the difficulty I had encountered trying to sperid some time

in the home. I explained that the procedure involved my getting her written

permiision, which she had already given, and then a personal visit to get

acquainted. She denied having seen any correspondence or having given per-

mission to study Clyde.

I was unrelenting in my ciaim that the consent letter was

signed and returned. At thls point she said that maybe it was signed and

maybe she had forgotten. She futher indicated that Clyde had been etudied

many times before and they had gotten tired of it all, so maybe this had

something to do with it. Finally, she told me it was fine to Observe Clyde

in schOol and at the neighborhood center, but she and her husband would not

want me in the home.

I attempted tojeassure her that my presence in the home

was in no way intended to evaluate, Or be a threat, or anything negative.

She responded by saying that she had not thought in this regard,,but that

-

, they are a very private family and this would be an unwelcome intrusion.

Her candor was something to be admired. She came across

as an intelligent and confident woman. Emen though she held firm to her

ground and I was unable to get into the home, my feelings wee more disap-

pointment than frustration or anger. I guess her manner wds something that

helped. 4

I later made several subtle, but unsuccessful, attempts

to enter the home, before I finally gave it up.

In the''first set of notes, I desctibe interactions with
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Clyde at school and in the neighborhood center. He is in the middle group

of the eleven boys I studied because of his age and size.

First Group Second 'Group Third Group

1. Steven 1. Clyde 1. Sam

2. Bill 2. Brian 2. Roger

3. Charles 3. Winston 3. Edward

4. Leo 4. Victor

These groupings are based on a variety of criteria. First

and foremost are age and grade in school. Also, friendship patterns, even

though groups one and two seem to share members very often.

Clyde is in group two. Because of his age he is not allowed

out too late on weekends. Consequently, most, if not all, of my observations

of him occurred at school, on ,the street, or at the center.

The boys in group two presented the greatest challenge,

except for Victor. This may be an arbitrary classification system, but it

does provide sLme order and a sense of individual and group relationships.

Not much opportunity was available to observe and interact

with Clyde outside of the 'center. He did not attend the baseball games. He

did not go bicycle riding or hang around in the neighborhood. He was more

restricted, and that was expected because he was younger than most of the

other boys and considerably smaller in size.

His parents are no doubt strict, and this aCcounts for

sone of the restrictions. Clyde thought that he had a great deal of free-
--

dom, in fact more than his peers. Clyde's perceptions were based.on the fact

that he always went to the center, and stayed longer than most of his peers.

Most of these West Indian families are achievementroriented,

and nowhere is this more evident than in the academic area"s. Clyde's parents

bear this out, also. In Clyde's case, as in others, once the student is on

top of his academic work and shows promise, he is given encouragement, freedom
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to spend less time doing academic work, and positive reinforcement which often

includes more recreation (play) time.

The pride and caring behaviour of these West Indi/an parents

are quite conspicuous. Compared to the parent-child relationship/I have ob-

served within some other groups in America, West Indian parent-child inter-

actions'have some distinctive features. I will restrict myself to talking

about some of these distinctive features as I saw,them in the center city

families.

Some of the boys could not leave their homes without their

parents being aWare, preferably by word of mouth, prior to the time they

wanted to leave. A note sometimes is acceptable, a message left with an

'older sibling, or a phone call to the parent at work, are all variations.

The feedback I get from other Amexican children, as I share this with them,

is that this is too restrictive: my parents trust me to be able to take care

of myself.

The West Indian parent doeS not react in a kindly fashion

to this restrictive, lack-of-trust argument. The West Indian parent is

quick to aJscribe American .4:)ciety as a jungle and wilderness, where adults

are very cruel to children, something they claim never ever occurs in the

West Indies. They claim that, as a result, parents have to be more caring

and diligent, and if they are not, they are not good parents. Obviously,

beliefs and values are wrapped up in these philosophies, and they are of the

kind that lead to judgemental behavior. West Indians are quick ta poit

out that they care only about how their own children are trained, and

47'
haye little to say about how other groups rear their Children. But, indeed

they do; for they frequently compare and criticize, and the notion of superior/.

inferior parenting habits often emerges.
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So Clyde is getting a heavy dose of West,Indian socializa-

tion practices, many of which he will make a permanent part of his behavioral

repertoire. Being in the American culture, and having Americans as peers,

will undoubtedly erode some aspects of his socialization, but a great deal

of it will remain intact.

While I was visiting with his mother on the fron stairs,

Clyde joined us and listened to otn: conversation. His father came out and

'des about to head down the street; His mother said to his father, "Put that

shirt in your pants, 'George." The father looked around, hesitated, and.

inquired "Why?". The mother responded by saying, "Because it looks more .

,
,retpectable." NoW the father came back and placed his shirt in his pants.

This interaction could be misconstrued as the mother

being.authoritarian, domineering; nd boisy. Or the father could be seen

as non-assertive,,obedient, dependent, or not in control. But, I. saw it

. as a caring, concerned, and appropriate kind of behavior. Perhaps having

a West Indian orientation, Maybe m17 bias shows here.

However, the facts that Clyde witnessed this, and that

there was no effort made for him not to hear it, probably are the most signi-

ficant aspects of the incident; since iMitative learning is probably the most

potent socializing mechanism.

Participant observation research is a powerful tool.

Here, despite the fact that I was unable to entei Clyde's home, some

-interesting things emerged. In discussing home visits w;th students, I'

noted that they echoed the sentimels of their parents against such occurrences.

Their discomfort seemed to flow from their parents suspicion that the researcher

z-yo uld look at what they had in their homes,
and somehow judge the quality of
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,their lives by evaluating their material possessions. Such evaluations

constitute a part of their own daily procedures, and they-assured this frame

ofireference would be used by the fieldworker in assessing them.

NO wonder it consumes so much time and effort to convince

a family that one's intentiOns are honorable. Despite the admiration and

status a scientific researcher commands, among West Indians, I am convinced

that this resistance derives from something fundamental in their lives. It's

a kind of collective self-image that may be violated if a researcher comes

into the home, a giving up of something, a kind of self-disclosure. He/she

see us as we really are, and that's bad; but what's worse is that he/sh

tell someone about us7-the world maybe-- and this is threatening. If

trust had developed, the apparent threat would have decreased. But what I

received was a visceral response, a self-preserving one, ,that was consistent

- th the notion that, as human beings, we must always bein control. To be

,in control is, in essence, to be able to predict consequences. And if one

is anable to predict consequences, then one should not take a chance and

participate.

All of this is not an elaborate, conscious reasOning process. "

At best, mnst of it is semi-conscious. A series of built-in, reflective

res onses are sparked off by ceitain.stimuli, and a limited amount of thinking

and processing occurs.

Resistance to allowing me in their.homes among the parents

occurred frequently, wThe explanation for this response that I offer here.is

not intended to eliminate the additional possibility that these people may

also be exhibting the effects of overstudy, since-other research projects

Inyolv ng the West Indian group in the rAighborhood had,occurred in'recent

yealTs. But more than thi,s seems to be involved, as suggested above.



4. Winston

a. At School

Winston was newly a

Faulkner, Ms. I,ombard, Bill and Charl

m.itted t the Barber school. Mr.

\

s greeted\rne with the news of this

new West Indian lad whom they thought would be fine for the study. So I

went to room 305 and talked with Wins/ton. He was\born and raised in

Barbados, thus perfectly suited for e study. HiS roots were Barbadian.

They extended to his grandparents. We chatted about the Study in great
\

I
.

detail. He agreed to participate and indicated that he was cchfident his

parents would not object to him being in the study.

Winston is a quiet but extremely friendly youngster.

Today he appeared lethargic. He sat motionless and sbeechless for almost

all of the first hour. Occasionally, he would rest 1-C's head on the desk.

What was bothering him becane overbearing and he went the teacher.

Accompanied by another student chosen by Mr. Faulkner, he headed for the

medical station located on the ground floor. I joined jthem for the walk.

Nothing was said as Winston was obviously in pain.

Winston's visit with the nurse lasted for about twenty-

five minutes. During this time he sat slumped in a chair having refused my
I

I

offer of assistance. He did not speak, choosing instead to cradle his face

in his palm. When the visit was over, Winston spoke on y onc...., hinting

that the nurse thought his slight malady was a virus. He returned to his

class with some medicine the nurse had given him. Everyone seemed surprised

that the nurse did not send him homei

The moments following Winston's returr) to the classroom

were marked by dizziness as reported by Winston. He '1.o4ed drowsy and rested

his head on the desk for longer periods now. The ret of the class began to
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ignore him at this point.

Winston does not engage in much activity with his peers;

he is also very reserved and for the most part verbally inactive. He

seldom talks unless in.response to some question. He is polite and from

all accounts (teacher and parent) he is an academically superior student..

I surmised that the transition from a West Indian to Ameri-

can setting, with its usual adjustment problems, accounted for his behavior.

A week after the preceding observations, I decided to test this asslamption.

."Winston, how do you like it at this school?"

"It's alright."

"What are some of the things you really like about the Barber school?"

"My teacher is Okay. I like the work."

"What about the students?"

"We get along fine."

"Do you like sports?"

"Yes, but not the kind they play."

."what kinds of sports do you like and enjoy?"

"Cricket and football." (i.e., soccer)

"Do you get to play them much here in Center City?"

"No, all they play is baseball."

"How do you feel about baseball?"

"Not great."

"Why?"

"Not enough fun, and I don't like to play baseball."

"So you would like to be able to play football and cricket?"

"Yes."
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"Are you forming any teams?"

"I am thinking about it."

As we walked towards his home, Winston did not say anything, so I initiated

a second conversation.

"How about friends at the Barber school and around the home? Do you

play a lot with them?"

"I see Bill and Charles there, but we only talk and fool around. They

play different things.",

"What do you mean different things?"

"They play ball on the field and they stay out late at nights. I don't

go that much."

"You spend a lot of time at home?"

"Yes, with my books and I watch TV.a lot."

"So you spend much of your time at home?"

"Yes."

As we got to his home, Winston said goodbye and hurried upstairs.

h. In the Family Setting

Winston is a member of an extended family, sharing an apart-
,

ment, that includes his grandmother, mother, atints, and two uncles. He has

been reluctant tc, speak about his father and respecting this, I have not

pressed thia issue. His mother Appears very young (She hardly looks thirty.)

and works as a waitress. No father is known to live in the home and this

was confirmed in conversation with other family members. His uncle said,

for instance, "Winston is doing fine in school. We are all trying with him

and pool-up to get him anything h# wants." This taken with its purely West.

Indian connotations means that a collective family effort goes into providing

for Winston. This phraseology is commonly used when mothers and other extended
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family members are principally carrying the financial burden in a family.

Winston is adored by his entire family. My observations

and extrapolations from conversations lead me to believe that the family

has confidence that Winston will achieve great heights through his academic

pursuits. Educationally, Winston is hovering somewhere around average. They

(fam4y) see Winston as having the opportunity and potential to develop

intellectually into some great political figure. They are doing their best

to provide the atmosphere whereby Winston can realize his fullest potential.

Most of our conversations (the family and I). revolved

around Winston and his chances for a good education. They admire intelligent

peocle and are quick to identify.Barbadian political figures who have

captured their admiration because of eloquence and educational backgrOund.

Amid all the planning and dedication towards Winston's success is an unusual

family cohesiveness and determination. Uncles and Aunts in particular speak

of their love for him and what a good boy he has been. All along, I got the

picture ot a determined family investing in one of its members who would one

day bring them glory and handsome returns.

Winston sits through all of this with smiles and an occasional

sentence or two. He has developed a peer-like relationship with his mother,

and -often'addresses hee as "Mam", an affectionate term that can assume the

tormalized "madam" or the pidgin meaning of "mother." The origins of this

relationship I have never been able to uncover.

Winston's family is big on hospitality. I found it diffi-

cult to conduct my observation because the family found it necessary to give

me the royal treatment every time. I had to have a drink, usually alter all

f the available options had been placed on the table. I was called upon to

share.my opinions on political and educational matters. I was showed some

A
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of the newspapers that recently emerged from the West Indies and asked to

comment. Winston usually looked on, or read, or commented on what was being

discussed.

This family is a typically West Indian family in transition.

They do not have very many friends, and the few they have are of Barbadian

descent. One uncle complained to me that it is difficult meeting and relating

to ceople in Center City. He was quick to point out that this is different

when it comes to relating to a West Indian. "It's more natural, we understand

each other. We speak the same language."

Also difficult was finding places to go for fun (drinking,

dancing) , but as was indicated to me in this very poignant way, "Life goes

on, and some day we will get,what we want."

Winston is the only child and his extended family is very

supportive of his aspirations. I see parallels between this family and

other families I have known, not only west Indian, per se. Usually, as is

the case with Winston's relatives, the pattern is established by the first

generation that immigrates. They may be poorly educated, but they are hard

workers who are progressive and have definite plans for the advancement of

their children.

The adults in this home engage in unskilled labor as their

means of livelihood. One member is attending school and is assisted financially

by the others. Winston values the contributions each member of his extended

family makes. He talks of a special relationship with a married aun who

does not live in his home. She tries to give him the things he asks for

(pocket money, books, etc.) but she always insists' that he be good schdol.

She warns that if she learns that Winston is not learning his lessons, then

her generosity will end.
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Winston knows how much his family cares about him and how

well he does in school. He indicated to me that he does not want to "let

them down (disappoint them)." He would like to study hard and attend'Har-

vard, so that everyone can be proud of him. He cares deeply about his

mother.and how hard she works to provide for him. At thirteen, he shows

concern and compassion for the oplvsite sex, no doubt a result of his

socialization. He thinks his mother works very hard and mothers should

not have to go through this. He has a sense of family cohesiveness and is

committed to being.the family provider some day.

He perceives his family as a close unit, that is constantly

striving for a better quality of life, one that has a high commitment to

each other. He certainly.has a Sense of purpose, for he says that when

he becomes qualified he will seek to help the unfortundte. To what degree

these aspirations grow out of his own circumstance is not clear.

Winston is a determined young man. He has dreams that

receive attention and reinforcement. He is told that he can do it, and he

knows he has the family's support in fulfilling his dreams.

5. Bill

a. At School

Bill was born in Center City, to parents who have Barbadian

roots. He is one of the participants I spent a great deal of time with and

got to know the most. In our initial meeting he said to me, "You can study-

me, if you can keep up with me."

In class, Bill is viewed as a semi-hard worker. He sits

close to the teacher's desk. I asked him what this meant. He thought for

a moment, then responded, "I get more work done this way."

Today Bill i doing math. He is struggling with a problem
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in geometry. He stops and looks around.at Steven, who does not acknowledge

his glance. He reaches into his desk and removes a pile of papers which he

shuffles around. He appears not to have accomplished much in this endeavor

and returns the papers to their original place in the desk. It takes him

about four minutes .to refocus on his geometry.

He gets up and goes to Mr. Faulkner. Together they iron

out his problem. Mr. Faulkner's eyes are focused on the workbook. Bill

writes as Mr. Faulkner speaks. The encounter lasts for about five minutes.

Mr. Faulkner is meticulous for detail. The meeting ends and Bill returns

to hiS de'sk. He continues to work diligently.

Later the same day, in Ms. Lombard's room, Bill sits

quietly in the oval-shaped arrangement that the class had been transformed

into. Ms. Lombard is at her desk and instructs the students on what to do.

It is a history class, and students are expected and encouraged to dramati-

cally imitate the individual or event they are representing. A massacre

stimulates mournful cries from students. Few, including Bill, appear to

enjoy the lesson, for it is plagued by a kind of seriousness alien to these

students, rendering it pretentious. Bill appears to cope by looking straight

ahead beyond the walls of the classroom. He puts forth no effort at all,

unlike what I ave Observed in Mr. Faulkner's class. When the exercise

requires movement, Bill is haphazard and unenthusiastic. In our discussion

later, Bill indicates that, "The class is all right, but there is too much

movement and too many orders. No one likes those classes and we all have to

take them."

Bill is always punctual and absenteeism appears to be

rare. His teacher expressed concern that.Bill is not performing to his

fullest academic potential; this concern was also echoed by his grandmother.
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He is always tidy; he has a soft, confident tone. He is courteous and never

passes me without saying hello.

If he dislikes.someone or is temporarily annoyed with that

person, he does not conceal it. One day the Principal stumbled upon Bill and

me in the hallway. He said to Bill, "What are you doing out here this time?"

Bill moved.to the other side of the hall and mumbled something, simultaneously

avoiding the Principal's inquiring look.

Laughter appear/ to be important to Bill. He ,tells jokes

constantly. He was moved from the rear of the class to the front because on

several occasions his laughter was infectious. He complained that his peers

tell jokes which make him laugh, and he ends up being disciplined by his

teacher. But Bill is quite a popular student, who draws other students to

himself, and this seems to result in his "getting into trouble," as he

described i

b. In the Family

Bill was born to racially mixed parents when his father

was sixteen years old. The racial climate that prevailed at that time

(late sixties) did-nOt provide for open contact between the races (black

and white). Consequently, antagonism flourished between paternal and

maternal grandparents.

Bill's paternal grandtother complained of having camped

outside the maternal grandparents' residence for hours in an effort to

.communicate her serious intentions about seeingto Bill's welfare, prior

to his second birthday. It was mentioned that Bill's mother was a drug

addict,and her parents, who had young children, of their own, did not yet

apprecidtt their cross-racial grandson.
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Mrs. Leland, Bill's West Indian grandmother, initiated and

won a custody battle, thus becoming Bill's guardian. This occurred when

Bill was two years old, so he has grown to know Mr. awl Mrs. Leland as

his parents. However, the relationship between Bill and his maternal grand-

mother has improved considerably. The whole family has accepted him and

he visits them regularly:

Mr. and Mrs. Leland, whom I will refer to as Bill's

parents, showgreat concern for his development and welfare. They have a

super comfortable home and a close relationship with their son. The climate

at home is warm, and this exquisite abode is a collective attempt to offer

Bill the best in comfort.

Both parents work and all their energy revolves around

Bill and his needs. His mother attempts to foster autonomy in Bill, but

ends up doing everYthing for him. She has expressed concern about his

inability to be self-sufficient, at least domestically. He is very impatient

and avoids household chores by sleeping. This does not present any serious

problems in the home beCause the work gets done by his parents.

As we conversed, the phone rang and Mrs. Leland excused

herself. She came back after about two minutes. "I wish these girls would

leave Bill alone. They are always calling and I keep telling them Bill isn't

at home, and you think they will stop, no? I told one the.other day that--

she keeps calling and Bill never bothers to call her back--that means he

has no interest in her. You think she understands? No! She keeps calling.

If only they would leave him alone all will be well."

As the interaction continued, Mrs. Leland expressed her

fears about Bill's well-being. He runs the street, and very often she is

unaware of his whereabouts. 'She knows he is aware of drugs because it is
0
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all around him in school and in the community. She is confident that he is

not experimenting with any.

She also thinks he is aware of sex because of the company

he keeps, and the- fact that he has many girlfriends. She is not surewhether

he is having any sexual relat:!ons. She continues,to worry about him in

many areas. She knows that soon he may begin to ask questions about his

identity, his racial and cultural origins.. His friends have teased hia

about being so white when his parents are so dark. She has told him to pay

them no attention She dreads the day when a confrontation will demand that

she dwell on the past. She indicates that she will not answer his questions;

she would hate to reactivate all that hate, bitterness, and sour memories.

She stresses rather vehemently that Bill's real father would have to do it.

Bill's real father lives on thd second floor of the same house. They inter-

act, but not

Bill has a sister --really an aunt-- whom he seldom interacts

with, not because of any natural aversion, but si-nply for lack of time. Bill

spends very little time at home. What time is spent at home is characterized

by his attending to his personal matters (sleeping, homework, telephone

conversations, etc.) . He is very impatient and consequently things are done

in great haste. The rapport he has with his mother is excellent and their,

conversational interaction is usually on a mature level.

Bill respects his mother and is, to a_degree, afraid of her.

She had occasion to be called tp his school for a disciplinary problem ne was

having. It'seemed that the fad at the Barber school, among his peers anyway,

was to ?Cave largesums of money in one's pocket. Mrs. Leland noticed that

money around the houge had been disappearing (ten and twenty dollar bills),
/

tut paid no attention since thievery had not been a problem in that household.
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before. When she was summoned to school in connection with another problem,

she learned, to her surprise, that Bill's cash had been stolen. She expressed

her ignorance about this breathtaking information, and promised to investi-

ate forthwith upon her return home. Theinfortliation flowed easily, as Bill
M1

stated that he wanted to prove that his mother gives him more money than

anyone else. No disciplinary action was tkcen against him in the home, but

he was cautioned in no uncertain terms about this unacceptable manner of

acquiring money.
la 7

Bill does not like his mother to be called; and what's

worse is to have her sumponed to his school. Following this episode, he

behaved himself for several months. Mrs. Leland told Bill's teacher that

he only need mention that-4-67;7M call her ahd-Bil-I-witt-straighten up for

several weeks,
1

Bill's mother eXperiences grave difficulty when it cOmes

to getting him to produce academically. Bill can do better, she was told;

he will grow out of his present state of inertia. But her heightened

anxiety is well-founded. Bill spends very little time with his books,

he detesti reading, is yet-to demonstrate interest in any academic area,

and dqes not know what he Wishes to pursue as a career.

It was amid this kind of background that I engaged in my'

observations of Bill's behavior. Bill and I walked from class as we had

done several times before. He did not seem particularly concerned about

his peers today. As we moved along the hallway, Leo called out to him,

"Hi, Bill!. What you gonha do later?" Bill responded, 71 am going home."

We continued along, down the stairs and out into the yard.

We joined Winston,.Steven, and Charles, who were aimlessly wandering along,

seemingly unaware of our presence.
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"What you say, coconut?" (Bill to iiinston)
. ,

"Leave him alone, bean brain!" (Steven to Bill)

An uncomfortable silence gripmed Winstotl, as the rest of the.group kicked

a soda can along the sidewalk. Not much conversation occurred as we headed

N

down the street. Winston was silent. I tried to he equidistant 'lfrom Winston

and the can-kicking group, as they continued boisterously down the quiet street.

This football activity did not continue for l g. Steven

was the first one yho slowed up -- "See you later, all." He.tu ned off and

heade home. Bill and Charles continued on their why. -"I am gonna spli,t,"

and with these words, Charles left. By this time, Winston, Bill. and I O're

on our own. .Winston and Bill exchanged no words. Winston is an exceedingly

quiet student, and his recent arrival at the Barber school may have something.'

to dO with his apparent lack of enthusiasm when associating with his peerS.

We wkked for a block and a half befOre Winston said "See you tomorrow."

"Yeah," Bill retorted.
o\

Billwand I continued on the journey to his house. He

.walked rather slowly, giving the imPression that every step was methodically

calctillated. Lchose not to interrupt verbally, and he did likewise.

As we approached his gate, he looked at me and said,

"Thi is my grandmother's 1-louse. Her mother bought it when she first moved

to C ter City. My grandmother's fixed it up and eakes-care of it." '(His

grancxnother repaired it.) Bill and I stood by the gate for a while and talked.

'How many brothers and sisters do you have?"

'None:"

'You are the only one?T
g.

"Yeah,"
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"Would you like to have a brother or sister?"
.

.

"Why do you think that is?"

\
.

;,e ,"There, is more for m.e."

:How do you mean that?"
r

When my mother takes me shopping, there is more I can'get."

-

. -4 you can have more things coming to you?"

"Something like that."

"Don't you sometimes feel that you need the company, a brother or s ster

%..I'att94,pliy with?"

"/ never* thought a4oeut it; maybe." Bill thought for a moment, and then

said "Maybe,"'again.
I

and I. parted company for that period with an urder-

/

.standing we would meet later et the neighborhood center.

'Bill views.his parents and his friends as centr lures

tn his life. His motheroand father are good providers and as his sIficant

others; he thinks he cannot get along without them. He does not lik these

two worlds to clash, that of h s parents.and that af his friends. he

has a social eveht.to attend, and nis mother offers to drive nil

pick him up, he refuses.because this would be misconstrued y his

as his ..b.eing babied. When he takes )ff titiout informing his iothenere

he is going, she ...sually calls h is friends'to en-uire about him. This infuriates

him because, as he says,.it emba2rasses him.

He thinkl he has A great relationship with his parents,

especially his mother. She loves him and wants the best for him. He

aware of this and likes it, huE he th_nks she worries tco much and interferes

a greatideal. Bill thinks that he is grown .ow, and'that he can handle himself

maturely.
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His mother thinks he is at a crucial age, whereby any

number of dangers can befall him. She thinks he is not street-wise like

most of his peers, and on account of this, she likes to be aware of what he

is doing so that she can intervene before there is any danger. They don't

see eye-to-eye in this regard.

Bill is Closer to his mother than his father (grandfather),

and interacts with her more than anyone else. She takes him shopping and

responds to matters dealing with school. Even though his biological father

lives downstairs, one can say that they don't have a father-son relationship.

Because of the sensitive nature of Bill's situation, and the fact that some

things are hidden from him, I chose not to deal with this issue here or

with him.

Bill does not think highly of his school,and teachers. He

thinks the school is Okay. He does not feel that the work is interesting;

it's boring, he claims, and the teachers are not exciting. These views

parallel those held by his mother. She dwelt more on the teacher issue.

She is not satisfied with Bill's academic progress. In response to her con-

cerns and anxieties, one teacher told her that Bill would grow out of his

present state of disinterest. She was not satisfied with this, particularly,

since it has not happened. It seems to me that dissatisfaction with what

the school delivers or fails to deliver is a constant source of anxiety within

the family.

"Bill is a decent child from a good home, and I don't want him ending up'

in the wrons company."

"Yes, I understand."

"I still feel the pain of what I went through with his father. And I

am not going to let anything like that happen to Bill. That's why I tell
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him all the time to let me know where he is. I can't sleep at night w",en

he is out. I jump up all the time. His father doesn't carry the burden

that I do. I wish he would spend more time at home."

To me, these words echoed the concern and worry that is

a part of Mrs. Leland's daily life. She no doubt wants the best for her

grandson and sees this happening by her close involvement and supervision.

Billt is growing and he wants to assert his independence. Most of his friends

.do and the pressure put on him to conform. He does yield to this pressure,

as indeed he mukt as a natural part of growing up. And when he does, this

induces anxiety in his mother who does not quite see or understand the develop-

mental aspects of his behavior. But somehow a great deal of conflict does

not emerge from this; either it is tempered by love, or she understands but

finds it necessary to go through the ritual. But of all the parents I have

met and,interacted with, Mrs. Leland seemed to have thought through carefully

the possible negative impact of the,environment on her 'Son. Amidst, her worry

and anxiety is a rational base which encompabses the harsh realities of life

in Center City.

Teenage pregnancy is on the rise, inter-racial mixing is

on the upswing, drug usage is rampant in the streets and'in schools. Mrs.

Leland has had experiences in one or more of these areas, and she is acutely

aware of her own natural aversion to these dangers. She seemed bent on pro-

tecting Bill from the jaws of evil that lurk in the neighborhood.

The home is where she would like Bill to spend most of his

,time. She showed me a variety of video-electronic games that she had bought

for Bill in an effort to get him to concentrate on more home-oriented activities.

She is concerned that he is confused and doesn't know what he wants to do

with his life, especially career-wise. She has had many talks with him about
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what he is going to do with his life. She has even confronted him ,the

reality that she would one day retire from her job and he would be in )a

"boat" (precarious position) regarding the support and upkeep of himself%

Mrs. Leland, more than her husband, seems to carry the

emotional burden of Bill's wellbeing. "He is confused" she repeatedly said

to me. "He does not know what he wants to do. I have observed, questioned,

suggested, and even threatened, but to no avail. It has not helped him in

moving closer to a career goal."

His mother has thought of placing him in a private school,

but she hesitates because it may turn out to be a waste of money. She

nevertheless continues to be good to him, buys him what he wants and needs,

sends him to school clean and tidy, and hopes that all will be fine.

only Bill can find what he wants and be good at it," is her usual comment.

She is looking forward to the summer, because Bill is

'.clelxnecting a summer job. He is scheduled to work in a Court office in Center

City, a job his older uncle secured for him. She hopes Ile will find some-

thing he likes and stick with it. He is not very close to his uncle, but

they see each other occasionally.

6. Leo

a. At School

Leo was born in Boston, but his grandparents are from Bar-

bados. He readily agreed to participate in the study and was anxious to tell

his parents about it. On the day I visited room 303, Leo was at his desk

writing. From a distance of about eight feet we simultaneously raised our

hands in a gesture of friendship (the Black fist).

Leo kept on writing and was visited by a female peer. They

chatted for a while. A third student came to his desk and a three-way
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convereation sprang up. They quickly dispersed as the tea,:her finished her

business with another student and rose from the table. Leo continued to

work, but looked up regularly.

His concentration appeared to be broken after ten minutes.

He got up and moved to the rear of the class where two peers were standing.

For a few seconds he stood idly by. It was not long before he actively

participated in the conversation. The trio contirlued until they were

interrupted by their teacher. They returned to their seats and began a

class assignment.

b. An Afternoon at the Neighborhood Center

Leo sat at his desk and attended to a book that was open

in front of him. He appeared to be aware of the noisy environment that sur-

rounded him, for he looked up periodically. For brief moments he chatted

with his neighbors, Victor and Joanne. He left his desk for about five

minutes and was seen holding a cupboard door. He wandered off to the window

section if the classroom and began talking to a female peer. When he

finally returned to his desk he began a frantic search'for his paper-punch.

He almost ttrned his desk up-side-down. He threw up his hands in disgust.

He continued to unpack his books no If; books and papers were on his desk

44
and papers were on the floor as he continued cleaning. As dismissal time

approached he began stuffing papers back into his desk: He 'picked up

those on the floor and threw them into_the waste paper basket.

Leo left school for the day with a few books in his hand.

He ran into many friends in the hallway. He meandered along the crowded

hallway, often coming to a complete halt to either talk or await his turn

in the exiting process. L kept ae close as I could to Leo, without really

4f1

violating his space.
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We arrived at the first floor accompanied by a grouc of

'boisterous youngsters who looked elated by this routine acquisition of

freedom. Leo headed out the door without waiting for, or saying goodbye,

tq anyone. We walked along the crowded sidewalk where it became quieter.

"How were things at school today?" I inquired.

"Pretty good," he replied..

The short block and a half were almost completed.

I spoke again: "What are your plans for this evaning?"

": don't know. If my mother lets me, I will be at the center."

With this we parted.

I went Zo the center but found no one from my research

egroup. I settled on a sofa in the common room and looked over my field

notes for the day.

Suddenly, there was a noisy influx of youngsters. It must

have been a dozen or so youngsters who flooded the building. Some headed

for the basement, others the gymnasium and yet others the common room.

searched the accessible areas of the center, but did not find Leo or any

of the other participants. I inquired about Leo, butlwas, unable to secure

any information about his'whereabouts. As I was returning from the painting

room, I ran into Victor and Leo. They had just entered the building and Were

checking in with the floor supervisor.

Victor went to the basketball court and Leo headed for the

basement. I decided to follow Leo. Leo caught a youngster's head under his

arm and would not let go despite the victim's protests. The armlock did

not appear to be dangerously tight, but the youngster protested vehemently.

A junior counselor interceded on the youngster's behalf and Leo let him go.

The counselor scolded Leo and told him not to interfere with the youngster

again. Leo walked away and shook.his head indicating he understood.
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victor had now joined Leo and together they took a seat at a corner table

in the game room. They were joine'd by another lad and a game of junkyard

began. Leo shot the "boggle chips" and the game was in full swing. The

third youth stood idly as Leo and Victor played. Victor appeared to be in

deep concentration while Leo scribbled repeatedly on a pad and laughed. The

game stopped abruptly. Leo ran off and was followed by Victor. They returned

after about iHminute and the game resumed. 1"I am back.fresh" yelled Leo.

gt.

Onqe again Victor was in deep concentration. Leo was making all kinds of

unusual sounds. "Yeah; buzzi, buzzi. This one is mine. We can take it."

Victor did not pay any attention to Leo, as he continued his shouting.

Leo suddenly turned the desk into a drum. He was beating louder and disrupting

the game. The third player was the first to get up. Victor followed. The

game had ended short of its completion. Leo chased Victor around the basement.

They stumbled (Direr a stack of toys in -the toy room. A few younger kids

looked up in amusement. They ran upstairs into the gym area.

When I got upstairs, Leo and Victor were standing near

each other. As I joined them, we were also joined by Bill. "The girls

game,is offe" Leo informed Bill

"How come they are not playing?" Hill inquired.

"/ don't know. They told me it's called off."

Bill left without saying anything. Viqtor followed him.

Leo grabbed a basketball and began bouncing it. The junior counselor was

in the doorway looking at Leo disapprovingly. He spoke to ,Leo after about

forty-five seconds of observation. "You know better than that."

Leo looked up and seemed displeased by the counselor's .

presence. "Better than what?" Leo replied.
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"Balls on the court 9ply." Leo looked at him, ignored him

for a brief moment, and then threw the ball onto the court.

He ran onto the court where he resumed bouncing the ball.

A practice game which was in progress seemed to cause him to abandon his

own effort. By this time it had become' ark and most of the young people

had left or were leaving. Leo called out o a young peer, "What's happening?"

The young man replied, "Nothing much." Leo ra up the ramp towards the

. common room. He took his coat and headed for the door. Our company parted

for that day when he said, "See you tomorrow."

c. Reflecions on Leo's Home Life

Leo is a serious and reserved yotngster. Even though he

plays on his way home from school, he does not linger like most of hisileers.

He hurries home as though there is sdNe penalty if he does not. Many times

when I attempted to engage him in conversations after school, he insisted

that he had to go. / did not know what to make of this so I asked him if he

had sometning important to do after school at home.

He said, "No." But,went on to add that his mother likes

him to come straight home after school. Another thing that puzzled me was

'his manner wheneve4I accompanied him home. When we approached his building,

he exhibited gestures of dismissal or goodbye. He appeared reluctant to

have me follow him on several occasions. On those occasions when I accompanied

him from the ground floor to his third floor apartment, the interaction

switched so rapidly that I was dumbfounded. Leo did not speak, and it was

as if I were not there.

We would go up to his door, I would follow him, and once at

the door he would say "Bye!" and leave. This happened at least four or five

times. We even stood briefly at the door and talked, but never was I invited
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in. Sometimes when we were together, some of the other students would men-

tion that I had visited their homes. Once Bill asked, "Leo, when are you

going to have Mr. McKenzie over?" Leo shrugged his shoulders and said, "I

don't know."

All of this was not making sense to me. I did not want

to confront Leo with my perceptions and observations, but thought I should

ask him when I might be able to come over. But beforf I did, I wanted to

check things out just once more.

The day before this intended check out, I was at Bill's

house and got into a conversation with his mother. She wanted to know how

I was coming along aftd if I was gettinghe cooperation of all parents. She

seemed particularly interested in Leo and described him as a %poor thing."

I inquired as to what she meant. She revealed that Leo had received some

severe floggings from his mother and that this was common knowledge. Also,

-
I learned that Leo's mother had had everal episodes of psychiatric problems

and had been treated medically. This was valuable information because it

somehow confirmed my hypothesis that something was indeed strange. My

intention now was to meet with Leo's parents to get permission to enter the

home for observation.

I asked Leo to ask his mother to suggest a good time for

me to drop by to chat with her. Twice I reminded Leo, and he did not have

an answer for me. The third time / checked with him, a week and a half

after I had asked him to bring it up to his mother, he told me that she

could not see me during the week because she was tired after work. He said

he did'not know about the week-end, but that he was going to check. The

family has no phone, and I was trying not to be pushy, so I relied on Leo.
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A week went by and Leo had no answer for me. He said

he had forgotten. I tOld him I was going to stop by on the weekend to

see his mom. So, that Satuiday afternodn I stopped by.as I had promised.

I knocked several times on the door, but there was no response. A radio

was playing and I could smell the doma of fried chicken coming from the

apartment. It was approaching twelve minutes, but I kept knocking every so
et., 4

ofteu. Finally someone came to the door. After exchanging the necessary

soCial niceties, I ldarned that this was Frankie's mother. She is of dark

complexion, in her early fifties, and a jovial, slightly overweight, well-

spoken person. She explained that the radio had been playing, and she was

in thiditchen preparing food,for a party Leo was to attend that afternoon.

I explained to her who I was, and asked if it would be

Okay to stop in'a few times to sit and chat with Leo. She said she though

it might be fine, but right now Leo was.busy with other things, and she was

working, which m#de it kind of difficult right now. She hinted that possibly

later"when it had begun to warm up. This was 44, April -- and I supposed
,

she meant June or July.

This was a crushing blow to my efforts,-but I continued

to see Leo in the community, mostly at the center.

As I observed Leo's behavior, he gaVe the impression that

he lacks spontandity. It appears that he is not really Motivated by forces

from within himself, but by external forces. Even when he is playing with
a&

his peers he seems to be psychologically someplaVt else. This was clearly

exemplified in a game that Clyde, Leo, VictOr .and another, youngster were

playing,

It was a card game involving two opposing teams. Winning

required teamwork, observation of opponents' strategies, and countering them.
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So a great degree of cohesiveness,nd interdependence were required of same-:

team metbers, a kind of psychological closeness. Unity around tasks was

also necessary and,present, as / notied, in the team that opposed Leo and

Clyde.

Leo and Clyde's team was losing miserably and not without

reason. "Come on, Leo!" Clyde would'say when it came his turn. "Look at

the game!" he kept saying to Leo. Leo's eyes followed what was taking place,

a

but he was someplace else. For the ducatiOn of the game (twenty-five minuteN

Leo's attention seemed elsewhere, and Clyde did not hesitate to call on him

repeatedly to concentrate on the game.

This was not something new for me to observe about Leo.

At the center, during basketball practice gathes, he very often checkedowith

me regarding the time. This must mean something, and I hypothesized from

the report about his motfier's rigidity that maybe he has to conform to very

strict deadlines about being home when he is outs:..de playing.

I confronted him in an effort to make sense of these

observations. I did this by pointing out to him that it seems as though

he is always concerned about time. He did not respond immediately; he thought

for a moment and then said, "Yeah." So I inqUired further; "Could you tell

me some more about this?"

"My mother lets me out of the house to play, but I have to get in early

to do my schoolwork and help around the house."

"So what happens if you don't get back on time?"

"Nothing. She gets mad at me."

"When she gets mad at you what happens?"

"Nothing." He thought for a moment and then said, "I may get grounded.'

"What do you mean?" I inquired.
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"I won't get to come out for a few days."

"And how does that make you feel?"

0
"Not too goo,.."

Ao summed it up himself and I will embellish it by

suggesting that ne appears to be lacking in self-esteem. He 'frequently

talks about his inabilitysto be successful at the things he does. It is

not evident wnere this lack of self-confidence originated. I nevei secured

(--
entry into his hciMe, so the dynimics of his family interactions were never

observed. He gives the impression of being marcinal in his involvements,

always he seems on the periphery of what is occurring,

He likes and enjoys his friends. Most of them know that

he does not always get to come out, and they seem to accept this. He is

liked despite his inconsistencies in terms 'of not always being with his peer

group or having to leave when they are engaged in some important activity.

When asked what he looks forward to in the future, Leo

almost instantly talks about getting tO and through high school. Further

,exploration of this revealed that he is after the independence associated

with high school completion. He has at least five years until nigh school

graduation, so I became interested in why ihe haste, why was his mind already

five years down the road? But, our conversations did not ,yield_much in

understanding this topic. He talked rather disjointedly of Wanting to have

"school over with, and wanting to do'different things because there are many

,thlings ytt to do. So we moved in a circle wiVlout any definitive conclusion.

Leo takes school seriously and may indeed be one of the

best students in his class. He works hard academically, and, even though

he takes time off for in-class socAlizing, he is a well-behaved and resporr-

sible student. He responds to his teacher's questions with confidence, and
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his in-class decorum is admirable. He seems to be in control when in the

classroom, and his spirits appear high.

The contrast between Leo's classroom behavior and his de-

meanor in extracurricular activities is striking. The classroom appears to

legitimize what he does, and who he is; his being seems to take on new

meaning in this environment. He is more spontaneous, less uptight, and more

self-directed, compared to how he behaves on the playground.

Working with Leo was a pleasure. The experience was filled
4401.

with personal satisfaction, mostly because of the high quality of our inter-

personal relationship. It raised an interesting issue ihvolving "ethi.,Eal

neutrality."

4.s

No doubt, Leo finds himself in a predic4ment that forces

him to grow up faster than ais peers. It is a situation-; or more precisely

a dilemma, that i
(

thbrought About by environmental rather an personal factorsT-----)

It has to do with his home environment, and the possibility that he may be

physically and, psychologically.abused. The situation is a matter of public

knowledge, one that outsiders know about by piecing things together,'rather

than from some explicit or observable interaction.

4
Leo and I have talked around tne issue, but becaus,r, of nis

obvious discomfort, I desisted'from extracting anything from him. This

affected our relationship because h.! wanted someone to talk to, he needed

,someone to relate to; but these impulses were accompanied by a kind of fear

or nervoushess (maybe he would be discovered), that gave rise to game playing,

facades, and at times, superficial interactions.

Having sensed this, I Was able to reassure him that he

was safe with me, and he did not have to talk about things that he didn't

feel comfortable dealing with. This brought a tremendous relief and release,
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and our relationship took on a different form and course. Leo became more

relaxed, he appeared less fragmeniWand more alive.

Some participant observation researchers have questioned

to what degree should a researcher participate in the unlawful acts of the

group under study? Various answers have emerged, but no general consensus

exists, as far as I am aware. My question on "ethical neutrality" involves

the same domain. How neutral should a researcher be, or what ethics should

be employed when reasonably sure that the rights of another individual

are being violated? No.auidelines, as far as I am aware, exist for dealing

with this situation. One's conscience must dictate.

As I engaged in soul-searching, I decided that the first

law is to be sure of one's charges. A major concern must be the adequacy

of the data in.one's possession on the specific issue. Does it have to be

a blatant violation before action is taken? Well, in this case, I was more

.angry than anything else. I also asked myself what consequences would result

for the student if I acted and was unable to sustain my charges, or if my

initiative did not result in the removal of the victim from his harmful

environment? Would he be in better or worse condition?

Correct answers do not immediately suggest themselves.

To remain distant is not always the best solution. To get involved and to

advocate on behalf of the victim can often be counterproductive. This was

the dilemma that presented itself to me. Had the situation been different,

a counseling interaction, for instance, maybe my behavior would have been

different. But in "letting sleeping dogs lie," I may have done the best

thing, or maybe not. The dilemma still haunts me.

My efforts to enter Leo's home were fruitless. I was never
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given a clear refusal, only subtle hints that maybe it wasn't the best

thing to do. Often during the phase of gaining the entry to homes, I was

tempted to say to the parents, "Now cut the bull shit! I see your game:

why can't you come out and say 'No! We don't want you in our home!'!! But

no, in these circumstances, there has to loe a facade or part of a game. The

British are notorious for game-playing, all in the name of politeness. You

can't be- direct, you need to dress your answer up, disguise it; no one should

"call a spade a spade."

It may be presumptuous to suggest that I failed to be

admitted because ther was something to hide at Leo's house, i.e., the widely

accepted, but unproven charges of abuse. The proposal is tantamount to the

"fox calling the grapes sour," because I could not gain entry: Suffice it

to say that L. believe a prodigious amount of data was lost by my being unable

to observe in the home setting.
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7. Victor

a. At School

Victor was born in Center City, but his grandparents are

from Barbados. Victor is a small-statured youngster, quite short and light

for his age. He is friendly and obedient as exemplified by his willingness

to do things for his teacher and his peers. Victor is for the most part a

quiet individual. Often he gives the impression of being unconcerned about

events occurring around him. As I got acquainted with him and his family

structure, I understood that his upbringing is to some degree responsible

for this apparent indifference to events as they unfold around him. The West

Indian cultural influence is what I am talking about here. Victor very seldom

invades the privacy of others. He waits to be invited 'pefore participating

even in a conversation,,especially with'adults.

In class, he moves around moderately. Today, for instance,

he left his desk only once in a half-hour period. He spent some time at

Clyde's desk. They-are friends and neighbors in the community. They talk

several times in class each day.

Victor wanders off and in this process he stops to talk with

a peer. They arm wrestle for a while, but are disturbed by the teacher be-

fore a winner could emerge. ',Victor is also a hard. worker. I have watched

him tackle math problems with the intensity and determination with which he

plays the drums at music practice. He would sit and work laboriously. Today,

for instance, Victor kept struggling with a math problem. He did some calcu-

lations, wrote, cancelled what he wrote, wrote again and finally sought his

teacher's help. He returned to his-desk after about three minutes with the

teacher. He began to write again. He appeared less intense but quite deter-

mined to solve the mathematical problem.
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A few moments elapsed and Victor was still working with the

math problems. Finally, he closed his bocks and placed them in his desk

drawer. I was to learn later that he had been working on a series of problems

and'had experienced difficulty with some. However, he had completed more

than was required of him that day, so he retired when the going got rough.

Participation observation
research can place one at a dis-

advantage in acquiring certain data. For instance, the position from which

one observes may cause one to perceive an occurrence in ways other than those

in which it is actually happening. It is essential that the fieldworker clarify

(post facto) with the respondent what did in reality occur or what s/he was

doing that may have been missed.

On the next observation day, Victor was seated at his desk

working when / entered the classroom. He was frequently
interrupted by his

Peers and took time off from his assignments to chat with them. He appeared

to be a popular
student,,ludging from the many visits he received. Within a

ten minute period, Victor talked to three visitors and made two visits of his

own. He can be playful at times. I observed two students, in separate inter-

actions, touching his hands and rubbing his neck and back. This notwithstanding,

Victor makes time for his class assignments.

As the end of the day approached, Victor cleared the top of

his desk and packed some books neatly inside. Once classes were dismissed,

he made his way out of the crowded building without lingering. Not much was

said as he made his way out. Some studenta called out at-him_but these greetings

did not result in conversations.

Victor and I left the school and embarked on the two-block

walk to his home. He is usually quiet when I am around and gives one-syllable

responses when asked a question.
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"How were things at school today?"

"Fine."

"Did you enjoy classes today?"

"yeah.'

"Anything different happemn in class today?"

"No, the same old stuff."

Our conversation came to an 'end as we approached Victor's gate.

"When can I see you again?"

"I don't know. I got spelling to do today."

With this Victor said "Bye" and left.

I went to the center and found Clyde already there. We

greeted each other and Clyde explained that he was expecting Victor and Leo.

I sat with Clyde as he watched television. Clyde appeared immobilized by the

absence. of his close companions. He did not go to the gym, nor did he join

his peers in the basement. When Leo showed up, Clyde was obviously delighted.

"What happened to you?" Clyde inquired. Leo shrugged his shoulders and said,

"Couldn't come before now." With this, they headed to the basketball court.

The crowa'at the practice game was huge. Kids were running around screaming
P

and yelling. The noise seemed excessive. The crowd included students from

the Barber school and the high school. Clyde and Leo stood by watching the

crowd as it swelled. They were talking to the group and viewing the game

simultaneously.

Leo and Clyde retained membership in this group for about

twenty-five minutes. Clyde was the first to leave, followed by Leo, fiVe

minutes later. Thf high school youngsters had been expressing fears about an

upcoming basketball game. Leo and Frank made little contribution to the

entire conversation.
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b. At Home

I met Victor on the street a few yards from his home. He

walked me to the door and offered to let me in while he put his bicycle away.

I suggested that he put,his bicycle away while I waited for him.

He rejoined me after a brief absence and we headed upStairs.

Mrs. Miller called out to us and before long we were joined by. her. She shared

with me a newsletter that.described a project having to do with Black and

White students at the Barber school. It was something to do with a cultural-

educational project aimed at racial harmony.

Our conversation was about race and prejudice. Mrs. Miller

told us about a four-year old White student she had in kindergarten. She

reported that the child refused to sit next to a Black student, as he had been

instructed. When the parents came to pick the child up that evening, she com-

plained and got no satisfaction. The parents vehemently denied teaching the

child such behavior, but insisted that their child should be allowed to do

what he wanted, if no one was harmed-in the process.

As she spoke of this past event, she seemed emotionalfy

traumatized. This pointed to the fact that if the child behaved that way at

such a young age, it must come from the home. And to argue that the child be

allowed to do what he wanted was the "straw that broke the camel's back."

She evidently saw through the parents facade and was still infuriated by it.

At this point she turned to Victor and continued her remarks.

"We have lived in this community for many years, and we have had racial tensions.

It has gotten bad in the last few years. This would not be good for the stu-

dents. I teach my child not to hate: all people are good and bad. You have

to find the good in peoplee which is in all races. Parents must teach their

thildren not to hate on the basis of race."
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Victor was looking at his mother intently. He must have

heard this before; in all my asSociations with him, the race issue never came

up. He-spoke to the White students in his class; but I don't think he has

any White friends.

We have talked about race and prejudice, but usually sUeh

conversations do not get very far. For him, race mixing only occurs in the

school environment, where it is superficial and structured. He is certainly

aware of racial differences and prejudice. The latter he defines as a dis-

like for one of another race, but deep racial disharmony issues are alien to

him. He has a kind of openness that allows one to think that he has not had

any negative race encounters, and his home environment has exposed hiM to the

positive things about race relations in this country.

This has its positive and negative consequences. For one

thing, Victor may indeed have a rude awakening when hit with racism and bratant
iPP

prejudice. On the poSitive side, not being fed negative things about race

relations here in America may indeed prevent his being hung-up on race. Thus,

0
when a denial of opportunity strikes him, he will be able to level-headedly

analyze, reflect and get undistorted information about whether it's something

"out there" (prejudiced people) or something inside, e.g., his attitude,

behavior, educational deficiencies, etc., that is getting in his way.

Victor is the kind of person one can become attached tg.

He is easy-going and quiet. I have no notes of him offending anyone, inad-

vertently or otherwise. He is charming and likeable. He has a great relation-

ship with his mother. He is trusted by her and his judgement is respected.

Victor gets along with his friends, probably because he is

intelligent, sensitive, out-going, and generous. I spent a great deal of
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time with him and at his home. He is not an enigma, and getting to know him

can be quite easy. He does not like to be overwhelmed; this causes him to

withdraw. He does not impose himself, his feelings, or his opinions on others.

tlfe

He is mannerly, considerate, and a fine youngster.

He was always on time for our meetings, and never failed

to return my phone calls. According to my records, his personal data

questionnaire was the first to be completed and returned.

Victor is not aggressive. He is low-keyed, and this seems

to work for him. If there are any negative sides to this boy, they certainly did

not surface in my dealings with him.

Here is a young man whose home climate is conducive to

healthy intrapersonal and interpersonal development. He is offered a home

climate that can and should enhance his performance in school.

If one is looking for congruencies between home and school
VI

climates that seem likely to enhance educational attainment, then the Miller's

home environment, in my opinion, should dovetail with the school's in iust

that way.

This student is exposed to a variety of positive behaviors

within his household that Victor clearly responds to favorably. It would be

interesting to find 'out what impressions his teachers have had of him over

the years.

On another afternoon, I waited for Victor in the hallway.

As soon as school was dismissed, some classed moved through the hallway quietly,

others trotted, yet others were boisterous. It was difficult to make my way

towards Victor. When I managed to reach him we were on the ground floor.

We walked out of the school compound accompanied by one of Victor's peers.

We walked along for a brief moment before the youngster branched off for his
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home. "See you by the Center, Victor," he said. "I am coming at four."

We continued on our way to Victor's home. No words were

exchanged. I asked Victor how his day was.

"Fine."

"Did you do anything different or unusual today?"
\-

"No, the same olA\stuff."

In class, Victor is usually active, both verbally and

physically. I have begun to notice that he is generally quiet when we interact

in the field. Even when his peers are around he does not verbalize a great

deal. When we got into his home, Victor offered me a seat and left to change

his clothes.

Victor is a member of working middle-class family. His

father is a shipper, who is seldom home. Mrs. Miller works in the kindergarten

wing of the Barber School. Victor also has an older sister.Who is an elemen-

tary school teacher.

Mrs. Miller exhibite4 interest in the project from the

\

moment she learned about it. I was asked to come by and see her the day after.

I met with Victor. She listened intenticy and gave her approval almost immediately.

We have talked regularly since.

Victor and I were sitting in the living room when Mrs. Miller

came in: "Hello, Mr. McKenzie!" I resPonded and then thanked her for

allowing Victor to be a part of our study. This was my first visit to the

Miller's home and this recognition was ijn order and reassuring.

Mrs. Miller inquired if Victor had something to eat. He

indicated he had. She left after telliling me to be comfortable. Victor and

I resumed oUr small talk about sports nd school matters.
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I came to this research project with a psychological back-

ground. Consequently, I am aware that my presence in the home of a family

cannot be inobtrusive, that it undoubtedly influences and alters the behavior

of family members. It would not be unreasonable to expect that parents would

want their children to exhibit circumspect behavior.

I felt and observed this to be true. The spontaneity that

flowed in our out-of-home interactions was lacking once I entered the home,

more so when parents and older siblings were part of the scene.

- My familiarity with West Indian culture prepared me for a

variety of culturally-related behavior, especially in response to my presence

as an observer. I was not quite sure how to circumvent this problem., I did,

however, try to put families at ease. I emphasized and re-emphasized that my

interest was not to evaluate any aspect of the home situation, but merely to

understand the climate in the home:

At one home, for instance, a parent participated in a

41.

forty-five minute session with her son, which left my respondent visibly shaken.

She commented on his speaking habits, the way he sat, and his unusual mannerisms.

I am convinced that this is not the usual behavior of this family. My presence

seemed to elicit such behaviors.

For the remainder of the time, Victor and I stood by the

gate to the yard, and he played with two small children from next door.

Victor resisted the idea of going to the center this evening,

because he had a heavy load of homework. He wanted to "chill out" (relax and

revitalize himself) before settling to do these assignments

Victor and I spent several minutes outside and nothing eventful

occurred. It seems that when he is playing with his classmates'on the field
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or at the center, more emerges both verbally and nonverbally. Even though'

he is not intimidated by his mother's presence, very little comes out in the

form of conversation. He would answer any question I put to him, usually

monosyllabically.

Victor indicated to me that he was going upstairs to start

his homework. I decided to go with him. Victor's bedroom is off from the

living rooms. He got his books and sat in the living room as he did his

wor.k. Sometimes he works in his room, but he thought since I was there he

would work outside.

Victor began to do his homework. For the first fifteeen

minutes or io, he was immersed in his math; occasionally he would look up

at me and smile. Mxs. Miller came out and inquired if we wanted something

to drink. We said we did and she brought us some Koolaid. Victor continued

to work, but stopped intermittently to drink his Koolaid.

He did not speak, but occasionally he would hiss and throw

his hands out, as if in disgust, but he would continue to work. He continued

-
to work throughout the time I was there. When I was leaving, he indicated

to me that he was nearing completion.

Victor occupies a special place, the younger child living

at home, in the Miller family. He knows that his older sister is grown and

that she has chosen to leave. He says she does-not visit often enough, even

.though he sees her often in the community; it.is not the same, he admits.

The family is close, they do manS, things together, but Victor seems to 6e

aware that at one time there was an additional person around and he probably

remembers and cherishes those memories.

His parents foster independence in Victor. He is given the

freedom to come and go as he pleases, but often I have observed him keeping
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his mother abreast of his activities. He has to observe a stimulated time

for getting home at night. His independence can be illpstrated in many ways.

He has his own key to the house; he locks up in the morning and lets him-

self in in the evening. He chooses his own clothes to wear most days. He

is allowed, to make important decisions that pertain to himself. He is even

consulted in important family decisions. Victor feels that he is an importanb,_

.tart of the family decision-mechanism.
He is treated in a very mature way by

his mother. Instead of saying, "Victor, you will have to do this or that,"

the message usually is "What do you think of this?" or "How would you like

to do this?" I get the sense that the feelings, opinions and concerns cf

7ictor are highly regarded in the home.

Victor perceives
his family as a caring, sharing and lovable

group. Though they are strict when it comes to his academic work, he is not

burdened by the books. He is encouraged to be responsible in academic matters,

and sometimes his parents have to get ttern with him regarding his lessons;

tut for the most part, he attends to his work. He is an average student;

consequently, he
sometimes has to work harder and for longer hours than some

of his peers. There are no
restrictions on his play activity. He is expected

to comehome after school, have a snack and then attend to his homework. If

time is then available before
dinner, he then goes to the center for play activity

-Victor has a well-defined sense of who he is. His academic

goals are not clear; to some degree he takes each day as it comes. He tries

to master academic problems as they emerge,
but he is not quite sure of what

they all amount to. He has a somewhat short-term
perppective; he focuses on

the here and now, and just lets things naturally unfold. It.is not'c4iite

complacency, nor is it nonchalance; it acpears to be a one-day-at-a-time
attitude
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His friends are important to him, indeed they are an...integral

part of his world. He makes time for them both at school and at the center.

He has indicated to me that he likes and enjoys his friends. On weekends he

may interact with his peers on Saturday, but Sunday is usually spent at home

apart from attending church and infrequent visits to family friends. So, on

Mondays he is usually anxious to see and interact with his peers.

He could not recall for me-anyone that did not like him at

the Barber School or in his neighborhood. Most of the kids he said are "Okay"

though some are "stupid." From my observations he anpears to be popular. Most

students, even the older ones, call oue to him frequently.

S. Sam

a. At School

Sam is an eleven-year-old sixth grader, born in Center City

and of Jamaican extraction. He appears to be a hanny-go-lucky youngster who

is often in a relaxed mood. He pays attention to his lessons but gives the

appearance of boredom. His membershin in the remedial reading group appeared

to make him uncomfortable. He carried a frown on his face, and displayed

unwillingness when his turn came to read. He scratched his head, looked

around, hesitated, and then began reading inaudibly. Once he got started,

he apneared to gain momentum and his heart was in the exercise. With seemingly

great enthusiasm, he completed his turn. He remained very quiet while the

others read, his eyes roaming the classroom. Sam ignored the teacher's warnings

to follow.in his textbook, choosing to remain non-participatory. Once again

the frown appeared on his face.

Following the r4ading exercise, Sam returned to the larger

class where he immediately engaged in what appeared to be non-related class

activity. He took out a few sheets of paper from his desk which he carefully
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concealed and oassed to a peer. His peer placed them in his desk and was

observed peeping into his desk. Sam told me later that the papers were some

drawings he brought from home. They were not vulgar, but he feared his teacher

would confiscate them so he did not take any chances.

My visit with this sixth-grader continued into a second hour.

Sam was attentive as his teacher spoke to the class. When the class was left

to work on its own, he performed well. He was studious, attended to his work,

and resisted the temptation to idle.

On my second visit, Sam sat quietly at his desk and looked

straiiht at the teacher'. He tapped his reighbor on the leg; bUt the neighbor

ignored him and continued transCribing from a textbook. Sam's neighbor even-

t.

tually looked up and they chatted briefly. Sam got up and moved to the window.

j

He picked tin Rupert (a stuffed dummy), and walked back to his desk. He pla&bd

Rupert on the desk in a kind of public display. He continued his act With

Rupert, sitting him down on the desk cr some students and placing him in the

faces of others. None of.the students registered a complaint with the teacher.

,Sam examined Rupert intently. He meandered in the vicinity

of the teacher's desk. His aimlessness caught the te,4acher's eyes. She ordered

Sam to return Rupert to the window. He hesitated briefly, but complied with

the order.

Sam returned to his desk, but within minutes he was again

wandering around the classroom. He appeared more committed to his work when

under supervision. Without it, he frequently got up from 'his desk and went

off unannounced. Some of his activities around the classroOm I can only describe

as "pseudo-scholarly investigative behavior." For example, he read the globe

or the charts on the wall. He browsed through books in the classroom library. .
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I asked him what all this meant, and he responded, "Fun." He rejected my

suggestioh,that this "pseudosCholarly behavior" was a strategy aimed at

' concealing his mischief.

This second visit concluded my observations of Sam in the

classroom setting. It was followed by an unstructured interview aimed at

bringing some closure to this phase of the study.

My interviews were not clinical in nature. They occurred

most frequently after rapport had been established. They allowed me to
H

clarify and sort,my hunches about the respondent and gaye him an opportunity

to confirm or deny my ideas about,him.

b. A Sheltered Adolescence

Sam's home Was One of the most difficult to penetrate. All

indications were that the family was willing to have me study Sam in all three

locations (home, school, neighborhood). My first set of notes described him

in the school setting.

The first time I visited his home, his mother greeted me

on the veranda. I was not invited in, but we chatted out there for several

minutes. I explained who I was and reminded her of the permission slips and

project explanation letters we had sent to her. She dcknowledged all that

I was saying as having occurred.

The next issue involved my coming to the house to interact

with Sam. She was very emphatic in making me aware that this would not be

poslable'. Mrs. Leighton did not say I was not welcome in the home. She indi-

catecIthat Sam was so busy that My coming into the home would somehow prevent

him from accomplishing things at :home.

"Ho, ho!" l'interruPted. "I am not coming to interfere

with his work or that, of the iamily.. I am only going to sit around, so that
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I can get a feel for the family interactions; I will only observe your faMily,

that's all. I am not evaluating, judging the family or anything like that."

'I found her to be a very articulate woman; she looked me straight in the

eyes as she spoke. Her British West Indian accent brought an unusual emphasis

to her words. She continued, "Sam has lots of things to do at home and on

week-ends we qo to church and visit our family. You can see him in school-

and when he is outside." With this last remark, I was convinced that she did

not want me in the home. Sam very seldom plays in the street or at the center.

In fact, I recall seeing him only once outside of his home, talking with two

friends.

I explained to Mri. Leighton that the school was the place

we made contact with,Students and that the observations in the classroom were

for that purpose; consequently, the most meaningful observations for our pur-

poses will occur in the home and community. I also pointed out to her that

I had not seen Sam at the center very often, or on the playground. Thus, I

'was concerned that in the crucial areas of the home and community I might not

be able to work with him. She shook her head as.if to say, we do have a problem:,

I watched and waited, giving her a chance to procesS and digest what I had said.

The silence was becoming uncomfortable. "Well, I don't know what to say," I

finally allowed. My intention was not to corner her or box her in. When I

was sure that she would yield nothing else, I decided to give her some extra

time; maybe this would facilitate movement in the right direction. So I said

to her, "I understand I may have caught you by surprise and you may need some

time to think this over." /t was now-her chance to reSpond and maybe get

us out of the Stalemate. Thirty seconds elapsed and she was still thinking.

When she spoke, it was Softer than the tone to Which I had 'grown accustomed.
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"Maybe we should talk again about this." With this, I

thanked her and asked if I could speak with Sam. She did not seet pleased

by this request, but said, "Certainly.". At this paint she left me standing

outside as she retreated inside. From where .1 stood, I could see inside the

apartment. The kitchen was very tidy, located off a modest living room. No

signs of'affluence were evident, but the comfort of a low7to-middle income

family were evident.

In a sense this was a humiliating experience, the way the

resistance manifested itself, I concluded that the decision had been made
0

that I was not welCome in this home. I was an outsider, an intruder.

suspected that my conclusions might be premature. If they felt strongly

about my not coming into their home, then they should communicate'this in

precise terms. As long as this was not done, my chances of eventual entry.

remained alive. So I decided to stick with it.

I was lost in my own-thinking for three.or four minutes

before Sam came out. He said, "Hello," and I returned the greeting.. I

asked him how he was feeling and he responded with an "Okay." From where

we stood, I could see his mother sitting; she was in hearing distance of us.

Convinced that sh was listening, I increased the volume of my speech, so

that she would hear me, but not realize that I-wanted her to do so.

Sam looked different and was behaving in an unusual manner.

He is normally an energetic youngster, but he stood motionless against the

wall. He avoided my eyes and his speech at times was inaudible. I wondered

if his mother had said something to-him before he came outside, or if it was

her-virtual presence that induced this behavior. I. was in awkward situation.

I did not want to say anything that would further alienate

us. I.wanted to inquire if something was wrong, but I suspected that would
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escalate the anxiety and jeopardize my
quest to enter the home. I thought

it might be prudent to tell him my reasons for coming and summarize what his

mother and I had dwelled on.

So I said to him that I had been chatting with his mom about

my stopping by the home a few times, as part-of my effort towards understanding

something.about his family. I,reemphasized that this was not an evaluation

or a way of putting the family on trial, etc., but just a way of understanding

how the family is when they are
together--part of the learning process, I added.

was trying to choose my words carefully, not wanting to offend anyone or to

heighten anxieties.

Sam nodded his head in agreement. His smile never appeared,

he did not ask questions, he did not come close or ditplay his curiosity or

a.ny of those things to which I had grown
accustomed from our in-class and our

out-of-class interactions.
This muet be

difficult for him, I thought. So

I switched the subject in the hope of placing'him at ease, "How are yoUr

friends, Edward and Roger?"

"Okay, I guese."

He seemed'not to have budged, and my reaction was: it's time

to move on. So / asked if he were going to see them over the week-end. He

-said he did-not know. I -allowed a few seconds to.go
by:before thanking him

for the time he had spent talking to me. I asked him to eXcress my thanks

to his mother for.talking with me. With this, I said goodbye and left.

I was curious about this occurrence. I needed to make

sense of it. Was Sam's mother rigid or over-protective?
Was she just plain

strict? Did he have freedom to play, to enjoy the normal things a boy of his

age should be allowed to enjoy? Or was he unnecessarily restricted? Was school

the place where
he got to vent his feelings? A host of qApstions flooded my
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mind. I thought I would seek answers through Sam and his friends. I must

be subtle and not oVerbearing. This inquiry must not be embarrassing for Sam,

or be misconstrued as just plain spying. Since I constantly asked each of

them for and about one-another, I did hot anticipate complications.

My questions ranged from whether anyone had seen Sam to

why he isn't at the center playing with his friends. I also asked the other

boys what he does with his time after school and what they thought he would

prefer to do with his time when school ended each day.

His.friends were willing to share their viewS on Sam, as

they had shared their views and speculations about each other. It was estab-

lished that Sam does not come to the center, and that he seldom plays in the

community. One student remarked that his mother is West Indian and they do

things "wierd, meaning differently." As we explored further, the general

'consensus was that Sam's mother did not like him out of.the house except.to

attend school or run errands. Some felt that Sam was too sheltered, that

his parents acted as though he needed "to be protected like he was a daughter."

They said he-always went home, even when they had important after-school games.

They did pot appear to resent this, but they certainly laughed at him and in

their own way thought it was unhealthy.

-

How is Sam as a person? Do you like hit less because he ,

is not always around? I got various responses to this question. Everyone

liked him.. Some thought-he was missing out on fun they were having. Others

thought that maybe he would be better off in the lOng run, given the many hours

he spends with his books. So we got into a discussion about play versus study,

and.which benefits more.

ThiS conversation occurred outside the center,.as I focused

on who-from the Barber School plays at the center and who does not. Victor
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was there, as were Roger, Edward, Bill, and Brian. It was a very informative

session.

Sam is aware that his friends are concerned and talk about

his being at home all the time. He knows that they tease him about not coming

out to play and that he it a "Mama's boy." He does,not like it, but recognizes

that there is nothing he can do.

I examined his feelings about this and got some responses.

He admits that his mother is serious about him staying at home and studying.

Even thoUgh he likes to study, he dislikes doing it all the time. He is the

youngest of three boys and his mother works. This places some pressure on

him in that he has to help out in the home.

His'mother heads the family and I was never able to discover

the wtergabouts of his father. But it is not without precedent that working

single mpthers with adolescent children (in this case, three boys, ages 19,

15, 11) find themselves becoming very strict, directive, punitive, and control-

\

ling as a Way of coping with their own aaxieties and the realities of being

a single parent. No doubt, Mrs.. Leighton is able to train and manage her

youngsters by being rigid and having strict rules. However, this style of

child-rearing on her part might produce counterproductive results in termt

of'the boys' overall adjustment.

I kept checking with Sam about once every week, to see

how he wai doing. I asked him if anything had been decided abput my coming

into the home. He told me he did not know. After about a month, I visited

the Leighton's home again.
-----

Mrs. Leighton answered the door and I politely re-introduced

myself: I told her I had returned to see if it was Okay with her to stop by

a few evenings or on the week-ends. Without much hesitation, she.gave mean



indirect no.

"Today (Saturday) we are very busy."

"How about tomorrow?" I ,inquired.

"Tomorrow is church. We go to church, and we visit relatives after that."

"So when might I be able to come over?"

"I have no idea," was her answer.

"It seems as though we are experiencing difficultiy in finding a mutually

agreeable time." She did not respond. "Do you have any suggestions?" I asked her.

"I can't think of anything, young man."

For me the game was over, the facade was lifted. I did not

wish to confront her further, because I might have blown everything by doing

so, and I needed to continue trying. I also wanted Sam to complete the pro-

ject's questionnaire. I had worked with him in the Barber School and felt he

was Useful for the study. So I kept my cool and thanked hei for her time,

.before saying goodbye.

Glancing over my notes under Sam's name, I see the words,

"approved for outside of home." This is an indication that permission was not

-given for the, viewing of home interactions.

School visits, and a brief walk from school to home, did

not establish a close relationship between Sam and me. It was superficial

at best, and lacked the commitments that move encounters beyond the surface.

No contacts were possible on the playground. The contact in school was short,

and.it was intended to be like that.

The few statements I made about Sam in previous paragraphs

stand as the most in-d h I will be able to make. He exists under tight

controls, and his inability tO loosen up when we were alone, gives me the

impression that he fears his mother even when she is not visibly present.
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He is a tense young man, sometimes even when he is in school.

His countenance bespeaks rigidity, control and disgust. I wonder what passes

through his head as he watches his peers who are vibrant, enthused, relaxed,

and full of life? I wonder if he notices? I wonder what he will be like

as a parent? What pathology may be festering under the surface? He is cer-

tainly withdrawn, and it appears to be a result of external pressures rather

than his own inclination. How content is he with his present circumstances?

My efforts to get at his feelings were unsuccessful. Usually, ,

a conversation would begin by my asking a few questions. When it reached a

stage in which I was aiking open-ended questions, we had also arrived at his

gate. Attempts to involve him in further conversation at this point were

usually futile. Once he'told me hat his mother does not like him to stand

in the street, or at the gate. Another time he told me that he is not allowed

to stay after school'or to hang around the stairs. I ran into a host of dead

ends with-Sam.

How does one characterize a Sam Leicihton? I am not sure

can say more than I have already said.

Maybe he is content with his circumstances, maybe not.

.Compared.to his peers he seems to be missing out on a lot. I never fOund

out how his family feels about school or about the neighborhood. This would

have given me some important clues.

Many West Indians are critical of Black Americans, as indeed,

Black Americans are critical of West Indians. West Indians often misunderstand

Black Americans and criticize them for not taking advantage of edualational

and economic opportunities.. They criticize them for their child-rearing

practices for being lazy, and for their allegedly violent behavior. They

view Afro-Americans as pleasure-seekers who would rather possess a big car
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than a decent place to sleep. They criticize them for being dishonest and

for generally letting down the Black race.

West Indians, on the other hand, are sometimes labelled

"Black Jews"-who come to America and stoop low, accepting menial jobs just

to get by. They are said to first displace their Black American brothers,

and when they achieve upward Social mobility, to shun Afro-Americans altogether.

It is not uncommon to findlWest Indians who hold some or

.all of these,views and who do not mix and do not allow their families to do

so either (with Black Americans). Such West Indians hold themselves in high

regard and may display airs of sliperiority.

These considerations make me wonde'r if something similar

may be operating in the Leighton household. I may never really know, for the

chance to explore was not available.
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D. Two Incidents

1. The Baseball Game

I walked home with Bill, Winston, and Charles: "We got

to read this damn book," were Bill's words.

"I ain't going to..read it," responded Charles.

"I gonna throw it on my bed and forget it," Bill continued.

Turning to Charles, he said, "Man, you going to get burned [punished]

when we come in on Tuesday." As abruptly as the conversation started,

it ended.

Everyone was hurrying home tO get ready for the baseball

game. As the boys headed to their respective homes, I went to the field,

as had been prearranged.

The opposing team had already assembled. I had not

met any of the players, so I found myself an obscure corner to watch

the game. I was not quite unobtrusive, for Steven, Winston, Charles,

and Brian found me quite easily. The game was going to begin in about

thirty minutes, so at their suggestion we went to the far tight of the

1

field where Winston and some friends were'playing cricket.

\<Hi, Coconut Head," in unison the boys called out to

Winston._

Steven (Peanut Brain) was encouraging Winston to join

them in the baseball championship. Pickle Neck (Bill) intervened. "Man,

you know these coconuts (Wesi\Indians) can't clay no .baseball. That's

6 man's sport."

Victor (Membrane tip) interjected his piece, but surprisingly

in favor of Winston. "Man, don't pay any mind. Cricket is a gentleman's

-sport. You're cook (okay] by me."
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Things simmered down and Winston was left to play his

game. We headed back to the baseball area, where everyone showed signs

of beginning the game.

These boys (Bill, Winston, Charles, Brian, Victor,

Steven, and Clyde) seem to have an affectionate bond. They tease each

ether continually as a way of having fun and saying "I care about you."

It never gets out of hand, and everyone seems to take his turn. It's

ritualistic, energizing, and, from my observations, always appropriate.

It's deeply self-disclosing, and because everyone indulges in it periodically,

one can surmise that negative consequences, if any, are ciffused among

the group. They all seem to enjoy it, even when on the receiving end.

Winston does not generally exhibit emotions that reveal what he authentically

feels. One has to guess that, if anything, he is basically neutral in

the face of such a bpmbardment. I attribute this madking over and my

inability td gauge accurately what he is feeling to a_cultural hazard,

for want of a better word.

Britidh West Indians, males particularly, are taught,

and succeed in doing at a very tender age, to mask and hide their emotions.

A male runs the risk of being publicly characterized as,effeminate for

the slightest show ojemotions except in moments of elation. These cultures

are very rigid when it cothes to-displaying emotions, especially crying

and breaking down. American culture is similar in its prohibition of

emotional displays for the male sex,sbut West Indians sometimes "soften-up"

affectively from living in the United States, for ihe sanctions are not

quite as rigid, and the price for an emotional display is not as severe.

A West Indian immigrant inevitably learns that it's

okay to be angry and dhow one's anger. He/she is often confronted with
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people who unconflictingly state how they feel about a given person or his

or her behavior. This accounts in part for West Indians' descriptions of

Americans as bold, courageous, and open about themselves and their business.

In conversation, a West Indian 'parent said to me that

Americans are not ssecretive enough. The Russians need only read the "New

York Times",or attend a congressional hearing and all can be known about

'the U.S. and its affairs. This point is well taken in the context of the

foregoing observation.

But the West Indian in,American society soon changes.

Acculturation erodes the rigidity mentioned earlier, unless he/she subscribes

to membership in a purely West Indian subculture which undoubtedly would

reinforce those behaviors which were fostered in his "back-home" culture.

Winston is acculturating. I visited, him for about four

hours during the summer of 1981. In one year I see changes. He now is

highly verbal, more open, and expressed himself on a feeling level. He

is certainly openly affectionate to his mother. One cannot attribute these

changes purely to acculturation, for a rival hYpothesis may indeed be matura-

tion. But with regards to the observations made about West Indian culture,

one cannot ignore acculturation as having a direct, or at lease peripheral,

influence.

The baseball game got off to a slow start. My respondents

did not appear enthusiastic about playing the game. They appeared listless

and slothfullvand in the final innings they were losing badly. The other

team was vociferously alive. They cheered and encouraged each other,in the

fashion of a cooperation.

Steven yelled to his team captain, "You said you want

them out by low pitching the ball. You see Angel pitching--he ain't Shit."
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This was only a mild example of the vUlgarity that plagued the entire game.

The game started at about 1:00 PM, following a half-day of school; parents

were at work, giving my respondents the liberty to behave in ways that were

loose and at times disrespectful. Few adults were present, and those who

were did not, in my estimation, have any acquaintance with my respondents.

Eicher that, or the boys were totally impervious to everything around them,

including adults whom they may have known.

0

It was indeed a slow game. My boys appear to be responsible

for the pace of the game. By now, I'was reasonably competent in decipherino

what their attitudes and behaviors meant. This lackadaisical attitude

signalled gross dissatisfaction with the way the sport was being played,

the opponents, and the results.

In conversations that followed, the boys expressed their

dislike for the opponents' attitudes and sportsmanship. "The opposing team

wanted to win so badlY that you can taste it," they commented. "Consequently

they used Psychological tactics that pissed us off. They called out to each

other 'all the time, saying dumb things that they thought would confuse us."

One of the boys commented, "They were so noisy that it was hard to concentrate."

Their whole decorum, even though not quite deplorable,

suggestcd that samething-was amiss Their zeXIOrmance was affected, and from

what I knew about them at this point, it was more than superficial.

This kind of response, maladaptive or otherwise, pervades

other aspects of their lives, in school and at home. And the peculiarity is

that they have all been socialized differently; yet, their responses to annoyance

and frustration are identical.

These boys spend a great deal of time together, in and

out of school. My hypothesis is that the peer group influence, imitative
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learning, and emulation Of successful and fominant group members may indeed

account for the shared reaction. No matter what its causal factors, itS

influence is profound and pervasivecwithin vy group fnd in other groups'

they have interacted with in this community.

The game came to an end with my boys as the losers. They

44

cursed and abused the equipment, obviously in frustrat:_on. The vittors seemed

unperturbed by these seemingly unprovoked and sporadic outbursts. Apparently,

they were accustomed to this behavior. '

As my boys headed home, their comments were caustic and

derogatory. They thought very little of the opposing team.

"But, come., on now, aren't.yoa sour because you lost--bad sportsmen?" I

probed.

"No, no!" echoed two of them. "They didn'jt play fair."

"What do you mean, they didn't play fait?* What did they do that was unfair?" .

"you saw them, interference and all," Bill temarxed. "That's why we don't

-

like playing that team. They come here with all kinds 8f,stuff, (tactics) and

\.

.

we don't like that, so we play a lousy game. It happens alI:the time. We
,.. .

. .
'

.. .*4

play the other teams ond man, that's heavy (good, enjoyable). Every yeat is

the same stuff."

T__sensed that thi group had had enough, so I did not pursue
_

V

the matter any further.

1
2. Egging

One of the characteristics of qualitative or participant

observation research is that,it is condudted in the places where real life

is carried out; the researcher spends time' with those he'or she is observing

in their own territory.

4,

The perennial question for most qualitative researchers is



to what extent to become involved in the activities of the targeted group.

Tile incident described here was the only challenge I faced which required

.
that I engage in some soul-searching in terms of my involvement or non-

-iiivolvement in the boys' activities. I had grown deeply involved with

these* students, and had.actively
participated in all of the things they did

w4e-At...any_dis.00mfort. But when they_ confronted me with an invitation to

join them in a nocturnal egg-throwing extravaganza, I was internally shaken.

It was.a precarious, situation to find myself in, principally

because I was emotionally close to them and felt compelled to protect themo

A host of responses occurred in me, ranging from condemnation to subtle per--

suasion not to engage in,such a dangerous undertaking. Though these were in-.

'consistent with my objectives as a researcher, it was reassuring to be in

.

touch With them as .possibilities.

I drew on my counseling experiences and asked that they

. ,

tgll me some more about this egging business. -They insisted that there was

nothing to tell, indicating,in their own way that one was required'to be present

An order to fully grasp the event. I shared my Unwillingnessto accept this .

rationale, and. pointed out that this was a facade. They were employing the

-,,facade either to avoid the subject and my questionS, or to 'increase my, interest

,and hence my commitment to join them When I confronted them with these obser-

'.vations, they vacillated and smiled a great deal.

one thing I know about these boys is not to pusn them. .So

P,im this instance I did not. As our interaction continued, anecdotes.of who

t

had.,done what in the'art of egging emerged. .Suffice it oto.say_tilat I was

.invited and asked to,be at the assembly point at nine that evening.

The'decision to join them wasan easy one. It was not
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what my involvement would be, except that I wanted to be clear of any

violence or mishap, yet be close enough to make authentic observations and

notes.

.The boys were well organized in their egg-throwing

activities.
1

Each individual went out equipped with two eggs.-.Because of

the nature Of the activity, separation of the group was inevitable and

expected. *Once separation Occurred, it was understood that members would

reassemble at a designated point, for regrouping, discussion, and a new supply

of eggs.

The group was comprised of six of us, including myself.

We edged our way along Buchman Street on our way to Veteran's Parkway. Few

words were exchanged about where to go, giving me the impression that this

waS a routine thing.

No plan had been designed, as far as I was aware, for how

the egging was to be done. I surmised that this was probably unnecessary,

since everyone knew what was to take place.

When we arrived at the Parkway, The boys walked along the

sidewalk and slowed up as they approached a crosswalk. They continued and

came to a complete stop at the second crosswalk. They stopped and dispersed

to differeht points. In comparing this corner to the first, I noticed that

it had traffic lights. It was later confirmed that the choice was indeed

made on this basis.

The boys stood around nonchalantly, but I thought / detected

a strategicaily offensive deployment. They carried the eggs in their hands,

quite concealed. No words were exchanged during this seemingly tense period.

I stood roughly eight feet from the group, close enough to catch the action,

but not hindering any progress. For four or five minutes, nothing happened.
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During this period the light changed at least three times and nothing occurred.

The light was-red, and as it changed, a red sedan moved

gingerly along. Suddenly, one of the boys threw an egg, which exploded on

the windshield of the car. Almost simultaneously, eggs exploded on two

other vehicles, and with this, the boys took off. They disappeared into

two cross streets leading into the abutting neighborhood.

I was not threatened with danger, so I stayed around to

get a handle on this fad. One of the cars stopped rabruiftly, almost causing

a rear-end collision. Apparently, the driver behind one of the egged cars

was not aware of the problem and started honking his horn franttically. Two

other cars stopped and the drivers got out. One man kicked hj.s car and cursed.

The other just stood there dumbfounded and--'stupefied; he looked for a long time

in disbelief. Not much more was going tb occur as I saw it, so I headed to

the assembly spot for the regrouping.

When I arrived, everyone was there. There was laughter

and a jovial atmoSphere. The boys seemed pleased with what had been accomplished.

They were aware of my presence, but did not acknowledge it immediately. One

of them expressed the group's interest in what had happened after they had

hastily,departed. I asked them what they expected to happen, but I never

received any intelligible answer.

I shared with them what I had witnessed. This evoked laughter,

and they positively stroked each other. For the next hour or so, the group

talked about past nocturnal escapades, such as this one. I learned that it

was not always uneventful; one evening a driver chased one of the perpetrators

on foot, and another Was chased by car. No one was ever caught, and that

unblemished record remained a proud accomplishment for the group.
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The psychology behind this egg-throwing activity is not

quite clear to me. / am aware that a host of acrivities characterize the

life of the Center City youngster. The "in thing" is to be involved in some

kind of aCtivity, and for the most part the influence is strong toward the

illegal, the unwholesome, the improper, and the disapproved. Ihese may include

trreu-s-eand--s-zri-e--erf--clrugs-,7-dealiAg_.i.n_stond
theft itself. The

parents of my boys are aware of the social pathology that resides in this

neighborhood: as a consequence, they try to be strict with their children,

not strict enough some may argue. Nevertheless, these,boys do engage in

activities that are deplorable. Is this egg-throwing a form of rebellion

against parental strictness (e.g., having to be home by 11:00 PM, when peers

are allowed out until 1:00 AM)? Is it keeping up with the crowd? One group

smokes mariivana, another steals, yet another destroys property: so we are

cool, we do our share, we throw eggs, we are the "in crowd."

I am sure that a variety of other explanations can be

proposed, but even with their stimulation, I have been unable to.tap the

correct reason for this behavior.

I cannot settle for, and do not feel comfortable with, the

"mischievous nature" of young boys as an explanation. Suffice it to say that

one single explanation,escapes me at the moment, but a combination of the

above speculations may be in the right direction.

The remainder of that night passed with recapitulations of

spectacular "egging" events of the past. No one was quite sure when the

next event of this kind would take place. / was asked if I were going to be

there. I indicated that I would like to be around as much' as the project would

allow me to be. Implicit in this answer was, hopefully, the notion that I

was not electing to participate because of my fondness for the activity, but
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that I.would be present in order to learn about them and the things they do.

Some Weeks later, I was visiting with one of the boys, who

asked me to come along to another boy's home. We walked for about three

blocks before we arrived at this house. The two boys chatted briefly, and

without much'hesitation, agreed to do something but did not state what it

was. We continued to other homes. This rounding up of peers took about

forty-five minutes to an hour, after which the group's composition began to

suggest that egging was the possible activity. The original group was

present with the addition of one stranger whom I had never met.

This evening of egging did not appear to be pre-planned.

The last time egging took place, each person brought his own eggs from home.

Now we were all going along but no one had eggs. It briefly defied explanation.

One member asked, "Say, how much you got?" The responses

varied, but each reported the amount he had. This was followed by a brief

discussion of how much each person was going to contribute and how many eggs

were to be bought.

I was somewhat surprised by the openness and directness

with which they dealt. The previous encounter, which had occurred about

two and a half weeks earlier, was more secretive and.disguised. I giless they

were nOw confident of me, and felt I was a member in some way.

Things struck me as organized and expeditious. I attri-

buted this to the individual and collective gratification derived from.this

game. I had seen these boys engage in a host of acrivities beforeacademic

and recreational-- and most were plagued by unhappiness, annoyance, dissatis-.

factioni or uncooperativeness. Ibis egging business was different. Intrinsic

motivation remained at a high level. Everyone appeared to be propelled by'

his own forces, rather than external pressures.
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This was striking compared to their low levels of motivation

in other areas. As far as I can ascertain, "egging" is an infrequent under-

taking, and as such, it certainly is not "deep" in their bones, so to speak.

,It is not a daily routine that forms part of their behavioral repertoire.

To understand this high motivational level; one probably

needs to focus on the thrill and challenge associated with unlawful acts.

The danger of being caught and possibly hurt escapes consciousness and is

replaced by a preoCcupatian with doing something that's wrong, accompanied

by a divine certainty that one will not get caught.

-Most people who are caught after illegal, immoral, or

unlawful acts report or respond in the same way: "/ didn't think I was

going to be caught."- This suggests that their focus is on something other

than being caught an d. the consequences thereof. Similarly, I think, these

boys derive motivation from a sense of,solidarity and comradeship. A feeling

of breaking the rules together and not being caught appears to be one

of the'motivating factors probably the principal one. Certainly the enjoy7

ment they derive,induces them to continue.

'Bach person made a contribution and i volunteer bought a

dozen 'eggs. We started out on Bay Path. Road and worked our way down Buckman,

which led us to Veteran's Parkway. I was curious as to why the Parkway was.

chosen eacil time. It was made clear to me that strategic advantages dictate

that the Parkway be used for the egging.

The reasons were quite rational, I may add. It's a busy

street with heavy flowing traffic, which makes it difficult, if not impossible,

for a moving car,to turn aroUnd and chase some perpetrator, or to even stop

in mid-traffic without some consequence. Also, there are many tributaries

(small streets, alleys) that flow into the Parkway, offering quick escape routes.
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Careful thought and planning had,gone into thiS egging activity.

I was concerned about someone being caught or injured. I

asked what happens when they all scamper away following the throwing of the

eggs: is each man on his own, or are they concerned about the welfare of

each other? How would they know if someone is hurt or caught?

their egging activity; even contingency plans seem to have been considered.

The assembly point was important, not only as a meeting area once the activity

was chosen for a given evening, but most importantly as a check-in point once

the activity had been completed.' The boys were very sophisticated in this

endeavor. They took a head count and inquired if someone was excessively

late. If someone fails to discharge his eggs, he is required to return to

the assembly point. Failure to return to the assembly point for any reason

other than .12.ing caught is a gross violation of e'agreed-upon rules:*

This is a very important rule, because if someone does

not return to the assembly point that is interpreted as trouble and is cause

for worry. If this should happen, they would all carry out a search.

Each man is then allowed half an hour to work his waY to the Parkway and

back. He observes while On this assignment, and asks questions if he must.

If all of this fails to turn up the missing comrade, a call is made to his

home. So as not to alarm parents, calling is discouraged, and is only used

as a last resort.

The boys are quick to point out that all troops have

alw$Ys returned ssfely. They are proud of this record and insist that all

will,continue to 40 smoothly.

Once we got situated on Veteran's Parkway, I assumed a

somwehat IOW' profile on the periphery of the activity. The boys assumed their
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positions with such ease and nonchalance that no one could have suspected

what was about to happen. They were "cool."

Two of them got their eggs off. The injured car sped into

the ni4ht with no sign that communicated to us that the passengers were aware

of or annoyed by these missiles hurled at them.

ot their e s off. One driver stuck his head

out the window and cursed. The other stopped his vehicle and came out. 'He

was looking in the direction of the boys with raised and clenched fists. The

boYs do not always run immediately. In this case, as they have before, they

assumed a running posture but may abort if no danger is imminent or impending.

They observe for a brief period, and if nothing threatening ith sighted they

remain'in the immediate vicinity.

No threat was apparent to the boys or to me. But to our

great surprise, a motorcycle came charging towards the sidewalk, its rider

shouting at the top of his lungs, "Got you, motherfuckers!" The, boys were

panic-stricken. In the confusion, one hid behind a tree and headed into

the neighborhood later, when he thought it was safe. One ran across the

Parkway, towards the Lake and disappeared'among the joggers. Meanwhile, the

motorcyclist was having diffibulty chasing anyone. The boys had taken advan-

tage of the terrain and made good their escape. The motorcycle could not

quite maneuver among the sidewalk, the grass, a construction project in a

side street, and curious bystanders.

In less than five minutes, the confusion was over. The

.boys had disappeared; the motordyclist had stopped and was durrounded by

a group of three onlookers, and'a man across the street was cleaning his

car. As I drew closer to the motorcycle crowd, someone was describing the

boys as "bastards.". / hastened on my way to the meeting place, concerned,
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curious, and anxious about where the boys were and what they were feeling.

I got there and no one was present. I hung.around for

about twenty minutes and no one came. What I had witnessed gave me the

feeling that they had been frightened by it all; I knew, somehow, that no

one had been caught. Where were they and what had gone wrong? I did not

think that they would retUrn ta the scene; it was too hot and dangerdus.

I went to the center, a regular spot for hanging out, even after it has

closed for the night. No one was there.

I made the decision not to return to the egging scene, but

to wait around a little while longer. About fifteen minutes elapsed and no

one showed. It was now about 11:30 in the evening, and a cool breeze was

blowing. I thought of calling at least two of the boys, in an effort to find

out if everything was fine. Usually, most of these boys are allowed to stay

out an extra hour or so on week-ends, so I could call their homes until 12:30

or 12:45. Since Vstill had some time, checking a few of the places where

they hang out was appropriate.

Someone had mentioned beer, earlier that evening, so I

decided to check a soda and beer store where they sometimes hang around.

They weren't there. My next move was to pass by their homes with the idea

that if they were still outside', possibly we could discuss the happenings

of the evening.

I had no lunch. The boys were no place to be found. My

last resort was to call. I went to a nearby candy store and get some change.

The first two numbers I reached were busy. The third call roused a parent,

who stated that my subject had retired to.bed. The fourth call I placed was

also answered by a parent, who indicated that his son was not home. Finally,

I reached one of my boys.
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He seemed reluctant to talk. " s everything Okay?" I asked.

"Yeah, man, fine! Everything is cool."

"Could we talk about tonight?"

"Now?!"

"Well, the first thing isYare the boys all safe and Okay?"

ryone is bow)."

"Do you want-to talk on the phone, or should I come by?"

"I am in now. We can talk tomorrow at the center."

tookothis as a signal that the time wasn't righ
)t

to

discuss the matter. With that thought I bid him goodbye and we agreed to

talk later.

My desire to talk with them immediately came from my

psychology training, in which / learned that an individual is apt to provide

more cognitive and affective data if asked about an event right after it

occurs, and much less if the information-gathering is delayed. However, I

resigned myself to the fact that the next day was close, and that a few

carefully constructed questions would yield the information I sought.

I tried to make sense of what had occurred. Fear certainly

had driven them home. I guessed that a sense of security could be found

in the safe confines of their homes. Despite the bravado and tough exterior,

these were fragile and vulnerable youths. They should have been scared;

they had come very close to being caught and exposed. / wondered how this

close call would affect them, their behavior, their future involvement in the

egging business.

My hunch waS that they would slow down for a while. They

prided themselves on not being caught. This close call would inevitably

lead to reflection and reassessment. This was my hunch; and I certainly
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wanted to test it out.

We did not decide on a specific time tO meet, but

had an idea of where and about what time the boys would be out. I got to

the center about 1:15 that Saturday and hastened to the basketball court in

search of them. I found three of them there. One was seated on a chair

and the other two were playing on the court. As I headed towards the one

who was seated, his eyes caught me coming and he smiled; but with the smile

he looked away, avoiding my eyes. This was unusual; I did not recall it

happening before. I felt he was embarrassed, or at least self-conscious--

by a kind of naked exposure he was feeling.

I confronted him later, on this, and he admitted to feeling

stupid, like a fool--a feeling he had never experienced before in my presence.

I tried to explore this some more, but to no avail. He had no thoughts about

why he felt that way, and could not-make%ny connection to the egging

incident.

Other youngsters were around, so I did not want to mention

the incident or make inquiries about it. The other two boys noticed me, and

one called out, "Hey, Mr. McKenzie!" rresponded and watched him as he kept

on playing. The tension and/or anxiety were building up in me.. Once again

I was put off, for the situation demanded that I wait a little while longer

to obtain the'information.

,
From my experience, I decided that the chances for

a group discussion about the egging incident were slim for the Momemi. How

could I bring about some action in this regard was my thought. Though

waiting certainly would have.yielded results, this inactive response only

prolonged,the agony.

The Student seated next to me could give me some feedback
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about what happened. I decided to start with him. "Could we talk outside

for a while? It's about the research project, but it's too noisy in here,."

He did not respond verbally, but got up and headed towards the ramp leading

to the exit. I followed him and as we cleared the ramp, he wanted to know

whether to go into the basement or outside. I told him anyplace was_fine

°with me.

He decided to go outside and I followed. Somehow he appeared

excessively non-verbal, and I guessed that something was bothering him. As

we were alone outside, I shared my perceptions and inquired if he were Okay.

He,naid, "I guess so."

I shared with him how worried I was about what had happened,

not knowing if everyone was safe. I inquired as to what had happened. He

told me he wasn't sure, that he had gotten scared by the' motorcycle and had

run into a side street. He did not look around for anyone but continued

running and could not stop until he got home. His parents felt something

terrible had happened to him, but tried in vain to get it out of him. He

had wanted to tell them so badly, but he feared a flogging, which would have

led to them calling other:parents. He said that no one had talked about

what happened because everyone was still scared. He reported to me that

he had a bad night. When I inquired into this he indicated that his sleep

was frequently interrupted by the memory of what had occurred.

He looked away as he spoke to me. He appeared to be

uncomfortable. I eased up on him, allowing himto go where he wanted to.

It was Okay with me if he didn't want to talk more. I could always come

F

back when the frightful memory was manageable, or hadubsided. There were

others with their experiences to share.
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switched gears and entered a counseling mode. "You

seem deeply disturbed by this haunting memory of what happened last night."

"I guess so," was his response.

"I can understand, and'if you don't want to talk about it anymore today,

it's fine with me." A silence gripped us, and for three minutes nothi,r,g

"Yttu VInit-maybe-you,-would like-to talk-abouts-it-some-other
%

"Maybe."

"Well, I would love for us to deal with it when you want to."

He nodded his.head in approval and that signalled.the end of our conversation.

I returned to the game which was still in progress. I hung

around for about forty-five minutes, after which .time the game waspcoming to

an end.

I tapped the two studens on their shoulders and made it.'

known tnat I wanted to see them after they had washe0 up. It was a five

minute wait which seemed forever.

My first statement as they returned was, "Tell me what

happened last night." They both hesitated and slapped each other iVe (a

kihd of hand shake). One said, -"Man, you don't want to know!" With that,,

the other began talking'

"We had no idea things were going to ge.: so bad. The dude on the motor-

cycle scared the ghits outa me. Man, he was crazy. I thought he was going

to run us down. But,he couldn't handle the machine and that's how I made

my escape. It was crazy. The dude could hurt people like that.

"What happened when you got away?"

"Man, I ran like hell. No dt;de was going io get me in.trouble."

"What do you meen,-'in trouble'?"

"If the dude with the motorcycle had run into me, thep the police, parents,
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and ending up in the hospital would really get us into trouble. You

know, everybody would knog what we been up to. Even teachers and students

,
would know what we been doing."

"Why 4).d everyone go home, rather than meet at the assembly point?" A

:A
"Sgme pf us were scared. Home was the best place to go."

"Why?"

"If ariybne came'looking for us and we were at home, then that was safe."

"Where did the others go?" From what he said, one student went to a

friend's hqme and another hung out by the Center until he thought it was

safe to go home.

"Anything eise happened?"

':we sure ain't going ;4k there no more."

"Are you all going to continue egging?"

"I dontt know. There is no talk about going back right now. I don't

know hOw they feel, but I am still scared about getting hurt and my parents

finding mit. I don't know if I want to again. /t used to be fun, bui

it got real bad. I don't know if we.are going to do this again."

It was obvious o me that this incident had affected most

members of this group. Those who were involved in the motwrcycle incident

seemed to be affected more and carried the horrifying memories of that evening.

,The enthusiasm and laughter that characterized the conversations on egging

were gone. Instead, the boys were'somber, reflective, and to soul degree

remorseful. ,

I think the boys learned their lesson. Returning to the

egging activity would reggire the passage of timep and recommitment of the

group or a major part thereof.
,

Would they continu to be "mischievous?" I think so.
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Mischief is all around them. People seem.bent on using their energies and

talents in negative ways and to negative ends, accordin4 to most of society's

.norms.

There is a poignant sociological argument that states in

part that this society contains a permanent underclass; consequently, 6%

unemployment is considered full employment. Poor, unskilled, and uneducated

Americans are most affected by this, and a great majority of the\se are Black.

The culture of poverty thesis stipulates that America is

a land of plenty with prodigious opportunity for all: those who do not take

advantage of this opportunity are failures. And to be a failure in this

society is to be stigmatized, is socially and intrapersonally painful.

So, those communities that are not capable of providing

resources whereby young people can profitably and pleasurably occupy their

spare time well, according to this-sociological theory, see their young

people channel their energies into socially unacceptable modes of behavior.

The Center City community is undernourished in this regard.

There is hardly enough to provide for cultural and sports appetites that exist

in the community. The neighborhood center is inadequate, even though it tries

its best. The Barber School provides music lessons, when school is in session.

But there is a multitude of young.talent and energy that is unreached. Few

legitimate sources for venting frustrations exist. The lack of legitimate

outlets is a factor that contributes to juvenile delinquency and other social

pathologies.

Young Blacks see the shrinking resources, and often the

lack of resources. They see idle adults,d they are soberly aware of the

high unemployment rate among Blacks.. They lose hope., they lose motivation;

they conclude that an attempt at a legitimate climb up.the social ladder
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through education will'lead to a dead end.

What are the alternatives? Unlawful activities. My

'observations of life in Center City lead me to conclude that things will

get desperate along the lines I have mentioned. Parents may try with their

children, but someone has to provide leadership in.finding avenues for young

and older people.to fulfill their dreams, to self-actualize.

Some frustration is evident in parents. "Where are things

going?" was frequently the comment.. And this was communicated to youngsters

by parents. The Search for summer jobs for teenagers is a particular head-

ache for parents. Frustration levels probably reach all-time lows on this

matter.

While Center City is not alone in its troubles, whether or

not it is unique is irrelevant and unimportant to those who dwell there, and

certainly to those with.whom I had contact.

No egging activity occurred for a periodof about two

months after the disastrous evening, so far as I was aware. I inquired

about it on various occasions, but never got a clear answer. "We don't

like that stuff," was one response to my.question, "Do you still go out

egging?"

Probably the boys outgrew this kind of passtime. In the

summer of 1961, I saw all of them, and they indicated that they were now

into other things, such as girls, sports, and schools.
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Raw Score Means and Standard Deviations To be Used As Norms

SCHOOL CLIMATE VARIABLES

MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION

Community. 2.48 .55
Accessibility & Receptivity 2.53 .52
Involvement 2.15 .51'
Equal Treatment 2.67 .50
Groupings 2.47 .52
Learning Orienation 2.64 .53
Expressiveness 2.52 .52
Goal Direction 2.52 .49
Challenge 2.66 .48
Dealing With Problems 2.52 .50
Order 2.66 .53
Options 2.74 .50
Influence Distribution 2.15 .54

HOME CLIMATE VARIABLES

Cohesiveness 3.01 .60
Communications. 2.86 .66
Involvement 2.93 .58
Ethnicity 2.59 :54
Equity 2.63 .64
School Learning 3.00 .54
Out-of-School Learning 2.90 .53
Aspirations and Identity 3.13 .53
Maturity 2.86 .43
Dealing with Problems 2.82 .53
Structure 2.34 .53
Influence 2.65 .52
External Relations 2.48 .49
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